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Introduction

In Marxism and the Interpretation o f Culture , a collection o f papers
given at a 1983 conference, the editors, Lawrence Grossberg and
Cary Nelson, argue that Marxism is at the center o f an explosive
trend in the social sciences and the humanities that cuts across
traditional boundaries and takes “ the entire field o f cultural prac
tices” as its subject. The editors suggest that Marxism is ideally
suited for this task because it
has long been at least implicitly involved in breaking down the barriers
between these domains, making each o f necessity a site o f interpretative
activity— by politicizing interpretative and cultural practices, by looking
at the economic determinations o f cultural production, by radically historicizing our understanding o f signifying practices—from political dis
courses to art, from beliefs to social practices, from the discourse o f psy
chology to the discourse o f economics—and, o f course, by continuing to
revise and enlarge a body o f theory with multidisciplinary implicationsJ

Their volume begins with a series o f essays grouped under the tide,
“ Rethinking the Crisis in Marxism,” suggesting that “ the renais
sance of activity” is likewise going through a “ crisis o f definition.”
Overall, the book captures the excitement, enthusiasm, and com
mitment that more than one generation o f historians, literary crit
ics, art historians, philosophers, and cultural theorists had come to
feel about an unorthodox and critical tradition o f Marxist theory as
it developed over several decades.
This book, Cultural Marxism in Postwar Britain , is a historical
account o f the creation and development o f one part o f this un
orthodox and critical Marxism: the British tradition o f cultural
Marxism from the mid-1940s until the late 1970s, from the found
ing o f the Welfare State to Margaret Thatcher’s transformation of
it. I focus on the contributions o f scholars and writers working in
the field o f history and cultural studies. The work o f the British
Marxist historians needs litde introduction. Rodney Hilton’s writ
ings on the medieval peasantry; Christopher Hill’s work on the
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seventeenth-century English revolution; E. P. Thompson’s contri
butions to understanding eighteenth-century popular culture and
the early working class; Eric Hobsbawm s many articles and books
on labor history, preindustrial rebellion, and world capitalist de
velopment; and Raphael Samuel and Gareth Stedman Jones’s work
on the nineteenth century have been synonymous with the new
social history and the history of the dominated classes. In various
ways they have played major roles in creating a “ history from be
low.” Sally Alexanders writings on working-class women in the
Industrial Revolution, Catherine Hall’s work on the middle classes
during that period, Sheila Rowbotham’s numerous projects on the
history of women, and Barbara Taylor’s recovery of the feminist
dimension o f utopian socialism have been equally powerful voices
in constituting a new socialist feminist history. They have been
important not only in recovering the role of women in history, but
they have made contributions to reconceiving more generally the
relationship between men and women by focusing on the gen
dered nature of class and the relationship between production and
reproduction, work and family.
Equally important as the historians’ contributions has been the
achievement of British cultural studies scholars, whose influence
worldwide (especially in North America) has produced what an
Australian practitioner, Meaghan Morris, has described as an “ un
precedented international boom.” 2 Pioneered by Richard Hog
gart, Raymond Williams, and Stuart Hall, and extended by Hazel
Carby, Paul Gilroy, Dick Hebdige, Angela McRobbie, and Paul
Willis, among others, cultural studies has advanced critical under
standing of the media, youth subcultures, literary production, the
contemporary working class, the cultural construction of race and
gender, popular culture, and the nature of ideology. It is distin
guished by its simultaneous respect for the potentially subversive
culture of dominated and marginalized classes and groups and an
acute awareness of the ideological forces in society containing
them. Interdisciplinary and theoretically eclectic, cultural studies
has supplanted the traditional dichotomy between high and low
culture, so prevalent in discussions about the mass media, with an
enlarged concept of the cultural terrain.
I am neither the first to critically examine historians such as
Hobsbawm, Thompson, and Hill or cultural theorists such as Hall
and Williams, nor am I alone in recognizing the importance of
British Marxist history and cultural studies for social and cultural
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theory and the new left environment associated with them. In
deed, by now, a sizable literature concerned with components of
both disciplines has developed. But most writers have either at
tempted to publicize and explain the contributions o f Marxist his
tory and cultural studies, or they have put forth critical interpreta
tions or defenses—frequendy political in nature—from a position
interior to those disciplines.3 My account is the first intellectual
history to study British cultural Marxism conceived as a coherent
intellectual tradition, not limited to one discipline or one figure
within it. With the death o f two o f the giants in this tradition—
Edward Thompson and Raymond Williams—such an effort seems
especially worthwhile.
I view British cultural Marxism in terms o f a constructive but by
no means harmonious dialogue and debate between, and within,
the disciplines o f history and cultural studies. At issue has been the
relationship between culture and society, structure and agency, ex
perience and ideology, and theory and practice. It is my contention
that this cultural Marxist tradition cannot be viewed in isolation; it
must be seen in the context o f the crisis o f the British Left, a crisis
virtually coterminous with the postwar era. While the depths o f
this crisis became apparent in the 1980s in the aftermath o f the
Thatcher revolution, its contours began to take shape during the
long Conservative rule o f the 1950s. I do not argue that all o f
the works to be discussed were written explicitly in response to the
crisis of socialism and the British Left, although this was certainly
true in many cases. Rather, I suggest that much can be learned
about British cultural Marxist history and cultural studies if they
are viewed from this perspective.
British cultural Marxism grew out o f an effort to create a social
ist understanding o f Britain which took into consideration postwar
transformations that seemed to undermine traditional Marxist as
sumptions about the working class and that questioned the tradi
tional Left’s exclusive reliance on political and economic catego
ries. Cultural Marxists were, above all, concerned with redefining
the relationship between structure and agency, for it was the agency
o f traditional socialism, the industrial working class, that was being
called into question. They attempted to identify the contours of
the postwar terrain, to redefine social struggle, and to articulate
new forms o f resistance appropriate to a democratic and socialist
politics in an advanced capitalist society. At the heart o f this project
was “ culture.” It signified both the terrain on which such a politics
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was to be reconceived and the recognition that this terrain was a
site of political struggle. In this regard, British cultural Marxism
distanced itself from the mainstream Marxist tradition—especially
in its Stalinist, mechanistic, and economistic guise. Stuart Hall has
characterized the relationship between Marxist theory and cultural
studies as “ working within shouting distance of Marxism, working
on Marxism, working against Marxism, working with it, work
ing to try to develop Marxism.” 4 The same could be said of the
more general relationship between Marxism and British cultural
Marxism.
Possibly a more detailed picture can be drawn of British cultural
Marxism by comparing and contrasting it with another Marxistinspired tradition that has influenced contemporary discussions of
culture—the Frankfurt School. Founded in the aftermath ofWorld
War I and shaped by the experience o f the Russian Revolution
and fascism, the Frankfurt School likewise represented a philo
sophical alternative to Marxist economism and Leninist vanguardism. Frankfurt School Marxists emphasized the cultural and ideo
logical dimensions of social life; they characteristically attempted to
grasp society as a “ totality,” and they were concerned with the dis
appearance of the revolutionary subject in advanced capitalist soci
eties. Like Antonio Gramsci, they advocated a revolution against
Marx’s Capital, in other words, opposition to the simplistic belief
that capitalist collapse and proletarian triumph were guaranteed by
the laws of Marxist economics.5
Like the Frankfurt School, the British tradition was founded on
a rejection of economism; it stressed the autonomy of culture and
ideology in social life, and it was shaped by the failure of revolu
tionary movements in the advanced capitalist West. But the differ
ences between the British cultural Marxists and Frankfurt School
traditions are as striking as the similarities. First, while both recog
nized that that culture played a critical role in securing the masses’
acquiescence to the dominant ideology and the status quo, they
had very different attitudes toward modern culture. The Frankfurt
School tended to see contemporary culture as the debased mass
entertainments of the culture industry. It was a culture that encour
aged the masses to think as passive consumers, undermined their
autonomy and independence of judgment, and induced them to
acquiesce to dominant social relations. The British cultural Marxist
tradition, on the other hand, saw culture as more contradictory.
Cultural studies regarded popular culture as potentially subversive,
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but, equally important, theorists attempted to understand mass
cultural consumption from the point o f view of the consumers
rather than the producers; they concluded that the peoples re
sponse was frequendy creative and varied. The same held true
for the historians, although they were primarily concerned with
earlier historical periods. Taken as a whole, the historians’ work
treated the cultural domain as an arena o f contestation between
dominant and subservient classes over values and meanings—cul
ture as a “ whole way o f struggle.” And their work on earlier his
torical periods implied that this fight was no less visible in the
twentieth century. Given this distinctive cultural Marxist attitude
toward culture, it is understandable why historians universally em
braced Antonio Gramsci, whose concept o f hegemonic struggle
paralleled and enriched their own.
Second, significant differences existed between the Frankfurt
School and the cultural Marxist approaches to politics. While gen
eralizations are difficult, the Frankfurt School believed that in a
historical epoch when theory and practice stubbornly refused to
come together, critical thought itself was a form o f revolutionary
practice. As Herbert Marcuse said o f Lucien Goldmann, they were
radical intellectuals who did not have the least qualm about not
being workers and who thought that intellect by nature was revo
lutionary.6 The majority agreed with Lenin that workers left to
themselves could never achieve anything but trade union con
sciousness, but they rejected his concept o f the vanguard party
because it justified the suppression o f dissent. Some even refused
on principle to join radical parties.
Unlike the Frankfurt School, which tended to remain aloof
from working-class politics, especially after the 1920s, intellectuals
in the British tradition continuously struggled with the relation
ship between theory and practice. They have never had an unprob
lematic association with working-class and radical movements, but
they tended to view their intellectual work as in some way contrib
uting to those movements. Marxist historical and cultural theory in
Britain was produced by several generations o f intellectuals in the
context o f the most radical causes and movements o f the last sixty
years: the Popular Front o f the thirties and forties, the New Left
movement and the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament ( c n d ) of
the late fifties and early sixties, the countercultural and student
politics o f 1968, and the feminist and antiracist politics o f the 1970s.
Cultural Marxists used their skills as intellectuals to articulate the
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experience and goals of dominated classes and groups, and they
tried to understand the forces in society constraining the working
class. A vigorous strain of populism has always been present in
cultural Marxist theory and politics.
Undoubtedly many reasons can help explain why British Marx
ist intellectual culture has assumed such a distinct pattern, but two
stand out. The British tradition of workers’ and adult education,
notably the Workers’ Educational Association, provided a unique
opportunity for intellectuals and working people to communicate,
and this environment played a major role in creating cultural stud
ies and shaping Marxist historical approaches.7 Some of the tradi
tion’s major texts—Hoggart’s The Uses o f Literacy, Thompson’s The
Making o f the English Working Class, and Williams’s Culture and
Society and The Long Revolution— were products of the adult educa
tion setting. The new feminist history was a product of this milieu
as well. In addition, because of the gradual expansion of educa
tional opportunities, many British cultural Marxists (though cer
tainly not a majority) were from working-class backgrounds and
attended universities on scholarships. Hoggart and Williams are
undoubtedly the best-known of these figures, but they were by no
means alone.
Another major distinction between the two traditions was that
the majority of Frankfurt School theorists were philosophers, nur
tured in Hegelianism, while British Marxists with the greatest in
fluence have been historians and literary and cultural theorists. It
has been common to attribute this difference in approach to the
antitheoretical and empirical bent of the English, and indeed this
assertion contains some truth.8But it needs qualification. Although
British historians were specialists who generally wrote about spe
cific historical periods, they were no less concerned with under
standing the social totality than the philosophers of the European
tradition. Indeed, they originally conceived of their work as a col
lective project aimed at understanding the trajectory of modern
British society and history. (See discussion in chapter i .)
Furthermore, during the sixties and seventies British Marxists
engaged in a critical dialogue with advocates ofEuropean traditions
of literary, philosophical, and social theory, and this dialogue left an
indelible imprint on British cultural Marxism’s development—a
process that was simultaneous with Britain achieving membership
in the European Community. Many intellectuals were attracted to
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these traditions and other forms o f theory precisely because
they represented alternatives to what they saw as the stifling effects
of the English empirical idiom. But many o f them also used these
ideas to extend and renew, rather than negate, the English tradition.
By the end o f the 1970s it was still true that much o f the most
creative work o f British Marxists was historical in nature, even if
outside the historical discipline proper, but it was by no means
antitheoretical.
My account o f British cultural Marxism in this book is a critical
history o f ideas. On the one hand, I have tried to carefully recon
struct the historical development o f this tradition. Because it has
been so closely related to politics, I have necessarily viewed theo
retical developments and major texts as inseparable from this con
text. This approach has often meant describing the major protago
nists in relationship to radical political movements and debates. On
the other hand, I am interested in this tradition’s contributions to
cultural and historical theory, to Left-wing intellectual debates,
and to efforts at understanding contemporary society, and I have
thus attempted to evaluate their achievement critically. Sometimes
I have done this by re-creating theoretical debates that have arisen
in response to major works at the time they appeared; at other
points I have put forward my own critiques and evaluations. Here,
I have often engaged in detailed textual analyses o f many o f the
principal texts, sometimes analyzing at length those which by this
point will be familiar to many readers. I have followed this course
for two reasons: because it seems essential to achieving the goal o f
viewing this tradition as a whole, and because I hope that my
account will be read by a wider audience than those already thor
oughly acquainted with the major texts o f the tradition that is
being re-created. I do not see myself as being a disciple o f any
particular tendency in British cultural Marxism, but it will un
doubtedly become clear that I have the most sympathy for the later
approaches o f the cultural studies tradition as developed by Stuart
Hall and others.
This book is organized into three chronological parts. The first
part (chapter 1) describes the growth o f Marxist historiography in
the context o f the Popular Front and the Cold War; it concentrates
on the Communist Party’s Historians’ Group that proved to be so
important to the development of Marxist historical scholarship and
was responsible for an embryonic version o f cultural Marxism. In
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the second part (chapters 2 and 3) I focus on the pivotal role of the
New Left of the late fifties and early sixties in creating cultural
Marxist theory. Its socialist-humanist philosophy and commitment
to cultural politics based on postwar changes inspired the original
agenda of cultural studies and contributed to shifts in Marxist his
torical approaches. The third section comprises three chapters, but
its divisions are somewhat artificial. I examine the achievement of
the 1970s in separate chapters on cultural studies (chapter 4), his
tory (chapter 5), and a final one (chapter 6) on the passionate and
heated debate between the two disciplines over Althusserian Marx
ism, the centerpiece beingE. P. Thompsons wholesale condemna
tion of it in “ The Poverty ofTheory” (1978). I begin this section
(chapter 4) with a discussion of the social, political, intellectual, and
cultural context—what for abbreviation s sake might be described
as the legacy of “ 1968.” What I have attempted is not a full-scale
study of this historical moment or the wider Marxist intellectual
culture that in important ways was produced by it, although I
recognize such an effort is highly desirable. My goal is the more
limited one of situating the cultural Marxist tradition of the 1970s.
Two final observations about method are in order. First, I am
aware that there are advantages and disadvantages to undertaking a
historical project that is so contemporary. Clearly, I cannot evaluate
the long-term significance of British cultural Marxism with the
same assurance that would be possible a hundred years from now.
Nor have I been able to use some of the documents usually avail
able to historians who study the more distant past. But I have had
access to correspondence, minutes of meetings, unpublished pa
pers, internal memorandums, and a tape recording of a debate
between E. P. Thompson, Stuart Hall, and the historian Richard
Johnson over “ The Poverty ofTheory.” I hope that what I cannot
achieve in terms of the long glance backward will be compensated
for by the immediacy o f my analysis. In addition, after the collapse
o f Soviet communism and the tearing down o f the Berlin Wall, it is
possible to argue that the post—World War II epoch is over and that
the investigation of this period by historians is now overdue.
Second, although I interviewed more than thirty of the protago
nists o f this study from various backgrounds and generations, this
book is not an oral history. My use o f interviews has been uneven
and unsystematic, in part because, as is so often the case, what I
imagined I would write turned out to considerably differ from
what I did write. As an interviewer, I was mosdy concerned with
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reconstructing the earlier phase o f this study. But I have always seen
the principal sources o f this book as written ones. As it turned out,
the interviews mostly—I hope—saved me from innumerable mis
takes I would have made had I never met those whom I have
written about. Experience, as many in this study have realized, has
its limits, but it has no substitute.

A pivotal moment in the creation of a Marxist tradition of his
torical scholarship in Great Britain was the launching of the Com
munist Party Historians’ Group in 1946. The core of the Group
came from the radical student generation of the 1930s and early
1 940s. They became Communists in large measure because of the
movement’s prominent role in the Popular Front against fascism.
The group included Christopher Hill, Rodney Hilton, Eric Hobs
bawm, Victor Kiernan, George Rude, John Saville, and Dorothy
and Edward Thompson (though Edward-Thompson played only a
marginal role). It was also shaped by Communist scholars of an
older generation who were not professional historians per se but
were devoted historical materialists,' most importandy the econo
mist Maurice Dobb and the Marx scholar Dona Torr.
The Group’s practice bore the imprint of two political mo
ments. On the one hand, it conceived of itself as spearheading a
Popular Front, a broad coalition of progressive historians combat
ing reactionary tendencies ifi historiography. Its thinking was si
multaneously constrained by the sectarianism already present in the
1 930s but accentuated by the Cold War’s polarization of intellec
tual and political discourse. The Group’s members were relatively
open-minded, considering that they were loyal Communist mili
tants in the late 1940s and early 1950s. In spite of crippling illusions
about Stalin’s regime and the nature o f their own party, they openly
debated Marxist theory, critically examined numerous historical
issues central to the study of British history, and, in conjunction
with a few sympathetic non-Marxist historians, they launched the
social history journal Past and Present. While the Group’s world
view was steeped in Marxist dogma, it shared the same objectivist
and empiricist assumptions about the nature of historical knowl
edge as did other professional historians. Such allegiances, how
ever, were not easy to reconcile and led to internal conflicts.
In retrospect, the significance of the Historians’ Group was as a
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kind of incubator for the development o f British cultural Marxist
historiography and historical theory. It represented a unique mo
ment in the intellectual history of Marxism.
I
The Marxist historiographical tradition in Britain was rooted in
Popular Front politics and the Communist culture o f the 1930s.
Founded in 1920 and consisting o f dedicated militants, the British
CP was a dny organization consisting o f no more than several
thousand members that, because o f its penetration into the trade
union movement, exerted an influence belying its size. In the midthirties the Party was in flux, a consequence o f the triumph of
fascism in Germany and the destruction o f the CP there. Following
the lead o f the international movement, the British CP reversed its
disastrous “class against class” position, which failed to distinguish
between social democrats and the extreme Right, and launched a
Popular Front against fascism that came to include progressives
o f all kinds. Most importandy, this new direction made possible
Communist support o f the Spanish Republicans. O f the approxi
mately two thousand British volunteers in the International Bri
gade, about half were Communists. The British CP never became
a serious rival to the Labour Party, but, owing to its shift in posture,
it tripled its membership and progressively dominated the small
revolutionary Left.1
During the era o f the Great Depression and fascist expansion,
English intellectual culture for the first time became dominated by
leftist ideas. What stands out are the flirtations with communism
by poets W. H. Auden, Stephen Spender, and C. Day Lewis; fic
tion writer Christopher Isherwood; the technological humanism
o f Marxist scientists Hyman Levy, Lancelot Hogben, J. D. Bernal,
J. B. S. Haldane, and Joseph Needham; the work o f political writers
such as John Strachey and Harold Laski; George Orwell’s engage
ment with poverty in Down and Out in Paris and London and The
Road to Wigan Pier and with Spain in Homage to Catalonia ; the anti
fascist novels of Graham Greene; the economic writings o f Mau
rice Dobb; and the populist historical work o f A. L. Morton. Leftwing ideas were powerfully spread by Victor Gollancz s Left Book
Club, which by 1938 had nearly 60,000 subscribers, a monthly
newspaper Left News , and a national network o f 1,500 Left discus
sion groups.2 One o f the most striking features o f this intellectual
culture was its enrichment by the first radical student movement in
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England, drawn into politics by the Great Depression, the rise of
fascism, and, most importantly, the cause of Republican Spain.
Communists were a minority of the student activists, but they
took the lead in supporting Spanish Republicanism, organizing the
antifascist movement in the universities and progressively dominat
ing university socialist societies, the principal medium of agitation.
Communist student intellectuals saw themselves as forming a col
umn in a great international army, fighting to preserve freedom
and democracy and to establish a socialist world. They viewed
Marxism as an alternative to the decadence and emptiness of bour
geois thought. It contained a compelling analysis of the histori
cal moment, a vision of the future, and a philosophy—dialectical
materialism—that unified nature and history, thought and reality,
theory and practice. Armed with this new way of understanding,
the rising generation was convinced of the necessity of revamping
whole intellectual disciplines corrupted by bourgeois ideology: lit
erary criticism, the sciences, philosophy, history, and anthropology.
Before the 1940s the small amount of Marxist writing on British
history that existed was closely related to the broader tradition of
socialist and radical democratic historiography. Typically, it was
the work of intellectuals and militants, some of whom were from
working-class backgrounds, who offered a historical materialist
reading of known accounts. A. L. Morton exemplified this type of
historian. He had been a Party member since the late twenties and
a correspondent for the Daily Worker. His A People's History of
England, published by the Left Book Club in 1938, was founded on
a Marxist conception of class struggle but roughly modeled on the
historical work of the earlier radical democratic tradition, par
ticularly J. R . Green s A Short History o f the English People (1877).3
Marxist historical writing produced in the academy during the
thirties was not done by professional historians. It was written by
a small number of scholars in other disciplines who used a histori
cal materialist approach: classicists like Benjamin Farrington and
George Thomson; the specialist of the German Reformation, Roy
Pascal; the Communist scientists of the social relations of science
movement; the Australian expatriate and archaeologist V. Gordon
Childe; and the economist Maurice Dobb, who was already en
gaged in the historical research that culminated in the influential
Studies in the Development o f Capitalism (1946).4
The first Marxists to establish themselves within the historical
profession came from the student generation of the thirties. Hobs-
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bawm and Kiernan, who attended Trinity College, Cambridge,
were classmates o f James Klugmann, who would later be a leading
Party intellectual, and the Communist poet John Cornford, who
died fighting in Spain. (Dobb was a don o f the college.) Rodney
Hilton and Christopher Hill were radicalized while attending Balliol College, Oxford. John Saville was active in the radical student
milieu o f the London School o f Economics. Somewhat younger
than the others, Edward Thompson got involved in Cambridge
student politics in the years immediately before the war. With the
exception o f Thompson, these historians all joined the British CP
in the mid-193os, the years that saw the coalescing o f the Popu
lar Front. Their participation in this coalition had a profound im
pact on their vision o f politics and history and deeply influenced
their perspective on the proper relationship between theory and
practice.
While some o f the best-known English Marxists o f the 1930s,
such as John Strachey and John Cornford, came from upper-class
families, more typically Party members originated from the more
“ protestant” sections o f the working class—Sheffield engineers,
Clydeside shipbuilders, South Wales and Scottish miners. Party
intellectuals likewise tended to be from Nonconformist middleclass backgrounds.5 The Marxist historians from the thirties’ gen
eration were no different, the majority o f them being from Non
conformist households steeped in liberal dissent.
Christopher Hill, for one, was the product o f an affluent but
sternly middle-class Yorkshire Methodist upbringing, one he re
membered as being pious, serious, and deeply inscribed with a
“ puritan conscience.” 6 His father, a successful solicitor, led an aus
tere life, forbade smoking and drinking at home, and (as one of
Hill’s friends at Balliol recalled) was a “ strict, but genial puritan.” 7
Hill, who attended a grammar school and reached Oxford owing
to a scholarship, acknowledged that his background played an in
dispensable role in preparing him for a Communist commitment.
He also believed that becoming a Party member represented a
decisive break with, and a reaction against, his past.8Victor Kiernan
was from a Congregationalist background and from Northern En
gland. His father worked for a Manchester shipping firm, translat
ing correspondence into Spanish and Portuguese. Kiernan devel
oped an interest in history while he attended a grammar school in
Manchester, and he gravitated toward communism as a result o f the
influence of Klugmann and Cornford in the Cambridge Socialist
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Society. He recalled that, given his background, joining the Party
did not seem like a big jump.9 Similarly, Rodney Hiltons family,
though “ deliberately irreligious,” had all the cultural characteristics
of Nonconformity.10 Hilton was part of the mobile working class
and a child of the Lancashire labor movement. His grandfather, a
politically active weaver, had campaigned to abolish the House of
Lords in 1884; his parents were involved in the cooperative move
ment and were members of the Independent Labour Party.11 Like
Kiernan, Hilton developed a love for history while attending a
Manchester grammar school, and he attended Oxford on the basis
of a scholarship. He remembered that participants in the Balliol CP
group were mostly from similar backgrounds, often being one or
two generations removed from working-class families. “ In fact it
was not difficult for people with this sort of background to become
Communists.” 12
Eric Hobsbawm was a notable exception to this pattern. Like
Hill, Hilton, and Kiernan, he attended an English grammar school
and received a scholarship to study in a university, in his case Cam
bridge. Yet Hobsbawm was a second generation English citizen.
His mothers family was Austrian, his grandfather emigrated from
Russia to England in the 1870s, and Hobsbawm himself grew up in
Vienna. He was one of the last products of the now largely extinct
culture of Central European middle-class Jewry, a milieu that in his
formative years was rapidly disintegrating. As he remembered it:
“ After 1914 there was nothing but catastrophe and problematic
survival. We lived on borrowed time and knew it. To make long
term plans seemed senseless for people whose world had already
crashed twice within ten years (first in the war, later in the Great
Inflation).” 13
For a young and precocious Jewish intellectual trying to find a
political identity in a fragmented world, the choices appeared lim
ited. Liberalism was not worth considering, since it symbolized the
world before 1914. To support nationalist or Christian parties was
likewise out of the question. Hobsbawm remembered the choice
as being between communism, or some other form of revolution
ary Marxism, and Zionism, a Jewish version of nationalism often
compatible with a revolutionary socialist commitment. Hobsbawm
chose communism.
We did not make a commitment against bourgeois society and capital
ism, since it patently seemed to be on its last leg. We simply chose a
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Juture rather than no Juture, which meant revolution. But it meant
revolution not in a negative but in a positive sense: a new world rather
than no world. The great October revolution and Soviet Russia proved
to us that such a new world was possible, perhaps that it was already
junctioning.14

Hobsbawm s family moved to Berlin in 1932, and he soon joined a
Communist youth group at the age o f fourteen. His commitment
to communism would be renewed when he became involved in
the radical student movement at Cambridge.15
II
The idea o f a Party Historians’ Group was discussed before the war,
but it materialized only in the aftermath o f a conference held to
discuss a revised edition o f A. L. Morton’s popular A People’s H is
tory o f England in I946.16 The nucleus o f the Group came from the
student generation o f the thirties. Some o f them, as in the case of
Hill and Kiernan, had already published historical work and had
positions in universities. Hill was a fellow and tutor in modern
history at Balliol College, Kiernan a fellow at Trinity (though soon
to join the history faculty o f the University of Edinburgh where he
would remain for the whole o f his academic career). Others like
Hilton, Hobsbawm, and Saville were slighdy younger and were
preparing to embark upon academic careers.17 Raphael Samuel
began attending group sessions while he was still a student at a
secondary school. The Group also included intellectuals from an
older generation. Dobb and Torr were especially influential on the
Group’s direction, but others o f their generation were involved—
Morton, Farrington, Alfred Jenkin o f the British Museum, Thom
son, and Jack Lindsay. Also, diverse intellectuals and militants,
mosdy older, attended group sessions because they loved history
and were devoted Marxists.
The Historians’ Group and the writings o f the historians con
nected with it were products o f the political climate. The Group
was shaped by both the triumph o f the Popular Front mentality and
the distress produced by the Cold War.
Before the Second World War the Popular Front was a small but
vocal protest movement on the periphery o f mainstream politics.
Its status was changed by the war. The English people’s collective
struggle for survival in a total war created an unprecedented unity
and solidarity and perhaps even a partial and momentary break
down o f class barriers. As a result o f their wartime experience, they
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came to believe that society would have to be restructured during
peacetime. Such a belief produced the Labour victory of 1945, an
electoral success which gave rise to expectations that the postwar
reforms would produce a more egalitarian society. Accompanying
the British people’s shift to the Left during the war years was a
change in their perception of Stalin, the Soviet Union, and the
British CP. After the German invasion of Russia and the solidifica
tion of the Anglo-Russian alliance, the days of the Nazi-Soviet pact
were swifdy forgotten. Owing to its close relations with the Soviet
Union and the overall shift in the climate of opinion, the British
CP began to be taken more seriously. Although minuscule by Eu
ropean standards, the Party nonetheless claimed 65,000 members in
1942—the highest figure in its history. Communists might have
been disappointed by their showing in the 1945 parliamentary elec
tions, for the Party won only two seats. But several fellow travelers
were returned as Labour candidates, and the CP continued to make
inroads into the trade union movement.
After the war, then, Communists had good reason to be optimis
tic about the future, but their buoyant mood quickly dissipated.
Both socialists and Communists were extremely disappointed by
the Labour Party’s performance in office, which, despite pushing
through enduring social reforms, did little to disturb either the
social structure or productive relations of British society. According
to R . H. S. Crossman, “ the postwar Labour government marked
the end of a century of social reform, and not as its socialist support
ers had hoped, the beginning of a new epoch.” 18 Moreover, as a
result o f the Labour government’s evolving anti-Soviet foreign pol
icy, a visible sign of the emerging Cold War, Communists found
themselves relegated to a political ghetto, looked upon by the ma
jority as the enemy within. In the 1950 general elections the Party
lost both o f its parliamentary seats, the first time since the midthirties that it was without parliamentary representation. By 1953 it
had lost nearly 30,000 members—half the number it had claimed in
1942. The Cold War in Britain never reached the hysterical frenzy
o f its American counterpart, but it was stamped by the same red
baiting and blacklisting.19 Within the Left itself, the Labour Party
and the trade unions launched campaigns directed at impeding
Communist influence. While Communist academics rarely lost
their jobs, they were unlikely to find new ones or receive promo
tions after 1948.
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E. P. Thompson was the Marxist historian whose development
was perhaps most deeply affected by Popular Front hopes and
Cold War disappointments. Slighdy younger than the Historians’
Group’s core members, his political vision was grounded in the
Popular Front’s culmination, not its origins—the Second World
War, not the Spanish Civil War. Thompson came from a liberal
and anti-imperialist background. His father, Edward John Thomp
son, was a novelist, poet, historian, and a champion o f Indian
independence. The Thompson home was the site o f stimulating
intellectual and political discussions frequented by “ some o f the
most interesting men o f the preceding generation,” including Ta
gore, Gandhi, Nehru, and other Indian nationalists.20 Thompson
remembered growing up “ expecting governments to be menda
cious and imperialist and expecting that one’s stance ought to be
hostile to government.” 21
Thompson’s early model for political activism was his brother
Frank who joined the Party in 1939. As a major in the British
Army during the war, Frank Thompson commanded a British
mission to support the Bulgarian partisans in 1943-44. Captured,
tortured, dragged through the streets, and finally shot by the fas
cists, he gave his life for a “ vision o f the common people o f Europe
building, upon their old inheritance, a new creative society of
comradeship. . . .” 22 After the war, a Bulgarian railway station was
named in his honor.
Thompson followed his brother’s example. He joined the CP as
a student at Cambridge in the early 1940s and later served as a
tank troop commander in Italy and France. Thompson s strong
est impressions o f his army years were the men’s antifascist spirit,
their adherence to democratic and often socialist principles, and
their resolute anti-imperialism. He remembered it as an authentic
Popular Front. “ I recall,” he wrote in 1978, “ a resolute and inge
nious civilian army, increasingly hostile to the conventional military
virtues, which became . . . an anti-fascist and consciously antiimperialist army. Its members voted Labour in 1945: knowing why,
as did the civilian workers at home. Many were infused with social
ist ideas and expectations wildly in advance o f the tepid rhetoric
o f today’s Labour leaders.” 23 Like his brother, Thompson became
involved in the struggle for Eastern European socialism and democ
racy. Through army newspapers he followed the partisan move
ments with what in retrospect he acknowledged as “ simplistic pro-
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Soviet feelings.” At the time, however, he was most of all impressed
by the decisive contribution of the Soviet army and the heroic
sacrifices o f the Russian people.
After the war Thompson returned to Cambridge to finish his
degree, but in 1947 he left England again to become commandant
of a British youth group assisting the People’s Youth of Yugoslavia
in building a 150-mile railroad from Samac in Slovenia to Sara
jevo.24 For Thompson, the railroad signified a new socialist and
nationalist spirit, an outgrowth of the partisan movement and the
defeat of fascism. “ It springs from the pride of ownership by the
ordinary man of his own country, its sources of wealth and its
means of production.” 25 Thompson’s participation in the building
o f this railroad proved to be a decisive moment in his political
development; he became convinced that men “ within the context
o f certain institutions and culture can conceptualize in terms of
‘our’ rather than ‘my’ or ‘their.’ ” 26 His faith in socialism was sus
tained over the years by this and other achievements inspired by the
Popular Front of the forties.
In view of Thompson’s involvement in the 1940s Popular Front
it should come as no surprise that he was very disappointed by the
Cold War that superseded it. In “ The Poverty of Theory,” he talked
of voluntarism “ crashing” against the “ wall of the Cold War,” of
democratic forces in East and West being silenced by two mono
lithic power blocs. Or in his words, “ ‘History,’ so pliant to the
heroic will in 1943 and 1944, seemed to congeal in an instant into
two monstrous antagonistic structures, each of which allowed only
the smallest latitude of movement within its operative realm.” 27
Admittedly, this judgment entailed considerable hindsight. At the
time, Thompson held the United States alone responsible for the
poisoned atmosphere. However, his words suggest the extent to
which he experienced the Cold War as a political and personal
defeat. Thompson saw the Cold War as being responsible for the
decline o f the socialist movement, and he argued that renewal
depended on destroying its ideological grip. He spent more than
thirty years in the disarmament movement to bring this about.
The dual influence o f the Popular Front and the Cold War that
shaped Thompson’s political development can also be detected in
the project of the Historians’ Group. The Group’s self-image mir
rored the Popular Front origins of its most active members. It saw
itself as the avant-garde of a broadly based, progressive coalition
opposed to historical writing that either implicidy or explicidy de
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fended conservative politics. The historians believed that Marxism
alone occupied the position in historiography once held by the
nineteenth-century Whig interpretation, but they closely allied
themselves with the radical democratic and labor traditions—Sid
ney and Beatrice Webb, J. L. and Barbara Hammond, G. D. H.
Cole, and R . H. Tawney.28As Hobsbawm put it: “ We saw ourselves
not as trying, say, to distinguish ourselves from Tawney, but to push
forward that tradition, to make it more explicit, to see Marxism as
what these people ought to have been working toward.” 29
The Group’s defense o f the progressive tradition was apparent in
its involvement in the two major English historiographical contro
versies o f the 1950s: the gentry’s role in the English Revolution and
the social consequences o f the early Industrial Revolution. In the
“ storm over the gentry,” Christopher Hill was the lone defender of
Tawney, “ the giant upon whose shoulders all historians o f the 17th
century stand.” 30 In the “ standard o f living” debate, Hobsbawm
offered both quantitative support for the Hammonds’ bleak image
of the Industrial Revolution and defended their contention that
living standards were subjective. Nothing was specifically Marxist
about either Hill’s or Hobsbawm’s positions in these controversies,
although the outcomes o f these debates had important implica
tions for the Marxist interpretation o f English history. At stake was
Marx’s contention that a revolutionary upheaval was necessary for
the full flowering o f capitalism and, by implication, socialism.
The Group’s Popular Front mentality also played a role in the
creation o f the social history journal Past and Present. Originally
conceived by John Morris and elaborated on in Group discussions,
the journal was to be a forum for Marxist and non-Marxist histo
rians alarmed at the growing tide o f conservative historiography. In
a memoir celebrating the journal’s thirtieth birthday, Hilton, Hill,
and Hobsbawm described it this way:
In short, we wished to draw the l i ne. . . between what we saw as a minor
ity o f committed historical (andpolitical) conservatives, not to mention the
anti-Communist crusaders, and a potentially large body o f those who had
a common approach to history, whether they were Marxists or not. We
were thus trying to continue, or to revive, in the post-war period the poli
tics o f broad unity we had learned in the days o f pre-war anti-Fascism.3'

The name was borrowed (aside from the obvious reference to
Carlyle’s book) from a postwar series o f history texts that included
both Marxist and non-Marxist work.32
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If originally framed as a Popular Front project, Past and Present
was also affected by the Cold War environment. In the memoir the
founders claimed that, after the early planning stages, they wanted
the journal to be independent of both the Party’s influence and
the Group’s influence.33 Yet the Group’s own deliberations do not
fully corroborate this contention. According to the Group’s min
utes, the historians wanted non-Party historians to be involved in
the project, but they were determined that the new journal would
“ remain firmly under the control of the Historians’ Group.” 34 This
does not mean that the earliest non-Communist supporters of the
journal were deceived, exploited, or used for some pernicious hid
den agenda. But the historians would have likely resisted losing
control over the venture, a fact glossed over by Hobsbawm and
company in their memoir.
In fact, the Historians’ Group itself never established direct con
trol over Past and Present, but Marxist historians dominated the
journal in its earliest years. The editor and assistant editor of the
first issue were Morris and Hobsbawm, while Hill, Hilton, Dobb,
and Childe were on the editorial board. The only non-Marxists
involved were R . R . Betts, a historian of Eastern Europe; A. H. M.
Jones, who specialized in ancient history; and Geoffrey Barraclough. (Barraclough resigned from the editorial board after the
first issue, although apparendy not for political reasons.) As if
to compensate for their numerical domination, Communist his
torians were more than willing to accommodate the few nonMarxists who would work with them. Significandy, they allowed
them a de facto right of veto over any manuscript, a right appar
endy never exercised.35
In 1959 the journals internal structure was transformed. Several
more non-Marxist scholars joined the editorial board, and the sub
tide “ ajournal o f scientific history” was replaced by the neutral and
innocuous “ a journal of historical studies.” 36 The authors of the
memoir cited this change as being consistent with their original
aspirations.37 This was undoubtedly true in 1959, although Law
rence Stone remembered a sustained argument with the journal s
old guard over changing the subtide.38 But the situation of Marxist
historians had changed since the project’s conception. As a conse
quence of the 1956 crisis, many of them resigned from the Party,
and the Historians’ Group disintegrated. There was a void in their
lives. In the early 1950s the situation was different. They might
have wanted to be part of a Popular Front coalition, but only one
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that, at least in a broad sense, would be under their direction. As
Hobsbawm suggested: “ In short, we were as unsectarian as it was
possible to be in those years.” 39
During the Cold War years Marxist historians felt beleaguered,
defensive, and isolated. Despite their professed goal o f establishing
a progressive coalition o f historians, they frequendy felt and acted
more like an embatded minority in a hostile environment. Hill
recalled that members o f the Oxford establishment regarded him as
a “ tame” and therefore acceptable Marxist, and they regarded a
Communist in their midst as proof o f their liberalism. They were
also intent on not making the same error again and hiring another
Red.40 Hilton and Hobsbawm were certain that their failure to be
offered permanent positions at Oxford and Cambridge, though
they were under consideration for them, was because o f their poli
tics, not their scholarship.41 It is noteworthy that—Hill notwith
standing—none o f the Marxist historians o f this generation, despite
international recognition, would ever hold permanent positions at
Oxford or Cambridge.
In the polarized climate o f the “ two camps,” the Historians’
Group, like all Communists, uncritically defended the Soviet
Union and Stalin. Such defenses, o f course, did not begin in the
1950s, but they attained new levels o f rhetorical excess in the highly
strained Cold War atmosphere. One particularly dramatic example
was the Modem Quarterly issue at the time o f Stalin’s death. J. D.
Bernal, the illustrious Nobel Prize winner, saluted Stalin’s achieve
ment as a scientist: both his contribution to the social sciences and his
promotion o f “ the new, expanding and popular science.” 42 Christo
pher Hill was no less admiring. In his contribution, “ Stalin and the
Science of History,” he praised the Soviet leader’s masterful synthe
sis of theory and practice. Stalin’s writings on history were worthy
o f consideration:
First, because he was a very great and penetrating thinker, who on any
subject was apt to break through the cobwebs o f academic argument to the
heart o f the matter; secondly, because he was a highly responsible leader,
who expressed a view only after mature consideration and weighing the
opinion o f experts in the subject. His statements, therefore, approximate
to the highest wisdom o f the collective thought o f the U S S R

.43

It is no wonder that Hill was later embarrassed by this essay.44
E. P. Thompson’s writings were also replete with what he once
described as “ Stalinist pieties.” 45 He was specifically speaking about
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his book on William Morris, a text that, though a pioneering study,
was grounded in Cold War politics. Thompson’s interest in Morris
was part of a larger Communist project to create an English revo
lutionary tradition. But the book grew out of a paper given at
a conference on the American threat to British culture, where
Thompson attacked an American academic for appropriating Mor
ris for reactionary political purposes. In the book Thompson por
trayed the English poet and designer as a precursor of British com
munism whose utopian vision was being actualized in the Soviet
Union: “ [T]o-day visitors return from the Soviet Union with sto
ries of the poets dream already fulfilled. Yesterday, in the Soviet
Union, the Communists were struggling against every difficulty to
build up their industry to the level of the leading capitalist powers:
to-day they have before them Stalin’s blue-print of the advance to
Communism.” 46 Like other Communist intellectuals of the period,
Thompson’s work felt the effects of an uncritical acceptance of the
Party’s version of politics and theory, in his own words, “ casuistries
explaining away what one should have repudiated in the character
o f Stalinism.” 47 It was not until 1956 that he began to openly
question it.
During the Cold War, Communists were not alone in using
inflammatory and divisive rhetoric. In the Times Literary Supple
ment, for instance, a ferocious anticommunist campaign distorted
and caricatured Marxist positions. One writer, anonymous in the
T L S tradition, used a review of Jack Lindsay’s Byzantium into E u 
rope as an occasion to condemn the pernicious influence of Marx
ism in universities. The reviewer argued that, because historical
materialism was ipso facto impervious to empirical criticism, it
violated the canons of Western scholarship. This in turn raised the
question whether Communists should be given the responsibility
of teaching history.48 Though the reviewer did not answer the
question, the way that it was posed amounted to a thinly disguised
call for a witch-hunt aimed at Communists.
In response to letters from Hill and Lindsay objecting to the
review, the T L S editor used the leading article of a subsequent issue
to support the reviewer’s main assertions.49 He argued that, insofar
as Marxists believed the purpose o f understanding history was to
teach the proletariat its historical destiny, they implicidy repudiated
accepted norms o f research and investigation—the dialogue be
tween facts and hypotheses.50 He was even more emphatic than the
original reviewer that universities needed to reconsider whether
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Marxist historians were serving the interest o f education. “ It is the
business of teaching historians in the universities o f Europe to teach
the technique o f historical research and thinking which is so essen
tial a part o f the culture over which they stand guard. To employ or
retain in employment a teacher who, in practice as well as in the
ory, repudiates that technique is a dereliction o f duty.” 51 While the
red-baiting found in these TLS articles occurred much less fre
quendy in Britain than in the United States, it nonetheless serves as
a reminder that not only Communists were dogmatic during the
Cold War.
Ill
The Historians’ Group was organized by periods—ancient, medi
eval, early modern (sixteenth and seventeenth centuries), and nine
teenth century—and included a teachers’ section.52 Subgroups var
ied in size, composition, and importance. The nineteenth-century
section, for instance, had about forty members, the majority of
whom were nonacademics, while the ancient history section con
sisted of a small group o f professional historians.53 The most signifi
cant o f them, it seems, focused on early modern times and the
nineteenth century, the periods with which British Marxist histo
rians have been most closely associated.
In a Communist R eview article Daphne May observed that the
Historians’ Group had two principal functions. First, it allowed
Marxist historians working in similar areas to discuss fundamental
historical problems. “ The argument and criticism should enable us
to improve the quality o f our individual writing and teaching,
and—more than that—help us to make really creative contributions
to Marxist theory.” 54 The Group’s second function was to make
historical work “ politically useful.” 55 The Group s sustained effort
at portraying the Party as the inheritor o f the English democratic
tradition, an extension o f the prewar Popular Front agenda, was an
example.56
A sporadic concern surfaced among party members over wheth
er the Group was sufficiently sensitive to the practical applications
of its work. At a Group committee meeting on 8 July 1950 one
participant argued, “ The tendency to academic sectarianism preva
lent amongst the academic members must be combated sharply.” 57
And clearly unhappy with the academic historians’ control of the
Group’s agenda, Betty Grant complained of the lack o f involvement
of the nineteenth-century section in the affairs o f the labor move
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ment.58 She viewed the study of local history as an alternative
practice, for it would bring historians direcdy in touch with people
in the Party and the working-class movement.59 Defending the
professional historians and the importance of specialized research,
Rodney Hilton argued that historical work could be a valuable po
litical practice, even if the dividends were not immediately appar
ent: “ The battle of ideas had to be fought indirecdy as well as di
recdy, and especially in the universities themselves. It could change
the opinions of students, future teachers, and opinion formers.” 60
Despite Hiltons argument, the historians probably always felt
somewhat anxious about producing historical texts for purely aca
demic audiences—whatever the ultimate political stakes. How were
they to successfully meet the demands of both professional scholar
ship and political militancy? How were they to bring together
theory and practice? It is a quandary that has persistendy plagued
British Marxist debates and other Left-wing academic discussions.
Despite these disagreements over theory and practice, from the
Party’s viewpoint the Group was “ almost certainly the most flour
ishing and satisfactory” of the various professional and cultural
groups under the national cultural committee’s authority.61 The
historians “ were as loyal, active and committed a group of Com
munists as any, if only because” they “felt that Marxism implied
membership of the Party.” 62 In tandem with the leadership, Group
members believed that “ history—the development of capitalism to
its present stage, especially in our own country, which Marx him
self had studied—had put our struggles on its agenda and guaran
teed our final victory.” 63
In general, the Group was not pressured to comply with some
specific notion o f orthodoxy; neither was it subject to overt censor
ship. Rather, the Group censored itself. That is, the historians
intuitively seemed to have known the boundaries of their auton
omy and independence and scrupulously avoided any transgression.
This kind of self-censorship was partially responsible for the
Group’s conspicuous silence on twentieth-century history—a sen
sitive area of interpretation for Communists. Hobsbawm, one of
the few historians from the Group to remain in the Party after 1956,
continued to feel this restraint.64
Despite the stifling Cold War atmosphere that adversely affected
intellectual debate, the Historians’ Group broadened rather than
narrowed the intellectual horizons of Marxist historiography. In his
memoir, Hobsbawm offered several reasons why this should have
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been the case.65 He argued that, even during the worst years of
Stalinist orthodoxy, it was possible to debate historical issues that
did not infringe direcdy on Party policy. He pointed out that
Communist intellectuals were encouraged to critically read the
classic Marxist texts, a position bolstered by Stalin’s own authority.
Most importandy, he observed that no official positions had been
taken on long stretches o f British history, while other positions,
sanctioned in the U SSR and Eastern Europe by Stalinist ortho
doxy, were unknown in Britain. “ Such accepted interpretations as
existed came mainly from ourselves . . . and were therefore much
more open to free debate than if they had carried the byline of
Stalin or Zhdanov.” 66
Another explanation for Marxist historians’ work being rela
tively undogmatic is their isolated position in English intellectual
life. The historians were frilly aware that an educated public recep
tive to—or even familiar with—Marxist terminology did not exist.
They also realized that British academics were only too willing to
dismiss their work as “ dogmatic oversimplification and propagan
dist jargon.” They were thus compelled by circumstance to rigor
ously adhere to the established criteria o f historical scholarship and
to write in a language a general readership could easily grasp.
If Marxist historians submitted to the conventions o f historical
scholarship, it was not only a tactical move taken to attract the
attention o f fellow academics. They shared with their bourgeois
colleagues crucial assumptions about the nature o f the historian’s
enterprise. Foremost among these was the belief in the objective
nature of historical knowledge and an acceptance o f the empirical
controls established by the profession. Marxists might have believed
that their own way of thinking—historical materialism—was scien
tific, and they perceived the thought o f contending approaches as
ideological, but they, no less than other historians, subscribed to the
realist, objectivist, and antirelativist ideals that dominated the pro
fession. As they expressed it in the first issue o f Past and Present: “ We
believe that the methods of reason and science are at least as applica
ble to history as to geology, palaeontology, ecology or meteorology,
though the process of change among humans is immensely more
complex.” 67
For Marxist historians the Historians’ Group was an immensely
stimulating experience, a major source of intellectual growth and
development. Christopher Hill remembered his years in the Group
as the most exciting of his intellectual career.68John Saville recalled
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an atmosphere in which everything, with the notable exception of
the twentieth century, was subject to questioning and criticism:
nothing was sacred, including Marx.69 In his contribution to the
Hill festschrift, Rodney Hilton wrote that the Group s delibera
tions “ emerged simultaneously and were a great stimulus to re
search.” 70 Perhaps Hobsbawm summed it up best: “ Physical aus
terity, intellectual excitement, political passion and friendship are
probably what the survivors of those years remember best—but
also a sense of equality. . . . [A]ll of us were equally explorers of
largely unknown territory. Few of us hesitated to speak in discus
sion, even fewer to criticize, none to accept criticism.” 71
IV
Part of the reason the historians’ deliberations were so fruitful was
that for the fifties they had a relatively open conception of histori
cal materialism. They were unquestionably ardent defenders of
orthodox Marxism. Their thinking was limited at times by a reduc
tionist understanding of the base/superstructure relationship, an
economistic view of class relations, and a reluctance to confront
countervailing evidence. Yet they appreciated the enormous com
plexity of the historical process and were cognizant of the many
difficulties that arose from employing Marxist categories in their
work. In short, Communist historians were torn between their
commitment to orthodoxy and their acceptance of the profession’s
norms.72
During the era o f the Popular Front, Marxists were pulled in two
theoretical directions, (i) They regarded Marxism as a science guar
anteeing the collapse of capitalism and the triumph of the prole
tariat. This conviction continued an established tradition origi
nating in the later writings of Engels and the orthodox theorists of
the Second International. (2) Yet they also saw that in the face of
fascism, faith in historical inevitability was no substitute for deter
mined political action. Indeed, Communists were—despite the ob
vious contradiction—equally committed to a philosophy of heroic
self-sacrifice and “voluntarism.” Or as James Klugmann put it:
“ ‘There is nothing a Bolshevik cannot do,’ we used to say, and
therefore we would ‘will’ things.” 73
The conflict between “ inevitability” and “ voluntarism” during
this period was by no means a singular event in the history of
Marxism. It pervaded debates within the pre-1914 German Social
Democratic Party among Edward Bernstein, Karl Kautsky, and
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Rosa Luxemburg. In addition, this dichotomy may be regarded as a
specific case o f a wider conflict in the Marxist tradition: the op
position between “structure” and “ human agency.” Such an op
position and tension can be traced to Marx’s own writings, notably
in the immensely suggestive but profoundly enigmatic assertion,
“Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they
please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by them
selves, but under circumstances directly found, given and transmit
ted from the past.” 74 Indeed, a principal debate running through
the history o f Marxist theory has been between those who empha
sized human agency and those who emphasized structure.
After 1956, historians and cultural theorists became acutely
aware o f the conflict between structure and agency, determinism
and freedom in Marxism; they began to reformulate the theory so
that it did not rely on historical guarantees. But in the 1940s and
early 1950s, Marxists seemed less aware o f apparent conflicts and
contradictions. Indeed, the Communist historians adhered to two
historical theories. One interpretation was determinist and func
tionalist, regarding historical figures as acting in accordance with
the laws o f history; it was founded on the inevitability o f social
ist triumph. The other interpretation emphasized the class strug
gle and recognized the significance o f culture, ideas, and human
agency; it was closely associated with the voluntarist mentality of
the Popular Front.
Marxist historians’ macro view o f history was derived prin
cipally, though not exclusively, from Marx’s 1859 preface to A
Contribution to the Critique o f Political Economy. According to this
text, the aim o f the historical process was the liberation o f produc
tive forces—an achievement that was only possible by means o f a
socialist transformation. For Marxist historians, history recorded
human beings’ progressive appropriation o f nature, their growing
liberation from scarcity, and their ever-widening ability to rise
above contingencies. But productive forces could not be analyzed
in isolation. Marxism was not a form o f economic or technological
determinism: “ a dull record o f economic changes producing inevi
table changes.” 75 Rather, the productive forces had to be consid
ered in relationship to the historically specific social relations of
production and the complex of superstructures to which those
relations gave rise. Or in Hilton’s words: “ Society and its move
ment must be examined in their totality, for otherwise the signifi
cance o f uneven developments, and o f contradictions, between the
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economic foundation of society, and its ideas and institutions, can
not be appreciated.” 76British Marxists, no less than members of the
Frankfurt School, viewed history and society as a totality.
The historians’ commitment to total history simultaneously im
plied a critique of narrow specialist approaches and advocacy of an
interdisciplinary methodology. Moreover, even during the most
doctrinaire years o f Stalin’s rule, British Communist historians
never regarded the superstructure as a mere reflection of the eco
nomic base, nor did they minimize the importance of politics and
ideology. “ [T]he Marxist,” in Hills words, “ does not deny the
influence of ideas on history because he postulates an ultimate
economic origin for those ideas.” 77
Yet this “ productionist” account was teleological and function
alist. The historians tended to evaluate historical actors and classes
on the basis of their contribution to the growth of productive
forces. Hill, for example, argued that individual freedom involved
recognizing what was historically progressive and consciously co
operating to bring it about, and he viewed individual men and
women as “ the instruments through which social change is ef
fected.” 78 In this context, class struggle was relegated to a second
ary role in the historical process, an expression of the contradic
tions between the forces and relations of production. Such a view
was most apparent in the historians’ view o f the transition between
feudalism and capitalism (see discussion later in this chapter).
The second theoretical framework used by Marxist historians
was based on Marx’s and Engels’s thinking about concrete history.
Although the historians were affected by several works, the one text
that most influenced them was the Selected Correspondence, trans
lated, edited, and annotated by Dona Torr.79 Torr’s selection of
letters represented Marx and Engels as political and social theorists
with an astute sense of history and a detailed knowledge of contem
porary politics. They continually revised their ideas in accordance
with new evidence, were preoccupied with the political forms of
the class struggle in all its complexity, and were concerned with
historical specificity. The Selected Correspondence included some of
Marx’s and Engels’s most important theoretical reflections on his
torical materialism—most importandy, Engels’s warning that the
materialist conception of history was a “ guide to study,” not a for
mula to be rigidly applied, and his observation that the economic
structure of society was the ultimate—not the only—influence on
historical outcomes. In short, the text stimulated critical thinking
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and concrete historical research. Predominantly from this text,
British Marxists derived their conception o f what it meant to be
Marxist historians, a fact acknowledged by several members o f the
Group.80
In the spirit o f the Selected Correspondence and other o f Marx’s and
Engels’s historical writings, Marxist historians saw the class struggle,
in Hill’s terms, as “ the motive force in history.” 81 From this point of
view, the unequal class relations that resulted from exploitative
modes o f production were responsible for epochal conflict. A cru
cial distinction here was between the “ objective” and “ subjective”
components o f class. “ Objective” referred to the structural basis of
class relations; “ subjective” described the growth o f class conscious
ness, the process whereby the exploited class or classes became
subjectively and experiendally aware o f objective conditions and
moved to resist them or, in highly developed circumstances, over
throw them. It was the subjective component o f class that Marxist
historians made the subject o f “ history from below.” When viewed
from the perspective o f the contradictions between the forces and
relations o f production, the class struggle was accorded a secondary
status. However, when examined in historically specific terms with
its own consequences and effects, class struggle’s importance was
more central. Indeed, the focus on class struggle implied a theoreti
cal alternative to the rigid determinism o f the productionist model.
This focus made possible a greater emphasis on consciousness, ex
perience, ideas, and culture; it granted an enlarged role to human
agency in the making o f history; and it escaped the determinist
straitjacket by seeing historical outcomes as being shaped by both
social being and social consciousness. In the early 1950s Marxist
historians believed in both o f these historical interpretations, while
being blind to the contradictions between them. It was the second
to which they would eventually commit themselves.
V
Marxist historians’ understanding o f historical materialism pro
vides an entry point into their conceptual universe—but no more.
They were neither philosophers nor were most o f them equipped
to write about the methodological foundations o f history. Besides,
as Hill observed, the real test o f Marxism “ is in action, whether in
the writing or the making o f history.” 82 The historians’ theoretical
oudook was most fully disclosed in the historiography itself.
One of the Group’s major concerns was with the complex,
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drawn-out, and turbulent transition from feudalism to capitalism,
which in England culminated in the Civil War. Maurice Dobb was
primarily responsible for the historians’ conception of the “ transi
tion.” Dobb joined the Party in 1921 and became a lecturer in
economics at Cambridge in 1924. In the 1920s he was the only
Communist to hold an academic position in a British university.
During a fifty-year career Dobb made numerous contributions to
economic history and theory, Soviet economic studies, and the
history of economic thought. With Piero Sraffa, he edited the
complete writings of David Ricardo.
Dobb s friends and associates remembered him as humble and
humane. A former student recalled how Dobb “ treated everyone
with unfailing courtesy” and remembered his “ kindness and mod
esty” as being “ quite literally, legendary.” 83 This corresponds with
Hobsbawm s image of him at Cambridge: “ most typically sitting in
an armchair, rosy-faced, still elegant in an informal but carefully
colour-checked shirt and disclaiming, against all probability, any
special competence on any subject under discussion, diffidently
intervening in conversation.” 84 One foreign visitor remarked that
he had only heard about English gendemen but had never met one
until he met Dobb.85
By the time Dobb was involved in the Historians’ Group and Past
and Present, he was one of British Marxism s elder statesmen. Al
though he greatly influenced the Group’s work, he did not play a
central role. He was an economist, not a historian, and he had other
interests and obligations; thus, he was only sporadically involved in
the Group’s proceedings. Moreover, owing to his shyness and mod
esty, Dobb seldom spoke out during historical controversies or
during Group sessions. He showed the same reticence to take part
in Past and Present meetings.86 Instead, Dobb influenced the Group
through his writings, especially his Studies in the Development of
Capitalism. That book established the agenda for the Group’s de
bates in the late forties and early fifties, and it provided a de
tailed picture of capitalist development. It was, as Hobsbawm re
called, the historians’ basic draft.87
Dobbs Studies in the Development o f Capitalism was not based on
his own historical research. Its originality consisted in his use of
Marxist theory to create a new narrative out of recent scholarship
on the origins and development of capitalism.88 Most importandy,
Dobb described the historical transition of the European economy
(mosdy in England) from its feudal to its capitalist stage.
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Dobb’s understanding o f the transition was founded on his belief
that the transition represented a transformation from one mode of
production to another. In opposition to those who viewed feudal
ism as a system o f interlocking obligations within the noble class
and those who saw it as a self-sufficient natural economy, Dobb
perceived it as a mode o f production founded on class relations.
Under feudal conditions the producers controlled their own means
o f production and subsistence but were forced by extraeconomic
means o f coercion—arms, custom, and law—to give most o f their
surplus—either in labor or goods—to the ruling class.
Dobb’s explanation for the decline o f feudalism followed from his
understanding o f its structural foundation. Like other presocialist
modes o f production, feudalism was threatened by internal, ulti
mately irresolvable contradictions—the conflict between the forces
and relations o f production. For Dobb, the ruling class’s growing
need for armaments and luxury goods proved to be incompatible
with feudalism’s inefficient productive methods and its inability
to provide incentives to increase productivity. Feudal lords’ efforts
to extract greater and greater amounts o f the surplus from the
peasantry produced the fourteenth-century feudal crisis—an epoch
of war, plague, local famines, agricultural decline, depopulation of
the countryside and, consequendy, a scarcity o f labor.
Dobb regarded peasant rebellions and mass desertions from the
manors as forms o f class struggle that transformed lord-peasant
relations, ultimately ensuring the end o f the old economic system.
Yet if Dobb believed that class struggle was the mechanism that
overthrew or transformed feudal relations, he argued that it played
only a contributory role; economic factors must have exercised the
“ outstanding influence” in deciding the fate o f feudal relations. Or
in his words: “ [I]t seems evident that the fundamental consider
ation must have been the abundance or scarcity, the cheapness or
dearness, o f hired labor in determining whether or not the lord was
willing or unwilling to commute labour-services for a moneypayment, and whether this was a profitable or a profitless thing for
him to do if he was forced into it.” 89 Like the Marxist historians,
Dobb adhered to a productionist model o f historical development.
Class struggle was an aspect, or manifestation of, the contradiction
between the forces and relations o f production—“ necessary” but
not in itself “ sufficient” to overthrow the mode o f production.90
Dobb not only explained the decline o f the feudal mode o f
production, but he analyzed the rise o f capitalism. In his account,
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capitalism appeared only after feudal disintegration had reached an
advanced state of decay. While Dobb acknowledged that the evo
lution of capitalism was connected to the expansion of trade, he
argued that the merchant class associated with it depended on
existing productive relations, and hence trade expansion did not
usher in the new mode of production. In Dobbs view the really
revolutionary way to capitalism took place when “ a section of the
producers themselves accumulated capital and took to trade, and in
course of time began to organize production on a capitalist basis
free from the handicraft restrictions of the gilds.” 91 The culmina
tion o f this initial stage in capitalist growth was the revolutionary
age of the seventeenth century. It signaled the end of the old feudal
order and the removal of the remaining obstacles preventing the
free development of capitalist accumulation.
Dobbs Studies in the Development o f Capitalism is best-known
for its central role in the international Marxist debate over the
nature of the transition from feudalism to capitalism initiated by his
exchange with the American Marxist economist Paul Sweezy.92
Within the context of the Historians’ Group the most contentious
issue raised by Dobb s conception of the transition was his under
standing of the nature of Tudor and Stuart England. It was Dobb s
contention, shared by Hill and Hilton, that England in the fifteenth
and early sixteenth centuries was predominandy feudal and that
the bourgeoisie became the dominant force in both society and
state only during the Civil War.
To appreciate the resonance of this issue in Marxist historiogra
phy, we must return to the Popular Front. As a result of its policy
shift in the mid-i930s, the British CP proclaimed itself the inheri
tor of the English democratic tradition and the party of the com
mon people. This shift ushered in a new way of looking at history.
Historical events such as the Civil War, usually downplayed be
cause of their bourgeois inadequacies, were presented in a new
light. Communists now viewed the Civil War as a pivotal moment
in the creation of the English democratic tradition, as a decisive
phase in socialist theoretical development, and as a revolution, not
an interregnum. Joseph Needham captured this new spirit: “ [I]t is
o f much importance to-day, that the leaders of the socialists of
Cromwell’s time were true-born Englishmen every one, and in
deed that it was in England, our England of the game-laws and the
factory children, that men first saw the vision of the co-operative
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social commonwealth, where the iniquity o f class should for ever
be swept away.” 93
Christopher Hill is the Marxist historian most closely associated
with the seventeenth century. Hill’s fascination with this turbulent
epoch originated when as an undergraduate at Balliol College he
fell in love with the Metaphysical poets—their sense o f ambivalence
and conflict, their “ double heart.” He saw their poetry as mirroring
the social turmoil o f the time, an age reminiscent o f his own.94 Hill
soon discovered that Marxism was the only system o f thought that
was able to grasp the complexity o f these relationships. The Marxist
method “ linked the ‘double heart’ o f which the Metaphysical poets
were so poignantly aware to the social conflicts, which were ulti
mately those of moral standards and o f religious and philosophical
oudook, to the deep political and social conflicts which in 1642
were to break out into civil war.” 95 Originally drawn to Marxism as
a method, Hill quickly embraced it as a political practice.
Hill was impatient with the Oxford environment, and he origi
nally saw an academic career as the “ ultimate defeat.” But when
his first career choice as a B B C correspondent never materialized,
he continued his academic studies. He used a two-year advanced
research fellowship from All Souls College to develop a material
ist interpretation o f the Civil War.96 He began this project when
Marxism was still a “ dirty word” in the “ unregenerate Oxford” of
the early thirties. Tawney s most influential essays on the historical
significance o f the Civil War and Morton’s preliminary discussion
of the seventeenth century in A People's History o f England were still
future events. Models for Marxist historical research in England
scarcely existed.97
Hill used his fellowship in two ways. He spent the first year
studying the Marxist classics and became convinced that these texts
contained a fully developed theory o f the Civil War. In his words:
“ They never wrote a consecutive history o f the period, and the
niggling may be able to find verbal inconsistencies. But their view
of the revolution as a whole is consistent and illuminating.”98 Dur
ing the second year he traveled to the Soviet Union to see the
Bolshevik regime for himself and to meet Soviet scholars whom he
understood had done research on the seventeenth century.99
Hill’s trip to the Soviet Union was a pivotal moment in his life.
Deeply moved by the Russian people’s optimism and egalitarian
spirit, he concluded that the Revolution was succeeding, and he
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joined the Communist Party upon returning to England.100 He
also met the Soviet historians whom he had heard about. He found
their work, though sometimes founded on inadequate evidence, to
be a major step in constructing a Marxist understanding of the
period. Hill was especially impressed by their sensitivity to land
issues, which, he observed, were “ as familiar to them as they seem
obscure and remote to us.” 101
Hills first complete analysis of the Civil War was contained in his
1940 essay “The English Revolution 1640,” originally published as
part of a volume commemorating the tercentenary of the revolt.102
Written for a general audience and published under the auspices of
the British CP, it was blunt, militant, iconoclastic, and polemical.
Hill argued that the seventeenth-century revolution was not an
interregnum, an “ unfortunate accident” connecting two periods of
“ the old constitution normally developing” but a decisive turning
point in the nation s historical development.103 It was a “ bourgeois
revolution” comparable to the French Revolution of 1789.
One critical aspect of Hill s early text was his conception of
“ bourgeois revolution.” In using this term he did not mean that the
bourgeoisie were the creators of the revolution, as they had been in
France. Indeed, Hill acknowledged that in the English revolt a
segment of the gentry and the aristocracy were on the side of
Parliament. Rather, he argued that the Civil War was a bourgeois
revolution in a Marxist sense: it destroyed the old feudal regime and
made possible the free development of capitalism. The bourgeois
class, rather than its primary agents, was the beneficiary of the
revolution. Hill defended this position his entire academic career.
Hill’s English Revolution essay was not universally accepted by
party intellectuals. Ironically, it was more enthusiastically reviewed
in the London Evening Standard than in Labour Monthly , the official
party journal.104 The attack was initially launched by the German
emigre historian, Jurgen Kuczynski, with the support of Andrew
Rothstein and Palme Dutt, the guardian of Marxist orthodoxy in
the Party.105 Under the pseudonym of P.F., Kuczynski attacked
Hills thesis, arguing that capitalism was already the dominant mode
o f production in the sixteenth century and that the bourgeois revo
lution had taken place long before 1640. He viewed the Civil War
as a counterrevolution launched by those remnants of the feudal
aristocracy who refused to relinquish their power.
At the time of Kuczynski’s attack, Hill was a young, unknown
academic without enough political influence and prestige to tri
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umph over such formidable opponents. But he found allies: Doug
las Garman, Dona Torr, and, to a lesser extent, Maurice Dobb.
Torr, in particular, played a leading role in championing Hills
position, and her support proved crucial to his successful defense of
it. As a result o f this collaboration, they developed a close and
productive intellectual and personal friendship that lasted until her
death in the 1950s.
The English Civil War debate was not purely historiographical.
Like many Marxist controversies, the debate had political implica
tions. As Garman argued, the logical terminus o f Kuczynski’s case
was “ reformist,” a denial o f the historical necessity o f revolution. If
the Civil War was not a bourgeois revolution and, in fact, the
transition had happened earlier over a gradual period o f time, then
it was possible a socialist transition might be achieved the same
way. Such a possibility, Garman suggested, was a vindication of
a reformist, evolutionary position, unacceptable to any devoted
Communist.106
The dispute arising from Hill s essay was not decided in the pages
o f Labour Monthly where the major protagonists had intervened,
but behind closed doors with the Party hierarchy supervising the
proceedings.107 Hill remembered the critical moment in the con
flict occurring when a supporter o f the Kuczynski position in
voked the authority o f the historian Mikhail Pokrovsky, who in the
late 1920s and early 1930s had defined correct historical practice in
the Soviet Union. While introducing Pokrovsky’s name was in
tended to indicate the stamp o f orthodoxy, the strategy backfired
because further discussion revealed that Pokrovsky had been subsequendy discredited.108 This revelation does not seem to have led to
an immediate resolution o f the conflict, but it paved the way for the
acceptance o f Hill’s argument. Hill’s views prevailed because they
eventually were judged to be in harmony with orthodoxy.
After the war the publication o f Dobb s Studies in the Development
o f Capitalism , in tandem with preparations for the tercentenary
celebration o f the English Revolution, rekindled the debate on
Tudor and Stuart England. Support for Kuczynski’s position had
evaporated, and Hill’s thesis was modified by Dobb, who stressed
that merchant capital perpetuated the old order. But the thesis
remained controversial.
Victor Kiernan emerged as the principal critic o f what was now
the majority position.109 Ever impatient with orthodoxy, Kiernan
posed difficult and probing questions based on an encyclopedic
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knowledge of history.110 His reluctance to accept the majority view
grew out of his skepticism that the age of Elizabeth and Shake
speare could be characterized as feudal.111 Kiernan was uncomfort
able with Marxists’ insistence on a rigid dividing line between the
feudal and capitalist epochs, and he was uncertain whether the
Civil War affected the immediate future of capitalism as dramati
cally as British Marxists assumed. “The precise ways,” he wrote, “ in
which existing institutions impeded the development of the new
forces have to be defined exacdy and estimated realistically. It has
then to be shown precisely how the new energies were liberated by
the institutional changes brought about by the revolution. These
changes were not so extensive as is sometimes supposed.” 112
Kiernan s doubts about the claims made for the role of the revo
lution formed the point of departure for his critique of Dobb and
Hill. Kiernan argued that they exaggerated the feudal and retro
gressive elements in merchant capital, underestimated the role of
the Tudors in advancing capitalist interests, and magnified the feu
dal barriers arresting capitalist development in the seventeenth cen
tury. He conceived of the bourgeois revolution as a much more
gradual process—a series of transformations over a period of cen
turies. “ This mode of thought in turn involved the argument that
the bourgeois revolution in any country proceeds by distinct stages,
of which in England 1485 would be one and 1832 another, and
1642 only the biggest of a number of leaps.” 113 Kiernan was in
clined to see 1485 as the point at which the bourgeoisie assumed
control o f the state.
Kiernan s critique, and the responses that it provoked, afford a
rare glimpse into the conceptual world of British Marxist histo
rians, only rarely revealed in their published writings. The debate
demonstrates the extent to which their understanding of historical
evidence was connected to their commitment to revolutionary
theory and politics. It also suggests the conflict between, on the
one hand, their awareness of the complexity of the historical pro
cess and acceptance of the norms of the historical profession, and,
on the other, their desire to defend Marxist orthodoxy.
At one level the debate hinged on historiographical issues. As
the principal defender of the orthodox position, Hill reiterated his
view that the Tudor monarchy was essentially feudal. He acknowl
edged that the monarchy had formed a temporary alliance with the
gentry and merchant class in the sixteenth century, but he insisted
that it ultimately responded to capitalist expansion by fostering
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monopolies, opposing enclosures, and attacking Puritanism—the
principal form o f bourgeois ideology.
At another level Hills response was theoretical and political. His
defense was based on a specific conception of the “ transition” and
the role o f the bourgeois revolution within it. Hill argued that only
when capitalism had penetrated civil society, when the bourgeoisie
were politically mature, and when Puritan ideology was sufficiently
developed “ to give the rising bourgeois class confidence for its task”
did the bourgeois revolution happen.114 Only at this historical junc
ture did the ascending capitalist class assume control o f the main
arteries o f power. In other words, Kiernan was mistaken to think
that the bourgeois revolution advanced by stages. Or as Hill stated
it: “ The Bourgeois Revolution is not a ladder up which one ad
vances, step by step. State power at any time is either bourgeois or it
is feudal.” 115
In fact, Hill viewed Kiernan s formulation o f the entire period as
“ politically dangerous.” While granting that difficulties existed in
analyzing the Tudor monarchy, he believed that Kiernan s frame
work was incompatible with the mainstream Marxist tradition and
that it had conservative political implications. Kiernan s argument
offered support to bourgeois intellectuals who wanted to con
tinually push back the origins o f capitalism so as to prove it was an
“ eternal category.” It corroborated the traditional image o f English
development as “ peculiar, peaceful, nonrevolutionary.” And Kier
nan implicitly negated a tradition o f Marxist thinking on the Civil
War from Marx and Engels to the Soviet historians. “ We, as Marx
ist historians,” Hill pleaded, “ find strong (bourgeois) resistance to
the Marxist categories, naturally. All the more reason for refining
our analysis within those categories, not for abandoning them, and
with them all the revolutionary traditions o f 1640 and o f our own
part.” 116 For Hill, Marxist historians had to remain united to defeat
the bourgeois enemy and to preserve the English revolutionary
heritage. This meant preserving the orthodox view rather than
supplanting it.
In spite o f Hill’s denial, Kiernan s critique posed difficult prob
lems for Marxists trying to understand England o f the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. But Kiernan’s position had problems of
its own. He vacillated between thinking that the bourgeois revolu
tion passed through a sequence o f stages in which 1642 was only
an “ important incident” to believing that “ the Revolution is the
greatest transaction in English history.” 117 His assertion that 1485
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was a pivotal moment in the transference of state power was as
problematic as the alternative position that it was 1642. Kiernan
withdrew his critique, but true to form he restated his reservations
“as detached comments or questions of detail, not as part of a gen
eral criticism o f the point of view put forward by C. Hill, M. Dobb
and others.” 118 His assault on orthodoxy, and the debate that fol
lowed, signified the resiliency and constraints, open-mindedness
and dogmatism, limits and possibilities of British Marxist histo
riography in these years. Only after a shift in the political and
intellectual atmosphere was a more open and thorough critical
examination possible.
VI
Marxist historians saw themselves as restoring to the working class
and progressive movements their revolutionary past, a heritage sup
pressed by several centuries of ruling-class obfuscation. Or as Hill
expressed it: “ Marxism restores unity to history because it restores
real, live, working and suffering men and women to the center of
the story.” 119 Founding their work on the theory of class struggle,
Marxist historians aspired to recover the experience of the com
mon people, to create a “ history from below.” The goal o f recover
ing the political culture of the oppressed inspired many historical
texts most closely associated with British Marxism, The Making of
the English Working Class being the most famous.
Dona Torr was instrumental in developing this project. Torr was
a founding member of the British CP and an acknowledged au
thority on Marx. She was a serious student of history, working for
years on a multivolume biography of Tom Mann and his era, which
was never completed but published posthumously.120 According to
Thompson, the published version did not do justice to her erudi
tion. Torr was not a founder of the Historians’ Group, but, as Hill
recalled, she was “ at once at home in it, for it gave her the sort of
intellectual stimulus of a specifically academic historical kind that
she had hitherto lacked.” 121 Hill and Thompson believed that Torr
used her influence with the Party hierarchy to protect the Group’s
autonomy.122
Torr’s greatest impact was on Hill, Saville, and Thompson. Her
admirers remembered her as an intellectual o f enormous power, an
exceedingly tough and severe critic who generously gave of her
time. According to Saville, she would push people hard but be
encouraging and supportive as well.123 To Thompson, she was the
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mentor he never knew as a student at Cambridge. In the foreword
to William Morris: Romantic to Revolutionary he wrote: “ It has been a
privilege and an education to be associated so closely with a Com
munist scholar so versatile, so distinguished, and so generous with
her gifts.” 124 O f her admirers, Hill perhaps best summed up their
feelings: “ In fact, she knew more, had thought more about history
than any o f us; moreover, she put her work, learning, and wisdom
at our disposal.” 125
Historians in the Group were not unanimous in their feelings
about Torr. Some members found her conception o f Marxist the
ory exceedingly rigid and orthodox. Hilton felt that she pushed
the Group toward defending approved Party positions.126 Hobs
bawm recognized that she was a fine scholar, but he thought she
was too willing to accept the truth o f Marxist theory a priori.
He cited as an example her behind-the-scenes effort to guarantee
the victory o f orthodoxy in the Absolutism controversy and her
insistence that the world fundamentally changed as a result o f the
Russian Revolution.127 Hill was more sympathetic. He conceded
that she was an ardent defender o f Marxism-Leninism, but he be
lieved that her defense o f orthodox Marxism was not to be con
fused with that o f a Party hack like Palme Dutt.128 What cannot be
doubted is that Torr played a major role in spurring on the histo
rians to recover the common people s struggle against oppression
and domination.
Torrs historical vision o f that struggle complemented Dobb s
notion of the “ transition” in Studies in the Development o f Capitalism.
She recognized two historical phases in English history. The first,
inaugurated by the English Peasant Rising o f 1381, reached its
culmination in the radical movements o f the English Revolution.
It was rooted in the primitive accumulation o f capital, the collapse
o f the open field system, and the end o f the village s tradition of
common rights. Accordingly, the people s resistance during these
years was defensive, consisting either o f striving to preserve longestablished customs or o f protesting in the name o f “ lost rights.”
Torr saw the second phase o f English history as being ushered in by
the Industrial Revolution—the final stage whereby the common
people were transformed from a peasantry into a working class.
The memories o f the village were displaced by working-class con
sciousness; the “ conscious class struggle” displaced the theory of
lost rights and assumed a revolutionary meaning. Yet Torr stressed
that the working-class movement had an organic connection with
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the past, a theme that would recur time and again in British Marx
ist historiography.
Torr s historical account of popular resistance was felt both ex
plicitly and implicitly. One of Hilton s major concerns had been to
situate the English Peasant Rising in the context of a wider tradi
tion of peasant resistance, as was apparent in his 1951 essay “ Peasant
Movements in England before 1 3 8 1 Hilton portrayed the Peasant
Rebellion as the culmination of nearly two centuries of class strug
gle and as anticipating the seventeenth-century revolt. He viewed
John Ball as an ancestor of Colonel Thomas Rainborough, evi
dence in his view of a tradition of resistance “ as ancient as the more
publicized traditions of reverence for old-established institu
tions.” 129
The most compelling case for a theory of lost rights was Hill’s
“ The Norman Yoke,” an essay “ stimulated by” and “ gready bene
fiting from” discussions with Torr and appearing in the festschrift
in her honor.130 The Norman Yoke myth was a centerpiece of the
radical Whig tradition. It contrasted the free, equal, and harmo
nious existence of the Anglo-Saxons with the tyrannical rule of the
Norman kings after the Conquest. Yet despite their subjection to
the Norman Yoke, the people kept their former way of life alive as
a collective memory. Their remembrance of lost rights inspired
them to resist tyranny and oppression and ultimately to create
English democracy.
Hill realized that this myth could not adequately explain the
course o f English history. Rather, he was interested in it as a “ politi
cal ideology” —an embryonic theory of class politics. The Norman
Yoke myth was historically important because it inspired the popu
lar classes to resist the crown, church, and landlords. It made “ the
permanendy valid point” that ruling class interests were inherendy
“ alien.” This was true in a double sense. In contrast to the foreign
roots of the ruling classes, the people’s traditions were indigenous.
Correlatively, it was the culture of the common people, not their
rulers’, that authentically represented the English way of life. Hill
was, in effect, implicidy using an organic definition o f culture—the
idea o f culture as the whole way of life of a people. His approach
foreshadowed the cultural studies and cultural Marxist history of
the late 1950s and 1960s.
Hill’s essay was a historical account of the theory of lost rights.
He demonstrated that the Norman Yoke myth was used for various
political purposes, represented the aspirations of different classes
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and fragments within classes, and underwent perpetual transforma
tion in accordance with shifts in historical forces. Hill argued that
interpretations o f the myth were rooted in class culture and strug
gle, but he avoided simplistic notions o f class and the base/super
structure relationship. His account o f the decline o f the Norman
Yoke theory was clearly indebted to Torr. Like Torr, he believed
that the appeal o f lost rights was connected to the evaporating
memory o f village life. The working classes, on the other hand, had
the capability to shape the future. The myth o f a golden age was
displaced by a theory o f history, that is, scientific socialism. In short,
Hill believed that the theory o f lost rights was supplanted by his
torical materialism.
In “The Norman Yoke” Hill argued that Marxism dialectically
resolved the apparent contradictions o f English intellectual and
political traditions. “ Marxism, by combining Burke’s sense o f his
tory with Paines sense o f justice, gives us an approach both to the
study of the past and to political action immeasurably superior to
any which preceded it.” 131 Hill’s attempt to “ naturalize” or “ angli
cize” Marxism was part o f a broader effort at building a native
revolutionary tradition—an extension o f the Popular Front agenda.
Marxist historians claimed a theoretical lineage no less authentic
than the people’s, and they refuted the idea that Marxist theory was
incompatible with Englishness. They saw Marxism as bringing
together—and perhaps superseding—two traditions o f dissent that
had failed to converge: English popular resistance and the alterna
tive vision o f Romanticism.
Marxist historians were particularly drawn to English Romanti
cism. Although the Romantics failed to recognize the historical sig
nificance of the working class, their writings paralleled the protests
from below. Their nostalgia for a harmonious rural past—Merry
Old England—was analogous to the people’s collective memories of
lost rights. Like the early socialists, the Romantics opposed trium
phant liberalism, utilitarianism, and laissez-faire. In its early stages,
at least, they championed the French Revolution.
Victor Kiernan brought together these various themes in a 1954
essay on Wordsworth, who, in Kiernan’s words, “ experienced
longer and more urgendy” than any o f the other Romantic poets
“ the problem o f the relation between artist and people, art and life,
individual and mass.” 132 Kiernan praised Wordsworth’s democratic
spirit, his passionate hatred of government, poverty, and industrial
ization, his devotion to the old rural ways, and his admiration for
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the unadorned life of the common laborer. Yet he also emphasized
that Wordsworth was incapable of more than sympathy for the
oppressed: “ He missed the good side because he had no faith in
men’s ability to control what they had created. He knew nothing of
factory workers, and even when he had asserted most ardently the
survival of virtue in the rustic poor, he had been thinking too
much of passive resistance to life, too little of active control of
circumstances.” 133 Wordsworth was repelled by the new industrial
society but had no understanding o f how to transform it. It would
be nearly fifty years, Kiernan wrote, “before Marx and Engels
would open the leaden casket of the industrial slums from which
Wordsworth . . . recoiled in horror.” 134
William Morris was the only writer rooted in the Romantic
tradition to embrace the working-class movement and Marxism.
While Morris was frequendy lauded by Communist writers, E. P.
Thompson’s biography was most responsible for presenting him as
a revolutionary Marxist. Morris’s interpreters had either been pri
marily concerned with his artistic achievements—and derided his
politics—or had heralded him as a forefather of the Labour Party.
Thompson argued that Morris was a serious revolutionary. He
portrayed Morris’s life as an epic in which the poet and creative
artist left behind the world of beauty, polite society, and material
comfort to cross “ the river of fire.” He “was the first creative artist
o f major stature in the history of the world to take his stand,
consciously and without shadow o f compromise, with the revolu
tionary working class: to participate in the day-to-day work of
building the Socialist movement.” 135 Morris’s development as a
socialist would have been incomplete were it not for his discovery
o f Marxism. He fused a Marxist analysis of the capitalist social
process, a moral critique of industrialization, and a utopian vision
o f the future. It resulted in “ moral realism.”
The historians’ recovery o f the Romantics for the Communist
movement points toward a more general dimension of their prac
tice—the privileged status that they attributed to literature and
poetic sensibility. This is apparent in Hill’s essay “Marxism and His
tory” in which he draws connections between Marxism and po
etry, not perhaps the first association that comes to mind. “But the
Marxist approach,” Hill wrote, “ whilst thoroughly scientific
more so indeed than that of the economic determinists—can pre
serve the poetic element in history and the historian’s right to a
standard of moral values.” 136 In his Wordsworth essay Kiernan
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pointed to a similar relationship. “ Wordsworth,” he wrote, “ de
voted the greater part o f his life to the study o f political and social
questions, and Marx a great part o f his to the study o f poetry.” He
concluded that contemporary poetry that ignored Marxism was
“ irrelevant,” while “Marxism also has much to learn, that it has not
yet learned, from poetry.” 137
British Marxist thought was steeped in English literary culture.
During the thirties—the student years o f the majority o f the his
torians—the radical culture o f the Left was dominated by writers,
while many o f the most prestigious Left-wing journals o f the pe
riod were literary magazines. One o f the key Communist theoreti
cal debates in the late forties focused on the work o f Christopher
Caudwell, a literary and cultural critic. And most importandy,
British intellectuals were rigorously trained in the reading o f En
glish literature. Indeed, literary culture had a dominant position in
English intellectual culture as a whole, a situation that, as Raymond
Williams noted, reached its apex during the fifties.138
Among the historians, Hill was originally drawn to Marxism
because it illuminated Metaphysical poetry. His rejection o f the
simplest versions o f the base/superstructure model—even in his
early work—may have partially resulted from his understanding
that seventeenth-century literary sources were essential to an un
derstanding o f the period. As he wrote in 1985: “ It does not seem
to me possible to understand the history o f seventeenth-century
England without understanding its literature, any more than it is
possible frilly to appreciate the literature without understanding
the history” 139
Kiernan s interest in Marxist theory was inseparable from his
love and respect for the English literary tradition. One o f his origi
nal historical studies used the Marxist method to understand Shake
speare, a study begun more than forty years ago and completed and
published in 1993.140 Hobsbawms relationship to literature has
been less obvious than Hill’s and Kiernan’s but no less important.
His earliest writing included short stories and criticism, and
throughout his career he studied various aspects of cultural life,
including literature, from a materialist point o f view.141 Thompson’s
entire intellectual formation was steeped in literary culture, and,
like Hobsbawm, he published short stories and poetry. As a Party
member, he was best-known as a literary type, and he participated
more in the cultural committee than in any other intellectual
group.142 In fact, he never intended to be a historian. He became
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one in the process of writing his book on William Morris. “ I took
no decision,” he recalled. “ Morris took the decision that I would
have to present him. In the course of doing this I became much
more serious about being a historian.” 143
In the mid-seventies Thompson revised his William Morris and
removed the political rhetoric of his Communist youth. Significandy, the substance of the book remained the same; retrospec
tively, he could see that it was already a work of “ muffled ‘revision
ism.’ ” 144 This revisionist tendency was true not only ofThompson
but o f Marxist historians in general. Despite uncritically accepting
the truth of Communist practice and Marxist theory, their ideas
pointed beyond orthodox confinement. When they were talking
about the long sweep of history, they adhered to a rigidly deter
minist conception of the historical process in which human agency
played a subsidiary role. But when they examined historical forms
o f class struggle, they did so in terms that stressed consciousness,
experience, ideas, and culture. In this context, Marxist historians
saw the historical process as being shaped by both social structure
and human volition. Such ideas did not jell until the 1960s and
1 970s, but they existed in a less developed form in the earlier
people’s history and historical studies o f literature.
In 1956-57 most of the leading participants in the Historians’
Group left the British CP in protest over the Soviet invasion of
Hungary and their own Party’s unwillingness to reform itself. In
contrast to intellectuals who had left the Party at earlier pivotal
points, they remained committed Marxists who did not reject the
revolutionary tradition in which British Communists claimed to
be a part. They critically extended and renewed it. While there are
undoubtedly many reasons why the historians remained within the
Marxist fold, surely among the most important was their participa
tion in the Historians’ Group. Despite internal and external con
straints, the Group expanded the parameters of Marxist historical
theory in Britain and was responsible for the beginnings of a cul
tural Marxist historical practice.

7T1 Socialism at Full Stretch

For the intellectual Left the 1950s was a decade o f defeat. It was
synonymous with a stalled working-class movement, an indifferent
electorate, the withdrawal o f intellectuals from politics, and a re
surgent Toryism whose slogan was “ you’ve never had it so good.”
Leftist intellectual culture, dominant in the thirties and forties, was
displaced by a stifling conservatism founded on the revival o f tradi
tional values and a defense o f Western culture defined as the best
that has been thought and written. The result in Leftist circles was a
kind o f intellectual despair that was captured by Jimmy Porter in
John Osborne’s play Look Back in A nger : “ There aren’t any good,
brave causes left.”
Radical intellectual culture began to gradually revive in the late
fifties, spurred on by the emergence o f the New Left political and
intellectual movement.1 The British New Left was a heterogeneous
group o f ex-Communists, disaffected Labour supporters, and so
cialist students hopeful o f renewing socialist theory and practice.
They came together in response to the Suez and Hungary crises in
1956 and consolidated in a shared commitment to the Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament ( c n d ) o f the late fifties and early sixties.
New Left activists attempted to create a democratic socialist politics
rooted in English traditions but not bogged down by the ortho
doxies o f the past, a politics that acknowledged postwar economic
and cultural changes. They never succeeded in creating a perma
nent organization, but they created a new political space on the
Left, and their project was critical to the development o f radical his
toriography and cultural studies in Britain. The theoretical and in
tellectual work associated with the New Left period is the subject of
chapter 3; in this chapter the New Left as a movement is examined.
I
The New Left was originally formed out of two groups who pro
duced theoretical and political journals. The Reasoner group was
composed o f former Communists, predominandy from the gener
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ation of the thirties and forties, who left the Party as a result of the
Khrushchev speech on Stalin’s crimes and the Soviet invasion of
Hungary in 1956. Universities and Left Review (U LR ) was created by
a group of Oxford students active in the opposition to British
involvement in the Suez crisis. The producers of these two journals
were to find a common ground, but their distinctive formations
also help explain their conflicts and frustrated attempts at creating
anything but a precarious unity.
The Reasoner and its successor the N ew Reasoner evolved from an
opposition movement within the CP dissatisfied with the leader
ship s response to the revelations of Khrushchev’s speech at the
Twentieth Party Congress. Communist historians were in the fore
front of the opposition. Although they were Party loyalists, the
historians enjoyed considerable independence and freedom, de
bated controversial political and theoretical issues among them
selves, and never submitted to a mindless orthodoxy. They played a
prominent role in criticizing the leadership because, asJohn Saville
wrote at the time, they were the Party’s only intellectual group in
the last ten years “ who have not only tried to use their Marxist
techniques creatively, but have to some measure succeeded.” 2
According to Hobsbawm, the revelations of the Khrushchev
speech produced “ the political equivalent of a nervous break
down.” 3 Not only did the historians have to face their silence over
contemporary history, but they had to explain to themselves their
uncritical acceptance of Party accounts of history since 1917, most
importantly, their own Party’s self-representation. This was es
pecially true of controversial periods like the early 1930s (when
Communists opposed social democrats as fiercely as conservatives)
or during the years of the Hitler-Stalin Pact. While the historians
were deeply troubled by what had been revealed about Soviet
history, they were, above all, worried about the implications of the
crisis for the Party’s future in their own country. How could Brit
ish Communists recover their credibility in the labor movement?
Could the Party learn from its past and reform its authoritarian
structure?4 The historians believed that a precondition for the
Party’s revitalization was democracy within the Party.
Marxist historians were involved in three tangible forms of pro
test in the 1956 crisis. Christopher Hill pushed for reform through
official channels. He served on the Commission on Inner Party
Democracy, a group ostensibly created to investigate the state of
democratic safeguards in the Party, but whose actual intent was to
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defuse the revisionists’ critique of democratic centralism.5 Hill and
his allies failed in their effort to shape the commission’s report, but
they were allowed by the Party leadership to write a minority
statement—a meaningless concession meant to create the impres
sion o f a democratic process. In fact, at the Party’s congress in May
1957, formal discussion o f the minority report was not allowed;
and though Hill, as a delegate to the conference, was able to speak
in defense o f it, his speech was not reported in the Party press’s
account of the event. He soon resigned.
A second form o f protest in which Marxist historians were in
volved was a letter protesting the Party’s support o f the Soviet
invasion o f Hungary. Hobsbawm, Hill, Hilton, and Kiernan were
among those who reaffirmed their commitment to Marxist theory
but denounced the “ false presentation o f the facts” upon which
Communists were forced to rely. They described the Party’s un
critical support o f Soviet aggression as an “ undesirable culmination
o f years o f distortion o f fact, and the failure by British Communists
to think out political problems for themselves.” 6 The signatories
originally intended to publish the letter in the Party newspaper, the
Daily Worker, but the paper refused to publish it—or, more accu
rately, the paper ignored it—and they arranged for its publication in
both the Tribune (30 November 1956) and the N ew Statesman (1
December 1956). This was regarded by the leadership as an act of
defiance; historically, critical statements outside the Party press had
been viewed as violating Communist solidarity.
The Reasoner, edited by John Saville and Edward Thompson,
was unquestionably the most influential expression o f the histo
rians’ opposition to the Communist Party leadership’s position.
From the onset, Saville and Thompson had played prominent roles
in the opposition. Saville was among the first dissidents to have a
letter published in World News, the principal forum of Party debate.
He complained that a decline o f debate and a spread o f conformity
within Party circles had contributed to uncritical thinking; and he
accused the leadership of being unwilling “ to admit that we shall
stand discredited before the Labour movement unless we honesdy
and frankly state where we went wrong and that we will ensure, as
far as we can, that similar errors are not made in the future.” 7
Thompson’s “Winter Wheat in Omsk,” also published in World
News, was equally critical o f Party policy. Thompson claimed that
British Communists’ obsession with imitating the Bolsheviks had
resulted in their being isolated in their own country. Most impor
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tantly, they ignored a vital tradition of native moral criticism and
activism, which had inspired many political struggles of the British
people.
“ It should be clear now to all,” he wrote, “ that conscious strug
gle for moral principle in our political work is a vital part of our
political relations with the people. The British people do not un
derstand and will not trust a Monolith without a moral tongue. It is
also clear that the best formulations can conceal shame and unrea
son: that we must still read Shakespeare as well as Marx.” 8Thomp
son s critique echoed the collective voice of the historians and his
own study of William Morris. He attacked the Party for only
superficially identifying with the English revolutionary tradition
and using it for propaganda purposes. To reform itself, the Party
would have to genuinely absorb the heritage of English popular
resistance and moral critique. Thompson’s socialist humanism, de
veloped during these years, was an attempt at precisely this reform.
Saville and Dorothy and Edward Thompson had been friends
for years, although they were not particularly close at the time of the
Khrushchev speech. In discussing the crisis they agreed that if
Communists were to regain their integrity and self-respect, they
must openly and honesdy discuss the Party’s plight. Yet their efforts
at further intervention through the pages of World News were frus
trated. The editors rejected Saville s second letter because he already
had “ one crack of the whip.” 9 Thompson’s article was forcefully
rebutted by George Matthews, who accused him of unconsciously
reproducing anti-Communist caricature and promoting contro
versy as an end in itself.10 Thompsons efforts at replying to Mat
thews’s rebuttal were likewise rejected. He and Saville realized that
the Party executive would not sanction an open discussion; yet they
were hesitant to undertake such a discussion outside the Party press,
for the leadership would certainly represent it as an act of betrayal.
To avoid this stigma, they conceived of the Reasoner, a journal
produced for and by loyal Communists such as themselves, which
would stimulate a debate on the Party’s condition. It was a unique
venture in the history of British communism.
The Reasoner appeared in mid-July 1956. It consisted of thirtytwo mimeographed pages, produced at Thompson’s home, bear
ing a quotation from Marx: “ To leave error unrefuted is to encour
age intellectual immorality.” In three issues the Reasoner published
articles by some of the most talented intellectuals in the British
Communist movement, including Doris Lessing, Rodney Hilton,
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Ronald Meek, and Hyman Levy. The journal articulated the feel
ings o f many Party members dissatisfied with the leadership’s re
sponse and desirous o f reform.
The Reasoner editors themselves set the journal’s tone. In their
view the uncritical acceptance o f Soviet policy resulted from aban
doning Marx’s critical and historical method. This abandonment
reflected “ a fear o f ideas on the part o f some members” and sig
nified “ the veritable crisis o f theory which has resulted from this
long Ice Age.” 11 In his suppressed reply to Matthews, Thompson
confessed that such attitudes had contaminated the very sinews of
Marxist historical work: “ Increasingly we have emphasized an ar
bitrary selection o f conclusions (some derived from nineteenth
century or Russian conditions) rather than the method o f histori
cal materialism: have sought to make ‘correct formulations’ within
a schematized system o f doctrine, rather than to return again and
again to social realities.” 12 Thompson argued that Communists
must not limit themselves to regretting their past record o f sectari
anism and dogmatism; they had to reexamine themselves and their
movement. A precondition for this self-scrutiny was inner Party
democracy.
Not surprisingly, the leadership initiated steps to end publication
of the journal. After failing to convince Thompson and Saville to
stop publishing on their own accord, the leadership threatened
them with suspension or expulsion after the second issue appeared.
Thompson and Saville found themselves in a quandary. They real
ized that the Reasoner was playing a critical role in sustaining dissent
but that the hierarchy used its existence as an excuse to suppress
debate in the Party press. Both men remained convinced o f the
need for a viable Communist Party. However, they were increas
ingly disillusioned with the leadership, “ less and less sure that they
would respond in any generous or positive way,” and more aware of
the stifling effect of the Party’s bureaucracy.13 Thompson and Sa
ville decided to distribute a third issue while simultaneously an
nouncing that they would stop publication. Inevitably, they would
be suspended from Party membership, but they would avoid ex
pulsion; thus, they would be able to continue to work for Party
reform. But when the leadership without hesitation supported the
Soviet invasion o f Hungary in November 1956, the Reasoner edi
tors became convinced that the Party had discredited itself beyond
repair. In a hastily written editorial for the third issue, Thompson
and Saville demanded that the leadership withdraw its support of
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Soviet aggression and call for a national congress. Short of taking
this step, they urged Party militants to “ dissociate completely from
the leadership of the British Communist Party, not to lose faith in
Socialism, and to find ways o f keeping together.” 14 Thompson and
Saville soon resigned from the Party.
By 1957-58 the great majority of the Communist historians—
Hill, Hilton, Kiernan, Rude, Thompson, and Saville—had re
signed (or were about to resign) from the Party. This was a difficult
decision. Most of them had been members for twenty years and
believed that a Marxist commitment was unthinkable without be
longing to the CP. They remained Communists when it was no
longer the intellectual vogue, as it had been in the thirties, and
they withstood isolation and abuse during the Cold War. Earlier
generations o f Communist intellectuals who left the Party at major
turning points, say, 1929-33 or 1939, typically became disillu
sioned with radicalism as well. The historians, in contrast, re
mained Marxists.
Hobsbawm was the only major historian to remain a Party mem
ber. He was not unsympathetic to the dissident movement. He had
been one of the signatories to the N ew Statesman letter, and, in
response to George Matthews’s criticism of the action, he both
defended it and criticized the leadership for self-satisfaction with its
political record. Yet Hobsbawm believed that the CP, though se
riously flawed, was the only workers’ party in Britain committed to
revolution and that it might eventually reestablish itself as a political
force. He also realized that if it failed to seize this opportunity, it
would find itself increasingly irrelevant politically.15 What were the
alternatives? Joining the Labour Party? Being a socialist academic
alienated from any working-class base? Whatever one might think
o f Hobsbawm s decision, Marxists outside Communist parties also
have found these questions difficult to resolve.
Hobsbawm s political biography provides a less tangible reason
for his remaining in the Party. His decision to become a Commu
nist had been bound to the tragedy of European Jewry; commu
nism, in effect, was an alternative to the disintegrating world o f his
youth. Although it is difficult to know precisely how he was af
fected by this experience, a deep personal attachment to Party
membership and the international movement may have intensified
his reluctance to resign. As Hobsbawm himself acknowledged: “ I
got into the communist movement a long, long time ago as a
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schoolboy in Berlin before Hitler came to power, and when you
got politicised at the age o f fourteen, and then stayed politicised for
an awfiil long time, it’s a long part o f your life.” 16 As a consequence
of “ 1956” and de-Stalinization, Party intellectuals never again were
subjected to the censorship, or threat o f censorship, that existed in
the early fifties. As Hobsbawm observed: “ It was a good deal easier
to be Marxist without constandy feeling that you had to toe the
line because, by this stage, it wasn’t quite clear what the line was.” 17
He could not have foreseen this development when he decided to
remain in the Party in the late 1950s, but it certainly made his
decision easier to sustain.
Continuing the Reasoner project was the most concrete politi
cal expression o f the historians’ Marxism after they left the Party.
Thompson and Saville were acutely aware o f the theoretical and po
litical crisis o f Marxism. They acknowledged the “ shallow growth
of Marxist scholarship” in Britain and their own failure to make
Marxism a “ body o f ideas to stimulate and excite.” 18 Yet they were
gready encouraged by the Reasoner s reception, and they hoped that
a journal which encouraged free discussion might contribute to
Marxism’s renewal and growth. Significantly, Thompson and Sa
ville did not see themselves as breaking with communism but rather
as reviving an older, uncontaminated tradition o f English socialist
thought and practice—the tradition o f Tom Mann and William
Morris.19 They saw a return to this heritage, which as historians
they themselves had begun to recover, as central to a socialist revival.
They wanted to create an authentic English Marxism.
The N ew Reasoner: A Journal o f Socialist Humanism first appeared
in the summer o f 1957. Its original editorial board was dominated
by ex-Communists: the novelist Doris Lessing, economists Ken
Alexander and Ronald Meek, and the critic Ronald Swingler.
The board was eventually enlarged to include former Daily Worker
correspondent Malcolm MacEwen, economist Michael Barratt
Brown, and two intellectuals from the Labour Left, Mervyn Jones,
a writer who had resigned from the Party in 1954, and Ralph
Miliband, a political scientist at the London School o f Economics
and a former student o f Harold Laski. Christopher Hill, the art
critic John Berger, the philosopher Alisdair MacIntyre, and the
anthropologist Peter Worsley were among the journal’s contribu
tors. While careful to keep a certain amount o f distance, Hobs
bawm supported the venture and wrote for the first issue, although
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not on an explicitly political subject. The New Reasoner contained
art and literary criticism, short stories, and political and theoretical
analysis.
E. P. Thompson articulated the Reasoner groups socialisthumanist philosophy. His point of departure was a critique of Sta
linism. For Thompson, Stalinism was a logical and consistent sys
tem of thought. It was an ideology, “ a constellation of partisan
attitudes and false, or partially false, ideas” based on abstractions
rather than individual experience or social reality.20 Stalinist ideol
ogy was composed of three elements: anti-intellectualism, moral
nihilism, and a devaluing of individuals. In opposition to the false
consciousness of Stalinism, Thompson advocated socialist human
ism: a political philosophy that combined the liberal traditions
concern for the individual and a socialist society’s egalitarian goal.
Socialist humanism supplanted Stalinist abstractions such as the
Party, the two camps, and the working-class vanguard with con
crete individuals and the revolutionary potential of “ real men and
women.” 21 It equally emphasized “ socialism” and “humanism.”
For Thompson, the intellectual bankruptcy of Stalinism was
rooted in its economism—the attempt to view society’s political,
moral, and artistic dimensions in terms of economic and class struc
tures. In opposition to this crude determinism, Thompson re
affirmed the central role of human agency in history. Adapting
Marx’s famous words in the Eighteenth Brumaire, Thompson wrote:
“But men make their own history: they are part agents, part vic
tims: it is precisely the element of agency which distinguishes them
from the beasts, which is the human part of man.”22 Thompson’s
belief in the powers of human agency to shape historical outcomes
provided one o f the enduring themes of his subsequent writings.
Equally important, his initial defense of agency was in the context
of opposition to Stalinism in the aftermath of 1956- R seemed as
if whenever Thompson was confronted with a Marxist mode of
thought that emphasized determinations or constraints on human
volition, he situated it within this frame of reference, seeing it as a
descendant of Stalinism.
Thompson was also highly critical of the Stalinist emphasis
on base/superstructure. In his view it had been a “ clumsy static
model,” even when used by Marx, a simplification of the interac
tion of social being and consciousness so central to historical mate
rialism. When used by Stalinists—particularly by Stalin himself—
base/superstructure had degenerated into a “bad and dangerous
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model.” It reduced “ human consciousness to a form o f erratic,
involuntary response to steel-mills and brickyards, which are in a
spontaneous process o f looming and becoming.” 23 For Thompson,
the scope o f this theoretical degeneration was broader than Stalin
ism; it was symptomatic o f a widespread tendency in the Marxist
tradition (especially since the later writings o f Engels) to ignore or
minimize moral and ethical questions.
Thompson was by no means alone in criticizing orthodox Marx
ism from a socialist-humanist perspective, and his critique was un
doubtedly inspired by the Marxist humanism o f Polish and Hun
garian opponents o f Stalinist rule. Yet Eastern European revisionists
derived their humanist understanding o f Marx from the philosoph
ical anthropology o f the 1844 Manuscripts or the Hegelian Marx
ism of Gyorgy Lukacs’s History and Class Consciousness. Thomp
son s critique o f orthodox Marxism was uniquely rooted in English
sources—“ modes o f perception” learned while writing the Morris
biography.24 For Thompson, Morris’s “ historical understanding of
the evolution o f man’s moral nature” was a necessary complement
to Marx’s economic and historical analysis.25 Marxist renewal de
pended on the restoration o f a moral vocabulary: implicit assump
tions deeply lodged—but inadequately expressed—in Marx’s own
work. To restore this moral discourse, Thompson advocated a re
vival o f the kind o f utopian thinking that had been integral to the
socialist tradition before the ascent o f scientific socialism. Such
thinking was exemplified by Morris’s The Dream o f John Ball and
Newsfrom Nowhere. Most important, Thompson argued that Marx
ists must come to terms with the implications o f Morris’s insight
that productive relations (base) did not only produce moral values
(superstructure) but had a moral dimension themselves. “ Economic
relationships are at the same time moral relationships; relations of
production are at the same time relations between people, o f op
pression or o f co-operation: and there is a moral logic as well as an
economic logic, which derives from these relationships. The his
tory of the class struggle is at the same time the history o f human
morality.” 26 Since human consciousness was no less central than
productive relations, “ the construction o f a Communist commu
nity would require a moral revolution as profound as the revolution
in economic and social power.” 27 This perspective suggested an
alternative vision o f politics, while negating the base/superstruc
ture distinction, restating the relationship between economy and
culture in more complex and interactive terms.
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II
The Reasoner group comprised former Communists radicalized
during the days of the Popular Front. Their revolt against ortho
doxy was inspired by Eastern European alternatives to Stalinism
and what they saw as a return to authentic English radicalism. The
group responsible for Universities and Left Review (U L R ) were Ox
ford university students who tended to have shallower roots in the
labor movement, and U L R was initiated in response to the political
crisis of 1956. It was affected by the crisis in communism, but
primarily it was reacting to British involvement in the Suez crisis.
Moreover, U L R was representative of a new generation of radical
intellectuals too young to have been shaped by the experience of
the depression and the war. Its principal participants were mosdy
intellectuals and writers in their twenties, and its sensibility was
closer to that of c n d protestors of the Aldermaston marches than
the Popular Front partisans of the 1930s. They felt an affinity, if not
a direct connection, with the 1950s culture o f working-class youth,
who, as Stuart Hall suggested, felt the same frustrations toward
postwar society but were “ only less ‘mature,’ less polite, less con
formist and restrained in giving vent to their feelings than we
are.” 28
U L R was more heterogeneous than the Reasoner group. It in
cluded several foreign nationals. Charles Taylor, a French-Canadian
Rhodes scholar, read philosophy at Balliol and All Souls College.
Norman Birnbaum, important in the later stages of the journal, was
an American sociology student at the London School of Eco
nomics. Stuart Hall, a Jamaican Rhodes scholar, read English at
Merton. In 1956 Hall was a graduate student writing a thesis on
Henry James, an early instance of his long-term interest in the
relationship between modern consciousness and capitalism.29As an
undergraduate, Hall was active in anticolonial politics, and he was
interested in the anthropological approach to culture and the Marx
ist theory o f classes. He is one o f the few black intellectuals to make
an imprint on socialist intellectual discussions in Britain.
Among the British participants in U L R , Alan Hall was from
Scodand and was a Balliol graduate student in classics. Gabriel
Pearson, from a London Jewish background, a Communist Party
member until the Party’s crisis, read English at Balliol. Raphael
Samuel (at the time called Ralph) was also Jewish, grew up mosdy
in London’s East End, and was the nephew of the highly respected
Communist scholar Chimen Abramsky. Samuel was from a Com
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munist background; his life goal was to be a Communist organizer;
and his heroes were J. R . Campbell and Palme Dutt. He read
history at Balliol, where he was Christopher Hills protege. At the
time that the journal was founded, he was at the London School of
Economics, writing a thesis in history on dockers in the late nine
teenth century.
ULRs origins can be traced to several sources. In the early fifties
the seminars o f the socialist historian G. D. H. Cole, which were
occasions for discussing the Left’s paralysis during the Cold War
era, served as a bridge (because o f Cole’s involvement) to Conti
nental efforts to create an independent Left. Stuart Hall recalled
that the idea o f creating a “ new left” in Britain was partially in
spired by his own and others’ contact with the French nouvelle
gauche movement. Launched by Claude Bourdet, it envisioned a
European socialist movement that opposed Cold War military al
liances and leftist orthodoxies.30 By 1954 a renewal o f an open
socialist discussion occurred in Oxford Left-wing circles. While
such discussions were taking place on the fringes o f the CP and the
Labour Club, their central location was the Socialist Club, a Popu
lar Front group o f the 1930s, which had in practice died out but
was revived by student intellectuals, many o f whom would create
U L R . The nature o f the discussions can be ascertained by a brief
inventory of books that captured their imaginations. The summer
before the Suez invasion, Alan Hall and Stuart Hall contemplated
putting together an edited collection o f recent work analyzing the
contours o f contemporary capitalism. The texts that they regarded
as key included C. A. R . Crosland’s The Future o f Socialism, John
Strachey’s The E nd o f Empire, two chapters o f Raymond Williams’s
forthcoming Culture and Society, F. R . Leavis s Culture and Environ
ment, Angus Maude’s The English Middle Classes, John Osborne’s
Look Back in Anger, and George Scott’s autobiographical portrait o f
an “ angry young man,” Time and Place.3'
While these pre-Suez discussions recognized the need for re
newed political activism, it was the combined impact o f the Suez
invasion and crisis in the Communist world that made U L R possi
ble. U L R s founders regarded the events o f 1956 as a warming trend
in the frigid political climate and perhaps the revival o f Left poli
tics: “ Hard as we try, we cannot turn back the course o f events
which forced de-Stalinisadon on the Stalinists. Hungary is there to
point the moral, and adorn that tale. Much as we would like, we
cannot think our way round Suez back to that comfortable womb-
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world in which conservatives and socialists still held hands. The
thaw is on.” 32 They hoped to use the clamor over Suez and Hun
gary as the point of departure for a wide-ranging project whose
central focus would be a journal primarily, but not exclusively,
aimed at the new student audience. The title, Universities and Left
Review , evoked the groups they were attempting to reach and the
tradition of radicalism they wanted to revive (Left Review being one
o f the most successful radical intellectual journals of the thirties).
Stuart Hall, Gabriel Pearson, Samuel, and Taylor were chosen as
editors. Although as Hall recalled: “Too much should not be made
of those particular names since, out of the ferment, almost any four
people would have done.” 33 In balancing ex-Communist and nonCommunist influence, U L R was sending a clear message that the
journal would not be overtaken by sectarianism. Although con
ceived in Oxford, U L R moved to London’s West End, which was
closer to the hub of political and intellectual life.34
The journal was the U L R projects focus, but the group also
wanted to make its presence felt in daily affairs. Two projects that
met this goal were the Partisan coffeehouse and the U L R Club.
The Partisan was established as an informal meeting place for the
new generation of socialist intellectuals and emulated the milieu of
the Paris Left Bank. The U L R Club, based in London, held orga
nized meetings, lectures, and discussions. Its aim was to promote
new directions in socialist analysis and strategy. From the outset in
April 1957, the club generated noticeable enthusiasm; a lecture by
Isaac Deutscher on the political crisis in the Soviet Union drew six
hundred people. Club participants came from various political
backgrounds and were from different generations, although the
majority o f them were probably in their twenties. They shared a
common aversion to received socialist orthodoxy and an eagerness
to entertain new ideas. This willingness to be heterodox was both
the source o f U LR 's (and later the New Left’s) appeal and a major
reason that it had difficulty creating a cohesive political position.
In its first editorial, U L R spoke of itself as a “ calculated risk” and
insisted that it had no “ political ‘line’ ” to offer. It was convinced
that socialists must recover “ the whole tradition of free, open,
critical debate,” but it was uncertain what precise shape that discus
sion should take. The journal’s editors spoke of socialist thinking as
ossifying into two narrow and irrelevant camps: orthodox leftists
“ who clung to the slogans o f the thirties” and revisionists who
regarded the 1945 Labour reforms as having all but resolved the
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contradictions o f interwar capitalism. Both “ evaded the critical
problems and the main frustrations o f postwar society” and “ ap
peared monstrously irrelevant to the postwar generation.” 35
To appreciate U L R ’s critique o f revisionism, it should be situ
ated within the crisis o f the postwar socialist movement. Despite
having created the mixed economy and the welfare state, the Brit
ish Left was unable to sustain its political success. Following its
narrow defeat in 19 5 1—when it actually won the popular vote—
Labour suffered a seemingly endless string o f political losses, unable
to defeat a Tory party that had triumphed with the slogan, “ You
never had it so good.” At the root o f the problem was the post
war reshaping o f working-class consciousness and culture, a conse
quence of full employment, real increases in income, class mobility,
and spreading mass culture. These beginnings o f the “ American
ization” o f Britain problematized the very underpinnings o f the
socialist project: the belief that the working-class movement would
inevitably usher in a socialist world. This change marked the be
ginning o f a crisis in the socialist movement, which, although
sporadic and not strictly speaking linear, attained epidemic propor
tions in the 1980s and 1990s.
Throughout the fifties Labour struggled to find a way o f appeal
ing to an acquisitive and mobile working class living in a mass
society. Its most imaginative response was the revisionism o f An
thony Crosland, for whom the crisis o f the Left was rooted in an
inability to come to terms with the new postcapitalist and statist
social and economic order. Crosland’s advocacy o f American-style
liberalism and his insistence that the Left must retire the rhetoric of
class struggle was enshrined as party policy after the 1957 defeat
when the newly elected party leader, Hugh Gaitskell, attempted to
dramatically revamp the party’s image. In its official platform, In
dustry and Society (1958), Labour deployed rhetoric that broke with
historical tradition; it declared that, on the whole, private industry
was serving the national interest. Where nationalizations were tra
ditionally regarded as an integral part o f any Labour program, they
were redefined as a last resort—a form of discipline for irresponsible
firms bent on overthrowing the mixed economy.36
For U L R socialists it was insufficient to condemn the new revi
sionism on the grounds that it violated socialist principles. While
they certainly objected to the portrayal of Britain as postcapitalist,
and they strenuously disagreed that the conditions for class struggle
were coming to an end, they recognized that sweeping and wide-
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ranging transformations had occurred in postwar British society.
They rejected the politics of revisionism, but they believed that a
revisionist analysis of the new society could not be overlooked.
Socialists, they argued, must acknowledge the profound impact of
the new consumer society and welfare state. They must create a
socialist politics founded on peoples everyday experiences, not
outworn myths and slogans. To achieve this end, U L R challenged
socialist orthodoxy by publishing articles on topics outside the
usual boundaries and with a more penetrating style of analysis.
Articles analyzed alienation in urban areas, the class basis of British
education, the cultural politics of adolescence, the social impact
o f advertising, the transformation of mass communications, the
meaning of racial strife, the Third World and postcolonialism, the
power elite in Britain, and the effects of consumer capitalism on
working-class culture. That U L R articulated and began to give
shape to a new mood on the intellectual and student Left is re
flected in its sales figures. The journal at its height sold about 8,000
copies—two and a half times greater than the formerly Communist
N ew Reasoner.37

At the root o f U L R ’s theoretical project was a collective belief in
“ the singleness of human life,” its multiple facets and unity. As an
editorial stated, the group wanted “ to break away from the tradi
tions which see economic or political man as separate from man in
the centre of a web of human relations, which draw him into the
full life of his community—which consider ‘economic’ or ‘politi
cal’ life as a lower form of existence, as an external prop to the
private life of the individual, rather than as his very nature.” 38 U LR
advocated a totalizing conception of radical politics, or “socialism
at full stretch,” a conception in which the cultural dimension was
viewed as being as important as the explicidy political. And it
insisted that literature and art, no less than machines, could con
tribute to “ a fuller life for the human person and the community.” 39
For Stuart Hall, artists and political intellectuals were not only
compatible but were opposite sides of the same coin:
The political intellectual is concerned with the institutional life o f the
society: the creative artist with the attitudes, the manners, the moral
and emotional life which the individual consummates within that social
framework. It seems to me that the beginning o f a common socialist
humanism is the realisation that these are not two distinct areas of inter
est, but the complementary parts o f a complex, common experience.40
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To further its goal o f cultural politics, the U L R group at an early
point reached out to the simultaneously emerging Free Cinema
movement, a politically committed group o f film directors—nota
bly Lindsay Anderson, Karel Reisz, and Tony Richardson—who
made highly personal documentaries o f working-class life. Ander
son’s seminal statement o f its aspirations, “ Stand Up! Stand Up!,”
which advocated making films in which “ people—ordinary peo
ple, not just Top people—feel their dignity and importance,” was
originally published in Sight and Sound in 1956. At the request
o f Hall and Samuel, it was reprinted in the first issue o f U L R
as “ Commitment in Cinema Criticism.” Anderson later said of
U L R s overtures: “ It was surprising and very, very encouraging—
because it suddenly seemed as if there could really be a ‘Popular
Front’ o f political and creative principle; and in that popular front,
movies and theatre could have a place and enjoy sympathetic sup
port. For just a short time that is what actually happened.” 41
In creating a British cultural politics the U L R group perhaps may
be regarded as prefiguring feminist efforts to break down the wall
between private and public spheres; they wanted “ to break with the
view that cultural or family life” was “ an entertaining sideshow, a
secondary expression o f human creativity or fulfillment.” Yet if
those associated with U L R were interested in issues that would later
concern feminists, they—as well as the New Left in general—were
not to create a feminist politics. Given that women played key roles
in the first New Left (although often behind-the-scenes roles), it
might be asked, why did feminism in Britain not materialize in the
late 1950s rather than in the aftermath o f 1968? While no final
answer can be given, Lynne Segal has offered several plausible rea
sons. She argues, first, that after the war men and women on the
Left, no less than in other segments o f society, bought into the
consensual view that women’s problems had been solved and that
the sexes had achieved equality. Second, Segal suggests that an
“ assumed biological imperative o f motherhood and childhood”
had emerged in the fifties such that a women’s political movement
would have been deemed unnatural. And, most importandy, Segal
believes that at a time when men’s roles were likewise being domes
ticated, New Left men "identified strongly with the tough, amoral,
cynical, invariably misogynist heroes of Alan Sillitoe, John Os
borne and others.” “Women were never to be trusted but treated as
part o f the system trying to trap, tame and emasculate men. A
stifling domesticity had killed the spirit and guts o f men, these
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‘rebels’ declared, and women were to blame. What was really hap
pening in most of the ‘Angry’ literature was that class hostility was
suppressed and twisted into new forms of sexual hostility.” 42 One
might reiterate Segal’s point with regard to Osborne, whose main
character, Jimmy Porter, in Look Back in Anger , having withdrawn
from the public world of political causes, is able to repair his bruised
masculinity only by physically dominating the middle-class women
around him.
Like the Reasoner group, U L R ’s critique of capitalist society was
founded on the principles of socialist humanism. Yet U L R ’s con
ception of this philosophy was more eclectic and diffuse, less af
fected by the experience ofEastern European anti-Stalinism. Stuart
Hall characterized socialist humanism in terms that most traditional
socialists would reject, viewing it as the belief in genuine equality, a
sensitivity to “ the capacity to feel,” and “ the vindication of the
moral imagination.” These “ capacities lie dormant and unused, the
stored energy and moral life of a democracy that has not made
the first approach to a democratic way of life.” In defining socialist
humanism, he quoted the literary critic F. R . Leavis. Hall viewed
Leavis’s description of the nineteenth-century novel—“a vital ca
pacity for experience, a kind of reverent openness before life, and a
marked moral intensity” —as capturing socialist-humanist priori
ties.43 Hall disagreed with Leavis’s politics but regarded his critical
vocabulary as having radical implications, especially when com
pared with economistic versions of Marxism. In appropriating
Leavis for radical purposes, Hall was following Raymond Wil
liams’s strategy in his influential Culture and Society (discussed in
detail in chapter 3).
Because U L R was so preoccupied with lifestyle, “ the whole way
of life,” and culture, it was often referred to in socialist intellectual
debates as “ culturalist.” There were two dimensions to culturalism.
On the one hand, it was a rejection of Marxist economic deter
minism. Culturalists saw the social process as a complex result of
economic, political, and cultural determinations, and they insisted
that none of these determinations was primary. On the other hand,
they saw culture in broader terms—as a whole way of life. From
this point o f view, culture was the social process itself, economics
and politics constituent parts. One political implication of this
culturalist position was that a socialist policy on advertising, the
mass media, or workers’ self-management could no longer be re
garded as less critical than the nationalization of a steel company. In
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a society where the means o f cultural production were themselves a
major capitalist industry, the distinction between culture and eco
nomics became blurred. U L R believed that socialist politics must
adapt to these rapidly changing conditions.
Ill
From 1957 until 1959 a New Left emerged in Britain. The inner
circle consisted of the U L R and Reasoner groups, but the New Left
became a diverse and informal political movement signifying a new
mood on the Left. It included c n d participants, veterans o f the
unions and Labour Left, radical professionals, countercultural stu
dents and artists, and dissident Communists. In general, the New
Left saw itself as an alternative to the economism o f the Commu
nist and Labour Left and the revisionism o f the Labour leadership.
It conceived o f its political position—socialist humanism—as more
than just another strategy for socialism; socialist humanism repre
sented an alternative set o f priorities based on a whole way o f life
and the total individual. New Leftists wanted to supplant Harold
Macmillan s “ opportunity society” and Labour s “ equality o f op
portunity” with William Morris’s “ society o f equals.” They ac
corded a privileged status to culture and the arts, for such practices
were integral to human life conceived as a whole and because
cultural apparatuses and institutions were playing an increasingly
important role in people s lives.
The New Left also took a dim view o f the traditional Lefts
organizational forms. They argued that both the Labour and Com
munist leaderships, despite obvious differences, were fundamen
tally antidemocratic, intent on using bureaucratic organization and
procedure to stifle minority and grassroots opinion. The New Left
enthusiastically supported the c n d , partially because it represented
a means o f displacing Cold War polarities, but most importandy
because it represented a democratic and grassroots alternative to
the deadening authoritarianism o f the labor movement. As a result,
the producers o f U L R and the N ew Reasoner were reluctant to
assume leadership roles in the New Left for fear that their assump
tion of such roles would bring about hierarchical decision making
and grassroots passivity. Yet if the original New Left severely criti
cized Labour politics, it stopped short o f abandoning the Labour
Party. It never doubted that Labour was the party o f British work
ing people or that it was indispensable to a socialist transformation.
In short, New Left activists saw themselves as being both inside and
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outside the Labour Party, a position that evoked skepticism from
both the radical Left and committed Labour veterans.
The first stage in constructing the New Left was the develop
ment o f a close working relationship between the two journals.
While each group advocated a socialist-humanist position and re
garded the other as engaged in a common struggle, they had dis
agreements, a result of differences in age, political experience, and
theoretical orientation. Reasoner activists were somewhat scornful
of U LR 's lack of real ties to the working-class movement, their
enthusiasm for artistic avant-gardes, and their attraction to what was
in vogue. Thompson, for instance, was concerned that U L R would
surrender to “ precious and self-isolating” attitudes that “ could be
as corrosive in the socialist movement as those opportunist and
philistine attitudes” that it opposed.44 Meanwhile, U L R socialists
tended to think of the Reasoner group as politically narrow and
intellectually behind-the-times. Indeed, Raymond Williams, who
was from the generation of the Reasoner group but intellectually
closer to U L R , found the N ew Reasoner “ still much too involved in
arid fights with the Party Marxists,” and he thought that some of its
essays gave the impression that nothing at all had changed.45
The tension between the two groups was most apparent in their
attitudes toward Marxism. N ew Reasoner socialists wanted to re
juvenate Marxist theory by removing Stalinist distortions and de
veloping it in new and creative ways. They did not see a problem
with Marxism per se, only with what had happened to it. The
younger generation associated with U L R , on the other hand, ac
knowledged Marxism as a critical part of their heritage, but they
questioned its relevance to understanding the complexities of con
temporary society. The U L R socialists most interested in reading
Marx were invariably drawn to the early humanistic writings that
stressed “ alienation.” Yet even here they were ambivalent. Charles
Taylor—responsible for introducing many to Marx’s 1844 Manu
scripts in French translation since the work was not available in
English until i960—regarded Marxist philosophy as an “ incomplete
humanism” with a tendency toward authoritarianism.46 And few
proponents of U L R were enthusiastic about the Reasoner group’s
efforts at reexamining Marxism. “We Marxist dissidents in the
years 1956 to 1962,” Thompson recalled,
were beset not only by radical inner doubts and self-criticism, but also by
a total climate o f skepticism or active resistance to Marxism in anyform.
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This climate permeated the N ew Left also, at its origin, and many
comrades then shared the general view that Marxism, . . . was a liability
which should be dumped, while new theories were improvised from less
contaminated sources.47

Thompson perceived the time as “ a last stand amidst a general
rout.” 48
These differences, however, did not inhibit an open dialogue
between the two groups. From the beginning, contributors over
lapped, and articles submitted to one journal might end up in the
other. By 1959 the two groups offered joint subscriptions and
cosponsored New Left clubs scattered throughout Britain that were
inspired by the success o f the U L R Club in London. Acknowledg
ing the development o f a close relationship, the last U L R editorial
observed that “ it has become difficult to know just who is who.” 49
Arguably the most important reason for the two groups’ closer
cooperation was their increasing involvement in the c n d . The
disarmament movement represented the historical culmination of
a long and active tradition o f pacifism and radical dissent in Brit
ain.50 It was organized in the aftermath o f the Suez crisis, which, in
demonstrating Britain’s fall from international prominence, raised
questions about the rationale for an independent nuclear deterrent.
The founders o f the movement hoped that Britain could recover
its loss of international status and regain its role as a great power by
setting the moral example o f banishing nuclear weapons. The de
sire to recover national pride and former world power status was a
major impetus behind the first c n d .
Founded in 1958, the c n d was supported by a broad spectrum of
progressive and radical opinion, though the CP did not support the
movement until well after it was off the ground. The movement’s
founders (including such intellectuals asj. B. Priesdey, Julian Hux
ley, and A. J. P. Taylor) conceived o f it as a pressure group to trans
form public opinion. Yet from the beginning, the c n d contained
radical factions, notably the Direct Action Committee, which ad
vocated a more aggressive political presence through passive re
sistance and direct action. The c n d undoubtedly would have re
mained a small group of committed pacifists had it not been for its
adoption by the emerging student movement and youth culture of
the late 1950s. Originating as a force opposed to the spread of
nuclear weapons, it came to symbolize a wider discontent with the
institutions o f modern society. It was the only genuine mass politi-
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cal movement between the Popular Front of the 1930s and the
student revolt o f the late 1960s.
The c n d was put on the political map in April 1958 when
thousands participated in a protest march from London to the
nuclear research plant at Aldermaston. Although the march at
tracted people of all ages and political backgrounds, the most con
spicuous group comprised the politically conscious youth counter
culture. Aldermaston, as David Widgery wrote, was “ a student
movement before its time, a mobile sit-in or marching pop festival;
in its midst could be found the first embers of the hashish under
ground and premature members of the Love Generation as well as
cadres of forthcoming revolutionary parties.” 51 The march became
the most visible symbol of the disarmament movement and was
made into an annual event. It attracted 150,000 marchers in 1961
when public support for the c n d was at its height.
The Reasoner and U L R groups were early supporters of the
campaign. U L R socialists, ffequendy from the same generation as
the most zealous antinuclear activists, sympathized with the move
ment s distrust of conventional politics and its reliance on grassroots
protest. However, they differed from many of the more radical
disarmers. They were more hopeful that the Labour Party could be
pressured into adopting a unilateralist position, and their ultimate
goal was to direct the energies of the movement in an explicitly
socialist direction. U L R socialists saw themselves as possible media
tors between the c n d and the mainstream labor movement—a
position that proved to be untenable.
Many Reasoner intellectuals regarded the c n d as an extension
of the peace movement o f the early 1950s that had gained their
support as CP members.52 Even before the founding of the disar
mament movement, Thompson was writing in the New Reasoner
about the relationship between nuclear disarmament and socialist
strategy: “ The bomb must be dismanded; but in dismantling it,
men will summon up energies which will open the way to their
inheritance. The bomb is like an image of man s whole predica
ment: it bears within it death and life, total destruction or human
mastery over human history.” 53 Yet if Reasoner socialists were c n d
enthusiasts, they were unhappy with the movement s anarchist ten
dencies, its moral posturing, its disdain for conventional politics,
and its predominantly middle-class character.
One of the most striking features of the Reasoner group s ap
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proach to unilateral disarmament was its effort to relate disarma
ment to the Cold War. They saw unilateralism as a means o f break
ing through the superpowers’ hold on international politics: a
springboard for British withdrawal from n a t o , the eventual crea
tion of a politically independent Europe, and political selfdetermination for the emerging Third World. The N ew Reasoner
defined its position as “ positive neutralism,” a term conveying the
dual aspiration o f staying aloof from superpower politics and creat
ing an independent foreign policy. As Peter Worsley stated: “ It was
a positive neutralism, aiming at the creation o f a political space
in which, globally, superpower hegemony could be dismantled
and colonized peoples could free themselves—the prerequisites for
ending world poverty and abolishing the bomb. For us in Britain, it
meant a new opportunity to align ourselves with movements for
self-determination all over the world.” 54
In retrospect, the Reasoner group’s attempt to transform foreign
policy was based on mistaken assumptions about what was possible
in the international arena. Such mistakes were nowhere more ap
parent than in the writings o f Edward Thompson. Although he was
a brilliant polemicist, Thompson’s analysis o f contemporary events
often lacked the kind o f detached understanding necessary to make
realistic political calculations. As a historian o f eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century history, he fused passionate sympathy and rig
orous analysis to obtain powerful, unforgettable results. But when
he turned to the contemporary world, his political analysis was
frequendy marred by his political hopes. A principal component of
Thompson’s neutralism was the role he assigned to Britain in end
ing the international stalemate. He argued that owing to its interna
tional influence, ties with India, undivided labor movement, strong
democratic structure, and the growing c n d , Britain was “ the nation
best placed to take the initiative which might just succeed in bring
ing down the whole power-crazy system like a pack o f cards.” 55
Such an argument was certainly part political exhortation—an ef
fort to embolden and inspire activists by elevating the importance
and significance o f their activities. Nonetheless, Thompson’s depic
tion o f Britain s position in the international arena more accurately
expressed his hopes for an international breakthrough than any
conceivable political reality, and it was tinted with nostalgia for
Britain’s once preeminent role in the world.
The Reasoner and U L R groups both regarded the disarmament
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movement as a sign that political indifference and cynicism might
have run their course and that a genuinely new socialism might
materialize at the end of the decade. This spirit barely touched the
mainstream working-class movement, but it could be detected
among intellectuals, artists, social workers, architects, urban plan
ners, teachers, and students.56 Its greatest impact was on those who
were—or were destined to become—the new middle-class profes
sionals in the burgeoning public sector, many of whom were from
working-class families or one generation removed from them. A
N ew Reasoner editorial cautiously noted that “ very slowly, and
sometimes with more sound than substance, it does seem that a
‘new left’ is coming into being in this country.” 57 This instance was
perhaps the first time that a now hackneyed phrase was used in the
English language. In contrast to Britain in the 1960s when the term
conveyed multiple meanings, the original sense of “ new left” was
relatively specific: a political milieu that was neither Communist
nor Labour, an alternative space on the map of the Left.
From the point of view of its founders, the merger o f U L R and
the N ew Reasoner was the greatest stimulus to creating an indepen
dent socialist movement. The idea of combining forces was, of
course, made possible by the evolving relationship between the
two journals. But it began to be discussed as a result of economic
problems. U L R was on the verge of bankruptcy, owing in large
part to the financial drain o f the Partisan coffeehouse.58At the same
time, following publication of the Reasoner, the fight inside the CP,
and the more ambitious N ew Reasoner undertaking, the Thomp
sons, Saville, and the small group of Yorkshire radicals who ran the
magazine were exhausted. The pressure of teaching, research, and
long hours working on the journal (in addition to taking part in
activities like the c n d ) was wearing them down; they needed a paid
staff to assume some of the burden.
Merger discussions began because the two editorial boards saw a
joint venture as a simultaneous means of solving the problems of
both journals. But the main obstacles to a merger were political.
Opposition on both sides was symptomatic of underlying tensions
that had existed from the beginning. Where some in the Reasoner
group continued to have qualms about U L R 's “ culturalism ’ and
lack o f labor movement connections, others in the U L R group
were concerned about the imposition of a narrow political focus.
The most vocal critic of a single journal—and the only one to
actually vote against it—was Ralph Miliband. For Miliband, the
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New Left was better served by two strong and unmistakable voices
echoing differences than by one voice that represented a series
o f compromises and evasions.59 Yet, as Thompson, Saville, and
Stuart Hall have attested, the two journals could not have gone on
much longer in their existing forms. A merger was the only real
alternative.60
As merger discussions proceeded, it became increasingly clear to
both editorial boards that much could be gained by a unified effort.
Hall recalled the discussions between the two groups as among the
most productive o f the New Left.61 After meetings held at Wordey
Hall in late 1958, Saville noted that the two groups were moving
closer to each other—personally, politically, and intellectually.62
Thompson, not surprisingly, was the most enthusiastic. With char
acteristic “ optimism o f the will,” he wrote: “ We hope that our
readers will never stop discussing and engaging in socialist educa
tion. But we think that the time has come for our readers, together
with the readers o f U L R , to pass over from diffuse discussion to
political organisation. We hope that they will now engage—rapidly
and confidendy—in the construction o f the New Left.” 63 While
Thompson’s analysis might have lacked the requisite “ pessimism o f
the intellect,” his excitement was understandable. After a decade o f
Cold War polarities and political lethargy, the socialist Left ap
peared to be on the verge o f renewal, and the appearance o f a new
journal giving voice to these energies might be the catalyst that was
needed. As fitted such an occasion, N L R was launched at a celebra
tion and rally attended by several hundred people at St. Pancras
Hall in London in December 1959.
IV
At its height the New Left was a small political and intellectual
network or milieu that published journals, books, pamphlets, and
newsletters and was organized into a national group o f clubs. Its
principal theoretical organ, the bimonthly journal N ew Left Review
{N L R ), had about 10,000 readers when it first appeared, more than
either U L R or the N ew Reasoner (but not the two combined).64
N L R 's editor, Stuart Hall, sought to appeal to the various New Left
constituencies, and consequendy the journal was more eclectic and
less cohesive than either o f its predecessors. It consisted o f New Left
news, cultural and literary criticism, and political analysis. N L R
analyzed contemporary capitalism, the welfare state, Labour poli
tics, the mass media, anti-imperialist struggle, and popular culture.
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It figured critically in the debate between Marxism and culturalism,
which was crucial in the formation of cultural studies and the
development of cultural Marxist historiography (see chapter 3).
From the beginning, the journal was besieged by problems. Its
editorial board consisted of twenty-six people of diverse political
opinion, living in various parts of Britain.65 The board was too
large and unwieldy, and it was difficult for board members to com
municate. In practice, Hall and a small group of London associates
ran the journal in consultation to varying degrees with prominent
figures living in other regions. However, Hall, who was engaged in
numerous political activities, was often forced to hastily put to
gether an issue at the last minute.66
The difficulty of Hall s task was intensified by Thompson s cease
less pressure and criticism. Owing to his political and editorial
experience and his powerful personality, Thompson was the logical
choice to run thejournal. For reasons discussed, he was unwilling to
assume the editorship. Yet this did not prevent him from becoming
one of the journals most persistent behind-the-scenes critics. He
felt repeatedly frustrated with what he perceived to be the journals
flirtations with intellectual fashion and its failure to appeal to the
working-class movement. It is difficult to imagine how a New Left
journal following Thompson s prescription could have been more
successful, for it is unlikely that the journal could have appealed
to a working-class audience without alienating the middle-class
students and intellectuals who had made the New Left possible.
If N L R had reached out to an even wider audience, it probably
would have produced a more theoretically and politically inconsis
tent viewpoint than that which already existed.
A less tangible—but no less important—reason for Thompson s
persistent criticism o f N L R was his passionate attachment to the
journal, which represented the culmination of four years of intense
political activity. He apparendy was frustrated at seeing what he
had created being run by others, in London, away from the York
shire labor movement. Such feelings became even more visible in
his later conflict with Perry Anderson. From the start, Thompson
besieged Hall with highly critical and sometimes angry letters.
Hall, who was less than thirty years old when N L R was launched,
was “ fathered” through this ordeal by John Saville, the first presi
dent of the New Left board. According to Hall, Saville gave valu
able support to his precarious position and mediated between the
two men.67
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The New Left also established a national club network. As with
the journal, the club movement contained different traditions and
political tendencies, and clubs varied from place to place. In early
i960, Simon Rosenblat, secretary o f the Left Clubs coordinating
committee, estimated that twenty-four different groups existed,
mosdy in large urban areas (although many o f these were closely
linked to universities). Half o f the clubs had formed in the six
months before Rosenblat s estimate; membership totaled between
1,500 and 2,000.68 About six months later, in October i960, it was
reported that some forty-five clubs had a paid membership o f ap
proximately 3,ooo.69
The clubs’ purpose was never clearly defined. They were not
meant to serve as the foundation o f a political party or as mere
discussion groups. N L R described them, vaguely, as places “ where
a demonstration o f socialism can be made, and where the fragmen
tary sense o f community and solidarity, which used to be part of
the socialist movement, can be pieced together again.” 70 In prac
tice, individual clubs, left to define themselves, were frequendy
confused about how they should act.
One obvious solution would have been for N L R to assume a
strong, explicit leadership role. Yet the journal’s creators hesitated
to assume a role that they regarded as opposed to their goal of
reviving democratic and grassroots initiatives in the labor move
ment. This hesitancy was particularly true o f former Communists
like Thompson whose memories o f authoritarian bureaucracies
were vivid. N L R also was reluctant to become more active in the
club movement for fear that it would be diverted from fulfilling its
main purpose. Or as Saville told the editorial board: “ We are in
some danger o f becoming involved more and more in the apparatus
and thereby failing to pursue what for all o f us is the main job: the
development and enlargement o f our ideas.” 71 Similarly, N L R 's first
editorial named the most urgent task facing socialists as “ the clarifi
cation o f ideas.” “The movement has never before been so short on
ideas, so long on pious waffle. Not until we attain this clarity,
through a decisive shift in political consciousness throughout the
movement, will we be able to work with a revolutionary perspec
tive in view.” It went on to observe that the New Left would have to
resist the pressure to “ cease talking and begin doing,” for it would be
judged by the “ strength o f its ideas.” 72 This assessment perceptively
defined the outer limits o f what the New Left could hope to achieve
in the early sixties.
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To facilitate the dissemination of its ideas and to accommodate
intellectual work that was either too large in scale or did not fit into
N L R s format, the New Left created its own book series and pub
lished several pamphlets. New Left Books owed its inspiration to
the Left Book Club of the 1930s, yet, unlike its forebear, it never
found a publisher as sympathetic as Victor Gollancz. Despite plans
to publish several volumes, only a reprint edition of Irving Howe s
Politics and the Novel and a collection of essays edited by Thompson,
Out o f Apathy , ever materialized.
According to Thompson, the purpose of Out o f Apathy was to
demonstrate the intimate connections between apathy, affluence,
and the Cold War, and “ to suggest that tensions and positive ten
dencies were present which might—but need not necessarily—
lead people out of apathy and towards a socialist resolution.” 73 To
the disappointment of many readers, the book did not break new
ground, but it did serve as a kind of summation of New Left
thinking up to that time.74 It included essays by Raphael Samuel on
the structure of the new capitalism, Stuart Hall on consumerism,
Peter Worsley on imperialism, Alasdair MacIntyre on Marxism,
and Ken Alexander on Labour.
The most provocative essay in the volume was Thompson s own
“ Revolution.” 75 Simultaneously published in N L R , the essay was
an attempt to develop a New Left theory o f revolution drawing on
the insights of both the Reasoner and U L R . Thompsons theory of
revolution was framed in opposition to two historical alternatives:
the evolutionary or gradualist perspective, and the orthodox Marx
ist, or cataclysmic, model. Thompson portrayed the gradualist tra
dition as believing that capitalism would terminate and socialism
would come into existence when state control of the economy
would be greater than private ownership. He found this premise
narrowly economic and a moral capitulation to politics as defined
within capitalism. Meaningful public ownership had to be accom
panied by a transformation in moral values and social attitudes: the
abolition of the profit motive, the democratization of the labor
process, and the creation of a society of equals.
Thompson noted that the cataclysmic model owed more to
Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin than to Marx, who had observed that
countries like Britain and the United States, with developed demo
cratic traditions, might effect peaceful transitions to socialism. The
cataclysmic theory held that socialist forms, however embryonic,
were attainable only after the capitalist system collapsed and the
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state was overthrown. Reforms achieved under capitalist rule were
seen as either a means o f bribing the proletariat or part o f a master
plan by the bourgeoisie to defuse working-class pressure. From
this point o f view, reformist struggle might prepare the working
class for the final assault but was not capable o f achieving genuine
gains under capitalism. Thompson argued that this theory ignored
the revolutionary potential o f reform inside capitalist society, the
fact that various components o f contemporary capitalism—welfare
services, the public sector, trade unions—were (to use John Strachey’s term) “ countervailing forces.” Late capitalism was an unsta
ble socioeconomic system, a site o f struggle between dominant and
emergent forms.
The countervailing powers are there, and the equilibrium (which is an
equilibrium within capitalism,) is precarious. It could be tipped back
towards authoritarianism. But it could also be heaved forward, by
popular pressure o f great intensity, to the point where the powers of
democracy cease to be countervailing and become the active dynamic of
society in their own right. This is revolution.76

For Thompson, the revolutionary breakthrough, though likely
triggered by a political event (his example being British withdrawal
from n a t o ) , would not in itself be political but would be a “ con
frontation, throughout society, between two systems, two ways of
life.” (This reformulation o f Raymond Williams’s cultural theory is
discussed in chapter 3 J 77 The breakthrough would happen when
challenges to advanced capitalism’s values and structures could no
longer be contained. While Thompson argued that the point o f
breakthrough was unknowable in advance and could be discovered
only in practice, he stressed that it did not need catastrophe in
order to materialize. Since the 1940s, embryonic socialist forms had
evolved within capitalism, making possible a peaceful revolution
with far more continuity than had ever been thought possible. As in
his writings on positive neutralism, Thompson reiterated that Brit
ain was uniquely positioned to achieve this transformation: “The
equilibrium here is most precarious, the Labour movement least
divided, the democratic socialist tradition most strong. And it is this
event which could at one blow break up the log-jam o f the Cold
War and initiate a new wave o f world advance. Advance in Western
Europe, and, in less direct ways, democratisation in the East, may
wait upon us.” 78 Although he acknowledged that a British socialist
transformation was not inevitable, Thompson insisted that it was
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foolish to “ underestimate the long and tenacious revolutionary tra
dition of the British commoner,” a tradition that “ could leaven the
socialist world.” 79The problem was that the revolutionary tradition
of the British commoner had never been dominant, and there was
little reason to believe that it would become so in the early 1960s.
“ Revolution” is another instance of how Thompson’s passionate
yearning for political change stood in the way of his analysis of the
real possibilities. Beyond the fact that Britain in the early 1960s was
clearly not on the brink of a socialist transformation or overripe for a
revolution, Thompson’s portrayal of revolutionary breakthrough
was founded on erroneous assumptions about the instability of
advanced capitalist social formations. He seriously underestimated
the ability of institutions that reproduced the dominant ideologysuch as the media—to appropriate and neutralize countervailing
forces, and he failed to consider either the hegemonic or repressive
power of the capitalist state. In response to his critics, Thompson
acknowledged that the New Left had failed to develop a theory of
the state “ and that we need not only think in detail about the kind
of institutional change and democratic transformation of the ma
chinery of State which are desirable, but also begin to press for
these changes now.” 80 Yet he might well have asked how the popu
lar movement would confront the state without a theoretical un
derstanding o f the way that it worked.
If Thompson mistakenly believed that Britain was on the edge
o f a revolutionary situation, his concept of political struggle was a
theoretical breakthrough. It possibly represented the first tangible
evidence of a developed cultural Marxism. Thompson unknow
ingly advocated what Gramsci would have called “ a war of posi
tion,” and he outlined a “ national-popular” politics challenging
bourgeois hegemony.81 As he wrote in “ Revolution Again,” “ It is
the business o f socialists to draw the line, not between a staunch but
diminishing minority [the industrial proletariat] and an unredeem
able majority, but between the monopolists and the people to
foster the ‘societal instincts’ and inhibit the acquisitive.” 82 Thomp
son reverted to the impressionistic rhetoric of the Popular Front,
but he articulated a New Left Marxist politics based on a cultural
struggle over values.
V
From the beginning, the growth of the New Left was deeply inter
twined with the expansion of the c n d . With the growth of the
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Aldermaston marches and the continued multiplication o f disar
mament supporters, a growing constituency existed for an alter
native socialist politics. The growth o f this constituency perhaps
reached its height during the struggle to win the Labour Party over
to a unilateralist position, c n d activists undoubtedly played a role
in creating the necessary atmosphere for such a shift in Labour’s
position, but it became a real possibility when several influential
trade union leaders agreed to support unilateralism at the party’s
annual conference at Scarborough in the summer o f i960. The
Labour Party voted 3,303,000 to 2,896,000 in favor o f the unilateral
renunciation of all nuclear weapons in Great Britain.
The c n d ’s victory at Scarborough was its most tangible political
achievement, but, even at the time, it was more apparent than real.
First, since the unions voted in blocs at party conferences, the vote
was more indicative o f the views o f the union leadership than o f its
members. Second, union leaders’ support for unilateralism was
part o f a wider power struggle in the party. Following Labour’s
third consecutive loss at the polls in 1959, Hugh Gaitskell inten
sified his campaign to break with the party’s past. Most impor
tantly, he sought to remove the fourth clause o f Labour’s consti
tution—its commitment to achieving the common ownership of
the means of production. While Labour’s pledge to Clause IV was
largely symbolic, the attempt to abolish it provoked considerable
indignation and resentment. Many at Scarborough might have
been unilateralists deep down, but, most importantly, they used the
issue as a means o f venting their anger and showing up the leader
ship. After Gaitskell abandoned hope o f removing Clause IV, his
critics were eager to repair the breach in the party, and they were
willing to make concessions on disarmament. At its next con
ference at Blackpool in 1961, Labour reversed its stand.83
Labour’s about-face on unilateralism had a significant impact on
the direction o f the c n d . With the failure o f the strategy o f working
through established channels, the stage was set for a frontal assault
by supporters o f direct action, which by this point had congealed in
the Committee o f 100 initiated by Bertrand Russell. While Russell
saw direct action as a symbolic gesture, other members o f the
committee saw the c n d as an all-embracing protest movement
whose eventual goal was a general strike. They equated mass civil
disobedience with revolution, and they were as antagonistic to the
labor movement as they were to the government. Such a position
anticipated certain trends in student politics during the late sixties
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and early seventies. The most famous action sponsored by the
Committee of 100 was a sit-down in Trafalgar Square on 17 Sep
tember 1961. Some 1,300 of a total of 12,000 demonstrators were
arrested. Many participated in this event because they were angered
by the imprisonment of almost a third of the Committee of 100—
including the nearly ninety-year-old Russell—two weeks before
the demonstration. The arrested demonstrators were charged with
inciting a breach of the peace under the Justices of the Peace Act of
1361. While Russell’s sentence was reduced to seven days, others
on the committee were imprisoned for as long as two months.84
As the contingent within the disarmament movement that, ac
cording to c n d secretary Peggy Duff, “provided a political leader
ship and a hard background of political analysis to what was basi
cally a moral crusade,” the New Left played a significant role in
agitating for a shift in Labour’s stance at the Scarborough con
ference.85 Although encouraged by the outcome, the New Left was
cognizant that the change was achieved by bloc voting rather than
by grassroots politics. However, when the victory turned out to be
hollow, the New Left found itself in a difficult position. New
Leftists saw a coalition between the c n d and Labour as a precondi
tion for socialist renewal. Their hopes were seriously deflated when
Labour reversed its position on unilateralism, and a majority of
New Left members were less than enthusiastic about the shift inside
the c n d . Although some activists associated with N L R became
involved in the Committee of 100 , most saw it as disruptive to the
movement s unity and regarded it as increasing the difficulties of
moving the c n d in a socialist direction.86 Yet the New Left also
found it difficult to support Labour candidates who defended the
leadership’s position on nuclear weapons. Thompson advocated
that the Committee of 100 , the c n d magazine Peace News, the New
Left, and Labour dissidents sponsor a slate of independent candi
dates in electoral districts where Tories had no chance of being
elected, but he was unable to convince c n d supporters, like Mi
chael Foot o f the Labour Left, that such a strategy would not
damage the Labour Party.
The New Left was just as unsuccessful in influencing the Labour
Party. Not only did the New Left fail to influence Labour’s defense
policy, but the party never incorporated other New Left positions.
A clear signal was sent when Labour adopted as its party platform
Signpostsfo r the Sixties in 1961. A document containing more tradi
tional rhetoric than its 1958 predecessor, Industry and Society, it
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failed to integrate New Left approaches to social issues. Indeed,
earlier versions o f Labour’s platform included New Left concerns
such as culture, the media, and the democratic control o f industry,
but these issues were absent from the final text.87
By 1962-63 the New Left was in visible decline. Its rise had
been closely connected to the c n d ’s, and the disarmament move
ment was spent. The c n d could survive only so long without a
tangible political success, and the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty o f 1963
soothed public anxiety and successfully killed the disarmament
issue. As early as 1961 the New Left club movement showed signs
o f disintegrating. At the New Left’s Stockport conference, Bob
Alston observed that “ if there were not more ‘sense o f movement’
in the journal very soon, then there might cease to be any Clubs:
already 20 o f the 40 listed Clubs show few signs o f activity: only 10
Clubs were actually represented at Stockport.” 88 Later that year
N L R likewise admitted the decline o f club activism. While few
clubs formally disbanded, many “ became quiescent.” 89 In 1963
N L R still published a list o f clubs, but the clubs no longer met.
The journal likewise fell on hard times. After an initially enthu
siastic reception, its sales declined—a thousand readers were lost in
the first year—and the journal was openly criticized within the
movement.90 Some critics complained that N L R was written for
an intellectual audience rather than for the movement’s activists.
Others were frustrated by the poor communication between the
editor and the editorial board, which led to Stuart Hall making too
many decisions on his own. In a circulated memorandum Raphael
Samuel and Dennis Butts objected that the journal did not pay
enough attention to the movement, not only the journal’s relation
ship to the club movement, but to “ a sense o f the movement of
life” in Britain.91 In such a climate Hall found his position in
creasingly untenable, and, in the spring o f 1961 he threw up his
hands in disgust and offered his resignation.92 Although he was
talked out o f it, he resigned as N L R editor at the end o f 1961.
In spite o f the many problems surrounding his editorship, Hall’s
resignation was a setback to New Left unity. He was an adept
mediator who had many friends throughout the c n d and the New
Left, and he was skillful at building bridges and coalitions. He was
among the very few individuals trusted by both activists o f the
younger generation and the ex-Communist old guard. After his
resignation, the fragile bonds between the different elements in the
New Left became increasingly strained. Many years later, Hall still
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regarded the editorship of N L R as the greatest opportunity in his
life, one of those rare instances when an intellectual is able to play a
visible role in political life. After his resignation he experienced a
prolonged period of depression and withdrawal.93
Following Hall’s resignation, various makeshift groups produced
the journal, but none was successful in reviving N L R or the New
Left’s sagging fortunes.94 By 1962-63 N L R s total circulation per
issue had dwindled from 10,000 to 3,500, and many of the journal’s
founders were exhausted. They had either resigned, withdrawn
from meaningful involvement, or were ready to resign as soon as
N L R could be placed on a firm footing. The journal needed new
blood and creative energy, a means of paying off its accumulated
debts, and a financial plan to assure its future.95 It was at this mo
ment that Perry Anderson surfaced as the only candidate capable of
filling the void.
Anderson was slighdy younger than the U L R group, and during
the first years o f the New Left he was a prominent radical student
intellectual at Oxford. He played a leading role in the student
publication N ew University, and he was known as an intellectual of
enormous power and range. By this time he had edited and written
for the N ew University issue on the Cuban Revolution (the first
sustained analysis to appear in the British Left-wing press), and he
had published articles on Swedish social democracy, the Common
Market, and Portugal. He was fluent in philosophy, psychoanalysis,
political theory, and literary criticism. Where most New Left activ
ists were from middle- or working-class families, Anderson was
from a wealthy Anglo-Irish background. He tended to be less
involved in the daily grind of politics than his predecessors and was
closer to being a traditional academic than were Hall or Samuel.
Anderson’s idea o f a radical journal was not Left Review but Les
Temps Modernes. He modeled himself, not after someone like Tawney, who was both an academic historian and a w e a teacher, but
after an engage intellectual such as Jean-Paul Sartre. The N L R
office under Hall’s editorship had been the hub of the movement,
an informal, hectic place for both socializing and political activism.
When Anderson took charge, the mood became more businesslike
and orderly.
The old guard might have found Anderson’s political style less
than ideal, but they admired his intellect, and they believed that he
had the requisite energy to revive the journal. Moreover, he was
willing to pay N L R 's debts and invest the money necessary to estab
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lish it on a firm basis—£9,000 as Alan Hall recalled.96 As Thomp
son admitted in a letter written in May 1962, the N L R board had
few options. N L R could either be formally sold to Anderson, and
he could run it as he pleased, or it could be signed over to him while
a board of directors or trustees acted as a backstop. Another pos
sibility was that Anderson, having recapitalized N L R , could have a
free hand in running it, while the old board could use N L R 's assets
to further “ Fabian-type” activities. Thompson apparendy meant
that Anderson could pay rent to the New Left board who were
shareholders in New Left Review Ltd., which owned the building
that housed the journal. They in turn could use this money to
launch their own political projects. Thompson acknowledged that
this course o f action was unlikely: “ [0 ]ur morale is so low that I
don’t know if this is possible.” 97 After a long and acrimonious board
meeting on 6 and 7 April 1963, Anderson obtained intellectual and
financial control o f the R eview , and the board was disbanded. “ After
a number o f possibilities had been explored, it was found that the
Board had no clear function in the present situation, and was felt
by the Editor to be a ‘constitutional built-in irritant and distrac
tion.’ ” 98 With the transfer o f ownership o f N L R to Anderson, the
first New Left lost its principal vehicle o f communication, but at
the same time, for all practical purposes, it was a spent force.
VI
The New Left created a distinct location on the political map; it
fused the cultural and political protest characteristic o f the c n d and
youth subcultural revolt with the older socialist traditions o f the
labor movement. Theoretically, its politics represented a decisive
break with fundamental assumptions inscribed in the socialist Left s
history, particularly the belief that a socialist transformation was
guaranteed by the laws o f history. New Leftists began to supplant a
politics founded on the triumph o f “ socialist man” with a more
complex analysis of human roles and possibilities in contemporary
society—what might in more contemporary terms be described as
the beginnings o f identity politics.99 Yet if the New Left was pre
paring to discard the obsolete mythology o f the socialist heritage,
in other respects its politics were founded on a recovery o f ne
glected dimensions o f the socialist past—particularly the revival of
utopian thought and a renewed appreciation o f historical traditions
of popular resistance. Here, the writings o f the Communist histo
rians and Raymond Williams were o f great importance.
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Yet the New Left was never able to translate its intellectual
breakthroughs into a permanent organization. The movement
consisted of numerous tendencies with different priorities and
agendas; the ties keeping them together were always fragile. In
acknowledging the perspectives of its various constituencies, the
New Left satisfied none of them. It suffered from a multiplicity,
rather than a lack, of purposes. Its strategy of keeping one foot
inside and one foot outside the Labour Party was conceivable only
when Labour was in opposition. When Labour had a chance to
assume power, such distance was nearly impossible. The choice
between the Tories and Labour might have been, as Stuart Hall
once said, between black and dark gray, but it was a choice none
theless, and the New Left could not stay on the sidelines.100
Even had the New Left defined itself and its goals more rigor
ously, and even if it had organized itself into a more cohesive and
structured organization, it probably would have been equally un
successful. At a time when the Cold War was still a tangible reality,
the Conservative Party in firm control, and the traditional workingclass movement in active flux and in the initial stages of decomposi
tion, the revival of socialism en masse was not on the agenda. Most
important, the New Left was a movement whose audience con
sisted mainly of middle-class students and professionals (though not
infrequently from working-class backgrounds), many of whom
were entering the growing public sector in positions where cultural
issues were of great importance. The most tangible connections to
the labor movement, as Mike Rustin observed, were “ characteristi
cally effected through the channel o f workers’ education—through
trade union colleges, research departments, and links with a few
significant trade-union leaders, such as Lawrence Daly of the Na
tional Union ofMineworkers.” 101
The founders o f the New Left disagreed among themselves
whether the New Left’s first priority should be building an inde
pendent political movement or creating the theoretical ground for
such a possibility. In retrospect, those who saw the New Left as an
incubator of ideas had the greatest foresight. For ultimately the
original New Left’s legacy was not that of a political movement in
the traditional sense, but in its creation of a space for cultural
politics and theory in Britain—an achievement that requires fur
ther examination.

TTHl Culture Is Ordinary

One o f the most far-reaching consequences o f the New Left expe
rience was the pivotal role it played in creating cultural Marxism in
Britain. British cultural Marxism grew out o f the effort to generate
a socialist understanding o f postwar Britain, to grasp the signifi
cance o f working-class affluence, consumer capitalism, and the
gready expanded role o f the mass media in contemporary life.
These changes posed a threat to the traditional Marxist assumption
that the working class would inevitably usher in a socialist society.
They also undermined the traditional Left s exclusive reliance on
political and economic categories, for postwar transformations af
fected “ the whole way o f life” o f working people and were reshap
ing their identities in new and complex ways. Cultural Marxists
attempted to identify the contours o f this new terrain and, in doing
so, redefine social struggle. In opposition to orthodox Marxists
who reduced culture to a secondary status—a reflection o f real
social relations—and conservatives who saw it as the best that has
been thought and written, they viewed culture in anthropological
terms, as an expression of everyday life and experience.
The development o f a cultural Marxist perspective was critical
to the creation o f cultural studies and the development o f “ history
from below.” Richard Hoggart, Raymond Williams, and Stuart
Hall played pioneering roles in conceiving o f cultural studies, an
interdisciplinary critical approach to contemporary cultural prac
tices that owed much to discussions and debates in and around the
New Left. This effort was greatly advanced by the founding o f the
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of
Birmingham in 1964. E. P. Thompson played a prominent role in
producing a distinctive cultural Marxist history. His influential The
Making o f the English Working Class viewed the popular struggle of
the common people in cultural terms, providing a New Left inflec
tion to the tradition of Communist historiography. Although writ
ers in both disciplines shared common theoretical and political
oppositions and were deeply affected by the New Left context,
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they did not share a unified approach. Rather, they engaged in a
constructive debate and dialogue that reproduced some of the fun
damental tensions characteristic of the original New Left as well as
creating new ones. Their collective efforts produced a new theo
retical terrain.
I
Unlike Marxist historiography whose roots were in the Popular
Front of the mid-thirties, cultural studies did not begin to take
shape until the late 1950s. It was an outgrowth of English literary
criticism, a field that played a unique and pivotal role in intellectual
life. Not only was it the heart of the humanities and the core of
university education, but only criticism produced a totalizing vi
sion of English society. In France and Germany, sociology and
historical materialism originated as efforts to understand the frag
mentation o f modern society and to formulate implicit and explicit
solutions restoring social unity. Britain never produced its own
classical sociology, but writers and critics such as Matthew Arnold,
Thomas Carlyle, Samuel Coleridge, T. S. Eliot, F. R. Leavis, Wil
liam Morris, George Orwell, and John Ruskin developed its En
glish equivalent. What Raymond Williams described as the “ cul
ture and society” tradition had no political philosophy in common;
its exponents were located on both sides of the political divide. Yet
they agreed that a cohesive organic culture had been eroded by an
artificial industrial and political civilization. That erosion had re
sulted in the modern crisis, whose resolution depended on the
recovery and extension of community or cultural values.1
Although cultural studies was predominandy socialist and Marx
ist, two of its key influences—T. S. Eliot and F. R . Leavis—were
cultural conservatives with roots in this intellectual tradition. Eliot
was preoccupied with cultural decline. He believed that democ
racy and mass education were incompatible with cultural values
and would inevitably produce a faceless mass society. In opposition
to social planning advocates who backed governmental support for
the spread o f culture, Eliot argued that culture evolved only “ natu
rally” and under certain conditions. In his view these conditions
consisted of a hierarchical social order founded on orthodox Chris
tian principles, a society where each order had clearly defined
functions. Cultural development depended on the existence of an
intellectual elite that transcended class interests and a hereditary
ruling class that supported this elite.
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Like Eliot’s, Leavis’s thought was haunted by the cultural deterio
ration o f modern times. For Leavis, an organic society, a harmo
nious social order where the arts expressed the life o f the commu
nity, had existed until the seventeenth century. This society was
decisively destroyed by the Industrial Revolution, the cash nexus,
and middle-class materialism; it was supplanted by a vacuous social
order that debased and stultified the human spirit. The last residue
o f the old culture, the surviving literature, was threatened with
extinction by the erosion o f standards, manifest in both the mass
media and metropolitan literary culture.
Leavis’s thought represented a counterpoint to thirties’ Marxism.
Like the Marxists, he recognized the pivotal role o f the seventeenthcentury revolution in accelerating the disintegration o f the rural
community, and he deeply hated the capitalist mentality. Early in his
career he expressed some vague commitment to communism, and
in the thirties the Scrutiny circle developed a Marxian fringe.2 How
ever, Leavis and his associates believed that Marxists were not radical
enough. They viewed the Marxist emphasis on economic produc
tion and class hatred as part o f the same system o f values as capital
ism, and they believed that Marxists misconstrued the crisis of
modem society. For Leavis and Scrutiny , the roots o f the contempo
rary social crisis were not material but spiritual and cultural.
For Leavis, the salvation o f society was contingent upon a re
habilitation o f the values o f the old organic order. However, in
contrast to preindustrial society when these values emerged spon
taneously, an organized effort was now needed to keep them alive
and restore them to preeminence. Leavis saw literary critics as
being in the avant-garde o f this renewal. With I. A. Richards and
others, he helped transform literary studies from a gentleman’s
amateurish pursuit to a disciplined profession o f “ practical criti
cism,” an aesthetic and moral practice based on the stringent train
ing of one’s sensibility. Leavis regarded professional critics as pos
sessing special powers o f insight into the workings o f society and a
responsibility for transforming it. They were to uphold literary
standards, preserve “ the tradition” from further erosion, and bring
the “ play o f the free intelligence” to bear upon “ the underlying
issues” o f the modern world. Leavis and Scrutiny never spelled out a
political position, but they clearly saw education as the primary site
from which to oppose materialism. They advocated the reform
o f university education so that it produced “ misfits” rather than
“ spare-parts.”
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Taken together, Eliot and Leavis helped establish the terrain of
cultural studies. Although Eliot was mainly interested in high cul
ture, he believed that its existence could not be separated from the
whole way of life. In a famous passage in Notes Towards the Definition
o f Culture (1949) he wrote: “ [Q u ltu re ... includes all the characteris
tic activities and interests of a people: Derby Day, Henley Regatta,
Cowes, the twelfth of August, a cup final, the dog races, the pin
table, the dart board, Wensleydale cheese, boiled cabbage cut into
sections, beetroot in vinegar, nineteenth-century Gothic churches,
and the music of Elgar.” 3 Eliots list, of course, was principally
confined to sports, entertainment, and food—hardly the whole way
of life. Yet his expansion of the meaning of culture to include
practices outside literature and the arts was a major step toward the
study of popular culture.
Similarly, Scrutiny's transformation of the profession of criticism
pointed beyond literary studies. First, its contributors, if concerned
mainly with literature, used critical methods to examine social and
cultural practices more generally, making possible the critical ex
amination of advertising, popular music, the mass media, and con
sumerism. Second, Leavis s interest in the tangled relationship be
tween community, culture, language, history, and tradition raised
issues that could not be easily handled in existing disciplines. This
interest paved the way for a field concerned with more general
cultural questions. Third, Scrutiny's commitment to educational
reform, although chiefly aimed at creating an enlightened minor
ity, offered itself to being extended in more democratic directions.
The democratization of education could potentially break down
the class barriers that stood in the way of a genuine common
culture.
Richard Hoggart and Raymond Williams were principally re
sponsible for creating cultural studies. Both o f them were trained as
Leavisite literary critics, and throughout the fifties they were adult
education teachers in the Workers’ Educational Association. Wil
liams was a staff tutor in the Oxford extramural program at Has
tings, Hoggart a senior staff tutor in literature in the department of
adult education at Hull University. Most important, Hoggart and
Williams belonged to that unusual breed of socialist intellectuals
who were actually from working-class backgrounds and attended
universities as “ scholarship boys.” Williams was from the Welsh
border country and received his degree from Cambridge, while
Hoggart grew up in the industrial town of Leeds and attended
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Leeds University. Being from working-class backgrounds, yet at
tending universities when they were virtually off-limits to working
people, both men were acutely aware o f cultural differences; fur
ther, they were in a good position to observe continuities and
changes in working-class patterns o f fife.
Hoggart’s The Uses o f Literacy (1957) was a contribution to both
the debate about mass culture and the controversy over the im
plications o f working-class affluence. Hoggart disagreed with those
who believed that working-class people automatically became
more middle class as a consequence o f a higher standard o f living
and increased educational opportunities. He also differed with tra
ditional Marxists who saw the working class as a fixed and static
entity, invulnerable to the pressures o f a changing world. Hoggart
suggested that continuities and changes in the working-class way o f
life could be understood only through a comparative analysis. In
The Uses o f Literacy he described both traditional working-class
culture and the impact o f the mass media on its way o f life.
In “An ‘Older’ Order,” Hoggart painstakingly re-created tradi
tional working-class culture. For him, working-class life was distin
guished by ties o f solidarity, commitment to community, home,
and neighborhood, and the sense o f “ us” versus “ them.” He ac
knowledged that culture’s limitations: its provincialism, its stub
born resistance to change and innovation, its suspicion o f noncon
formity. Yet he implicitly maintained that it was only because o f
class prejudice that critics mistook the working-class way o f life for
mass culture. Traditional working-class life was as “ organic” as that
of the old rural society for which Scrutiny hopelessly yearned.
If the Leavisites underestimated the value o f working-class cul
ture, Marxists romanticized it. Hoggart argued that class struggle
was not integral to working-class life and that the politically con
scious minority—the fixation o f Marxists and labor historians—
was unrepresentative o f the culture as a whole. Sticking together,
in his view, “ does not develop into a conscious sense o f being part
o f‘the working-class movement’ : the ‘Co-ops’ are today less typi
cal of the outlook o f the majority in the working-classes than the
small privately-owned corner-shops serving a couple o f streets.” 4
In the second part o f The Uses o f Literacy, “ Yielding Place to
the New,” Hoggart argued that mass culture—one dimension o f a
complex web o f social, political, and economic change—threat
ened traditional working-class culture. “ These productions,” he
wrote, “ belong to a vicarious, spectators’ world; they offer nothing
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which can really grip the brain or heart. They assist a gradual
drying-up of the more positive, the fuller, the more cooperative
kinds of enjoyment, in which one gains much by giving much___
A handful of such production reaches daily the great majority of
the population: the effect is both widespread and uniform.” 5 Hog
gart was not without hope. First, he believed that the working class
frequendy resisted the appeals of advertising and the mass media
and still could draw on “ older promptings.” Second, he saw the
shift in the political debate from economic to cultural questions as a
sign of social progress.6Yet if Hoggart welcomed the change in the
debate, he felt that important segments of the Left still saw such is
sues in older terms; frequently, socialists approached culture either
in a philistine way or tenaciously resisted evidence of social change.
“ If the activite minority,” Hoggart warned Left-wing readers,
“ continue to allow themselves too exclusively to think of immedi
ate political and economic objectives, the pass will be sold, cultur
ally behind their backs.” 7 Society will be dominated by a vast new
classless class that was defrauded o f its inner freedom but would
never know it.
Hoggart s account was based mainly on his own experience. It
was overtly autobiographical and depended on childhood memo
ries even when using the third person. He re-created the smells,
sounds, tastes, and feelings of working-class life. It was at once
sociology and criticism, sustained by the special powers that his
training as a critic bestowed on him. In one passage Hoggart re
created a working-class district through the eyes of an eleven-yearold boy: “ Here he passes a shop where they never grumble at being
asked to sell pennyworths of sweets, here a pals father smoking in
the doorway in his shirtsleeves, after the last shift before the week
end; here a broken-down wooden fence out o f which large spiders
can be teased; here the off-licence with its bell clanging as some
one comes out with a small jug of vinegar.” 8The powerful impact of
The Uses o f Literacy resulted from this blend of autobiography, liter
ary imagery, and critical sensibility. Readers received a concrete
image of working-class life from the perspective ot an insider whose
broader experience allowed him some detachment. Yet if Hoggart s
account was based on childhood memories, it purported to be
about the working class as a whole. He never considered the effect
o f regional, ethnic, and religious differences or the uneven effects of
social change in Britain. His experiential approach might have been
more vibrant than a sociological study based on surveys, but his
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failure to situate his subject in a larger social context was a real
limitation. In addition, one o f the most striking oddities and weak
nesses o f Hoggart s book was the asymmetry between its two parts.
The Uses o f Literacy purported to be a comparative analysis o f two
periods in working-class life. But the first part was a semiautobiographical ethnography, the second mosdy critical readings of
mass cultural texts. The two eluded comparison.
Hoggart’s reading o f popular publications and the evocative eth
nography o f working-class life were the most direct influences on
the development o f early cultural studies. First, he extended Scru
tiny's critical approach. He used literary-critical methods to under
stand the meaning of cultural experience, reading lived experience
as if it were a text. This approach was a breakthrough in the analyti
cal study o f popular culture. Second, The Uses o f Literacy was inter
disciplinary, blurring the distinction between sociology, literary
criticism, and politics.9 Yet if Hoggart s approach represented a
significant advance, his condemnation o f new cultural trends was
reminiscent o f Leavis. While Hoggart regarded the older forms of
popular entertainment as valid expressions o f the “ full rich life,” he
saw the newer ones as “ puflf-pastry literature, with nothing inside
the pastry, the ceaseless exploitation o f a hollow brightness.” 10 Hog
gart turned Leavis’s historical mythology upside down, displacing
the organic society o f Merry Old England with the working-class
culture o f his youth. The problem was that the working class o f the
1930s was itself subject to the pressures o f mass culture. If examined
from the perspective of an earlier historical period, it undoubtedly
would have appeared 110 less diluted than contemporary workingclass culture did from the point o f view o f Hoggart s childhood
memories. Indeed, Hoggarts celebration o f authentic workingclass experience virtually free o f the influence o f mass culture was
not the only way to represent the cultural experience o f working
people in the interwar period. The architectural critic Reyner
Banham, like Hoggart a Left-wing intellectual from a working-class
background, remembered (with great fondness) growing up in
Norwich under the spell o f American popular culture: Mechanix
Illustrated, Betty Boop, the films o f Chaplin and Keaton. “ Thinking
back,” he recalled, “ the cultural background against which I grew
up was a very curious one indeed, if one is to believe the sort of
things in Hoggart.” 11
Raymond Williams holds a central position in British Marxism.
He was one of the most prolific and influential socialist thinkers
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since the Second World War, and the scope of his work is un
paralleled in Anglo-American Left-wing culture. It includes politi
cal writings, cultural theory, intellectual history, literary criticism,
historical linguistics, and critical and historical examinations of
dramatic forms, the novel, television, and the cinema. He also
published several novels.
During the Cold War years Williams was extremely isolated and
thought of as a political maverick. Like the Communist historians,
he was a product of the Popular Front, a Cambridge undergraduate
who joined the Party on the eve of the war. However, on returning
to Cambridge in the late forties, he allowed his Party membership
to lapse. He approved of the Party’s militancy, but he was troubled
by its subservience to the Soviets and regarded it as oblivious to the
realities of postwar Britain. As an adult education teacher in the
fifties, Williams found himself in the middle of bitter disputes be
tween Labour and Communist colleagues involving intrigue and
witch-hunting. At the most difficult moments he was the only
person to whom both contingents would speak,
the Communists because I shared their intellectual perspectives and most
o f their political positions; the non-Communists—but there’s the rub—
because I, like almost all o f them, was from a working-class family and
had the same tastes in food and drink and enjoyment, whereas most of
the Communists (Marxists) were public school boys to whom much of
our incidental behavior was vulgar.12

Williams could never fully align himself with either side.
Williams’s theoretical direction was no less individual. At a time
when literary and cultural theory were deeply polarized along ideo
logical lines, he drew on both Marxism and Scrutiny, avoiding
Marxists’ economistic reading o f literary texts and the Leavisites’
narrow concern with the fate of minority culture and antipathy for
the masses. This direction was visible as early as 1947-48 in Politics
and Letters, a journal that Williams edited with Clifford Collins and
Wolf Mankowitz. Politics and Letters was a Left-Leavisite magazine
that aspired to bring “ the best that is thought and known in the
world” to bear on social issues, a fusion of the critical sensibility of
letters with the active engagement of politics. The editors advo
cated using the critical methods of literary studies to analyze the
cinema and popular literature “ in which the absence of the qualities
that go to make a civilization is now obvious.” 13 Like the Leavisites
at that time, Williams and his colleagues were troubled by the
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corrosive effects of mass culture. However, they were concerned
not only with the threat it posed to literary values, but they were
worried that it would poison working-class culture.
An early example o f Williams’s efforts at finding a “ third way”
was his article, “ The Soviet Literary Controversy,” published in the
first issue o f Politics and Letters. The essay was a response to an
English debate on the Soviet Communist Party’s censorship o f two
Russian writers—the humorist Zoschenko and the poetess Akh
matova—for crimes o f Western decadence, bourgeois individual
ism, and failure to educate the masses. Whereas British Commu
nists supported the action on the grounds that it benefited the
general social welfare, journals such as Horizon defended the writ
ers’ freedom o f speech, a right, they hastened to point out, that was
guaranteed in the capitalist West. The implication was that social
ism in Britain would similarly limit artistic freedom.
Williams found it difficult to affiliate with either side. He found
Communists unable to understand the function o f literature and
criticism; state intervention in literary life could only produce cul
tural impoverishment. However, he was equally dismayed by the
smug response o f Horizon. He argued that the commercialization
of popular literature, the pernicious effects o f advertising, and the
growing number o f writers consumed by monetary gain was as
deleterious to a culture as state intervention. In this context, selfproclaimed guardians o f minority culture—like Horizon— were no
less culpable than the companies that made the profits. “ To take
refuge in the value o f the by-product—minority culture—and to
ignore the commercial process which has sustained it amounts to
sanctioning the commercial process which, grown sick, is destroy
ing the living values by which the minority culture survives.” 14
In Culture and Society Williams would make a similar criticism of
T. S. Eliot.
The lifetime of Politics and Letters was brief. By 1948 it had
collapsed after only four issues because o f financial difficulties and
personal conflicts between the editors.15 The experience left Wil
liams devastated. “ For a period,” he recalled, “ I was in such a state
o f fatigue and withdrawal that I stopped reading papers or listening
to the news.” 16 For nearly a decade Williams withdrew from the
intellectual world and wrote in nearly total isolation. During this
period he completed Culture and Society (1958) and conceived of
The Long Revolution (1961).
According to Williams, the idea for Culture and Society began to
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materialize as part of an adult education course he taught in 1949.
He was responding to interest in the concept of culture resulting
from discussions generated by Eliot’s Notes Towards the Definition of
Culture , and he was interested in “ the concentration of a kind of
social thought around this term which hadn’t before appeared par
ticularly important.” 17 In Culture and Society he traced the idea of
culture from its origins during the period of the Industrial Revolu
tion to the present day. For him, the historical development of this
idea registered shifts in our common experience of the social con
sequences of industrialization. In the Industrial Revolution’s ear
liest phase “ culture” referred to moral and intellectual practices
antithetical to an evolving mechanical civilization, to alternative
standards and values used to judge, criticize, and transform society,
and to a domain of private experience and feelings. It subsequently
came to mean “ a whole way o f life,” although the earlier meanings
were retained. Despite being heterogeneous, the intellectual tradi
tion responsible for articulating and developing the idea of culture
was unified by the fact “ that they have been unable to think of
society as a merely neutral area, or as an abstract regulating mecha
nism. The stress has fallen on the positive function of society, on
the fact that the values of individual men are rooted in society, and
on the need to think and feel in these common terms.” 18 For
Williams, the “ culture and society” tradition represented a critical
opposition to classical liberalism, an effort to overcome the cen
trifugal forces unleashed by bourgeois society.
The significance of Culture and Society is twofold. First, it was a
brilliant history of ideas. Williams recovered a tradition whose
scope, if by now common knowledge, was scarcely appreciated at
the time. When Williams began to research the book, he was
unaware that cultural discourse existed before Matthew Arnold.
By his own admission it was a makeshift operation.19 Second, Wil
liams’s critical evaluation of these thinkers “ was oppositional—to
counter the appropriation of a long line of thinking about culture
to what were by now decisively reactionary positions.” 20 His re
covery refuted the idea that culture was incompatible with democ
racy, socialism, and popular education. Like Hoggart, but in a
different way, he turned “ the tradition” on its head. However, it
was symptomatic of the time in which Culture and Society was
written that Williams found conservative critics such as Leavis and
Eliot more relevant to a socialist understanding o f postwar transfor
mations than the approved list o f progressive writers. Ironically,
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Williams at times seemed more sympathetic to reactionary critics
than socialist ones.
We can see the oppositional nature o f Culture and Society in
W i l l i a m s * * critical assessments o f Eliot, Leavis, and Marxism. Wil
liams acknowledged Eliot’s contribution to the expansion of the
idea of culture. Yet he found Eliot’s vision o f an alternative order
simplistic, static, and unrelated to modern conditions, and his con
servative philosophy contradictory and self-defeating. Ironically,
the economic system that made Eliot’s cultural elite possible was
likewise responsible for the atomization and standardization that he
deplored. According to Eliot’s own view o f culture, the two could
not be separated. Eliot intended to expose the illusions o f liberal
ism, but his thought, if taken to its logical conclusion, exposed the
illusions o f conservatism as well.
Williams respected and admired Leavis. He regarded him as the
most interesting critic o f his generation, an important influence on
the period’s best work, and a major contributor to English cul
ture.21 He was initially drawn to Scrutiny's militant defense o f cul
tural standards and the journals account o f those standards’ decline,
in part because Scrutiny's views did not contradict his own experi
ence. “ It did not tell me that my father and grandfather were
ignorant wage-slaves; it did not tell me that the smart, busy, com
mercial culture (which I had come to as a stranger, so much so that
for years I had violent headaches whenever I passed through Lon
don and saw underground advertisements and evening newspapers)
was the thing I had to catch up with.” 22 Williams found freeing
himself from Leavis’s influence an extremely difficult task that con
sumed several years.
Williams’s critique o f Leavis and Scrutiny had two components.
He agreed with Leavis that the most nuanced and fragile parts of
tradition were embodied in language and literature, but he rejected
the idea that language and literature represented the entire cultural
heritage. According to Williams, Leavis ignored forms of knowl
edge, institutions, manners, customs, and family memories, and,
conversely, he exaggerated the importance of English studies. For
Williams, “ the difficulty about the idea o f culture” was “ that we are
continually forced to extend it, until it becomes almost identical
with our whole common life.” 23 As a consequence of this wider
understanding, it was inconceivable that a group o f enlightened
intellectuals could serve as the guardians of cultural inheritance.
Culture was intrinsically democratic.
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Williams likewise found Leavis’s view of historical development
one-sided. Williams was not opposed to the idea of an organic
society per se, and he observed that the values it embodied might
be fruitfully compared to those found in the modern world. “But it
is misleading,” he wrote, “ to make this contrast without making
others, and it is foolish and dangerous to exclude from the so-called
organic society the penury, the petty tyranny, the disease and mor
tality, the ignorance and frustrated intelligence which were also
among its ingredients.” 24 Correlatively, he suggested that Leavis’s
image of contemporary life suffered from the same problem. Wil
liams acknowledged that while Leavis called attention to many
regrettable features of modern society, he ignored what were gen
uine gains: new forms of gratifying work, social improvements,
educational opportunities, and progressive forms of social organi
zation. In the end, Williams found the Leavisite longing for the
organic community to be part of an urban fantasy of the past. By
definition, the world that was yearned for was irretrievably lost.
In the essay “ Culture Is Ordinary,” Williams compared Leavis’s
thought to Marxism. If Leavis knew more about the relationship
between art and experience, Marxism had a deeper understand
ing of English society and history.25 Although Williams was not a
Marxist at this time, he accepted the Marxist idea that a culture
“ must be finally interpreted in relation to its underlying system of
production.” He had intuitively known this from childhood expe
rience. “ Everything I had seen, growing up in that border country,
had led me towards such an emphasis: a culture is a whole way of
life, and the arts are part of a social organization which economic
change clearly radically affects.” 26 Yet Williams objected to the
tendency of Marxist cultural theory to reduce cultural practices
(superstructure) to the relations of production (base). If the base
was determining (a proposition that Williams was skeptical of), it
would affect the “ whole way of life,” and it was to this way of life—
not the base—that cultural practices must be related. Similarly,
Williams rejected the Marxist contention, popular in the thirties
and forties, that the culture o f the last several hundred years was
bourgeois, and that it would be supplanted by a proletarian culture
following the workers’ revolution. From this point of view, intel
lectuals should help clear the debris of the “ dying culture” and
champion the emerging one, for instance, by promoting socialist
realism or the proletarian novel. For Williams, culture was cer
tainly subject to bourgeois power (notably through education), but
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it contained contributions from other classes and challenges to the
dominant ideology by those who were bourgeois themselves. It
represented a valuable heritage: a common property to be learned
from, evaluated, criticized, and transformed, but certainly not one
rejected wholesale or written off as withering away. In terms remi
niscent o f Eliot, Williams argued against anticipating a future so
cialist culture: “ My own view is that if, in a socialist society, the
basic cultural skills are made widely available, and the channels of
communication widened and cleared, as much as possible has been
done in the way o f preparation, and what then emerges will be
an actual response to the whole reality, and[,] so[,] valuable.” 27
Like Eliot, Williams advocated creating the conditions for cultural
growth, but he thought that this growth was possible only within a
democratic socialist society.
In Culture and Society , Williams was more sympathetic to the
political aspirations o f Marxists than to those o f Eliot and Leavis.
However, in one crucial respect Williams believed that all three
were alike: their thought was founded on a disabling conception of
the people as the masses. Williams acknowledged that the term
“ masses” had been justified as a way o f describing the unprece
dented “ massing” o f people in cities, factories, and political organi
zations. However, when used in other contexts—to characterize a
type o f democracy, depict forms o f art and entertainment, or por
tray a mode o f opinion—it was an extension o f the earlier term
“ mob.” In response to the question “ who are the masses?” the
answer was always somebody else, those that were unknown or
“ other.” It was not an objective social description but an ideologi
cal category. “ There are in fact no masses; there are only ways of
seeing people as masses. In an urban industrial society there are
many opportunities for such ways o f seeing. . . . The fact is, surely,
that a way o f seeing other people which has become characteristic
o f our kind of society, has been capitalized for the purposes of
political or cultural exploitation.” 28 Williams believed that the idea
o f the masses justified a minority’s manipulation and control o f the
majority. This minority control was true o f Marxists, for whom the
people were helpless and ignorant, and o f conservatives who saw
the people as a threat to cultural standards. Opposing both sides si
multaneously, Williams put forth an alternative conception o f soci
ety that emphasized growth rather than manipulation, democracy
rather than domination, a common culture rather than a restrictive
one. He regarded this conception as the necessary and logical out
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come of the “ culture and society” tradition. As will be seen when
Williams’s critique of Hoggart is examined, this conception of
society’s material embodiment was working-class democracy.
As part of his examination of the usage of “ the masses,” Williams
discussed the relationship between mass and popular culture. For
him, the revolutionary transformation of the media was not only
technological, that is, new means of transmission and distribution,
but capitalist. The new forms of mass entertainment were not an
authentic expression of working-class life, for they were neither
produced nor exclusively consumed by working-class people. They
represented, instead, an extension of the ideological construct of
the “ masses” in conjunction with the capitalist drive for maximiz
ing profits. Yet if Williams believed that mass culture was not
organically connected to the working-class way of life, he recog
nized that the working class derived enjoyment and pleasure from
it, that it was a form of popular culture. This recognition raised a
problem. Was it “ mass” or “ popular” culture? If mass culture was
not an authentic expression of people s experience, what was their
relationship to it? Williams found it difficult to understand how
people whom he had a high regard for could be satisfied by a low
quality of entertainment. He was caught between his own back
ground and populist politics and his literary training. Acknowledg
ing that current explanations were inadequate, he observed that
“ there is something in the psychology of print and image that none
of us has yet quite grasped.” 29 While not offering an answer, he was
clearly beginning to ask the right question. He was implicidy ac
knowledging the inadequacy of making generalizations about peo
ple’s experiences from textual analysis, and he was alluding to the
importance of analyzing the experiences themselves. This analysis
included the recovery o f mass cultural consumption from the point
o f view of the consumers and studying it in the context of changing
social relations and institutions. Williams’s overall view of these
problems was a crucial, if tentative, step forward in the development
o f cultural studies.
In Culture and Society, Williams came to terms with the main
stream tradition of English cultural criticism. Written during a
period of “ disgusted withdrawal,” the book articulated an approach
to culture displacing the elite-mass polarity. The Long Revolution,
published only three years later, was written under the influence of
the late fifties’ socialist revival, including New Left discussions
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about Culture and Society , and it was a tangible sign of Williams’s
reentry into political and intellectual debate.
Williams coined “ the long revolution” to describe the industrial,
democratic, and cultural transformations o f the last two hundred
years. It was an oxymoron simultaneously conveying the radically
innovative and protracted nature o f the process. “ It is a genuine
revolution,” he wrote:
transforming men and institutions; continually extended and deepened
by the actions o f millions, continually and variously opposed by explicit
reaction and by the pressure o f habitual forms and ideas. Yet it is a
difficult revolution to define, and its uneven action is taking place over so
long a period that it is almost impossible not to get lost in its excep
tionally complicated process.30

In Williams’s terms, the cultural and democratic revolutions were
not the automatic consequence o f economic transformations but
were part o f a seamless social whole. From this point o f view, the
creation o f the steam printing press was as fundamental as the steam
jenny or steam locomotive.
Williams’s conception o f the long revolution was founded on
a more general theory o f social organization. He distinguished
between four interrelated systems in society: decision (politics),
maintenance (economics), education and learning, and generation
and nurture. Williams’s model was framed in opposition to Marx
ism. He refused to ascribe primal determinacy to any o f these
levels, and he insisted that they were separable only analytically. He
created his own vocabulary as a means o f distancing himself from
tainted Marxist terms like “ economy,” “ politics,” and “ ideology,”
and he simultaneously avoided dismissal by mainstream critics. In
terms similar to Thompson’s rejection o f Stalinist ideology, Wil
liams justified his conception o f the social process by appealing to
experience. This approach was most forcefully stated in the intro
duction to Communications, published in 1962: “We are used to
descriptions of our whole common life in political and economic
terms. The emphasis on communications asserts, as a matter of
experience, that men and societies are not confined to relationships
of power, property, and production. Their relationships in describ
ing, learning, persuading, and exchanging experiences are seen as
equally fundamental.” 31 Here, Williams seemed to suggest that
Marxist and other forms of economic determinism simplified so
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cial life. “ Experience” taught that our lives were affected by nu
merous elements—economic and political, but also cultural, lin
guistic, and symbolic.
Williams’s view of the long revolution and the social process
more generally was founded on a complex attitude toward culture.
From an anthropological perspective, culture signified the mean
ings, values, and institutions of a society—what Williams ffequendy
described as the “ whole way of life.” Culture could also convey a
more limited sphere of human activity, the body of intellectual
and imaginative work representing the creative response. A limited
number of these practices contributed to an ideal form of culture,
that is, the finest artistic and intellectual productions that a society
had to offer—the “ cultural heritage” or the “ great tradition.” Wil
liams was unconcerned that culture could be variously defined, for
it conformed to real aspects of experience. Indeed, he suggested
that the task of cultural analysis was to establish the relationship
between the three levels. For Williams, the theory of culture was
the study of relationships between elements in a whole way of life,
while cultural analysis was “ the attempt to discover the nature of the
organization which is the complex of these relationships.” 32
Williams was acutely aware of the limits to the new discipline
that he was proposing. He admitted that an intangible component
o f cultural life could be known only experientially. Just as he be
lieved that it was through experience that we could understand the
totality o f the social process, he insisted that the members of a
culture had a privileged knowledge of their way of life. Outsiders
to the cultural situation, whether because of history or geography
or both, could only imperfectly and abstracdy re-create it.
Williams attempted to overcome these difficulties by means of
his own conceptual vocabulary. Two concepts in particular were
fundamental to his analysis o f culture: social character and structure
of feeling. By “social character,” Williams meant a system o f values
and ideals taught formally and informally. It became the “domi
nant social character” when referring to the value system of the
most influential and powerful social class, a usage similar to the
Marxist concept of ideology. Williams’s notion of “ structure of
feeling” was one o f his most original contributions to cultural
analysis. It was a means of characterizing the inner experience of
individuals who shared a common way o f life. “ It is as firm and
definite as ‘structure’ suggests, yet operates in the most delicate and
least tangible parts of our activity.” It was most concretely revealed
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in a period’s cultural artifacts, particularly the arts: “ the particular
living result o f all the elements in the general organization.” 33
Williams used these concepts to analyze England in the 1 840s.
He distinguished between three social characters: the “ dominant”
or “ middle class,” rooted in individual effort and hard work, the
values o f thrift and sobriety; the “aristocratic,” which assumed that
birth was more important than money and leisure as important as
work; and the “ working class,” which was based on neither birth
nor status but mutual aid and cooperation. Although Williams
acknowledged that the dominant social character put its stamp on
the whole society, he asserted that it was the interaction between
the three social characters that gave the social process in 1840s
England its distinction.
The aristocratic ideals tempering the harshness o f middle-class ideals at
their worst; working-class ideals entering into a fruitful and decisive
combination with middle-class ideals at their best. The middle-class
social character remains dominant, and both aristocrats and working
people, in many respects, come to terms with it. But equally, the middleclass social character as it entered theforties is in many respects modified
as theforties end.34

Williams stressed, then, the complexity of ideological interaction,
the difference between ideology in theory and ideology in practice.
Yet as E. P. Thompson pointed out in a famous critique (discussed
in section II of this chapter), Williams overlooked that disputes
between the social characters signified not only a dialogue between
competing value systems, but a class conflict over political and
economic power. Williams’s portrayal o f ideological conflict was
closer to being an amiable conversation than a struggle between
unequal social forces.
Williams acknowledged how difficult it was to disentangle the
structure of feeling from the social characters o f the 1 840s. On the
one hand, he suggested, the structure o f feeling was equivalent to
the dominant social character and was most frequendy articulated
by the most prominent group in society. He likewise viewed the
structure o f feeling as the interaction between middle-class, aris
tocratic, and working-class ideals, distinguishable from the social
characters in that it involved not only publicly stated ideals but
equally important omissions and silences. It seemed as if Williams,
though believing that the structure o f feeling was connected to the
deepest level o f social experience, was groping to define what it
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in fact represented. He never explained why there was only one
structure of feeling or why different generations during the same
period or different classes necessarily shared the same one.
Williams’s The Long Revolution was a landmark in the theoriza
tion of culture, a decisive break with the Leavis-Eliot tradition. It
was the first sustained theoretical attempt in an English context to
understand the multidimensional nature of culture, to comprehend
its interdependence with other social practices, and to argue that
the understanding of culture involved the creation of a new inter
disciplinary approach. At the book’s core, as in other of Williams’s
early work, was the privileged status accorded to “ experience.” He
defended his concept of the social totality on the basis of “ experi
ence,” and he argued that an intangible component of a culture
always remained and was accessible only to those who experienced
it. In both cases, Williams seemed to be arguing that the knowl
edge gained through experience was superior to that achieved
through theory or abstract thought. This position was similar to
that o f critics such as Leavis and, more importandy, was remi
niscent o f Thompson’s critique of Stalinism. Thompson invoked
working-class experience in opposition to Stalinist distortion; he
counterposed the category of “ experience” to that of “ ideology.”
Williams defended the authenticity of experience against efforts at
systematizing it. Like Thompson, he was probably thinking that
the experience of working people was a more reliable guide to
an understanding o f society than the ideological grid imposed by
orthodox Marxists. While Williams and Thompson were by no
means theoretical twins, the close attention they gave to “experi
ence” helped shape the founding of cultural studies in the late
1950s and early 1960s. It was likewise central to theoretical debates
between historians and cultural theorists in the late seventies.
II
Since Hoggart and Williams developed similar approaches to inter
preting cultural practices and their most influential work was pub
lished at virtually the same time, it was often assumed that they
developed their ideas in tandem. Williams once whimsically ob
served that their names were so ffequendy linked that it sounded as
if they formed a joint firm.35 However, when Hoggart was writing
The Uses o f Literacy and Williams was working on Culture and Society,
they had not even met. Until the late fifties they exchanged only
a dozen letters, none while the two books were being written.
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Rather, their ideas were formulated in response to the same cultural
and political situation, from roughly equivalent class positions, and
conceived within, and against, a common intellectual tradition.36 In
different ways they shifted the socialist debate on working-class
affluence and the impact o f the mass media on working-class life to
the realm o f culture.
Hoggart’s The Uses o f Literacy provoked a wide-ranging discus
sion in New Left circles. U L R described it as “ rich and disturbing,”
and it introduced a series o f critical responses to it by asking (among
other things): “ What are the most effective barriers to the en
croachment o f‘the candy-floss world’ ?” 37 Among the respondents
was Williams himself, who proved to be one o f Hoggart’s most
perceptive critics. His critique o f Hoggart was later incorporated
into the influential conclusion o f Culture and Society.
After criticizing Hoggart’s concept o f working-class culture,
Williams offered his own alternative. He found Hoggart’s portrayal
of the working class idealized, and he was skeptical that the work
ing-class way o f life was threatened with extinction. Williams ar
gued that the reason working-class culture was still an alternative to
bourgeois society was neither because o f its everyday activities
(Hoggart) nor its literary output (orthodox Marxists); it stemmed
from its political culture—the collective and democratic institutions
o f the labor movement that represented an extension o f the pri
mary relationships o f family and community. Where Hoggart con
ceived of a binary opposition between “ working-class culture” and
“ majority” and “ labor movement” and “ minority,” Williams main
tained that those who were politically active articulated the major
ity’s values, interests, and goals. “ It is not isolated, but is the articu
late representation o f an extension o f primary values into the social
fields. It is not self-defensive, for it seeks consistendy to operate in
the majority’s behalf and interest. It is not opposed to majority
values, but seeks to define them in wider terms and in a different
context.” 38 Williams acknowledged that numerous working-class
people felt pressured to take advantage o f the “ opportunity state”
and that individual members had climbed the ladder offered them.
Yet he was convinced that the collective democratic idea, the foun
dation of working-class experience, remained unimpaired. While
liberal reform was ultimately based on the maintenance o f inequal
ity and exploitation, the extension o f working-class values would
produce a genuine democracy. “ There are no masses to capture, but
only this mainstream to join. May it be here that the two major
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senses o f culture—on the one hand the arts, the sciences, and learn
ing, on the other hand the whole way of life—are valuably drawn
together, in a common effort at maturity.” 39 In short, the material
realization of the Culture and Society tradition was working-class
democracy.
Although they were not prominent in the founding of the New
Left, Hoggart and Williams were both supportive of the general
aims o f the new socialist politics, and they contributed to New Left
journals. Indeed, Williams was an original member of the N L R edi
torial board and played a pivotal role in mediating disputes that arose
when the journal was transformed in 1963. Most important, Hog
gart and Williams were two of the most important influences on
New Left efforts at reframing socialist priorities, and they were in
strumental in establishing the parameters of the debate on workingclass culture.
Their influence is apparent in Stuart Halls “ A Sense of Classless
ness” published in U L R in 1958. Halls essay was an intervention
into the debate on the contemporary working class, which The Uses
o f Literacy so powerfully provoked. He affirmed both Williams s
rejection in the conclusion to Culture and Society of a simplistic
cause-and-effect relationship between material goods and work
ing-class consciousness and his claim that the basis of working-class
culture was its values and institutions. However, Hall insisted that “a
way of life cannot be sustained without a certain pattern of relation
ships, and outside o f certain physical, economic and environmental
pressures.” 40 And he argued that to understand working-class cul
ture it was necessary to establish the relationship between changing
objective circumstances and subjective responses, in other words,
the links between base and superstructure. O f course, Hall was not
promoting a return to Marxist orthodoxy; he believed that a “freer
play” must exist between the two terms, and he suggested that
transformations in the superstructure were no less determining than
those in the base. As a result, Hall advanced the economic and
sociological analysis alluded to in Hoggart’s interpretation of con
temporary working-class life and absent in Williams’s. In reaching
his position, Hall drew from many sources, not least from the
sociologist C. Wright Mills, who, in The Power Elite, called atten
tion (1) to the new elites who shared a common ideology, style of
living, and economic interest in the “ mutual care” of corporate
private property and (2) to an exploited and alienated mass of
consumers who were being proletarianized in an upward direction.
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Halls analysis o f working-class consciousness was founded on his
understanding o f transformations in the capitalist mode of produc
tion. These can be broken down into three principal components.
First, the old entrepreneurial capitalism was being supplanted by
the “ organized irresponsibility” o f corporations, the anonymity of
the managerial revolution, and a system o f production increasingly
founded on skilled labor and automation. Second, alienation in the
classical Marxist sense was on the decline, but under the guise of
“joint consultation” and “ personnel management” it was being
built into the structure o f firms themselves. Third—and most im
portant—the new system was increasingly based on consumption
(rather than production), low unemployment, and relatively high
wages. Unprecedented amounts o f disposable income and con
sumer demand resulted, kept high, in part, by the growing sophis
tication and prevalence o f advertising.
What did these changes mean for working-class consciousness?
In answering this question, Hall distinguished himself from Wil
liams who he believed had underestimated the impact o f the con
sumer revolution. Under consumer capitalism, working-class peo
ple conceptualized themselves more as consumers than producers,
and they were more aware o f exploitation in the marketplace than
at the workplace. While working-class culture was not equivalent
to the objects that it owned, “ it may now be less and less true,
because the ‘new things’ in themselves suggest and imply a way of
life which has become objectified through them, and may even be
come desirable because o f their social value.” 41 For Hall, workingclass culture was breaking down into several styles o f living not
unlike those o f the middle class. It was not that the objective deter
minants o f class inequalities were any less real, but that they were
experienced as a sense o f class confusion or a false sense o f classless
ness, “ the tragic conflict within a working class which has freed
itself only for new and more subde forms o f enslavement.” 42
Edward Thompson was the most incisive Marxist critic o f the
culturalism o f Hoggart and Williams and the Marxist inflection
given to their work by Hall. In crucial respects Thompson was
unique among the Marxist historians. The historians played a ma
jor role in “ 1956,” and they supported the Reasoner effort and the
formation o f the New Left. In the years following their departure
from the Communist Party (or, as in the case o f Hobsbawm, re
nouncing Marxist dogmatism), their writings were more cognizant
of the cultural dimension o f history. This awareness was especially
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true of their recovery of the experience of oppressed groups, or
“ history from below.” Yet the historians’ interest in culture pre
ceded the New Left socialist revival of the late 1950s. Their greater
interest in cultural practices resulted more from freeing themselves
from the straitjacket of Communist orthodoxy and thus being able
to pursue this aspect of their work in greater depth. They might
have been affected by the change in the political and cultural cli
mate, but not because of any specific New Left influence. Thomp
son, on the other hand, was one of the founders of the New Left
and one o f the movement’s most influential writers. He was the
only historian to develop a specifically New Left theoretical per
spective: a cultural Marxism fusing the new approaches to culture
and the Communist tradition of the Historians’ Group.
Thompson’s critique of Hoggart, Hall, and the U L R approach,
in general, was historical and political. He acknowledged that they
had contributed to an understanding of changes in working-class
life and were responsible for bringing to light critical areas of con
cern for socialists. As a humanist and critic of the base/superstruc
ture model, he approved of their interest in culture, and he was
enthusiastic about their wider understanding of human existence.
However, Thompson found Hoggart and Hall’s sociological ap
proach to working-class culture devoid of the more general histori
cal context of working-class history and the class struggle. He
pointed out that the working class had been lured by social climb
ing and status since the middle of the nineteenth century, that the
working class had supplied the original consumers during the In
dustrial Revolution, and that church and state agencies had fought
to control the people’s minds as persistendy as the purveyors of
mass culture. Throughout its history the working-class movement,
especially the militant activists of the trade union and labor move
ment, resisted forms of manipulation and control and struggled in
turn for democratic and social reforms.
For Thompson, the pessimistic analysis contained in the work of
so many cultural researchers was attributable to ambiguous atti
tudes toward the place of working people in the struggle to create a
socialist society and an insufficient appreciation of working peo
ple’s “ creative potential” in the present. Their analysis was rooted
in “ a tendency to assert the absolute autonomy of cultural phe
nomena without reference to the context of class power: and a
shame-faced evasion o f that impolite, historical concept—the class
struggle.” Such views were counter to the proper role of intellec
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tuals in the labor movement. “ ‘The power to compel,’ ” Thomp
son wrote, “ must always remain with the organised workers, but
the intellectuals may bring to them hope, a sense o f their own
strength and potential life.” 43
Thompson’s critique o f Hoggart and Hall was a decisive inter
vention in the “ working-class culture” debate. He injected a muchneeded historical perspective into the discussion. His contention
that the cultural approach be joined to the Marxist concept o f class
struggle was a major step toward the elaboration o f his own cultural
Marxist position. Yet his invocation o f history cut two ways. In
stressing the continuity o f working-class history, and suggesting that
the working-class situation was neither unique nor radically dif
ferent than during earlier periods, Thompson, in effect, avoided
considering the unprecedented changes after 1945. Under the cir
cumstances, his questioning o f New Left intellectuals’ commitment
to class struggle and his insistence that they should inspire workers
to activism represented a refusal to come to terms with the rapidly
changing cultural and political terrain. In an open letter to the
British New Left, the American sociologist Mills was critical o f the
New Left s attachment to a “ labor metaphysic” —continued faith in
the working class as the revolutionary agent despite “ the really
impressive historical evidence that now stands against this expecta
tion.” 44 Whether Mills had in mind a specific individual or indi
viduals or a collective mood is difficult to know. But his observa
tion certainly held for Thompson’s intervention in the classlessness
debate.
Thompson’s critique o f Williams consisted o f a dual review of
Culture and Society and The Long Revolution, published in N L R in
1961.45 Thompson was originally reluctant to write it. He found
his theoretical disagreements with Williams so pronounced, that if
the article was honestly written, it would exacerbate divisions in
the New Left. However, Stuart Hall, who was the N L R editor,
persuaded him that it was better to openly air theoretical differ
ences than to act as if none existed.
Thompsons essay was more than an important critique o f Wil
liams and his allies; it was a major statement o f his own theoretical
position. It was founded on an appreciation o f Williams’s achieve
ment. The great majority o f socialist intellectuals during the Cold
War had either submitted to apathy and withdrawal or dogmatism
and blind devotion. But Williams, Thompson suggested, had re
mained steadfast. He yielded to neither the self-satisfied rhetoric of
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the cultural elite nor the sectarianism of the Communist and La
bour Left. “ He held the roads open for the young, and now they
are moving down them once again. And when, in ’56, he saw some
o f his socialist contemporaries coming back to his side, his smile
must have had a wry edge.” 46
Despite his admiration for this accomplishment, Thompson
claimed that Williams had not escaped the decades strains and
pressures. As a consequence of his solitary struggle against the liter
ary establishment, he had appropriated some of the assumptions
and perspectives of his opponents, adopting a reverential tone to
ward a tradition o f mostly reactionary thinkers. The negative ef
fects o f this attitude were apparent in Williams’s continual reference
to “ the whole way of life.” Thompson realized that Williams used
the term to avoid Marxist reductionism and to convey that the
social process was an irreducible totality. Yet Thompson believed
that it was irrevocably tainted by its original context, Eliot’s Notes
Towards the Definition o f Culture, in which it denoted a “ style of
living.” Thompson argued that even when “ a whole way of life”
was used to suggest a larger sense of the social process, it fell short.
In practice, the concept frequendy neglected inequality, exploita
tion, and power relationships, and it inadequately expressed con
flict and process. In other words, it lacked a sense of history. For
Thompson, “ culture” was not “ the whole way of life” : it was “ the
whole way of struggle,” an image incorporating the concept of
totality with the theory of class struggle.
Similarly, Thompson maintained that the categories of “ strug
gle” and “ confrontation” were absent from Williams’s description
of the long revolution. While finding the wish for a common
culture admirable, Thompson argued that cultural expansion in
a capitalist society inevitably produced an intensification of class
conflict as the real divisions of interest and power became more
visible. Even in a long revolution, Thompson suggested, those
social forces working toward common ownership, a common cul
ture, and an organic community must eventually confront the real
ities o f class power. “ My own view of revolution (I am often as
sured),” he wrote, “is too ‘apocalyptic’ : but Mr. Williams is perhaps
too bland.” 47 Without some theory of revolutionary transforma
tion—a conspicuous silence in The Long Revolution—the socialist
project would be ultimately frustrated.
Thompson found Williams’s books not only too respectful of
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“ the Tradition,” but insufficiently concerned with the intellectual
achievements o f the working-class movement.
The Labour movement is creditedfrom time to time with the creation of
new institutions: but it is never credited with a mind. On the one side
the “older human systems,” on the other side “expansion,” “growth,”
and new institutions, and in the middle The Tradition, savouring the
complexities dispassionately and trying to think out the right thing to do
in response to “industry” and “democracy” 48

Thompson believed that one unfortunate consequence o f Wil
liams’s partial disengagement from the socialist tradition was that
he never critically examined the thought o f Marx—as opposed to
that o f English Marxist critics. Several places in both books cried
out for an engagement with Marx’s ideas, even in opposition; and
Williams’s brief and isolated references to him were not nearly as
insightful as his observations on contributors to the tradition. De
spite the current New Left mood, Thompson remained convinced
that Marx could no longer be ignored.
There was a certain irony in Thompson’s critique o f Williams.
Though a product o f a Welsh working-class background, Williams
was the author of the most insightful socialist critique o f a tradition
of mostly upper-class figures. Thompson, whose background was
closer to the thinkers o f the Culture and Society tradition, was to be
the preeminent historian o f the early working class. The relation
ship between Williams’s background and his intellectual practice
was alluded to by Thompson, who compared Williams to Ju d e the
Obscure. Despite loyalty to his own background, and conscious of
the stifling class basis o f Christminster, Jude could not help but
romanticize it.49 That Thompson was born and bred there adds to
the potency o f his observation. It was as if Williams’s move to
Cambridge was such a momentous transition in his life that he
savored its culture in a way that Thompson, who was a product of
that world, never could. Thompson, on the other hand, could be
seen as a classic instance o f the middle-class intellectual who ide
alized the working-class movement. What for Thompson was a
continual source of inspiration was for Williams everyday life. It is
noteworthy that Thompson saw the New Left as potentially trans
forming the Labour Party, while Williams would have been satis
fied with the more modest achievement o f a new socialist under
standing o f contemporary Britain.50
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Williams never responded to Thompson’s critique, but in the
1979 Politics and Letters interviews he discussed the review at some
length. He recalled how it appeared at a time when The Long
Revolution was being simultaneously criticized by the Right and
thus added to his feelings o f being under attack. Williams defended
his original position. He believed that Thompson tended to con
fuse “ class conflict” (a structural component of the capitalist mode
o f production) and “ class struggle” (an active and self-aware form
o f contestation). The social process as “ a whole way of struggle”
might have been an appropriate description for heroic moments of
resistance, but it inadequately conveyed “ all the periods in which
conflict is mediated in other forms, in which there are provisional
resolutions or temporary compositions ofit.” 51 The fifties werejust
such a time: “ a very base period, which appeared to have neu
tralized and incorporated many of the very institutions of struggle
to which appeal was being made.” 52 Still Williams could see how
some o f his formulations might have glossed over class conflict, and
he admitted that Thompson prompted him to rethink his position
on the nineteenth-century popular press. There was, however, a
more important way in which Williams acknowledged the validity
of Thompson’s criticism, at least implicidy. In the seventies he
recast his conception of the social process in terms of Gramsci s
notion of hegemony, thereby seeing society as an arena of conflict
among dominant, residual, and emergent cultural forms.
Thompson did not see his essay on The Long Revolution as a
rejection of Williams’s cultural theory, but as an effort at airing
differences and launching a dialogue between the two major theo
retical tendencies in the New Left. Thompson suggested what
might be the foundations o f that dialogue. If Williams reconsidered
his “ diffuse pluralism” —denial o f the primacy o f any of the ele
ments in a social formation—and Marxists abandoned the me
chanical image o f base/superstructure, then both might agree that
the modes of production and the relations of production associated
with those modes produced a core of human relationships that
determined the historical process in an “ epochal sense.” “Within
the limits of the epoch there are characteristic tensions and contra
dictions, which cannot be transcended unless we transcend the
epoch itself: there is an economic logic and a moral logic and it is
futile to argue as to which we give priority since they are different
expressions o f the same kernel of human relationship.” 53 This posi
tion was to be the foundation of The Making o f the English Working
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Class , the most influential statement o f the cultural Marxist posi
tion in the historical discipline.

Ill
Thompson’s The Making o f the English Working Class (1963) is one
of the best-known works o f social history in the English language.
His re-creation o f the formation o f working-class consciousness
and culture in the early Industrial Revolution is perhaps the clas
sic expression o f “ history from below.” In the volume s preface
Thompson made it clear that the book was written in opposition
to two approaches to the working class. It countered structuralfunctionalist sociologists, whom Thompson characterized as see
ing the working class as a “ thing,” or a component o f the social
structure, and its class consciousness as “ an unjustified disturbancesymptom.” The book was also antagonistic to orthodox Marxists,
whom he portrayed as perceiving the working class exclusively
from the point o f view o f productive relations. “ Once this is as
sumed it becomes possible to deduce the class consciousness which
‘it’ ought to have (but seldom does have) i f ‘it’ was properly aware
o f its own position and real interests.” 54 In a famous formulation,
Thompson argued that creation o f the working class was a histori
cal and cultural process founded on evolving experience and con
sciousness: “ The working class did not rise like the sun at an ap
pointed time” but “ was present at its own making.” 55 It made itself
as much as it was made.
A more submerged dimension o f The Making o f the English Work
ing Class was its relationship to New Left discussions on culture, the
writings of Williams, and the wider socialist debate on workingclass affluence. Thompson did not polemicize against New Left
positions as overdy as he did against more obvious targets, but he
was writing the book while engaged in a dialogue with New Left
culturalism and responding to the new work on the working class.
From this point o f view, the book represented an alternative to the
pluralism o f Williams and the U L R contingent o f the New Left as
well as to labor revisionism. It was a major statement o f his cultural
Marxism, drawing on both his Communist heritage and the new
approach to culture associated with New Left politics and theory.
From this point o f view, it is possible to see The Making o f the
English Working Class as an intervention in the debate on workingclass consciousness, a response to theorists like Crosland for whom
postwar changes implied classlessness and an erosion o f socialist
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consciousness. Thompson did not need to be convinced of the farreaching consequences of these transformations, and he acknowl
edged that working-class life was in flux, but he refused to accept
that these changes meant the end of class consciousness and so
cialism. In Revolution Again (i960) he argued that such thinking
assumed
that the working-class is a given entity with a “fix e d " characteristic
consciousness which may wax or wane but remains essentially the same
thing— a working-class which emerged as a socialforce somewhere around
1780, with steam and thefactory system, and which has thereaftergrown
in size and organisation but has not changed significantly in form or in
relationship to other classes.56

Bearing such factors in mind, it is possible to see The Making o f the
English Working Class as refuting socialist revisionists’ claims in
contemporary politics by showing how misleading their thinking
was when applied to the early Industrial Revolution. Thompson
argued that the first working class could not be exclusively compre
hended as an effect o f industrialization, nor could its consciousness
be derived from economic changes. Its evolving experience was
rooted in hundreds of years of resistance to agrarian capitalism and
political oppression as articulated in the tradition of the “ ffeeborn
Englishman.” The implication of this tradition for contemporary
politics was that, just as it was impossible to understand the first
working class exclusively through economic changes, the meaning
o f contemporary working-class experience could not be derived
from the facts and ideology of affluence. The working class in the
postwar era was founded on more than 150 years of evolving strug
gle and culture. It was neither the working class of the Industrial
Revolution nor o f the thirties, and its relationship to other classes
had changed over time. But its culture and aspirations were en
riched by its past, and it was in the process of achieving not classless
ness but a new form of class consciousness.
Thompson’s attempt to portray working-class experience in the
widest possible terms clearly identified his approach as New Left.
This affinity was apparent in his contribution to the “standard of
living” controversy, the historiographical debate over whether the
conditions of working people had improved or deteriorated during
the first phase of industrialization. During the fifties the princi
pal disputants—the Marxist Eric Hobsbawm and the conservatives
T. S. Ashton and R . M. Hartwell—defended the respective pes
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simist and optimist views. They argued about the existing data
on wages, prices, and consumption levels, differing mosdy as to
the quantitative methods for attaining and analyzing these data.
Thompson’s intervention in the debate shifted its ground. He ac
knowledged that between 1790 and 1840 a slight improvement in
material standards came about, which was an unequivocal admis
sion that the quantitative case for declining living standards had
been unsuccessful. Yet in language akin to many New Left articles,
and especially the writings o f Williams, Thompson argued that the
standard o f living could not be adequately measured, for it ne
glected the quality o f life. “ From food we are led to homes, from
homes to health, from health to family life, and thence to leisure,
work-discipline, education and play, intensity o f labour, and so
on. From standard-of-life we pass to way-of-life.” More generally,
he suggested that the quantitative approach suppressed “ a sense of
the whole process—the whole political and social context o f the
period.” 57
Thompson both employed New Left language (and especially
Williams’s) in “ the standard o f living” controversy and used it in the
chapter on popular agitation in the 1790s, characterizing the new
millenarian visions o f the poor as a shift in the “ structure o f feel
ing.” But if he acknowledged the force o f culturalism, he clearly
distinguished himself from it. Where Williams used metaphors of
“ growth” and “ communication,” stressed a slowly expanding long
revolution, and talked rather politely o f an interaction between
“ social characters,” Thompson portrayed the formation o f work
ing-class culture and consciousness in terms o f conflict and strife:
the “ whole way of struggle” rather than the “ whole way o f life.”
To better understand the contrast that Thompson’s work sug
gested, we must return to his critique o f Williams’s Culture and
Society. Williams did less than justice to the achievements o f the
labor movement, Thompson asserted, and he further objected to
Williams’s notion of “ the tradition,” for it included thinkers who
stood for diametrically opposed political ideals. “ I am o f the opin
ion that there is not one but two major traditions under review in
Culture and Society, with sub-traditions within both, and that the
extraordinarily fine local criticism from which this book is made
up becomes blurred just at those points where this notion of The
Tradition obtrudes.” 58 In this context, Thompson’s portrayal of
popular radicalism in The Making o f the English Working Class can be
seen as an alternative to Williams’s “ procession of disembodied
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voices” and an exemplification of Thompson s own notion of cul
ture as a “ whole way of struggle.” 59What made it possible to talk of
Thomas Paine, William Cobbett, Robert Owen, Luddism, and the
artisan culture of the 1820s as part of the same tradition of radical
ism was their commitment, in various ways, to the liberty and
equality of the people and their opposition to views of society
based on restricted rights and hierarchy. Thompson pointed to
connections between this tradition and the concurrent Romantic
critique of utilitarianism, and he observed that “in the failure of the
two traditions to come to a point of junction, something was
lost” 60 Yet in lamenting that this convergence never happened,
he implicidy reiterated his differences with Williams, for whom
Owen and Coleridge were part of the same tradition, not parallel
ones.
Thompson’s historical view of the class struggle and his image
of popular radicalism was founded on the practice of the Commu
nist historians. Although his socialist-humanist position was op
posed to Stalinism and orthodox Marxism, he spoke with pride of
that part of the British Communist tradition associated with Wil
liam Morris and Tom Mann. Indeed, the N ew Reasoner had been
launched to rediscover the democratic and libertarian strain of
British communism suppressed or silenced during the Stalin years.
One accomplishment of the Communist historians had been their
ability to remain faithful to orthodoxy while at the same time
developing the beginnings of a cultural approach to history. When
Thompson argued that the working-class response to the Industrial
Revolution should be seen in the context of hundreds of years of
popular struggle, he was referring to the tradition of lost rights, one
o f the principal concerns o f the Historians’ Group. This shared
concern was apparent when he stated that “ the changing produc
tive relations and working conditions of the Industrial Revolution
were imposed, not upon raw material, but upon the free-born
Englishman. . . . The factory hand or stockinger was also the
inheritor o f Bunyan, of remembered village rights, of notions of
equality before the law, of craft traditions.” 61 Thompson’s notion of
the history of popular resistance was based on the theory of lost
rights found in Dona Torr’s Tom Mann and His Times, Christopher
Hill’s essay on the Norman Yoke, and the work of many others
who had been part o f the tradition of Communist historiography.
His critique of Williams echoed that of another Marxist historian,
Victor Kiernan, who argued that “ if the Tradition meant more
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than mere self-complacency it was because England had a record
never long interrupted o f popular resistance to society as it was, and
o f writers ready to put the feelings of the people into language.” 62
Williams’s concept o f a unitary tradition obscured the real process
of struggle.
IV
In the early 1960s, Edward Thompson was unquestionably the most
forceful defender o f Marxism and socialist humanism within the
New Left. However, with the collapse o f the movement and its
fragmentation into various new left groupings, it would not be long
before Thompson’s Marxism was under challenge: not from a culturalist approach skeptical o f Marxist theory in the first place, but
from a more rigorous and philosophically based Marxism rooted in
European traditions. His principal critic was the new editor of
N L R , Perry Anderson.
When Anderson and colleagues such as Robin Blackburn and
Tom Nairn began to overhaul N L R , they were in their early twen
ties, younger and less politically experienced than the group
that preceded them, particularly those associated with the exCommunist N ew Reasoner. They inhabited a space reluctandy va
cated by its previous tenants but one that appeared to be the only
viable alternative to extinction. In such a situation it is not surpris
ing that the reconstitutedjournal was initially, in Robin Blackburn’s
words, “ a tentative and transitional magazine,” which, following
the fragmentation o f the New Left as a political movement, was of
more “ restricted scope.” 63 Yet if the journal struggled to achieve a
distinct identity, two characteristics immediately distinguished it
from its predecessor. First, its publication o f articles by such writers
as Claude Levi-Strauss and Ernest Mandel signaled a characteristic
preoccupation with social theory from the Continent. Second, the
first N L R was primarily concerned with British politics, although
this focus does not mean that it lacked an internationalist perspec
tive, as its positive neutralist position testified. N L R 's successor, by
contrast, was drawn to the politics o f the Third World, hopeful o f a
revolutionary breakthrough outside the European theater. As An
derson observed: “ We viewed the East European turmoil o f ’56
with sympathy, but without finality. The Cuban Revolution o f’59
appeared to us more important and hopeful for the future.” 64
The contrast became more dramatic when N L R turned its gaze
to Britain, as the Tories’ nearly fifteen-year dominance of British
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politics was broken by a revived Labour Party led by Harold Wil
son. N L R analyzed the first New Left, the historical trajectory of
British capitalism, the ideology of Labourism, and the English
working class in a series of essays written by either Anderson or
Nairn from 1964 until 1966. What became known as the NairnAnderson thesis was most cogently articulated in Anderson’s his
torical analysis of the political consequences of Britain’s distinct
pattern o f capitalist development, “ Origins of the Present Crisis.” 65
The “ crisis” had two distinct but interwoven meanings. In one
case, Anderson was responding to the first signs of British decline,
documented in books such as Andrew Shonfield s British Economic
Policy Since the War and Anthony Sampson’s Anatomy of Britain.
Here, Anderson argued that, while such works set forth the symp
toms of the British crisis, they never analyzed its historical roots or
foundation. In the second case, he saw the crisis in terms of the
inability of the socialist Left to generate any mass following in
Britain, and the failure of the Left—whether old or new—to ana
lyze the historical forces that worked against it. The Left was thus
no different from the analyses of Shonfield or Sampson; their in
ability to analyze the historical underpinnings of the current his
torical moment was symptomatic of a deeper cultural malaise. An
derson was particularly frustrated with the New Left movement,
which he castigated (in a related essay) for not breaking out of this
mold. For him, the New Left’s “ almost complete failure to offer
any structural analysis of British society” represented “ a major
failure of nerve and intelligence.” Indeed, Anderson rejected the
New Left’s intellectual style, thought their efforts at building a
movement muddled and confused, and dismissed socialist human
ism as being “ populist” and “ presocialist.” 66
“ Origins o f the Present Crisis” was a provisional effort at a struc
tural analysis of British historical development, that is, the kind of
analysis that Anderson believed had not been undertaken. It was
pervaded by a loathing for English intellectual traditions and cul
ture and a passionate attachment to European Marxism and think
ers such as Lukacs and Sartre. But the real spirit behind Anderson’s
essay was that o f the founder of the Italian Communist Party, An
tonio Gramsci. Indeed, Anderson’s essay represented the first sus
tained attempt in English to use the ideas of Gramsci in historical
analysis, in large part because o f the influence of Nairn who had
become acquainted with Gramsci’s writings while he attended the
Scuola Normale in Pisa in the early sixties.67Anderson was inspired
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by Gramsci’s attempt to view Italian history as being distinct from a
general pattern ofbourgeois historical development. Anderson ar
gued that the course o f modern English history was exceptional in
nature; it failed to follow general Marxist expectations o f modern
capitalist development.68 The precocious growth of English agrar
ian capitalism in the sixteenth century produced an incomplete
bourgeois revolution in the seventeenth. It was “ a supremely suc
cessful capitalist revolution,” which transformed the base but not the
superstructure o f English society.69 This process culminated in the
late Victorian era when the aristocracy and bourgeoisie fused into a
single bloc.
In Anderson’s schema the failure o f the bourgeoisie to success
fully oppose and supplant the aristocracy and impose its own stamp
on society proved to be an impediment to English capitalist de
velopment in the twentieth century. Most importandy, this occur
rence had disastrous consequences for the working-class move
ment. Historically, working-class movements partially constructed
their own ideologies by appropriating the bourgeois revolutionary
heritage. “ In England,” wrote Anderson, “ a supine bourgeoisie
produced a subordinate proletariat. It handed on no impulse of
liberation, no revolutionary values, no universal language.” 70 Un
like in France, where the working classes had fought with the
bourgeoisie to supplant the old aristocratic class and were allies
until 1848, the world’s first proletariat “ fought passionately and
unaided against the advent o f industrial capitalism; its extreme
exhaustion after successive defeats was the measure o f its efforts.” 71
“ The tragedy o f the first proletariat,” wrote Anderson, “ was not, as
has so often been said, that it was immature; it was rather that it
was in a crucial sense premature” 72 Its first blossoming occurred
before the existence of socialism as a structured ideology. By the
time the working-class movement recovered its strength in the late
nineteenth century it was too late for it to be substantially shaped
by the one social theory capable o f challenging the dominant
ideology—Marxism. Instead, it became permeated by the ideology
of Labourism.
Using Gramscian terminology, Anderson regarded the domi
nant class, though the product o f a “ peculiar morphology,” as “ heg
emonic.” It controlled the means o f production, and it was “ the
primary determinant o f consciousness, character and customs
throughout the society.” 73 In contrast, the working class had only a
“ corporate” status; it attained a distinctive identity at the expense
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o f being unable to extend its goals and aspirations to the rest of
society. Ironically, it was the working class’s deeply felt class con
sciousness that was the overwhelming obstacle to constructing a
hegemony of its own. To overcome the limits imposed by this
“ corporate consciousness,” Anderson insisted that it was necessary
to create a revolutionary consciousness that challenged the domi
nant ideology of the ruling classes—a task to which intellectuals
like himself could make decisive contributions.
Thompson was the most vocal critic of the new N L R and of
Anderson’s theoretical approach. He had been critical of the jour
nal from the beginning. When it was under Stuart Hall’s direction,
he had feared that it would be dominated by London intellectuals
without ties to the labor movement and that the Reasoner tendency
would become a marginal force in the New Left. His discontent
deepened following Hall’s resignation. By then president of the
New Left board, he had to mediate an ever-growing number of
petty disputes as well as oversee the transition of the journal. And
he had to do all of these things while living hundreds of miles from
London. By the time Thompson resigned as president in January
1963, he was so opposed to the direction o f N L R that he felt
reluctant to defend it publicly.74 He was willing to remain on the
editorial board, but only as a passive member.
Thompson was especially upset at Anderson, whom he believed
had pressed the editorial board into dissolving itself. He wrote to
him: “ Although you in effect dismissed the Board at our last meet
ing, this does not mean that its members are dismissed from politi
cal life. Some of us intend to continue our work.” 75 Anderson has
denied that an “ editorial coup” ever took place, and he defended
himself in Arguments within English Marxism (1980). “ It is untrue
that the old board was ‘dismissed’ by myself or by the new [edi
torial board], as any participant of the time can testify. No such
action was ever possible: as Thompson in effect concedes. . . when
he speaks of the old New Left ‘electing for its own administrative
dissolution’—which is an accurate description.” 76 Anderson did
not literally dismiss the New Left board, but he probably pressured
it to vote for its own extinction. According to the minutes, the
board was dissolved because the editor found it a “ constitutional
built-in irritant and distraction.” 77
Thompson also was offended by the new team’s refusal to divide
the journal’s remaining assets, which primarily consisted of the
building that housed N L R and the Partisan. From his point of view,
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even a small sum o f money could help fund a future political project,
and he was angered by the new group’s “ failure to offer the simplest
courtesies, or suggestion as to a division o f assets.” 78 Thompsons
position was untenable. Anderson had saved N L R from disaster, had
invested enough capital to keep it solvent, and hence could reason
ably maintain that he was entided to the assets that remained. Alan
Hall was o f this opinion, as was Raymond Williams, who attempted
to mediate the dispute.79 In the end, Thompson grudgingly ac
cepted it himself; he admitted that nothing was to be gained politi
cally by pressing the claim, although he continued to believe that a
legal case could be made.80
Thompson’s decision to publicly break with N L R was precipi
tated by the collective’s decisive turn in the mid-sixties. Ander
son’s characterization o f English history could be seen as a whole
sale rejection o f the Communist historiographical tradition, which
had always argued that the English and French Revolutions played
analogous roles in their country’s historical development. Ander
son’s interpretation implicitly viewed French history as the “ nor
mal” pattern o f development, English history as a “ deviation.” In
addition, Thompson could justifiably interpret N L R 's patronizing
attitude toward British Marxism, dismissal o f socialist humanism,
denial of an English revolutionary tradition, and preference for
“ theoretical rigor” over “ sentimental populism” as a rejection o f his
own intellectual and political practice. As Anderson later admitted,
“ it could indeed be read as a tacit dismissal o f the work o f the older
New Left, or rather o f that part o f it (not necessarily majoritarian)
which was attached to Marxism.” 81 Who fit this description more
perfectly than Thompson? Already angered by Anderson’s actions
during N L R ’s transition, he became infuriated when N L R refused
to publish an open letter in which he criticized the narrowing
perspective o f the journal and what he perceived as the exclusion o f
the old New Left from its pages. Even before Anderson had become
editor, Thompson had reservations about what his intellectual style
would mean to the life o f the review. In a letter to Alan Hall,
he wrote: “ If unchallenged they [Anderson’s theoretical assump
tions] will reduce the review to a certain uniformity in which the
academically reputable, or the sophisticated-Mantist, will displace
other styles, and (hence) other ways of perceiving and important
values and attitudes which (we once thought) were intrinsic to a
socialist humanism.” 82 Now he had proof. Frustrated and angered
by being excluded from the journal that he had helped to found,
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Thompson wrote “The Peculiarities of the English” a scathing
condemnation of the Nairn-Anderson thesis and its philosophical
and political assumptions.83 Anderson replied with equal force in
“ Socialism and Pseudo-Empiricism” (1966).
The exchange between Anderson and Thompson represented a
conflict between two conceptions of radical intellectual theory and
practice. At one level it was a dispute about how to conceive of
society and history. Anderson discussed classes in structural and
abstract terms; he focused on the hegemonic and coercive function
of the state, and he talked about “ ideology,” a term with impecca
ble Marxist credentials, rather than “ culture.” Thompson argued
that classes were historical and cultural formations and the product
of human agency. As a socialist humanist and cultural Marxist, he
distrusted Anderson’s preoccupation with state power and his lack
of interest “ in the quality of life, the sufferings and satisfactions, of
those who live and die in unredeemed time.” 84 While Anderson
saw historical events from the perspective of the broad sweep of
history, Thompson investigated small slices of time to get at more
general social and historical processes.
Besides their different approaches to understanding society and
history, Thompson and Anderson brought to the debate different
notions of their roles in the socialist movement. Anderson’s concept
o f intellectual practice was modeled after Continental traditions.
He saw himself as part of a barely existing radical intelligentsia, a
distinct stratum whose primary function was to produce theoretical
analysis for the radical movement and to build a socialist intellec
tual culture. Anderson once admitted that “ innumerable damaging
consequences” to the socialist movements of Europe resulted from
the existence of “ a separate pariah-elite of intellectuals divorced
from society.” But he argued that if intellectuals attempted to build
a socialist movement before the proper time—as the New Left
had—the results would be “ paralyzing confusions” and an “uncon
scious creeping ‘substitutionism.’ ”85 Thompson took a different
approach, defending a more typically English notion of radical
intellectual practice based on the widest possible interchange be
tween intellectuals and workers. Intellectuals were located “inside
the struggle; they used their position to articulate the experience
and aspirations of the subordinate classes; and their work was often
conceived in terms o f the movement’s immediate needs. The adult
education teacher in the Workers’ Educational Association perhaps
exemplified this practice.
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The two o f them also had allegiances to different intellectual
traditions. Anderson argued that the blend o f empiricist and literary
sensibility so typical o f New Left writers and indicative o f English
socialist and intellectual traditions in general was incapable o f pro
ducing a totalizing vision o f English society. “ As long as our history
remains fragmentary, our political analysis will remain jejune. This
is the real charge against Thompson’s kind o f socialist culture.” 86
Anderson contrasted Thompson’s brilliant analytic achievements
as a historian with his impressionistic and inspirational political
writings. His New Left essays typically could be recognized by
“ their uniform abstraction, their wandering subjectivism, their in
flated rhetoric, their utter renunciation o f any attempt to analyze
rather than merely invoke present realities.” 87 Anderson acknowl
edged that the English idiom contained creative elements and that
Thompson was not personally responsible for its limitations. Yet
Thompson and his associates had produced neither a theoretical
analysis o f the downfall o f the New Left nor anticipated Britain’s
present crisis, the first visible signs ofBritain’s economic decline and
social paralysis. “ The old melange contained few facts at all—only
personifications like Apathy, Smoke and Squalor, Natopolis, or
New Community. We have tried to move beyond this pseudo
empiricism, by looking at actual empirical reality—and reinterpret
ing it through concepts. There is no other way to advance social
science, or socialist thought.” 88 For Anderson, it was not enough to
evoke the revolutionary tradition o f the British commoner when
the real challenge was to explain why no serious revolutionary
movement had ever coalesced.
Thompson responded to Anderson’s enthusiasm for Western
Marxism and his condemnation o f English culture by defending
English socialist and intellectual traditions, particularly the “ En
glish idiom,” a mode o f thought that might be defined as a par
tiality toward concrete examples, facts, and ordinary language,
a distrust of metaphysical speculation, abstraction, and system
atic theorization. Acknowledging that it could foster “ insular re
sistances” and “ conceptual opportunism,” he argued that the En
glish idiom possessed “ a conceptual toughness which is immanent
rather than explicit; at best it has carried the realism o f the English
novel, and has served—notably in the natural sciences—as an idiom
superbly adapted to the interpenetration of theory and praxis!’ 89
And he insisted that the English would never capitulate to “ a selfsufficient Marxist system, even if this system has been tarted-up
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with some neologisms.” 90 Indeed, Thompson interpreted Ander
son’s aloof tone, persistent transformation of cultural practices into
Marxist categories, and dismissal of the English experience as a
replay of his (Thompson’s) own past. “ It was against that tone—
that sound of bolts being shot against experience and enquiry (and
the remoter sound of more objective bolts)—that a few of us
manned our duplicators in 1956. If this is where we are in 1965,
then the locust has eaten nine years. . . . There are some of us who
will man the stations of 1956 once again.” 91 It was true that Ander
son’s concern with power was rooted in an interest in a more
classical Marxist understanding of the state, that he developed a
synthetic analysis stressing structural determinations over human
volition, and that he was interested in developing a more systematic
and rigorous Marxist theory.92 But while these concerns might
have seemed to Thompson like a return to high Stalinism, Ander
son’s overall project was rooted in a discourse virtually unknown in
English Marxist circles. It was not a return to the years before
1956—it looked ahead to the days after 1968.
V
In his critique of Williams, Thompson had called for a dialogue
between the different theoretical tendencies in the New Left. Al
though such a dialogue never took place during the movements
high tide, the New Left cultural and political debate continued. It
was kept alive by the emerging field of cultural studies, which in
the 1960s transformed New Left cultural politics into a program of
politically engaged academic research.
While it is perhaps true, as Stuart Hall suggested, that cultural
studies had no “ absolute beginnings,” a critical moment in its for
mation was the founding of the Birmingham Centre for Contem
porary Cultural Studies in 1964.93 The Centre was originally part
of the school of English. It subsequendy achieved an independent
status and was established as a postgraduate research center. Its first
director, Richard Hoggart, appointed Stuart Hall to be his assistant
and fellow faculty member.
The Centre’s original goal was to use the methods of literary
criticism to understand popular and mass culture and to develop
criteria for critically evaluating specific texts. In his 1964 inaugural
address, Hoggart defended this method on the grounds that it could
contribute to answering broader questions about the nature of
society: “ in co-operation with other relevant disciplines, it can help
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to set the phenomena o f mass communications in a fuller social and
historical context than any o f us, working alone, have so far man
aged.” 94 Cultural studies was thus not to be a discipline that could
stand by itself, but “ a useful—and essential—adjunct” to socialscientific analysis. Yet Hoggart’s modest claims notwithstanding,
the Centre found itself under attack from two directions. Guardians
o f elite culture believed that mass culture was unsuitable for serious
study. Sociologists viewed cultural studies as unscientific and an
intrusion on their turf, even if they had little interest in exploring
the terrain. Stuart Hall recalled that the Centre received a letter
from two social scientists warning it not to move from the analysis of
texts to the study o f social practices generally.95
Hall and Paddy Whannels The Popular Arts (1964) exemplifies
cultural studies at this time. When it was being written, the authors
were secondary school teachers who were closely in touch with
the emerging generation o f young people and were enthusiastic
about the new media and popular culture. The book fell some
where between being a theoretical and practical guide to under
standing contemporary media, and a handbook for teachers who
wanted to use popular culture and the issues it raised in their classes.
In this respect it recalled Leavis and Denys Thompson s attempt in
Culture and Environment to provide educators with methods for
teaching critical practices, but The Popular Arts did not embrace
their tendency to dismiss the value o f mass culture.96 Indeed, the
authors rejected such thinking, finding it typically consisting of
sweeping, unfounded generalizations made by writers only casu
ally familiar with the new media and popular art forms. Here, they
seem to be particularly responding to discussions launched by the
National Union of Teachers, resulting in the passage o f a resolution
at its i960 conference condemning “ the debasement o f standards”
produced by the “ misuse” o f the mass media. This resolution led to
a special conference sponsored by the n u t , “ Popular Culture and
Personal Responsibility,” which brought together teachers, critics,
and media producers, both artists and controllers. “ One o f the
reasons why the Special Conference itself was only a partial suc
cess,” they wrote, “ was that many teachers present were too eager
to think in terms o f censorship and control, to defend the restrictionist approach, and to attribute to education a purely passive role.” 97
In The Popular Arts, Hall and Whannel rejected the rigid dichot
omy between high and mass culture, a distinction based not only on
an intellectual prejudice but one that tended to fall apart under close
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scrutiny, particularly in the analysis of movies andjazz. For Hall and
Whannel, popular and sophisticated art were not competing; they
had different aims and aspirations comprehensible only in their own
terms. At the same time, within the popular arts the authors distin
guished between “ mass” and “ popular” culture. Popular culture
was a genuine expression of the urban and industrial experience, an
authentic rendering of known feelings immediately recognizable to
interested audiences. Mass art, in contrast, embodied a high degree
of personalization, not an honest expression of individual feeling;
the embellishment o f a stock formula known to manipulate the
emotions, not the imaginative and probing use of conventions; an
art that pandered to its audience, not one that was born out of a deep
respect for it.
Hall and Whannels approach to analyzing popular art was to pay
close attention to style and form and to focus on the ways in which
ideas and feelings were conveyed. In effect, they proposed to ex
tend the critical and humane reading method of the Scrutiny tradi
tion—“ with its attention to a whole response and its concern for
the life o f the mind and the tone of civilization” —to new forms of
cultural expression.98 Yet they also sought to situate popular art
forms in a larger social and cultural context. This overview is ap
parent in their analysis of youth culture and its most salient expres
sion-pop music. They viewed the spontaneous, improvised, and
anarchic nature of youth culture as a reaction to a society whose
dominant values were disintegrating but that offered no alternative
to replace them. In terms recalling Hall’s New Left articles, they
saw the younger generation “ as a creative minority, pioneering
ahead o f the puritan restraints so deeply built into English bour
geois morality, towards a code of behaviour in our view more
humane and civilized.” 99 Equally important, youth culture had to
be understood in the context of the new media and consumer
capitalism. Teenagers were not simply a new sociological category
but an economic one, a major market for the new leisure industry.
From this point of view, the music and fashion of teenagers could
never be an authentic popular culture in the sense defined; it was a
contradictory synthesis of authentic and manufactured elements.
Hall and Whannel cited the popularity o f the dance the Twist to
illustrate the dynamics of youth culture in contemporary society.
Although originally manufactured from above and only gradually
embraced by teenagers, Chubby Checker’s original version of “ The
Twist” did not take the teen world by storm. His second release,
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“Let’s Twist Again,” became popular only when the music industry
bombarded teenagers with Twist skirts, Twist books, Twist shoes,
Twist movies, and Twist necklaces. Yet Hall and Whannel argued
that when teenage audiences finally accepted the dance it was
not out o f gullibility. “ The twist appeals to them through the
natural entertainment channels, it offers a pattern o f popular ac
tivity closely linked with their interests in going out, dancing,
parties and social occasions o f many kinds. It was personalized
through the medium o f young singers and entertainers. But it has
also been made to connect.” 100 The story o f the Twist exemplified
the contradictory nature o f youth culture.
Hall and Whannel generally appreciated popular music. They
also recognized its lack o f variety, its endless recycling o f the same
musical ideas, and its rhythmic monotony. The pop music industry,
they claimed, was incapable o f giving artists the chance to genuinely
express themselves, to make that deep connection with an audience
characteristic o f genuine popular expression. In contrast, jazz, they
asserted, was an authentic popular art. Though an art form whose
history was inextricably bound up with the mass media, it was an
immeasurably richer and more varied form, containing levels ol
personal expression and imagination inconceivable in pop music. In
making such comparisons, Hall and Whannel were not attempting
to “ wean teenagers away from the juke-box heroes,” but only to
make them aware o f the limits o f their musical experience. In
language reminiscent o f Raymond Williams, they observed: "It is a
genuine widening o f sensibility and emotional range which we
should be working for—an extension o f tastes which might lead to
an extension of pleasure.” 101 Pop music was not vulgar or morally
reprehensible, but much o f it was mediocre.
The Popular Arts was one o f the earliest surveys o f popular culture
written from a sympathetic perspective and based on a detailed
knowledge o f its many forms and genres. Hall and Whannel’s argu
ment, that youth culture was a contradictory synthesis o f authentic
and manufactured elements, represented the first articulation, how
ever embryonic, of the Centre s distinctive approach to subcultures.
Yet looking at the book more than thirty years later, the limitations
of its analysis are evident. In the first place, their critical judgments
appear dated. While the authors found it difficult to conceive ofpop
music as a vital form of popular or creative expression, they did not
consider rock-’n’-roll pioneers deeply rooted in blues and gospel
traditions, for instance, Big Joe Turner, Fats Domino, Ray Charles,
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and Ruth Brown. Nor has the privileged status that they accorded
to jazz over rock music held up. Rock music in the sixties and
seventies came to express the experience of a generation as power
fully as any form of artistic expression in the twentieth century;
during the same period, jazz was more acclaimed in art circles than
in the urban neighborhoods in which it originated.
However, the real difficulty with The Popular Arts— and, in
a more general sense, the model on which cultural studies was
founded—was not in any of its specific judgments, but its method
ology. First, while it was undoubtedly a genuine gain to reformulate
the high /low culture distinction as a tripartite division—mass, pop
ular, and high culture—it ultimately was based on the same assump
tions as earlier works. Hall and Whannel were undoubtedly at
tracted to jazz because of its roots in popular experience, but they
justified its value in terms derived from their training as critics: jazz
was preferable to rock ’n’ roll because it was as creative as classical
music. Despite their best efforts, the authors reflected the standards
defined by high culture. Second, their commitment to fostering the
popular arts was framed in much the same terms as Scrutiny’s defense
of the tradition. Their belief that mass culture was suppressing
the authentic voice of the people was ultimately based on the
same historical mythology as Leavis s; it contained the same nostal
gic glance backward, though their conception of the golden age
differed. Hall and Whannel’s “ organic community” was, loosely
speaking, urban popular experience between the late nineteenth
century and the Second World War: the working-class music hall,
Charlie Chaplin movies, and the singing ofBillie Holiday. Yet these
artifacts were disembodied, analyzed apart from the social con
text of poverty, discrimination, and resistance in which they were
rooted. It was in this context that E. P. Thompson’s notion of “ cul
ture as a whole way of struggle” was so important for any future
development of cultural studies. For the relationship between pop
ular culture and social struggle was precisely what The Popular Arts
never considered. Indeed, Thompson’s approach suggested an en
tirely new way o f conceiving o f cultural practices, displacing the
polarities o f “ high” and “ mass” with a view of popular culture as an
expression o f resistance mediated by the dominant class s attempt to
circumscribe and control it. The critical reading of isolated texts
was displaced by an approach that viewed them as one kind of
evidence among others and by seeing popular and mass culture as
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linked to historical and social conflicts. Literary criticism was sup
planted by historical and critical theory.
Indeed, this is the path followed by the Centre for Contempo
rary Cultural Studies in the late sixties. In Centre group projects
and seminars, Hoggart’s original blueprint was continually refined
and modified. Centre researchers continued to see their distinctive
contribution as providing “ close readings” o f cultural artifacts, but
they began to place a greater stress on discovering cultural mean
ing. This emphasis was manifested in the Centres first tentative
working procedure: a three-part division o f labor involving th£,
interpretation or critical reading o f a text, the examination o f its|
effect on an audience, and the analysis o f its social context and
cultural significance.
-J
We believe that, for the purposes of a cultural analysis, both kinds of
work have to be done: no rough division of labour will suffice. Such a
broken-backed procedure only leads to fragmentation: close studies of
texts and events here— “social background," “history of ideas" or “con
ditions of production" there. Useful work has been done in this way
before, but it is our intention to try to develop a different, more integrated
style of work.102

Yet this approach depended on a theoretical understanding o f cul
ture and society beyond the scope o f literary criticism. The Centre
was thus drawn into the realm o f social theory.
However, the Centre soon discovered that no social theory in its
current state could simply be appropriated wholesale. This discov
ery was felt to be particularly true o f the structural-functionalist
paradigms that dominated the field o f sociology. Centre researchers
found the universal claims o f these paradigms to be transparendy
based on the American society o f the 1950s, and they rejected the
view o f culture as the social realm in which the individual person
ality was integrated into the social system. Under such conditions
they were compelled to create their own social theory.
The Centre s initial movement into the realm o f social theory, its
second phase, was a transitional and eclectic period devoted to
broadening its theoretical foundation. It might be described as its
“ idealist” period, for Centre researchers grappled with a set of
quesdons raised by the idealist tradition in social thought—what
Alan Shutdeworth called the German “ culture and society” tradi
tion.103 In Two Working Papers in Cultural Studies, Shutdeworth
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argued for broadening the Centre’s theoretical approach by enrich
ing it with German idealism. The German critique of positivism
was analogous to the attack of literary criticism on political econ
omy and utilitarianism; it also was founded on a conception of
men and women as expressive, evaluative beings; and both tradi
tions regarded human action as embodying subjective meaning and
values. Yet as Shutdeworth pointed out, notable differences ex
isted. Sociology, unlike criticism, was a generalizing mode, primar
ily concerned with groups, organizations, and institutions. What it
had to offer was “ not so much the ‘facts’—because the literary mind
has its own ways of acquiring knowledge—but a classificatory, to
pological way of organising knowledge, and a way of making ideas
explicit and theorising about them.” 104 In this context, Shutde
worth argued that Weberian sociology was particularly important
to the future of cultural studies. It simultaneously linked subjective
judgments and objective understanding in the social sciences, and it
was self-reflective about the nature and limits of theoretical models
and explanation. But most importandy, it proposed a method for
going beyond the phenomenal world and discovering the values
that ordered it. In Shuttleworth’s words:
Its aim is to move beyond that fixed perception o f the world which
convention and common-sense and ordinary language makes self-evident
and yet to show the world, not as a chaos, but as an order. . . . We show
by ideal type analysis, or value-interpretation, that within the apparent
chaos o f particular actions, immediate purposes and local situations, there
are principles, values, attitudes to life. . . . 105

The Centre’s engagement with the German “ culture and soci
ety” tradition was the initial stage in a much broader dialogue
with modes of thought outside its original orbit of discourse. Cen
tre researchers were attracted to those trends in contemporary soci
ology that were likewise involved in creating alternatives to struc
tural-functionalist sociology, many of which were reviving the
classic themes o f social thought. This included an interest in ethnornethodology, its focus on the common sense or ideological foun
dations of everyday knowledge, and its tendency to see language
and “ conversational analysis” as a model of social activity. It also
explored American social-interactionist sociology that used an
ethnographic approach to recover the self-definition of deviant
subcultures.106 The Centre’s interest in the idealist tradition was
furthered through its enthusiasm for Peter Berger and Thomas
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Luckmann’s “ social construction o f reality” perspective, which was
founded on the revival o f Alfred Schutz s phenomenological so
ciology. The Centre saw their approach as relevant to understand
ing how “ the subjective meanings o f actors, who share a common
social world, become expressed or ‘objectivated’ in cultural arti
facts, in social gesture and interaction.” 107
Perhaps more important, given the Centre’s subsequent history,
Centre researchers were becoming interested in structuralism and
semiology.108 Although aware o f “ the totalizing methodology and
the omnivorous, indeed terroristic, formalism” characteristic of
much structuralist thought, they recognized the momentous shift
contained in the structuralist conception o f culture as a “ field of
significations.” 109 This concept called into question whether cul
ture was a text that had been authored, and it suggested, on the
contrary, that culture spoke through individuals, a major critique of
the original liberal-humanist foundations o f cultural studies. First
signs o f how some o f these theoretical interests were manifested can
^.be seen in the Centre’s initial group project, Paper Voices, an analysis
o f two newspapers, the Mirror and the Express from the mid-thirties
through the mid-sixties.110 The Centre research team o f Anthony
Smith, Elizabeth Glass, and Trevor Blackwell approached the news
papers as texts containing embedded structures o f meaning revealed
through style, rhetoric, form, and language. Paper Voices was less
interested in the newspapers’ explicit political views, more in how
their underlying linguistic, visual, and ideological assumptions—
their structure o f feeling—represented daily events, constructed an
ideal reader, and reacted to and smoothed the way for social change.
Paper Voices linked the ideas o f thinkers like Williams with an inter
est in fields like semiotics.
By the end o f the sixties, then, cultural studies was in flux. It had
emerged from literary criticism as one o f the few disciplines in
Britain that allowed for the moral and critical examination o f so
ciety. It subverted the tradition o f Leavis and Scrutiny and Eliot by
"establishing a radical academic discipline committed to understand_-ing contemporary culture. But if cultural studies was grounded in
literary practice, those studies felt the pressure to expand the proj
ect, to develop an integrative style o f work that was as dependent on
social theory as on the close reading o f texts. This project began to
rtake shape in the late 1960s—a time o f social, political, and intellec
tual turmoil—and began to bear fruit in the 1970s. Central to this
transformation was the Centre’s distinctive appropriation o f West-
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cm European Marxist theory, a tradinon that, like cultural studies,
sought to overcome the crude determinism of orthodox Marxism.
In these years the Centre made major contributions to an under
standing of contemporary media, youth subcultures, working-class
life, the modern state, historical theory and the theory of ideology,
and the relationship among race, class, and gender in sociery.

11 Between Structuralism and Humanism

In the early 1960s, Marxist and New Left intellectual culture in
Britain consisted o f handfuls o f scholars and writers who worked as
individuals in hostile university environments or as adult education
teachers. The journals Past and Present, though it was not explicitly
radical, and N ew Left R eview were the only two intellectual vehicles
for socialist scholars. By the 1970s, however, owing to the exten
sion o f higher education, the growth o f the student movement and
counterculture in the late sixties, and the emergence o f the British
social and economic crisis, socialist intellectual culture underwent
a remarkable expansion. From a collection o f scattered individuals,
the intellectual Left developed into many thriving groups, within a
variety o f disciplines, guiding their own publications and organiza
tions. Radical culture was supported by a number o f mainstream
and academic publishers, which published substantial numbers of
books in the social sciences and the humanities and had a more
visible presence in university life. This presence was apparent in
increased numbers o f Marxist and feminist faculty members, espe
cially in universities that were formerly polytechnics, and in the
growth o f left-wing-oriented programs and organizations either
sponsored by, or connected to, academic institutions: the Centre
for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University o f Birming
ham, the Social History Centre at the University o f Warwick, and
History Workshop associated with Ruskin College, Oxford.
The principal figures in this intellectual culture were by and
large older than the generation o f 1968, but many o f them were
affected by the libertarian, countercultural, and antiauthoritarian
spirit so prominent in the late sixties. This revolt was political, but
not in any traditional sense. It was, most importandy, a cultural
revolt against the dominant ideological structures o f society, mak
ing possible, for instance, movements like feminism that grew out
o f a critique o f patriarchal power.
The Marxist intellectual culture of the seventies was influenced
in a double sense by this revolt. Not only did this intellectual cul
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ture make the cultural and the ideological dimensions of social life
its primary focus, but in certain respects it resembled an alternative
culture itself. As with participants in the sixties’ subcultures, radical
intellectuals created their own semiautonomous culture founded in
opposition to bourgeois norms. They escaped what they saw as the
stifling effects of English bourgeois culture by introducing new
discourses—French structuralism, poststructuralism, semiology,
and Western Marxist thought—into English radical discussions.
JThe result was a radical intellectual culture larger than anything
that had existed before, but one that systematically excluded those
unschooled in its intricate and sometimes obscure philosophical
language. Michael Rustin has observed that it became possible for
radical intellectuals to live their entire lives within the confines of
this culture, though in much narrower and more inward terms than
existed before.1
Since the 1950s a major debate among socialist intellectuals in
Britain was whether the working class and its primary political
expression, the Labour Party, were potential agents of a radical
transformation ofsociety. Despite vigorous expressions ofworkingclass militancy that erupted in the seventies, as witnessed by the
miners’ strikes o f 1972 and 1974, as the decade progressed a power
ful body of evidence suggested that the labor movement was, as Eric
Hobsbawm forcefully argued in 1978, stagnant and in crisis, the
result of long-term structural transformations.2 While the New
Left of the 1950s hoped to radicalize the Labour Party, the various
new lefts that succeeded it regarded Labour’s relationship to capital
ism as barely distinguishable from that of the Tories. This view was
not confined to Trotskyist sects such as the International Marxist
Group ( i m g ) that grew out of the student movement of the late
sixties and, like the evolving Marxist intellectual culture, had clear
affinities with the counterculture. It was likewise true of the found
ers of the original New Left whose 1968 May Day Manifesto was
based on the idea that Labour was not only an inadequate vehicle for
a socialist transformation, but that it was an active and willing
contributor to the maintenance of capitalist social relations.
If the Marxist intellectual culture of the 1970s had an affinity
with the counterculture(s) and was founded on the energies un
leashed in 1968, it was overdetermined by the crisis in the socialist
movement that was becoming acutely evident by the end of the
seventies. Theoretically, this crisis was most clearly expressed as an
implicit and explicit debate over the relationship between structure
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and agency, experience and ideology, and theory and practice.
We shall look at this crisis in the present chapter on the growth
and development o f cultural studies, in chapter 5 on Marxist and
socialist-feminist history, and in chapter 6 on the debates between
history and cultural studies.
I
Cultural studies in the seventies developed in the context of the
student and countercultural revolt that coalesced in “ 1968” and the
greatly expanded radical intellectual culture that was its conse
quence. The British radical milieu in the late sixties resists neat and
compact divisions; it was a spontaneous explosion o f political and
cultural opposition converging in the same turbulent and unruly
historical space. It included new left activists, avant-garde artists,
alternative rock musicians, revolutionary theater groups, under
ground poets, and anarchist squatters. Many people assumed more
than one o f those roles. The British revolutionary and countercultural left was never associated with an event o f the magnitude
of May 1968 in Paris, the Democratic convention in Chicago,
the Columbia University protests, or Prague Spring. Yet it created
a radical culture in Britain whose scope was without historical
precedent.
Numerous instances o f the unruly spirit o f late-sixties culture
could be cited, but in the present context two examples might
suffice. The first involves the revolutionary underground news
paper Black Dwarf, which was founded by three people with dis
tinct personalities. Clive Goodwin was a wealthy left-wing literary
agent from a working-class background who originally conceived
of the idea. Sheila Rowbotham was a middle-class socialist activist
involved in Trotskyist politics and the Agitprop collective (a radical
political group that produced posters and street theater). She forced
feminist ideas into Black Dwarf's agenda before she left the paper to
devote herself to the emerging womens movement. (For her con
tributions to feminist history, see chapter 5.) Tariq Ali, the paper’s
editor, was a political activist from a Pakistani landowning family
who was gravitating toward the i m g and (like Rowbotham) had
graduated from Oxford. Black Dwarf, which took its name from a
nineteenth-century working-class newspaper, was launched dur
ing the excitement over the French May events.3 Its goal was to
bring together the political and the alternative Left by focusing on
anti-imperialist politics (particularly the anti-Vietnam War move
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ment), radical student and labor activism, and the countercultural
revolt. The editorial board was multisectarian, including Interna
tional Socialists (is) and i m g Trotskyists, N L R contributors, anar
chists, and independent radicals.4
In Black Dwarf,\ explicitly political articles were juxtaposed with
contributions from counterculture artists and musicians. Its in
clusiveness attracted such writers as John Berger, Eric Hobsbawm,
and David Mercer. The paper printed Mick Jagger s handwritten
copy of “ Street Fighting Man.” David Hockney and Jim Dine
produced paintings for reproduction. And when John Hoyland
challenged John Lennon’s politics in an article, the Beatle replied in
a subsequent issue that he and Black Dwarf were making different
contributions to a common pursuit. The papers demise resulted
from an editorial board split over whether to take a more aggressive
political line. The i m g contingent broke away and formed R ed Mole,
an explicidy Fourth International publication whose goal was to
create a revolutionary youth organization. Black Dwarf ceased pub
lication in 1970.5
A second example of 1960s culture is the Anti-University of
London, which in a lifetime of only several months sought to break
down the bourgeois distinctions between teacher and student and
set out to abolish the arbitrary divisions between disciplines and art
forms, theory, and practice.6 Anti-University courses represented
the full sweep o f the emergent culture. The counterculture was
represented by the artist John Latham who offered a course on
“ antiknow,” the LSD-inspired novelist Alexander Trocchi who lec
tured on “ the urgencies of the invisible insurrection,” and Yoko
Ono who was billed as giving an “ irregular course” bringing indi
viduals in touch with themselves through “ brain sessions and rit
ual.” Revolutionary left intellectuals who participated included
C. L. R . James who gave a course on the workers’ movement
in history, the feminist Juliet Mitchell (one of its founders) who
taught literature and psychology, and Robin Blackburn and Nich
olas Krasso (like Mitchell, members of the N L R editorial board)
who lectured on the Cuban Revolution.
The Anti-University was possibly the only British academic in
stitution to be wrecked by the impact of May 1968. By its nature it
encouraged revolutionary activity, and the actions of students emu
lating their Parisian counterparts threatened its tenuous stability.
According to Roberta Elzey (involved in its administration), “Al
though this mini-revolt fizzled out after a few weeks, it left a bad
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taste in many mouths, particularly as the instigators never assumed
any responsibility, did any ‘dirty work,’ paid fees or contributed to
the common cause.” 7 By July the Anti-University had degenerated
into a crash pad.
The radical culture o f the late sixties existed in a chronic state of
disarray, its frenetic energy arguably among its principal achieve
ments.8Yet if as a culture it defied cohesion, a continuous—or near
continuous—thread ran through it: a mass student movement that,
if smaller and less vocal than its French or American counterparts,
provided a focus for the political and cultural opposition o f the
time. One form taken by this activism was the Vietnam Solidarity
Campaign (vsc), many o f whose principal supporters and leaders
were drawn from the ranks o f students or those closely tied to the
student milieu. The vsc, as Perry Anderson observed, was “ the
most important single political mobilization o f the British Left in
the 60s,” at its height organizing mass demonstrations on the same
order o f magnitude as the earlier c n d , in important ways an in
spiration and a model.9 Yet the vsc went beyond the reformist
and neutralist politics o f the disarmament movement, asserting its
solidarity with the National Liberation Front’s attempt to defeat
American military forces in Vietnam.10
The vsc was founded in June 1966 at a national conference sup
ported by almost fifty organizations and groups. It resulted from
the initiative o f the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, his Inter
national War Crimes Tribunal (which subsequendy withdrew its
support), and the Trotskyist i m g , which viewed the vsc as a means
o f building a wider political movement. The vsc saw its peak sup
port at a mass demonstration in London in October 1968, orga
nized by an ad hoc committee representing a wide spectrum o f left
opinion (including Tariq AH, Vanessa Redgrave, and Mike Mar
tin). Estimates ranged from 50,000 to 100,000 demonstrators. The
London rally took place in a highly strained atmosphere, amid bit
ter disputes among the organizers and a flurry o f groundless accu
sations in the established press. In a September issue o f the Times,
an article bore the headline, “ Militant Plot Feared in London” ;
another article suggested that “ a small army o f militant extremists
plans to seize control o f certain highly sensitive installations and
buildings in Central London next month.” 11 Yet the event proved
to be relatively tranquil, resulting in a minimum o f arrests and
injuries. This outcome in part resulted from the restraint shown by
the London police, but it also occurred because the ad hoc com
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mittee was primarily interested in making a principled statement
about the war rather than provoking a wider confrontation.
The student movement also expressed itself through numerous
protests, demonstrations, sit-ins, and confrontations with authori
ties that took place in universities and colleges throughout Britain.
These included the universities of Birmingham, Essex, Hull, Leis
ter, and Warwick; the London School of Economics ( l s e ) ; and the
art colleges of Hornsey and Guildford. In general, student protests
had two frequendy inseparable dimensions. They challenged the
hierarchical and authoritarian structure of colleges and universities,
and they demanded meaningful student participation in their gov
ernance. Or they represented attacks on universities’ connections
with industry, the military, and the state—what was portrayed as
the presence of capitalist imperialism in higher education. At first,
protests were rarely supported by a majority of students, but dis
ruptive actions by a small group of militants tended to produce
disciplinary actions, which in turn provoked a wider student in
volvement. This occurred in the May 1968 uprisings at Essex,
where events were precipitated by a small group of militant stu
dents, who, inspired by the activities o f Parisian radicals, disrupted
a lecture by T. A. Inch, a specialist in germ warfare. Their suspen
sion from classes by the authorities provoked a more generalized
student action that led to the school’s closing, attacks on the au
thoritarian structure of the university, demands for wider student
participation in university affairs, and the brief emergence of an
alternative university, which at its peak involved a thousand faculty
members and students.12
O f the many sites of student protest, the l s e saw the most pro
longed and perhaps intensive conflict, combining both student
demands for a voice in university affairs and students’ outrage at the
impact of capitalist imperialism on school policy. The friction be
tween students and school authorities originated in 1966 following
the announcement that the school’s new director was to be Walter
Adams. At the time, Adams held a comparable position at Univer
sity College, Rhodesia, and was accused of having actively worked
with the racist and illegal Rhodesian government to expel and
arrest opposition students and faculty. Despite repeated student
initiatives, school officials adamantly defended their right to hire
Adams without either consulting students or opening up the pro
cess to public scrutiny, and he assumed his post in a highly strained
atmosphere. The conflict reached a climax in early 1969 when a
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group o f student militants, armed with sledgehammers, crowbars,
and pickaxes, broke down a steel gate. Arrests followed. The school
was closed for four weeks. Further protests ensued over discipli
nary actions brought against those responsible for breaking down
the gate. A l s e in exile materialized while the school was closed.
And two radical faculty members—Robin Blackburn and Nicholas
Bateson—were dismissed for allegedly promoting violence, de
spite explicit university guidelines protecting freedom o f speech. In
the end, David Caute has suggested, the administrative structure
changed very little.13
The majority o f student protestors were neither revolutionary
nor radical, and they tended to become involved either because of
a passionate belief in a specific issue, for instance, opposition to
the Vietnam War, or because o f the general oppositional mood of
the time, or both. The new left, like the Communist students
o f the thirties, was the vanguard o f the movement; it shaped the
movement’s political discourses, developed its strategies, and led its
protests and demonstrations. The new left’s ultimate goal, as David
Fernbach suggested, was to convince the mass o f students to em
brace revolution as a way o f life: “ to communicate with the mass o f
students at a deeper psychic level—finding ways to show them the
bankruptcy and vacuity o f the bourgeois career, the bourgeois
home, the bourgeois family, helping them liberate their repressed
sexuality and aggression, helping them discover the alternative life
style that is involved in being a 1. revolutionary fighter 2. a com
rade 3. sexually emancipated.. . . ” 14 The New Left o f the fifties and
early sixties had a loosely agreed upon political philosophy, a net
work of clubs, and a journal, N L R (which more or less spoke for
it). Its successor comprised a multitude o f political positions, fac
tions, and tendencies as expressed in numerous interrelated jour
nals, parties, and sects. In contrast to the earlier movement’s ab
sorption in British labor traditions, the new left—or new lefts—of
the late sixties, frequendy inspired by cultural and political de
velopments outside Britain, became preoccupied—the May events
in Paris notwithstanding—with the revolutionary politics o f the
Third World. A brief inventory o f its component parts would
include some but not all of the following: independent Marxists,
anarchists, old New Leftists, black power advocates, situationists,
dissident Trotskyists, Maoists, socialist feminists, and even Com
munists. Generalizations about the new left are difficult to make.
But perhaps what those people who were involved shared was a
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common opposition to the style and substance of old left politics.15
They rejected what they perceived as the old left’s integration into
the corporate and bureaucratic capitalist state, its rigid adherence
to the centralized machinery of the labor movement, its advocacy
of conventional lifestyles, its reverence for existing institutions, its
preoccupation with managed technological and industrial growth,
and its attachment to a mode of politics that stifled grassroots spon
taneity. The old left and its politics were rooted in the class politics
o f the trade unions and the Labour Left, while the new left s poli
tics stemmed from the more loosely structured activism of the civil
rights movement, student protests, and, somewhat later, women’s
liberation (see chapter 5).
N L R in the late 1960s never achieved the same degree of author
ity as its predecessor in speaking for the movement that bore its
name. Given the fractured nature of the new left of the late sixties, it
is hard to conceive of any journal assuming an authoritative role. In
any event, although several of the journals producers were politi
cally engaged, N L R itself was more concerned with establishing
theoretical priorities than addressing the daily grind of political
organization.16 Some critics, following the lead established by Ed
ward Thompson, represented the journal as being intellectually
remote, divorced from everyday life, and condescending in its atti
tude toward ordinary working people. David Widgery of the IS, for
example, wrote o f N L R in 1975: “ Underlying the apparent sophis
tication o f the analyses was the extraordinarily arrogant belief that it
is the role of the intellectuals to make the theory, the job of the
workers to make the revolution and that what is wrong in Britain is
that the latter are too backward to understand the former s instruc
tions.” 17 Such criticisms notwithstanding, the second incarnation
of N L R represented a major achievement, produced by some of
the most brilliant intellectuals o f their generation (between twentyfive and thirty years old in 1968).18 N L R played a central role in
shaping the radical intellectual culture that materialized in the
1970s, which in the present context—understanding cultural Marx
ist history and cultural studies—is our major concern.19
From the mid-sixties on, N L R aspired to create a socialist intel
lectual culture that would formulate the theoretical vocabulary
enabling a corporate working class to challenge the power of the
dominant classes and the capitalist state. N L R saw the political
radicalism o f the decade’s final years as expanding the parameters of
this culture and challenging the classical models of revolution in
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the West. This view was especially true o f the May events in Paris,
of which Tom Nairn wrote: “Every existing theory becomes in
adequate before it. Every sacred truth is shown up as partial, in the
face o f it, and ideas must patiendy reform around it until our
awareness has caught up with reality.” 20 Although mosdy older
than the generation o f “ 1968,” the second N L R group viewed
students as “ a potentially insurgent force.” And, inspired by the
spirit of Maoist political practice, they advocated establishing “ red
bases” in colleges and universities. “ By their struggles,” an N L R
editorial stated, “students can undermine an important bastion of
ruling class power (higher education) and help to detonate wider
social conflicts.” 21 Such a view reflected the blurring o f lines be
tween N L R and the Fourth International i m g . For the leading
theorist o f the movement, the Belgian Marxist Ernest Mandel, the
subordination o f universities to capitalism, the increased demand
for higher education, and the proletarianization o f postgraduate
occupations created a situation ripe for a revolutionary student
movement o f international dimensions. At the same time, Mandel
viewed “ the traditional organisations o f the workers’ movement”
as “ profoundly bureaucratised and long since co-opted into the
bourgeois society.” 22
N L R enthused about the revolutionary potential o f students,
but it realized that Britain, as Anderson pointed out in 1968, was
the only major industrialized country to have failed to produce a
“ coherent and militant student movement,” although—he added
hopefully—“ it may now be only a matter o f time before it does.” 23
Anderson’s explanation as to why Britain lagged behind France and
Germany was that it lacked an intellectual heritage capable o f fos
tering revolution. “ Only where revolutionary ideas are freely and
widely available—forming part o f their daily environment—will
large numbers of students begin to revolt.” 24 For Anderson, a revo
lutionary culture could take root only if the ties binding students to
the university system, and ultimately to bourgeois culture, were
severed. To achieve this goal, he and his N L R colleagues launched
a direct assault on “ the reactionary and mystifying culture incul
cated in universities and colleges.” 25
This assault took various forms, but in general it dramatized the
poverty of cultural and intellectual life in Britain, and it laid bare
the political and ideological underpinnings o f nascent modes of
thought. Writing in N L R , Richard Merton found Britain to be “ a
society stifling for lack o f any art” that expressed “ the experience of
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living in it.” He acknowledged the “ authentic expressive vitality”
of English pop music, while portraying its theater as anachronistic,
its novel as dead, and its cinema as “ a mere obituary of it.” 26 Robin
Blackburn discovered in the dominant mode of empiricist and
value-free social science a covert political agenda that consistendy
upheld “ the existing social arrangements of the capitalist world”
and that suppressed “ the idea that any preferable alternative does,
or could exist.” 27 Such ways of thinking, Blackburn argued, had
been superseded by Marxist dialectical thought: “ the only viable
alternative to the confusion and sterility into which post-classical
bourgeois social theory has fallen” and “ the theory of the practice
which is changing the world.” 28
Gareth Stedman Jones’s “ History: The Poverty of Empiricism”
attacked the liberalism and (as the essay’s tide suggested) empiri
cism of the historical profession, lamented its virtual obliviousness
to modern European social thought, and defended the centrality of
theory to the historian’s enterprise. Stedman Jones argued that
isolated attempts to challenge the dominant empiricist ideology of
the profession, for instance those of R . H. Tawney and Sir Lewis
Namier, had been absorbed and neutralized, and individual efforts
in the present conjuncture would inevitably suffer the same fate.
He thus called for a collective reconstruction of historical practice,
one that would establish its theoretical foundations, be totalizing in
its ambitions, and “ advance into the structure and history of the
ruling class, into the interpretation of the historical morphology of
whole cultures.” 29 Stedman Jones’s thought was clearly inspired by
historical materialism, but the model that he advocated was not
that o f the British Marxist historiographical tradition; rather, it was
the historical practice of the French Annales school, “ the most
successfully revolutionary group of modern historians.” He ad
mired the Annales school’s “ aggressive” and “ iconoclastic” nature,
and he advocated a British equivalent. “ Only vigorous intellectual
imperialism and collective assault will make a mark. Otherwise the
limp ghosts of long departed liberal mandarins will forever ‘weigh
like a nightmare on the brain o f the living.’ ” 30
Undoubtedly the pivotal essay in N L R 's critical examination of
English bourgeois culture was Anderson’s own highly influential,
“ The Components of the National Culture.” Anderson’s article
was a sweeping panoramic survey of the achievement—or, perhaps
more accurately, lack of achievement—o f the human sciences in
twentieth-century Britain, including economics, sociology, liter
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ary criticism, political science, art history, history, and anthropol
ogy. But more important, it was a theoretical attempt to explain
why Britain alone among major European countries had failed to
produce a major totalizing social theory on the order of Durkheim’s, Weber’s, or Pareto’s, let alone a Marxist one as found in
Adorno, Sartre, Althusser, or Lukacs—what he described as the
“ absent centre” o f British society and culture. Here, Anderson did
not simply lament British thinkers’ absorption in myopic forms of
empiricism; he offered his own way o f thinking as an alternative to
their narrow-mindedness. In terms borrowed from Levi-Strauss,
Anderson’s goal was to explain the interrelationship among British
intellectual disciplines rather than the characteristics o f any one
discipline. Or, as he stated, “ It is not the content o f the individual
sectors that determines the essential character o f each so much as
the ground-plan o f their distribution.” 31
Anderson’s explanation for this “ absent centre” recapitulated the
argument o f his earlier “ Origins o f the Present Crisis.” First, he
argued that because the English bourgeoisie fused with, rather than
supplanted, the old aristocratic ruling class, it was never compelled
by dint of historical circumstance to conceptualize society as a
totality. “ It consequently never had to rethink society as a whole,
in abstract theoretical reflection. Empirical, piece-meal intellec
tual disciplines corresponded to humble, circumscribed social ac
tion.” 32 Second, Anderson believed that sociology’s emergence on
the Continent was connected to the growth o f a mass socialist
movement, sociology from this perspective being a counterweight
to the threat of revolutionary Marxism. But in Britain, where the
culmination o f the nineteenth-century working-class movement
was a labor party rather than a socialist party, the dominant class was
never forced to produce an alternative or opposing totalization of
society. Ironically, when Britain eventually did experience the im
pact of Continental thought, it was transmitted by emigres escap
ing the instability o f their homelands, attracted to British culture
by and large precisely because o f its traditionalism and empiricism:
Ludwig Wittgenstein in philosophy, Bronislaw Malinowski in an
thropology, Lewis Namier in history, Karl Popper in social theory,
Isaiah Berlin in political theory, and Ernst Gombrich in aesthetics
among them. (The categories are Anderson’s.)33 Where British
empiricism was largely instinctive, haphazard, and “ shunned the
ory even in its rejection o f theory,” the achievement o f the expatri
ates was to launch the first systematic refusal of systematic thinking.
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“They codified the slovenly empiricism of the past, and thereby
hardened and narrowed it.” 34
Anderson and N L R s critique ofEnglish bourgeois thought was a
precondition to creating the theoretical underpinnings of a revolu
tionary socialist culture. But once the ground was cleared, no guar
antee could be made that such a culture would flourish. Believing
socialist theory in Britain to be impoverished—where it existed at
all—the N L R group sought to provide the theoretical foundations
on which a revolutionary culture could be built. In accordance with
this goal they began to make available the most creative Marxist
work since the classical writings of Marx, Engels, and Lenin—the
Western Marxist tradition—in order to stimulate interest in and
critical reflection on alternative modes of thought. Virtually un
known in the English-speaking world, this tradition included such
important Marxist thinkers as Theodor Adorno, Louis Althusser,
Lucio Colletti, Lucien Goldmann, Antonio Gramsci, Karl Korsch,
Gyorgy Lukacs, Sebastiano Timpanaro, and Galvano Della Volpe.
N L R made the thought of these and related thinkers accessible by
means o f an ambitious program of translations and critical evalua
tions in both the journal and a revived book series—New Left
Books ( n l b ) , later renamed Verso. It followed this venture with an
equally ambitious project aimed at spreading interest in, and reflect
ing on, the classics of historical materialism. N L R published a series
of new translations and editions ofMarx, including the first publica
tion o f the Grundrisse in English and the first complete English
translation of Capital. In retrospect, N L R s publishing project was a
major step in the expansion of Marxist intellectual culture in Brit
ain. More generally, it helped facilitate the dissemination of Euro
pean Marxist theoretical discourse throughout Anglo-American
intellectual circles in the 1970s.
Many writers associated with N L R contributed to the discovery,
revival, and assessment of European Marxist theory, but Anderson
provided the most extensive treatment and critique in Consider
ations on Western Marxism (1976).35 Originally intended as an intro
duction to an anthology of N L R writings, the essay represented
a sweeping overview of the topography of Western Marxism, a
highly compressed survey outlining the historical conditions of
its production and the characteristics and preoccupations defining
it as a mode of thought. Anderson’s understanding of Western
Marxism was in terms of the classical phase of historical material
ism—the writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Luxemburg. An
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derson contrasted the organic relationship between theory and
practice characteristic o f classical Marxism with the fact that West
ern Marxism developed within the academy rather than as part
o f the workers’ movement, an unprecedented entry o f Marxist
intellectuals into the citadels o f bourgeois culture. Anderson un
derstood this shift historically. Western Marxism was the product
o f defeat, isolation, and despair; it surfaced in the aftermath of
working-class defeat, fascist triumph, and Soviet isolation in the
interwar years; its primary achievements took place against a back
drop o f ossifying Communist ideology during the Stalin era and
capitalism’s stabilization and subsequent unprecedented growth in
the years following World War II. The result was a displacement
o f the theoretical agenda o f classical Marxism. The classical think
ers were primarily concerned with the historical, political, and
economic dimensions o f society, while their Western Marxist de
scendants were preoccupied with the philosophical, cultural, and
aesthetic—not just a shift from base to superstructure, but a re
definition o f superstructure itself. In this regard, they were frequendy attracted to the Hegelian or idealist roots o f historical
materialism. And they recast Marxism, emphasizing that it was a
method. In Anderson’s words:
No philosopher within the Western Marxism tradition ever claimed that
the main or ultimate aim of historical materialism was a theory of
knowledge. But the common assumption of virtually all was that the
preliminary task of theoretical research within Marxism was to disen
gage the rules of social enquiry discovered by Marx, yet buried within the
topical particularity of his work, and if necessary to complete them. The
result was that a remarkable amount of the output of Western Marxism
became a prolonged and intricate Discourse on Method.36

For Anderson, Western Marxism opened up a new intellectual
terrain, but the cost was its estrangement from revolutionary poli
tics. Its adoption of highly specialized philosophical vocabularies—
frequendy impenetrable to the uninitiated—was one gauge o f this
isolation.
Twenty years after its publication, Considerations on Western
Marxism is a classic text of intellectual history, a work o f daz
zling breadth and scholarly virtuosity that transformed discussions
of twentieth-century Marxist theory. In this respect, Anderson
achieved for Western Marxism what Raymond Williams had ac
complished for the “ culture and society’’ tradition. Yet a conse
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quence of the book’s global aspirations was an (inevitable) blurring
of differences between a group of thinkers who were by any ac
counting highly individualistic. In The British N ew Left, Lin Chun
has observed that Anderson’s macro approach smoothed over an
tagonisms between the scientific Marxism of Della Volpe, Colletti,
and Althusser and “ the humanistic or Hegelian mainstream.” 37 But
more generally it must be asked: how is Western Marxism a tradi
tion at all? Western Marxists, loosely speaking, developed their
thought against a shared historical backdrop, and common theo
retical patterns can be detected in their work. But if a tradition
involves the handing down of beliefs or values or the transmission
o f an inherited way of thinking, Western Marxism does not qualify.
As Anderson himself admitted, the exponents of this tradition were
not organically connected.
Yet in fact, the philosophers o f this tradition—complex and recondite as
never before in their own idiom—were virtually without exception utterly
provincial and uninformed about the theoretical cultures o f neighbouring
countries. Astonishingly, within the entire corpus of Western Marxism,
there is not one single serious appraisal or sustained critique o f the work
o f one major theorist by another, revealing close textual knowledge or
minimal analytic care in its treatment,38

Yet if Western Marxism was not a tradition in the usual sense,
why did Anderson conceive of it in these terms? Western Marxists
might have shared few if any organic connections, but for a cultural
outsider, discovering them as a constellation of thinkers, it proba
bly appeared otherwise. From this perspective it was precisely be
cause Anderson was not within Western Marxism, because he read
these thinkers virtually at the same time, and because he thought
about them as an alternative to an impoverished English tradi
tion that he represented them as constituting a tradition. In other
words, Western Marxism was a construction from a particular van
tage point within the British new left.
Such a view gains plausibility if we consider the book’s conclu
sion. By the time that Anderson wrote Considerations on Western
Marxism , Western Marxism was no longer the theoretical anchor
that it once had been in his life. Indeed, the conclusion reads as if he
is coming to terms with—and putting to rest—his theoretical past.
Here, Anderson argued that just as Western Marxism was made
possible by the rupture between theory and practice in the interwar
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years, it was superseded when that breach was repaired, a process
initiated by the radical movements o f the late sixties and early
seventies. In this new situation, while Western Marxism failed to
capture the imagination o f the radical Left, there was “ another
tradition o f an entirely different character” that “ subsisted and de
veloped ‘off-stage’—for the first time to gain wider political atten
tion during and after the French explosion.” 39 This tradition was
Trotskyism.
Anderson was o f course right to point out that Trotsky’s inter
nationalism and anti-Stalinism proved attractive to a significant
contingent o f the radical generation o f “ 1968.” But whether it
“subsisted and developed ‘off-stage’ ” while Western Marxism “ oc
cupied in many respects the front o f the stage in the whole intellec
tual history o f the European Left” is a complex question, its answer
depending on making it explicit what theater housed the stage and
who was in the audience, a task in which Anderson never en
gaged.40 Yet in taking for granted rather than exploring this point,
Anderson conveyed a great deal about himself and N L R . For while
he might have been preoccupied with Western Marxism in the
early and middle part o f the sixties, the Trotskyist historian, Isaac
Deutscher, was likewise a “ formative” if not the primary influence
on him. The balance between the impact of these two traditions on
his thought began to shift with the growing importance o f thinkers
like Mandel on his and N L R 's direction in the later sixties. From this
point on, Anderson recalled in 1980, the N L R collective “ never lost
sight of the centrality o f Trotsky’s heritage, even while its own
editors varied widely among themselves in their particular assess
ments o f it, and none was ever uncritical o f it.” 41 He described
Trotskyism as “ a central and unevadable pole o f political reference”
and the encounter with Trotsky “ as an inevitable process in the
attempt to recover a coherent revolutionary Marxism.” In the world
of Perry Anderson, Trotskyism—like Western Marxism before it—
had appropriated center stage.
N L R 's hopes that a mass student movement would provoke a
wider assault on bourgeois society and the state never material
ized. But the generation o f new left radicals that these hopes were
pinned on did not abandon the radical cause, and the energy un
leashed by “ 1968” took on new forms. Politically, these energies
were channeled into a series o f interconnected movements: femin
ism, gay rights, community activism, environmental politics, anti
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racism, and, somewhat later, disarmament. Here, the importance
of “ 1968,” as Hilary Wainright observed, was that it brought forth
new forms of political power. “ The sort of social transformations
that working-class people, women, black people need can’t come
through a purely parliamentary route to power—a power which
turns out to be illusory—not even from an extra-parliamentary
process that’s finally consummated in parliamentary fashion.” 42
Intellectually, the political aspirations of the late sixties’ student
movement provided the impetus for the creation of a radical intel
lectual culture unprecedented in scope in a British context. Or as
Robin Blackburn suggested in retrospect:
The movement encouraged the growth o f a radical, anticapitalist current
o f thought, brought an interest in theory and ideas—look at the number
o f radical and Marxist sociological, economic and political and philo
sophical journals that have come into being since then—which went
against the grain o f the philistine antiintellectualism o f British society in
general and the British left and Labour movement in particular.43

Some o f the journals that come to mind include Capital and Class,
Economy and Society, Feminist Review, History Workshop, Ideology and
Consciousness, M / F , Marxism Today, Race and Class, Radical Philoso
phy, Radical Science Journal, Screen, Screen Education, Theoretical Prac
tice, and Working Papers in Cultural Studies. They were not necessarily
committed to Marxism, but Marxism played a major determining
role—in Raymond Williams’s sense of exerting “pressures” and
“ limits” —on them.
A full analysis of this culture is beyond the scope of this book,
but, in the present context, what stands out is this culture’s frequent
acceptance of N L R ’s position that a revolutionary intellectual cul
ture in Britain must look beyond indigenous ways o f thinking. We
can observe this trend in the credo of the Radical Philosophy collec
tive: their belief that contemporary British philosophy was at a
“ dead end,” that a pressing need existed to examine its ideological
role within the wider society, and that “positive alternatives” in
cluded phenomenology, existentialism, Hegelianism, and Marx
ism.44 It was apparent in the Radical Science Journal’s aspiration to
subject the notion of “scientificity” to political criticism by draw
ing on aspects of the work of Gramsci, Lukacs, and Marcuse.45 It
was the underlying inspiration o f Theoretical Practice, which “ enthu
siastically adopted Althusser’s programme o f work.” 46 It was crucial
to the shape and direction of cultural studies, which, as Stuart Hall
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observed, had “ been a bewildering series o f theoretical explosions
with the appearance, assimilation and familiarization o f one conti
nental theoretician after another.” 47
II
Cultural studies was transformed by the events of the late sixties
and early seventies. The leading theorists and writers who ex
panded the field were affected by, and participants in, these events,
and their experience o f them influenced the way that they saw
culture and ideology and presented them with both objects to
investigate and theoretical problems to solve. They attempted to
understand both the emergence o f subcultural and radical practices
and the means by which the dominant ideological structures de
fined and defused them. This attempt to understand contemporary
social and political conflict included the process by which an inde
pendent media helped to secure the hegemony of the ruling class
and the state. Most importandy, cultural theorists were haunted by
the crisis in socialist and radical thought that, though first surfacing
in the 1950s, was thrown into sharper relief by the failures and
disappointments o f the late 1960s and early 1970s, and they grap
pled with both the theoretical and political implicarions of the
crisis: the problematic relationship between structure and agency,
experience and ideology, theory and practice.
By the late 1960s cultural researchers at the Birmingham Centre
had grown dissatisfied with the theoretical foundations o f their
project. They recognized that if their method o f close reading was
to illuminate contemporary culture, it must be anchored in a wider
understanding o f society, an understanding that could come only
from social theory. The Centre s initial encounter with social the
ory had been transitional and eclectic, devoted to finding alterna
tives to structural functionalism, which, in any event, was being
undermined by both internal and external developments in sociol
ogy. Centre researchers were initially drawn to German idealism,
but this interest proved short-lived when they came to view it as an
inadequate tool for understanding the cultural upheavals o f the late
sixties and early seventies, for it was unable to conceptualize power,
ideology, and class relations in contemporary society. In the end,
ih^Centre looked elsewhere to find a means of analyzing contem
porary'culture^7 o Marxism~arid structuralism.
A founding principle of cultural studies was opposition to ortho
dox Marxism, and Marxism did not play a particularly significant
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role in the Centre’s early years. Indeed, although the study of
alternatives to the mainstream Marxist tradition took place in the
late sixties, such study intensified after Richard Hoggart went on
leave in 1969 and Stuart Hall became acting director.48 Hall, who
had considered himself a Marxist since his student days, closely
followed the British debates on Western Marxist thought that were
going on in N L R , among other places. As early as 1968, he demon
strated the influence of their discussions, analyzing from the Marx
ist humanist perspective of Sartre and Goldmann the “ phenomeno
logical” and “ structural” moments in the hippie movement—the
disparity between subjective intentions and experience and “situ
ated meanings.” 49
Under Hall’s influence, Centre research entered into a new and
closer relationship with Marxism.50 Not Marxism in its orthodox
guise, which had treated culture as a reflection or mechanical con
sequence o f the base, nor Marxism in the socialist-humanist version
o f the original New Left, which, though cognizant of the specific
ity and irreducibility of culture, had conceptualized culture exclu
sively in terms of “ experience.” Rather, cultural studies drew on
Western Marxism, which, however heterogeneous, was unified by
both its opposition to the orthodox formulation of the relation
ship between base and superstructure and its insistence that the
base/superstructure model was indispensable to Marxism. With
out abandoning the idea that the mode of production had its own
distinct structure and was responsible for the fundamental conflicts
o f society, Western Marxists saw politics, ideology, and culture as
having their own specificity and logic.
Marxism became central to the Centre’s theoretical repertoire in
the seventies, but, it was, as Hall observed, viewed as a way of
posing and thinking about questions rather than providing a set of
answers.
A n d when, eventually, in the seventies, British cultural studies did
advance—in many different ways, it must be said—within the problem
atic o f Marxism, you should hear the term problematic in a genuine way,
not just in a formalist-theoretical way: as a problem; as much about
struggling against the constraints and limits o f that model as about the
necessary questions it required us to address.51

O f Western Marxists, the two thinkers to have the greatest impact
on the Centre were Althusser and Gramsci. Although the Cen
tre’s understanding and appropriation of Gramsci changed over the
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years, briefly stated he offered a view of power relations in ad
vanced capitalist societies that (1) avoided the reductionism o f the
classical model; (2) viewed the cultural and ideological field as an
arena of conflict between dominant and subordinate groups within
historically constituted relations; (3) resisted seeing hegemony as a
simplistic equivalent of ruling-class domination; and (4) under
stood both the centrality and complexity o f the production of(
“ consent” in Western democracies.
Cultural studies was also gready influenced by—some might say
obsessed with—what may loosely be described as “ structuralism.”
Founded on the thought o f Ferdinand Saussure, structuralism un
derstood social reality linguistically. It saw culture not as the objec
tified experience o f a social group, as it had been for the founders of
cultural studies, but, in Graeme Turner’s words, “ as the site where
meaning is generated and experienced . . . a determining, produc
tive field through which social realities are constructed, experi
enced, and interpreted.” 52 In short, culture produced social actors
as much as it was created by them.
Although cultural studies in the 1 970s felt the impact o f several
theorists within the structuralist ambit, it was above all influenced
by two of them—Roland Barthes and Althusser. Barthes’s contri
bution to the founding o f semiology, which stressed the denotative
and connotadve dimensions o f signs, suggested a way o f syste
matically understanding the ideological underpinnings o f everyday
life. His own unforgettable analysis o f cultural products provided a
model for critical work. Althusser, who straddled both the struc
turalist and Western Marxist traditions, redefined ideology by com
bining Marxist and structuralist concepts. Basing his definition on
Saussure’s distinction between langue and parole, and the Marx
ist differentiation between science and ideology, he saw ideology
as the imaginary forms and representations through which men
and women lived their real conditions of existence. Adapting the
thought of Lacan, Althusser stressed the “ unconscious” or “ forms,”
not the “ content” or “ surface manifestations,” o f ideological prac
tices. He saw individuals’ perceptions o f autonomy as imaginary,
the result o f interpellation by ideological discourses. Althusser’s
theory provided a way o f grounding ideology in material condi
tions yet treating it as a discrete process that was semiautonomous
and overdetermined. The theory suggested that culture or ideology
was not merely the expression o f lived experience but its precondi
tion, the foundation o f consciousness and subjectivity.
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To better appreciate the theoretical contribution of the Bir
mingham Centre, it is necessary to briefly consider separate alter
natives as well as alternative approaches to cultural studies in the
1970s.53 At one extreme, Graham Murdock and Peter Goldings
research into the political economy of mass communications was
an alternative to cultural studies; their research was founded on a
reaffirmation of the traditional understanding of the base/super
structure relationship.54 Opposing what they saw as cultural Marx
ist tendencies to push economic determinations to the background
and view cultural practices as relatively autonomous, they argued
that the media must above all be seen from the perspective of the
monopoly capitalist organizations that produced them. Murdock
and Golding did not regard cultural producers as being wholly
determined by the structure of the capitalist media, and they ac
knowledged that their professional practices need not conform in
any strict way with the views or policies of ownership. Yet they
believed that the scope of these practices was determined by the
profit motive and that their ideological function could be grasped
only in relationship to the needs of large-scale commercial enter
prises. Reminiscent of the Frankfurt School, they attributed the
uniformity and standardization of much popular culture to the
capitalist structure of the culture industry.
The Centre s work recognized the crucial importance of the
mediating effect of capitalist relations on cultural production. Yet it
rejected the instrumentalist and economistic implications of Gol
ding and Murdock s political economy of mass communications,
and it argued that the ideological domain of social life had a deter
mining effect of its own. While Golding and Murdock’s emphasis
on production might explain certain general tendencies of the mass
media, the Centre found their approach unable to account for
differences between specific texts and practices or the development
o f particular cultural forms.
Golding and Murdock’s emphasis on political economy was in
diametric opposition to critical approaches loosely associated with
the film journal Screen, an alternative approach to cultural studies
that paid careful attention to the ideological dimension of cultural
practices, texts, and genres. Published by the Society for Education
in Film and Television, and financed by the British Film Institute,
Screen in the 1970s sought to revolutionize the practice of writing
about film, transforming it from a “ subjective taste ridden criti
cism” to a “ systematic approach” founded on the most recent
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Marxist, structuralist, and semiological thought from the Conti
nent. It attempted, as Anthony Easthope observed, to create a sci
entific basis for film analysis in the Althusserian sense o f “ a process
without a subject,” “ the identity o f individual contributions to the
journal” merging “ into a genuinely impersonal and developing
theoretical coherence.” 55 It derived its political justification from
Althusser’s notion o f the relative autonomy o f practices in a social
formation. According to Colin MacCabe, a Screen contributor and
editorial board member: “ Put crudely, Althusser enabled one to
take institutions and ideas seriously while still genuinely retaining a
belief in the reality o f class struggle and revolution. . . . one might
say that Althusser provided a way o f taking seriously the reality of
the institutions within which one worked without forgetting the
reality o f the desire to transform society.” 56
Where traditional Marxist accounts o f literature and culture
focused on their ideological content, Screen writers emphasized
the ideology o f form. They followed Russian formalist thinking,
which viewed form and style as the producer rather than the vehi
cle for meaning, and they applied this insight to film, analyzing the
formalist techniques that produced meaning in cinematic practices.
Screen viewed form as nothing more than the materiality o f the
signifier and films as signifying practices, active processes o f the
production o f meaning in relationship to their audience. Those
involved in the journal were particularly interested in how these
practices contributed to the reproduction o f the dominant order
through Althusserian and especially Lacanian notions o f the inter
pellation o f subjectivity. Reminiscent o f Barthes’s classic treatment
of the realist novel in S / Z , they focused on how realist or conven
tional cinema positioned the reader or viewer into a fixed relation
ship to the narrative. Screen theorists argued that the very “ natural
ness” of a narrative produced assent to the “ common sense” or
dominant ideological meaning and foreclosed subordinate and al
ternative discourses, interpretations, and political perspectives. In
opposition to the terrorism of realism, they championed Brechtian
aesthetics and the experimental techniques of the avant-garde cin
ema that placed viewers in different relationships to narratives and
thus resisted textual closure.
Laura Mulvey’s analysis of the gendered nature o f audiences
in her highly influential “ Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”
(1975) captures an important dimension of Screen's project.57 Mulvey fused a feminist appropriation o f Lacanian accounts o f the
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formation of individual subjects and Freud’s analysis of scopophilia
as “ taking other people as objects, subjecting them to a controlling
and curious gaze.” For Mulvey, one of the central forms of pleasure
found in conventional movies was derived from the central but
subordinate role accorded to women; She contrasted the passive
role assigned to women, who were meant to be looked at, with the
active position of men—both as actors and as viewers. “Tradi
tionally, the woman displayed has functioned on two levels: as
erotic object for the characters within the screen story, and as erotic
object for the spectator within the auditorium, with a shifting
tension between the looks on either side of the screen.” 58 What is
central here is the connection forged between the male character in
the film and the one in the audience, in Mulvey s view, a connec
tion produced by the cinematic codes themselves and understand
able from the point of view of the Lacanian concept of the mirror
phase.
A s the spectator identifies with the main male protagonist, he projects his
look on to that o f his like, his screen surrogate, so that the power o f the
male protagonist as he controls events coincides with the active power oj
the erotic look, both giving a satisfying sense o f omnipotence. A male
movie star's glamorous characteristics are thus not those o f the erotic object
o f the gaze, but those o f the more perfect, more complete, more powerful
ideal ego conceived in the original moment o f recognition in front o f the
mirror.59

This subject position is not offered to the female viewer, and thus
Mulvey was, in effect, suggesting that the pleasures offered by
conventional fdms to women resulted in the negation of womens
female subjectivity. Deconstructing how this process took place
was the precondition for overturning it. Its transformation in
volved freeing “ the look of the camera into its materiality in time
and space and the look o f the audience into dialectics, passionate
detachment.” 60 Mulvey would attempt this transformation in a
series o f films in collaboration with Peter Wollen.
The Centre’s work was informed by many o f the same intellec
tual currents as Screen. However, it opposed Screen's fetishization of
the text, the privileged status that the journal accorded to avantgarde strategies, and its concept of the subject. Some of these differ
ences surfaced in an exchange provoked by Rosalind Coward, a
former Birmingham student, who in “ Class, ‘Culture’ and the
Social Formation” (1977) challenged from perspectives derived
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from Screen the foundation o f the Centre’s work. (That the essay was
published in Screen implied that Coward’s attack was endorsed more
generally by the film journal.) Centre researchers—including Ian
Chambers, John Clarke, Ian Connell, Lidia Curti, Stuart Hall, and
Tony Jefferson—responded to Cowards critique in a later issue of
Screen in “Marxism and Culture” (1977-78). Coward briefly re
sponded to their reply.
Perhaps the principal theoretical issue in question was the rela
tionship between ideology and the social formation and whether
that relationship could be adequately expressed within a Marxist
problematic. From Cowards Screen perspective, the Centres at
tempt to link productive relations with ideological expressions—
however semiautonomous ideology was construed to be—was si
multaneously idealist, empiricist, and reductionist. Coward argued
that the Centre saw culture “ as the product o f consciousness, . . .
which is free from the action o f the structure” ; yet it conceived of
the social formation as founded on “ an essential division between
capital and labour” which was “ direcdy reflected in the economic
classes, which themselves are reflected at the level o f culture and
ideology.” 61
For Coward, the Centre failed to understand the implications of
Screens Lacanian understanding o f signification and the subject: the
idea that signifying practices were not founded on class practices
but that they inscribed ideological positions. For the Centre, Cow
ard s conception o f signification was outside the “ limit-position” of
Marxism, for it suggested that ideology was completely detached
from material practices. Or as they stated: “ This is indeed the hub
of the issue between us: the emphasis on the absolute autonomy of
signifying practice. This stress seems to us to preclude the referenc
ing o f Language-in-general to any particular language, and to re
fuse any attempt to analyze signifying practices as part o f the ‘mate
rial factors which determine the cultural formation.’ ” 62 Coward
viewed this critique as a defense o f traditional Marxism, which
from her feminist perspective was founded on the primacy o f class
relations and accorded gender a secondary status. “ The contempo
rary implications o f this notion are also clear: members o f the
women’s movement are to crawl back into their corners suitably
reproved for attempting to theorise those things which Marx never
bothered with.” 63
A principal difference between the Centre and Screen was clear in
their views ofhuman agency. While the film journal saw individuals
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and groups as subjects interpellated by ideological discourses, the
Centre believed that no necessary correspondence was obtained
between a text’s dominant encoded meaning and the meaning that
j:he audience decoded. Within limits, audiences could negotiate or
subvert as well as assent to the intended or unintended meaning of
the text’s producers. In part, this reflected the Centre’s Gramscian
view of cultural and political struggle. But it also was grounded in
the socialist humanism, culturalism, and cultural Marxism of those
who shaped its original agenda.
In the tradition of Williams, Thompson, and Hoggart, cultural
researchers “ listened” to and re-created the lived experience of
cultural consumers and producers, especially the experience of op
pressed groups. The Centre’s recovery of the experience of youth
subcultures showed as much respect for its subjects as any work
within the tradition of The Making o f the English Working Class
and incorporated the method of close reading associated with The
Uses o f Literacy. Yet the Centre’s approach was irrevocably altered
by the Althusserian challenge to the humanist tradition’s impulse to
conceptualize culture in terms of experience. Centre theorists re
jected both Thompson’s counterposing o f experience to ideology
and Williams’s contention that a particular culture could be truly
known only by those who lived in it. The Centre saw cultural
practices as being pulled by both experience and ideology, a rela
tionship that could only be negotiated theoretically. The Centre’s
practice might be regarded as a continuous attempt to elaborate on
Marx’s famous words in the Eighteenth Brumaire: “ Men make their
own history, but they do not make it just as they please; they do not
make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under cir
cumstances direcdy found, given and transmitted from the past.” 64
Centre researchers and writers bent this statement in one direction
and then the other. They struggled to hold both of its parts in a
balance that could never be anything but precarious.
While the Centre’s work in the 1970s represented a critique of
its own theoretical foundations, it is important to remember that
the founders o f cultural studies themselves did not stand still. For
instance, Raymond Williams, whose work crucially defined its
original project, reformulated his cultural theory during the 1970s
in response to the social upheavals o f the late sixties and in recogni
tion o f a kind of Marxism unknown in Britain during the Cold
War years. His later writings also influenced the theoretical vo
cabulary of cultural studies during the decade.
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Although a Labour supporter for much o f his adult life, Williams
was deeply disappointed by the Wilson governments record in
office, and he left the party over the governments handling of
the 1966 seamens strike. He viewed the governments conduct
as symptomatic o f the Labour leaderships authoritarian cast of
mind and bourgeois style o f thinking. For Williams, there was an
alternative:
The key to ourfuture, I firmly believe, is the extension ofpolitics beyond
the routines of the parliamentary process, as c n d , more than any other
movement has already shown to be possible. Not all our campaigns will
be of that size or character, but what we have to do, in open practice, is to
define politics differently, in every kind of popular institution and dem
onstration, so that we can go on changing consciousness (our own in
cluded) in ways that are intrinsically of a participating, extending and
therefore democratic kind.65

Williams’s own involvement in this alternative politics was most
conspicuously expressed in the May Day Manifesto movement,
which in the last part o f the sixties attempted to reconstitute and
extend the “ third way” o f the original New Left.66 The movement
brought together dissident Communists, left-wing Catholics, dis
satisfied Labour Left supporters, and N L R contributors, among
others. The Manifesto appeared in two editions—the second one a
Penguin Books special edition. The first edition was written by
Williams in collaboration with Edward Thompson and Stuart Hall.
Hall’s earlier essay, “ The Condition o f England Question,” in People
and Politics (1967), had already created a framework for critiquing
the Wilson government. The second edition drew on a wider range
of Left analysis and scholarship, particularly the economic expertise
of Michael Barratt Brown and Bob Rowthorn, but it was finally
written by Williams. In brief, the Manifesto recapitulated several
themes sounded by the original New Left—poverty, housing, the
health service, mass communications, and workers’ control. But
central to its argument was its portrayal o f the Labour government
as not merely failing to go beyond capitalism, but creating new
capitalist forms appropriate to an international system dominated
by the United States.
Discussions o f the Manifesto in London and elsewhere led to the
creation in April 1969 o f the short-lived National Convention of
the Left, with Williams as its chair, its goal to make an impact
on the upcoming parliamentary elections based on the principles
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embodied in the Manifesto. But, like the original New Left before
it, the National Convention of the Left could not adequately re
solve its relationship to the Labour Party. Was it to be a pressure
group within it? Or was it to act as an alternative to Labour and run
the risk of contributing to a Tory victory? Discussions took place
of running a slate of candidates, but such talks led nowhere, and
the National Convention of the Left collapsed. When the Labour
Party was defeated in 1970 by the Conservatives of Edward Heath,
Williams actually welcomed it.
At the same time as Williams was immersed in the May Day
Manifesto movement, he was familiarizing himself with Western
Marxism, now made available by N L R and others. In the fifties
Williams had o f course been critical of Marxist cultural theory, and
he acknowledged that in the 1930s’ debate between Marxism and
Scrutiny, Marxism had failed to hold its own.67 But as a consequence
o f his encounter with alternative ways of conceiving Marxism—and
previously unknown writings of Marx—Williams came to describe
himself as a cultural materialist, a position conceived as “ a theory of
the specificities of material, cultural and literary production within
historical materialism.” 68
The shift in Williams’s thought first became apparent in “ Litera
ture and Sociology: In Memory of Lucien Goldmann” (1971), an
essay based on a lecture given at Cambridge earlier in the year and
appropriately enough published in N L R . Here, Williams broadly
aligned himself with a tradition of materialist cultural analysis that
he identified with Lukacs but that was refined, in his view, by
Goldmann.69 He found in Goldmann’s “genetic structures” a con
cept that he had developed in the idea of “ structures of feeling.” He
believed that, despite their belonging to distinct traditions, both he
and Goldmann were interested in discovering the homologous re
lationship among literary, philosophical, and sociohistorical struc
tures. Goldmann, like Williams, was interested in establishing the
relationship between the “ mental structure” of the most coherendy conceived literary work and the collective mentality of the
group o f which the work was an expression—an idea that recalled
Williams’s view o f cultural analysis as being concerned with the
relationship between elements in the whole way of life. Also like
Williams—especially in a work such as Modern Tragedy (1966 )—
Goldmann gave priority to the forms rather than the content of
cultural practices. Yet despite the congruity of his own and Gold
mann’s interests, Williams conceded the limits of the tradition in
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which he was trained. “ Much that has to be proved, in our own
tradition—and especially the very existence o f significant primary
relations between literature and society—can there be surpassed, in
general philosophical and sociological terms, before the particular
analyses begin.” This was, in his view—and in language echoing
Anderson’s—because the English tradition “ lacked a centre, in any
developed philosophy or sociology.” 70
W i l l i a m s 's encounter with Western Marxism was further devel
oped in “ Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory”
(1973), an essay that became the basis for parts o f Marxism and
Literature (1977). Williams had always been critical of the base/
superstructure model, but the importance o f his treatment here was
to make a critique o f it that opened up new possibilities in cultural
theory. Williams’s objections to the model were twofold. First, he
argued that where most analysts had been preoccupied with the
superstructure, the model’s real problem was with the base, which
was frequently conceived in a static and objectified way, in his view
inconsistent with Marx’s own dynamic mode of analysis. As Wil
liams stated: “ Moreover, when these forces are considered, as Marx
always considers them, as the specific activities and relationships o f
real men, they mean something very much more active, more
complicated and more contradictory than the developed meta
phorical notion o f the ‘base’ could possibly allow us to realize.” 71 If
the base defined “ the primary production o f society itself,” then the
characteristics that distinguished it from what was usually thought
of as superstructure—with its connotation o f being “ secondary” —
were highly problematic.
Second, Williams accepted the fact that at the heart of any ver
sion of Marxist cultural theory was a notion o f “ determination” :
the “base” or “ social being” “ determining” the “ superstructure”
or “ social consciousness.” Yet he rejected the concept of “ determi
nation” as Marxists conventionally conceived it: “ a subsequent
content” being “ essentially prefigured, predicted and controlled by
a preexisting external force.” 72 Williams argued for a sense of “ de
termination” that involved “ the predominance of objective condi
tions at any particular moment” in a process, a sense that stressed
“ setting limits” and “ exerting pressures.”
Determination of this whole kind—a complex and interrelated process of
limits and pressures—is in the whole social process itself and nowhere
else: not in an abstracted ‘mode of production’ nor in an abstracted
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'psychology.’ A ny abstraction o f determinism, based on the isolation of
autonomous categories, which are seen as controlling or which can be used
fo r prediction, is then a mystification of the specific and always related
determinants which are the real social process.73

Williams’s critique of the base/superstructure model was the
point of departure for his own dynamic alternative to it, in crucial
respects a shift from his earlier wbrk of the late fifties and early
sixties. His critique placed a greater emphasis on both cultural and
political struggle (a tacit response to Thompson’s original critique)
and on the “ ideological” or, what was a preferable term to his
mind, the “ hegemonic.” Williams, in effect, expanded his idea of
culture—and his own idea of “ structures of feeling” —by view
ing the social formation as a totality and critically adapting Gramsci’s concept of hegemony: “ a whole body of practices and expec
tations, over the whole of living: our senses and assignments of
energy, our shaping perceptions of ourselves and our world. It
is a lived system of meanings and values—constitutive and con
stituting—which as they are experienced as practices appear as
reciprocally confirming.” 74 Hegemony was a process of cultural
domination that was never static or total but was continually de
fended, challenged, reformulated, and reproduced. Indeed, hege
mony was in continuous conflict with “ alternative” and “ oppo
sitional” forces: “ residual” cultural forms of earlier periods that
could be construed as challenges to society’s dominant values; and
“ emergent” ones—“ new practices, new significances and experi
ences” —that were being created continually and were either incor
porated by the dominant culture or prefigured new social forms.
Williams stressed the dynamic quality of hegemony and rejected
accounts o f it that were either totalizing or static, but he was under
no illusion as to its potential reach in contemporary society.
But I am sure it is true o f the society that has come into existence since the
last war, that progressively, because o f developments in the social character
o f labour, in the social character o f communications, and in the social
character o f decision, it [dominant culture] extends much further than
ever before in capitalist society into certain hitherto resigned areas of
experience and practice and meaning.75

The result was that what constituted an “ alternative” or “ opposi
tional” practice was defined within a narrower compass than in the
past.
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Centre researchers acknowledged Williams’s continuing con
tribution to the field o f cultural studies, especially his attention
to cultural contestation. In language derived from Williams, the
eighth annual report (covering 1974-^76) discussed the importance
o f a historical perspective for the study of culture: “ It poses, in the
centre o f the field, questions o f cultural power and hegemony;
o f domination and subordination through the exercise of cultural
power, and the transmission o f cultural skills and competences; of
what is residual or emergent . . . and thus, questions about the
general relation o f cultures to power, to ideologies and to forms of
social consciousness.” 76 Yet Centre analysts regarded his later work
as a modification, rather than a transformation, o f his original
project. And by the end o f the 1970s they distanced themselves
from Williams s conception o f the social totality. For Stuart Hall,
Williams viewed society as an indissoluble whole, founded on a
single contradiction—capital and labor—linked to the various cul
tural and political practices by a series o f “ correspondences” or
“ homologies.” Under the influence o f Althusser, Hall emphasized
the “ specificity” and “ autonomy” o f practices in a social forma
tion, their unity based on “ difference” rather than “ correspon
dence,” linked together through “ articulations.” He argued that
the conception o f the social formation as a “ structured totality”
made it possible to understand “ how specific practices (articulated
around contradictions which do not arise in the same way, at the
same point, in the same moment), can nevertheless be brought
together."77

From outside looking in, then, the Centre s approach to culture
might be thought o f as embodying a unified perspective. It oc
cupied a distinctive space within the field o f cultural studies as a
whole, although a space whose definition crucially depended on
opposition to and negation o f available positions. Yet the perspec
tive from within the Centre revealed a very different picture. The
Centre s work was shaped by many intellectual traditions, and these
traditions were felt differently by individual Centre researchers.
Subgroups, such as the media or subcultures, were themselves influ
enced by traditions and controversies specific to their own domains
of inquiry. The practice of cultural studies was deeply affected by
political controversies. The rise of the womens movement, in par
ticular, was responsible for conflicting definitions o f cultural studies
at the Centre. In sum, if cultural studies at the Centre occupied a
distinctive space, it was a space that contained different, even oppos
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ing, definitions and directions. Much of the Centre s most impor
tant work was collectively produced, but there was no homoge
neous Centre position. Its work was inscribed with important dif
ferences within and between its various subgroups, differences that
were most importantly expressed over time.

, IH
The Centre s two principal areas of research and analysis were the
intertwined domains of “youth subcultures” and “ the media.” The
study of youth subcultures was always among the Centre s primary
concerns. If not directly a model, Hoggart s The Uses o f Literacy,
which recovered the lived character of working-class culture, pre
saged attempts by cultural researchers to read style and experience
as if they were a text. Hoggart s reliance on his own life experience
to re-create traditional working-class culture was a tangible fore
runner of the Centre s subsequent ethnographic research. Hall was
no less an influence on the Centre s subcultural studies. As early as
the U L R days, he observed that the postwar youth experience
represented a new and significant cultural pattern, a condensation
of postwar contradictions and disaffections. His analysis of youth
culture in The Popular Arts sounded many themes pursued by cul
tural researchers during his tenure at the Centre.
In its original phase, subcultural studies at the Centre simulta
neously reflected the socialist-humanist impetus ofits original proj
ect and adjacent developments within the sociologyjpf devian_Qy
and criminology. The Centre s work was part of a wider network
of radical scholarship that exploded on the scene in the late sixties
and early seventies. Its focus was the National Deviancy Con
ference, an umbrella group of radical sociologists, criminologists,
and social workers dissatisfied with the conservatism of English
criminology and “ turned on” by the entirely American field of the
sociology of deviance.78 Rooted in the transactional approach, the
new criminologists and deviancy theorists were as concerned with
how society determined deviancy as to how social actors, who
were labeled as deviants, responded to it. They saw the symbolic
world of deviant cultures as not merely an affront to a common
system o f values, but as a legitimate response to conformist pres
sures in mainstream society. They were committed to a “ naturalis
tic” approach, that is, they attempted to re-create deviant cultures
from their own point of view through participant-observer ethno
graphic techniques.
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The original members o f the National Deviancy Conference
had all been involved at one time in radical politics, whether as
anarchists, anti-Bomb activists, Communists, or International So
cialists. But by 1968, the year o f the first conference, their hopes
for radical change were pinned, not on the organized groups o f the
radical Left, but on the cultural revolt: “ hippies, druggies, squat
ters, and, above all, everything that was happening in the Ameri
can campuses and ghettos.” 79 Founded on deep sympathies with
the politics and the values o f the deviants, the new radical devi
ancy theory was often the product o f firsthand experience, filtered
through scholarly, academic, and theoretical discourses. In short,
these theorists attempted to bridge the gap between theory and
practice, academic research and countercultural revolt.
One dimension o f the Centre’s work on subcultures, particularly
Paul Willis’s, was rooted in the tradition o f participant observation.
In one o f the Centre’s earliest studies o f youth subcultures. Profane
Culture (1978), a revision o f his 1972 dissertation, Willis produced
an ethnographic analysis o f two subcultures: working-class motor
bike boys and hippies. As a researcher, Willis was clearly more than
a disinterested observer, at times barely able to mask his partisan
involvement. “ We would stay in the ‘pad’ talking, playing records
and, if it was available, smoking cannabis, until two, three, or four
o’clock in the morning.” 80 He saw the hippies and bikeboys, in
very different ways, as challenging the everyday values o f the domi
nant order, and, in the case o f the hippies, the cultural politics of
the organized Left. Although lacking either the means or desire
to topple the system, the hippies’ efforts were “ profoundly pre
mature,” that is, “ post-revolutionary cultural responses to pre
revolutionary social, political and organizational problems.” 81 Wil
lis’s utopianism was mitigated by an awareness that the subcultures
o f the late sixties never really mounted a political challenge to
the dominant order, that their radicalism had been defused and
appropriated. Yet in defeat the subcultures provided a valuable
political lesson. “ A genuine politics must come from the people,
from cultural politics, as well as down from theory, or the political
party.” 82 No less than the radical intellectuals connected with the
National Conference on Deviancy, Willis romanticized the youth
subcultures o f the late sixties and early seventies. His later work,
notably Learning to Labour, discernibly shifted from explaining the
subcultures’ radical potential to understanding how they became
appropriated.
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Like other researchers associated with the new radical deviancy
theory, Willis was significandy influenced by the American so
ciological tradition of social interactionism, particularly the writ
ings of Howard Becker whose Outsiders exemplified participant
observation ethnography. Willis’s analysis of the hippies’ drug cul
ture, for instance, extended Becker’s classical work on marijuana
smoking. For Becker, the drug experience was not merely a series
o f physiological effects: it was inseparable from the cultural mean
ings associated with drug use. Similarly, Willis argued that “ the
importance of drugs did not lie in their direct physical effects, but
in the way they facilitated passing through a great symbolic barrier
erected over against ‘straight’ society. . . . He [the head] is defined
not simply by drug use, but by his existential presence on the other
side of the symbolic barrier.” 83
Yet Willis’s approach to studying subcultures in general and drug
use in particular was influenced by others as well as by Becker. Like
the media group, Willis owed an intellectual and political debt
to the socialist-humanist tradition and cultural Marxism. He at
tempted to reveal the inner meaning or structure of feeling of the
two subcultures as revealed in their style and material practices.
These practices resulted from what he called “ the dialectic of cul
tural life” : the reciprocal interaction between their structural loca
tion and subjective experience of it. In terms reminiscent of other
socialisr-humanist writers, Willis argued that subordinate groups
were not the passive victims of an oppressive social system domi
nated by a manipulative mass media. Rather, they were the authors
o f their own “ profane culture,” modes of living that contested
dominant ideological forms and presaged radical cultural change.
Willis’s debt to the socialist-humanist tradition—and particularly
Thompson’s famous preface in The Making o f the English Working
Class— was apparent in his analysis of drug use. Like Thompson,
Willis argued that social experience could not be grasped from
the standpoint o f technological functionalism. Just as the working
class was more than a structural effect of the Industrial Revolution,
drug use could not be reduced to chemical properties. Again like
Thompson, Willis advocated understanding a culture in its own
terms. O f the mystic feeling that hippies felt when taking acid, he
wrote:
[E]ven assuming fo r a moment that the chemical determinant o f con
sciousness was a more powerfulfactor than the cultural one, it still does
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not invalidate the experiential integrity of the mystic episode. No matter
what its causes, it is still experienced as real. Experience cannot be
judged on the basis of its causes; it can only be judged by its nature and
effectiveness in life.84

There is an unmistakable parallel between Thompson s rescuing of
the poor stockinger and Luddite from the “ condescension o f his
tory” and Willis’s celebration o f the hippies and motorbike boys.
Both groups were oppressed, and their subversive activities oc
curred outside the borders o f what the dominant culture deemed
respectable. Willis s work may be thought o f as cultural studies
frojrn belaw, The appeal o f Profane Culture was its humanism. Shaped by the
interactionist and humanist traditions, Willis convincingly evoked
the creative process o f group self-definition: the means by which a
group signified both itself and its relationship to society. Yet Willis’s
early work experienced the same problems as the two traditions
from which he borrowed. Similar to the social interactionist ap
proach in general, he conceived o f subcultures in a historical and
ideological vacuum, ignoring both the impact o f the shifting social
and political terrain and the power relations mediating signifi
cation. Like other socialist-humanist writers, Willis persuasively
conveyed the creative and subversive dimension o f marginalized
groups at the expense o f the countervailing forces immobilizing
them. He was certainly aware that youth subcultures had failed to
challenge the dominant order, but he had no theoretical means o f
grasping the nature o f the process. It would not be long before he
and other Centre researchers began to answer such questions by
looking at subcultures through the combined perspectives o f his
torical materialism and structuralism. Willis’s own Learning to La
bour (1977) and the collectively produced Resistance Through Rituals
(I 974 ), originally a double issue o f Working Papers, were the result.
These two texts can usefully be thought o f in terms o f the re
search strategy mapped out in the introduction to Resistance Through
Rituals, a strategy that advocated a three-layer approach combining
individual biographies, the cultural response o f groups, and struc
tural determinations. Learning to Labour was an ethnographic ac
count of individual biographies and the cultural response o f groups.
Structural determinations were seen as resonating through every
day life. Resistance Through Rituals, on the other hand, attempted to
capture the political, ideological, cultural, and economic dimen
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sions of subcultures within the framework of a historical perspec
tive. Its “ ethnography section” consisted of predominantly critical
readings of style, much of the raw data being derived from second
ary accounts.85
A primary inspiration for Resistance Through Rituals was Phil
Cohen s “ Subcultural Conflict and Working-Class Community,”
originally published in the second issue of Working Papers. Cohen s
essay was informed by a complex Marxist understanding of the
relationship between economic and cultural change. He saw the
emergence of working-class youth subcultures as part of a wider
process involving economic transformations, the fragmentation of
the traditional working-class community, and the decline of the
family as the center of working-class life. Working-class youth
experienced these changes in terms of their class position and as a
generational conflict with the parent culture. According to Cohen,
the latent function of subcultures was to “ magically” or “ ideologi
cally” resolve contradictions inherent in the parent culture that
could not be resolved materially. Subcultures were “ so many varia
tions on a central theme—the contradiction, at an ideological level,
between traditional working-class puritanism and the new hedo
nism of consumption; at an economic level, a future as part of the
socially mobile elite or as part of the new lumpen proletariat.” 86 In
practice, their style combined vanishing elements of working-class
culture with elements from other class fractions.
If Resistance Through Rituals was indebted to Cohen s theoretical
framework, it did not uncritically accept his thesis, arguing for
more precise historical analysis and greater care in distinguishing
the experiences of youth and parent cultures. John Clarke s work
on the skinheads typified this analysis. Though part of the eth
nography section, it was more accurately a historical and stylistic
analysis based on published sources. Clarke saw the skinheads as
being doubly determined; they were reacting to the deteriorating
circumstances of the unskilled working class in the late sixties,
while their stylistic evolution was conceived as a negation of the
middle-class countercultures from which they felt excluded. In
language derived from Williams, Clarke wrote: “ The resources to
deal with this sense o f exclusion were not to be found within either
the emergent or incorporated elements of youth sub-cultures, but
only in those images and behaviours which stressed a more tradi
tional form o f collective solidarity.” 87
For Clarke, the skinhead style was an ideological attempt to
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salvage the rapidly vanishing working-class values o f community
and solidarity. “They were the ‘dispossessed inheritors’ ; they re
ceived a tradition which had been deprived o f its real social bases.
The themes and imagery still persisted, but the reality was in a state
of decline and disappearance.” 88 Skinheads clung to the workingclass values o f their fathers through the celebration o f masculine
virtues, as expressed by violence at football games and “ Paki” and
“ queer” bashing. Ironically, the skinheads’ active conception o f the
meaning o f being football fans occurred at a time when older
working-class men felt more integrated into society, a consequence
o f participation in the postwar consensus. Thus, where the content
o f the skinhead style continued that o f the parent culture, its form
differed from it. For Clarke, this suggested a theoretical point.
[T]he parent culture and the youth culture evolve their own sets of
negotiations to the same structural ‘crisis,’ while the youth culture can be
seen to be reproducing (although in a distinctiveform) and resolving some
of the tensions of the parent culture’s own changing situation, and it can
be seen that these differing responses between the parent and youth
culture create their own tensions and ambivalences.89

Clarke did not believe that the skinheads were political in a con
ventional sense. But in a society where ideology and the struggle
for hegemonic control were fundamental, their style became politi
cal. It signified their rejection o f the dominant cultural order and
their refusal to acquiesce passively to a subordinate role.
Clarke s recovery and celebration o f the skinheads exemplified
the contradictory nature o f the Centre’s project. While persua
sively explaining the skinheads’ Luddite behavior within the con
text o f class and generational struggle, and making a plausible case
for seeing them as cultural subversives, Clarke s portrayal was one
sided. As a result of his sympathetic recovery o f skinhead practices,
he failed to critically examine their hatred o f Asians and homosex
uals and their violent treatment o f women, and thus implicidy he
ended up condoning practices such as racism and sexism to which
he was opposed. It was not that he was unaware o f the skinheads’
limitations as political agents. Following Cohen s appropriation of
Althusser, he saw subcultural response as ideological, magical, and
hence imaginary, by definition unable to penetrate the real class
contradictions that it resolved at another level. Yet Clarke’s essay
along with the work of other Centre researchers were founded on
the hope that working-class youth would eventually understand
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and act upon their real situation. This romanticism was sometimes
expressed as a defense of, or a silence toward, practices that in other
contexts, undertaken by other social agents, would have met re
sounding condemnation.
Like other Centre researchers and theorists, Clarke strove to
overcome the dichotomy between theory and practice. His analysis
of the skinhead style was political not only because it demonstrated
that practices conventionally signified as deviant were in fact sub
versive, but because his critical reading redefined the nature of the
political. Or, as he expressed it in a coauthored paper:
Our use o f “political” here is a broad one, but one wefeel is all the more
justified by the increasing narrowness o f its normal usage. We wish to
emphasise that this attempt to define and express one’s own situation
and to break with dominant cultural representations is a very real politi
cal struggle, both fo r those attempting to do it, and fo r those o f us at
tempting to analyze and understand such phenomena from a distance.90

Alternatively, Clarke’s compassion for the skinheads’ bold, ag
gressive, and dramatic style might be thought of in relationship to
the postwar crisis of the Left. From this point of view, Clarke s
analysis—like the Centre’s more generally—represented an effort to
resolve the crisis in historical agency that beset the radical move
ment, to find alternative revolutionary social agents at a time when
the traditional working class was politically passive and in active
decomposition. Furthermore, such identification could be seen as
an effort by the Centre’s cultural researchers to overcome their own
passive, sedentary, and protected position in an academic institu
tion—the widening gap between radical intellectuals making their
way into the academy in increasing numbers and the people on the
street whom they viewed as their “ natural” allies. In either case,
Centre subcultural theorists no less than the objects of their study
“ magically” resolved deeply rooted conflicts that could not be re
solved materially.
One of the most glaring weaknesses o(Resistance Through Rituals
was its exclusive focus on leisure activities, though Centre re
searchers had criticized Cohen for the same thing.91 This failing
was certainly not true of Paul Willis’s Learning to Labour, which
explored the interdependence of leisure, school, and work.
Learning to Labour was a major contribution to a debate in the
field of education. It was both an extension and critique of what
might be termed “ reproduction theory,” radical American and Eu
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ropean work, predominantly structuralist in inspiration, which at
tacked the liberal idea that the schools were the principal means of
achieving equal opportunity and a more democratic society. In one
o f the pioneering works in the field, Schooling in Capitalist America
(1976), Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintess argued that the pri
mary task o f schools was to produce a compliant and obedient
labor force, that is, to reproduce rather than obliterate unequal
relations.
Willis’s response was twofold. While agreeing that the outcome
o f the schooling process was to reproduce capitalist relationships,
he saw reproduction theory as rigidly determinist. In many cases
the schools genuinely tried to improve the life chances o f workingclass students. It was the youth themselves who, rejecting the wellmeaning attempts o f educators, chose a path that reproduced their
class position. They were not passive victims o f inevitable circum
stances but active agents in the process. “ It is they, not formal
schooling, which carry ‘the lads’ over into a certain application to
the productive process. In a sense, therefore, there is an element of
self-domination in the acceptance o f subordinate roles in western
capitalism. However, this damnation is experienced, paradoxically,
as a form o f true learning, appropriation and as a kind o f resis
tance.” 92 In beginning from the known outcome o f a stable capital
ist system and working backward, reproductive theorists had ob
scured the critical intervention o f human choice in social practices.
Willis’s theoretical analysis was founded on an ethnographic
study o f a group o f “ lads” —white, working-class, teenage boys
from the industrial heartland who were living through the crucial
transition from school to work. Where “ the ear’oles” (the con
formist group of working-class boys at the school) accepted the
authority of the official school culture and its promises o f social
mobility, “ the lads” saw it as a means o f manipulating and control
ling them. They understood better than the school authorities
their own subordinate role in the labor process, recognizing that
only scattered individuals could move up the social ladder, while
the structural position o f the working class as a whole would not
change. Their response was to forge their own way o f life, contest
ing bourgeois values and authority and creating a nonconformist
culture founded on drinking, womanizing, running the streets, and
hanging out. Ultimately, the lads did accept jobs as manual laborers,
but not because they produced self-fulfillment. They became man
ual workers because they needed the money to sustain their life
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style and because they regarded physical work as “ masculine.” (This
pride in physical labor did not arise out of the structural logic of
capitalism but was rooted in patriarchal gender relations, which,
among other things, defined the sexual division oflabor.) Thus, in
the very act of opposing the dominant ideology of capitalist society,
the lads eventually accepted a role that guaranteed their oppression.
Learning to Labour dramatically captured the contradictory na
ture of the reproductive process by telling the story of the lads’
creative confrontation with the social agents of capitalism. How
ever, it left some unanswered questions. First, the significance of
Willis s account of the lads’ experience was that it provided a con
crete instance of the process of social reproduction. Yet Willis
never offered any evidence suggesting that the lads’ experience was
typical of working-class youth. He might have indicated, for in
stance, how many young men like the lads and how many like the
ear’oles attended the school, and thus he might have provided
tangible proof that the experience of the lads, rather than that of
the ear’oles, was more emblematic of the class as a whole. Further
more, Willis never explained theoretically why the experience of
the nonconformists should be regarded as more significant or typi
cal. If he had presented the ear’oles in their own terms rather than
in relationship to the lads, he might well have reached different
conclusions about working-class confrontation, opposition, and
resistance to capitalism.93 Yet this approach deprived more than the
ear’oles o f an independent existence: the lads’ girlfriends were also
seen only from the perspective of the lads. If Willis had demon
strated a more explicit awareness of the unique plight of workingclass young women, he might have been less tolerant of—and
openly condemned—the sexual abuse, both symbolic and physical,
that they experienced at the hands of their boyfriends. As Angela
McRobbie has succincdy stated: “ Shop-floor culture may have
developed a toughness and resilience to deal with the brutality of
capitalist productive relations, but these same ‘values’ can be used
internally. . .. They can also be used, and often are, against women
and girls in the form of both wife and girlfriend battering.” 94Willis
might have produced a more balanced account if he had expanded
his ethnographic study to include the family as well as school,
leisure, and work.
While Willis’s study o f working-class youth was situated within
a debate on education, its perspective reflected the Centre’s unique
theoretical stance in contemporary debates on Marxism. Willis
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steered a middle course between the extremes o f structuralism
and humanism. His recovery and celebration o f contemporary
working-class culture—his insistence that working people shaped
their lives in the process o f struggle—recalled the spirit o f Thomp
son s The Making of the English Working Class. However, Willis’s
celebration o f human agency (unlike Thompson’s) was founded on
a theory o f reproduction. Indeed, his acceptance o f the close rela
tionship between the educational sphere and the ideological repro
duction o f the social formation was, in effect, an endorsement o f
the Althusserian concept o f ideological state apparatuses. Yet it was
not a wholesale endorsement. Willis echoed the socialist-humanist
critique of structuralist theory, attacking its functionalism and im
poverished conception o f human agency. For Willis, social agents
were not merely bearers o f structural forces; their experience of
the social world was not reducible to external determinations; and
the outcome o f collective projects was not a foregone conclusion.
Structuralist interpretations needed to be supplemented by a con
ception o f the “ cultural,” the semiautonomous domain through
which social agents lived the meaning o f structure, understood and
represented it, resisted and transformed it, and frequently repro
duced it. From this point o f view social reproduction was not a
“ structural effect” but a complicated process in which the “ pene
trations” o f social agents into their objective circumstances were
mediated by complex forms o f “limitations” or mystifications. As a
structuralist, Willis acknowledged the pivotal role o f ideological
reproduction in advanced capitalism; as a culturalist and humanist,
he emphasized the uncertain, contradictory, and precarious nature
o f the process.
If Resistance Through Rituals and Learning to Labour were very
different texts, taken together they represented the view o f subcul
tures and working-class youth for which the Centre became bestknown. Resistance Through Rituals was more historically grounded
and conceived from a broader perspective, and Learning to Labour
had a more obvious affinity with the original socialist-humanist
impetus o f cultural studies, but they shared the common aspiration
of fusing structuralism and humanism.
The two books also shared a common view o f the meaning of
subcultural style, which bore the imprint o f Raymond Williams’s
thought. Following Williams, they postulated a homological rela
tionship between the structural position o f a group, its experi
ence, and its stylistic expression. Reflecting its historical viewpoint.
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Resistance Through Rituals was more sensitive to the complicated
process of subcultural “ diffusion” and “ defusion.” However, both
books shared the conviction that a style, at least in its original form,
was the authentic voice of the people, the cultural space where
human agents creatively made sense of and constructed their lives.
This conviction was most fully developed in the introduction to
Resistance Through Rituals, which defined “ culture” as Williams did:
“ the peculiar and distinctive ‘way of life’ of the group or class, the
meanings, values and ideas embodied in institutions, in social rela
tions, in systems of beliefs, in mores and customs, in the uses of
objects and material life.” 95 And the same text recalled Williamss
approach when it declared: “A crisis in the dominant culture is a
crisis for the social formation as a whole. O f course, opposition and
resistance will assume different forms. Movements which seem
‘oppositional’ may be merely survivals, traces from the past. . . .
Some may be merely ‘alternative’—the new lying alongside the
old.” 96 This was a clear reference to Williams’s appropriation of
Gramsci’s concept of “ hegemony.”
Centre researchers’ understanding of the homological relation
ship between structure, experience, and style was founded on an
analysis o f the social formation in its most abstract form. Thus,
despite its specificity and semiautonomy, cultural life was, in the
end, determined by the structural contradictions of the capitalist
mode of production. If this view of cultural practices was not
specifically based on an essentialist notion of class, at the least it
gave priority to class relations. The problem with this view, as
Rosalind Coward polemically observed, was that
the social division o f labour (political and ideological effects) has had a
definite effectivity in producing the current very complex and contradic
tory class relations. Reducing these problems to a basic division la
bour/capital which has corresponding forms o f consciousness eradicates
the complexity o f the political and ideological instances andfalls back on
a mythology of class.97

From Coward’s Screen perspective, “ signification is not referred
back to the conditions of existence of the means of representation.
It is never a question of what class produces what form or what
content of a signifying practice, but rather how systems of repre
sentation inscribe (ideological) positions.” 98
Resistance Through Rituals has often been taken to embody the
Centre’s quintessential statement on subcultures, but Centre re
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searchers themselves did not long remain content with it. Hebdige s
Subculture (1979)—the most popular book ever written within the
Birmingham tradition—was a product o f a different intellectual and
social atmosphere from the Centre’s earlier work. By the time it was
written, poststructuralist theory had begun to make its way into
socialist intellectual circles and was seriously challenging Marxism’s
hegemony. The political and cultural energies o f the late sixties,
though dispersed, had been felt in narrower but no less important
“ movement politics” —feminism, gay rights, antiracism, ecology.
The appearance o f punk culture marked a radical break in the
history of subcultural movements and suggested the need for a new
kind o f analysis.
Hebdige was gready influenced by these new currents. He used
theoretical ideas that had barely been felt in subcultural studies,
depending as much on Genet, Barthes, and Kristeva as on Althus
ser, Gramsci, Marx, Thompson, and Williams. Like his punk sub
jects—subcultural bricoleurs who “ attempted through ‘perturbation’
and ‘deformation’ ” to disrupt and reorganize meaning—Hebdige
effortlessly stitched together apparendy incompatible approaches
in his own distinctive yet recognizably Birmingham style. Yet he
differed radically from others in Britain who had been attracted to
semiology. Unlike the Screen theorists, he did not think that avantgarde art was more inherendy revolutionary or progressive than
popular cultural forms. Subculture, at least at a submerged level, was
an attack on the political and theoretical elitism that had permeated
semiological practice in Britain. Hebdige wanted to subvert semi
ology as much as to recover subcultural developments. He wanted
to show that popular forms could be as subversive as avant-garde
ones.99
Subculture differed from earlier Centre work in at least three
important respects. First, Resistance Through Rituals had established
that subcultural style in its original form was an authentic expres
sion of working-class youth. It was only in the later stages o f “ diffu
sion” and “ defusion” that it was mediated and transformed by
external forces such as the media. Hebdige refined this idea. For
him, style was rooted in experience, but it did not arise in some
pure state; it was affected by the ideological images—the preferred
readings of social life—provided by the media, including images of
the subcultures themselves. Hebdige was not saying that subcul
tures were exclusively defined by the dominant ideology. On the
contrary, they simultaneously contested and accepted images of
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themselves; their struggle for self-definition was part of the con
tinual struggle for cultural hegemony.
Second, Hebdige demonstrated that class experience was not the
only component of subcultural response. A central component of
his argument was the fact that the history of subcultures in Britain
not only reflected changes in capitalism and the state, but rela
tions between white working-class youth and their black immi
grant counterparts. The significance of this insight can be seen
when it is applied to the skinheads. Hebdige argued that Clarke’s
portrayal of the skinhead style suppressed a critical dimension. “ It
was not only by congregating on the all-white football terraces but
through consorting with West Indians at the local youth clubs and
on the street corners, by copying their mannerisms, adopting their
curses, dancing to their music that the skinheads ‘magically re
covered’ the lost sense of working-class community.” 100 In Heb
dige s view, black immigrant culture and musical forms represented
the “ hidden dimension” of subcultures, an ongoing source of in
spiration and appropriation. This influence was true not only of
the skinheads, but of the punks, who viewed black youth as kindred
outcasts and participated with them in political campaigns such as
“ Rock against Racism” to curb the increasing influence of the
National Front in working-class areas. Even when punk bands
expressed themselves in aesthetic opposition to black musical
forms, their response to the influence ofblack music was significant.
Black culture could be viewed as an “ absent presence” in relation
ship to which punks created their self-identity.
Third, where Resistance Through Rituals and the work of Willis
theorized a homological relationship between experience and style,
Hebdige argued that, at least with the punks, such an argument
could not be sustained. While punks were a product of workingclass experience, their style did not magically resolve the contradic
tions o f the parent culture as much as it represented the experience
o f contradiction itself. Punks extricated themselves from the parent
culture, relating to it as if from the outside. “ In this way, although
the punks referred continually to the realities of school, work,
family and class, these references only made sense at one remove:
they were passed through the fractured circuitry of punk style and
re-presented as ‘noise,’ disturbance, entropy.” 101 Punk had a unity,
but it was rupturing, dislocated, ironic, self-conscious, and in a
constant state offlux. “ It introduces a heterogeneous set ofsigmfiers
which are liable to be superseded at any moment by others no less
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productive” 102 Following Julia Kristeva, Hebdige saw punks en
gaged in a signifying practice whose goal was to continually subvert
the dominant sign system. Punks did not create an alternative sys
tem o f meaning; they questioned whether meaning could exist
at all.
In Subculture, Hebdige continually fluctuated between celebrat
ing the creativity and subversiveness o f the various groups he dealt
with and emphasizing that in the end they were economically and
politically appropriated. This ambivalent stance has been seen in all
of the Centre’s work on subcultures. Researchers such as Willis and
Clarke at times opted for a “ magical” solution. However, Hebdige
openly confronted his position in relationship to his object o f study:
he acknowledged that an unbridgeable gap existed between radical
intellectuals and the subcultures that they wrote about. Indeed,
radical intellectuals faced a paradox. For the very act o f recovering
the subversion and rage o f youth culture turned subcultures into
respectable academic subjects and hence contributed to their ap
propriation, the opposite o f the researchers’ original intention.
Subcultures were thus wise to greet such efforts with contempt or
indifference. In addition, by demythologizing and exposing un
natural, arbitrary cultural practices, intellectuals were condemned
to what Barthes described as “ theoretical sociality.” “ The study of
subcultural style which seemed at the outset to draw us back to
wards the real world, to reunite us with ‘the people,’ ends by merely
confirming the distance between the reader and the ‘text,’ between
everyday life and the ‘mythologist’ whom it surrounds, fascinates
and finally excludes.” 103 Hebdige was thus resigned to an inevitable
gap between theory and practice. We are a long way from the
hopeful days of 1968.
IV
Like the study o f subcultures, media studies played a pivotal role in
the Centres history. In The Uses o f Literacy, Hoggart worried about
the corrosive impact of the modern media on working-class pat
terns of life, and his original blueprint for the Centre targeted
media studies as a. critical area o f investigation. Likewise, Hall frequendy wrote about the popular media in the 1950s, and in the
coauthored The Popular Arts he analyzed the new media through
the Leavisite method o f close reading. The Centre s first funded
research project, Paper Voices, was a semiological analysis o f the
Mirror and the Express from the 1930s until the 1960s.
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The Centre s studies of youth subcultures had stressed the cre
ativity ofhuman response: people s capacity to free themselves from
their mundane and oppressive surroundings through subversive,
disruptive, and “ profane” practices. Painfully aware of the power of
late capitalism to absorb and assimilate cultural opposition—the
process of social reproduction—Centre researchers celebrated the
rebellious spirit of subcultures whose practices seemed to them at
times to presage an alternative society. As it turned out, this resolu
tion to the crisis in radicalism was “imaginary.” In contrast, media
studies at the Centre stressed structural determinations on the com
munication process. Audience reception was circumscribed by the
ideological field, relations of domination and subordination, and
hegemony. Human agency could never be discounted, but it was
constrained by asymmetrical power relations. Within this frame
work, structural determinations often seemed to overpower alter
native practices. The Centres study of the media accorded human
agency a highly mediated role.
Centre media studies in the seventies were, in part, founded
on its own involvement in the student upheavals of the period—
notably, the University ofBirmingham sit-in of 1968. That protest
was rooted in conflicts simmering since 1966 that boiled over in
the intensified climate of 1968. The core issue was the right of
students to participate in the decision-making process of the uni
versity. An administration study, “ Student Role,” acknowledged
that students should be allowed a role in policy making; yet the
board o f governors imposed its own definition of what that input
should be. Both campus radicals and the more moderate elected
student representatives were infuriated at not being consulted. As a
result, some five hundred students occupied the Great Hall of the
university for about a week until a meeting of 4,500 students voted
to end the sit-in.104
By American or even British standards, the Birmingham protest
was not a major event. The school was never shut down; no de
struction of property or political violence occurred; and the sit-in
attracted no attention outside the local and provincial press. Yet
despite its relatively minor status, the protest was important for
those involved and left a deep imprint on Stuart Hall and others at
the Centre who supported it. They were particularly impressed by
the fact that the local press, university officials, and local govern
ment portrayed the protest as the work of a reckless minority bent
on obstruction and revolution. Such a portrayal suggested the po
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tential and limits of human agency, the specificity o f ideological
struggle, and the power o f the media to shape events.
Centre researchers explored the relationship between politics,
protest, and the media as expressed in the Birmingham protest.
The first issue of the Centre’s journal, Working Papers in Cultural
Studies, included Paul Willis’s “ What Is News: A Case Study,”
which reflected discussions at the Monday afternoon seminar. Wil
lis analyzed the Birmingham Evening Mail's representation o f the sitin as seen in the paper’s news reporting, editorials, photographs,
and letter columns. For Willis, there was a discrepancy between the
paper’s publicly stated commitment to objective standards o f jour
nalism and fair editorials and its more private or latent belief that
the student minority should be silenced and repressed. He argued
that the newspaper’s commitment to professional standards o f jour
nalism helped produce a representation o f the events according to a
submerged vision o f social order. Willis’s general conclusion was
that “ news is selected as reinforcement and amplification o f a par
ticular view o f life, and there is a sense in which news is manufac
tured, almost as an event in itself, in support o f this world view.” 105
In other words, news was structured by ideology.
While the Centre’s research on the media, as on subcultures, was
a collective effort, Stuart Hall was largely responsible for develop
ing and articulating its theoretical positions. Hall’s writings on the
media, though varied, addressed a few basic questions. What was
the role of the media in late capitalist societies? What was the rela
tionship between the media and the state? What was the connec
tion between the transmission and reception o f media messages?
In “ Deviancy, Politics and the Media” (1971), originally a paper
given at the National Deviancy Conference, Hall understood the
role of the media in contemporary society from within a Marxist
framework as one o f the principal vehicles for reproducing the
dominant ideology. However, he rejected the orthodox Marxist
position that the media either consciously represented or were
coerced into representing the interests o f the ruling class. He
viewed the media as being part o f the “ control culture” : govern
mental, political, and social actors and institutions, which, sharing
vested interests and a common worldview, took the lead in signify
ing dominant ideological meanings. According to Hall, the media
were particularly effective “ where no ‘traditional wisdom,’ no firm
networks o f personal influence, no cohesive culture, no precedents
for relevant action or response, and no first-hand way o f testing or
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validating the propositions are at our disposal with which to con
front or modify their innovatory power.” 106
This argument had important implications for understanding the
signification of “ deviant” politics. In Hall’s view, in conjunction
with professional politicians and “ agents or representatives of faceto-face control,” the media distinguished between “ acceptable” and
“ deviant” interpretations and practices. In labeling “ minority” and
“ majority” opinion over a broad field, the media divided reasonable
and permissible (within the consensus) from reckless and irrational
(oppositional) politics. In the current situation the control culture
used “ minority” to lump together the younger generation, oppo
nents of Britain s policies in Northern Ireland and supporters of the
I R A , and workers and unions that questioned government attempts
to control wages. Hall was not claiming that such ideological strat
egies must succeed, but he recognized the advantages that the ruling
bloc had in deploying them.
Hall’s understanding of the conflict between deviant politics and
the control culture was rooted in a theory of ideology largely
derived from Althusser and Gramsci. Rejecting any direct relation
ship between ideology and ruling-class interests, he argued that
ideological practices were relatively autonomous yet reproduced
the dominant relations of society. Most importandy, he saw ideol
ogy (as Gramsci did) as the means by which the dominant classes
won consent to their moral leadership and acceptance of their
worldview as “ the natural mental environment and horizon of the
whole society.” Ideology, from this point of view, was not simply
imposed from above, but was fought over, negotiated, and con
tinually subject to challenge. This process, however, did not mean
that ideological struggle was waged between equals.
The process o f emending and revising known definitions, or o f construct
ing new ones, is a societal process, and like all processes in society, is
“structured in dominance.” . . . They contain or make use o f their own
“logic-in-use,” which serves as a set of loose generative rules which
governs the way the “explanation” can be used. Such normative defini
tions contain strong predispositions to “see” events in certain ways: they
tend to “rule in ” and “rule out” certain kinds o f additional inferences.107

Reminiscent of Gramsci, Hall saw ideology as never being com
plete, total, or encompassing. But the struggle to redefine it typi
cally took place in what Althusser would describe as a “structure
of dominance,” which implied asymmetrical power relationships.
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Hall thus acknowledged both the possibility o f radical change and
the formidable barriers preventing it.
If Hall’s analysis o f the media, ideology, and state power tended to
minimize the role o f human agency, his work in other contexts at
tempted to recover a space for human actors in ideological produc
tion. In “ Encoding/Decoding” and other related essays, Hall used
semiology and Marxism to understand the communication process.
His model was founded on Marx’s concept o f production. He saw
communication as a chain o f discrete moments, each with its own
modality and form. Although “ structured in dominance” and sub
ject to asymmetrical power relations, the production o f media mes
sages, or “ encoding,” and audience reception, or “ decoding,” were
two moments that were subject to their own structural logic. Pro
ducers strove to gain assent to preferred meanings, “ to enforce, win
plausibility for and command as legitimate a decoding o f the event
within the limit of dominant definitions in which it has been connotatively signified.” 108 Audiences, in contrast, were capable of
interpreting these messages in their own terms, either because they
did not understand the preferred meaning, were indifferent to it, or
because they chose to use a different code. Their interpretative
strategies resulted from their social position and experiences. Based
on Frank Parkin’s work on social meaning systems,109 Hall distin
guished three types o f decoding. Viewers could accept the preferred
meaning o f the “ dominant-hegemonic position.” They could ne
gotiate it, that is, accept the authority o f a global hegemonic reading
but dissent from particulars within it. Or they could fully under
stand the connotations o f the dominant coding yet reformulate the
message from an alternative perspective. Hall described this refor
mulation as an “ oppositional code.” He was not suggesting, how
ever, that readers could construct media messages as they pleased.
Indeed, in normal circumstances, he wrote, “ encoding will have
the effect o f constructing some o f the limits and parameters within
which decodings will operate."110 Rather, he was suggesting that
media messages were polysemic and that it was unjustifiable to infer
Hall’s encoding/decoding model was gready influenced by the
work o f the Russian linguistic philosopher and semiodcian, V. N.
Vološinov (thought by some to be Mikhail Bakhtin). For Vološinov, linguistic signs were polysemic, mediated by historical and
social struggles and subject to the class struggle in language. Signs
often appeared to have a single meaning, but this resulted (as Hall
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observed) from “ a practice of closure: the establishment of an
achieved system o f equivalence between language and reality, which
the effective mastery of the struggle over meaning produced as its
most pertinent effect.” 111 The same signs also could be deployed
within other ideological chains with different and opposed politi
cal implications. The signs’ dominant meaning resulted from the
relative strengths of the contending forces at a given decisive mo
ment. It was historically constituted.
The encoding/decoding model represented a pioneering at
tempt to conceptualize the transmitting and receiving of media
messages in complex industrial societies without treating “ the peo
ple” as passive dupes, a tacit assumption of most forms of com
munications theory. Hall’s belief that human beings played an ac
tive role in the reception of media messages—whether to resist,
tune out, partially accept, or assent to preferred readings of texts—
echoed the original socialist-humanist impetus of cultural studies.
Yet Hall stressed that experience was mediated by ideology, limited
by the dominant hegemonic relations of late capitalist society. In
this view, Hall was clearly indebted to Gramsci s notion of hege
mony as adapted by Althusser. Hall thus attempted to fuse struc
turalism and humanism while resisting the extremes of both, a
position, as we shall see, that he would adopt in the debate over
“The Poverty o f Theory.”
Yet the encoding/decoding model had its problems. First, while
Hall’s approach represented an important critique of the senderreceiver model of communication, he never escaped its original
assumption that messages existed before their being coded. He
distinguished between the form (the code) and the content (the
message), in effect, seeing language as a neutral medium, the mate
rial substance in which the message was sent. Yet coding did not
perform operations on inert material; form, as Screen and others
had so powerfully demonstrated, played an active role in the crea
tion of content and meaning. Second, there were problems with
Hall’s understanding o f both the coding and the decoding process.
He argued that the coding process created a preferred meaning, but
he did not specify whether its creation was intentional, intrinsic to
the message, or the result of semiological analysis. His analysis of
decoding hinged on the extent to which audiences assented to
preferred meanings. Equally important was the degree to which
they understood the message in the first place. Third, Hall’s encod
ing/decoding model was based on the transmission and reception
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of news programs. Did it have the same purchase when applied to
programming whose intention was to entertain: drama, comedies,
quiz programs, and talk shows?
The encoding/decoding model inspired several efforts by Cen
tre researchers to study audience responses to television. In the
1970s the most important o f these was David Morley s ethno
graphic analysis of audience interpretations o f the British news
program Nationwide. Based on interviews with and observations of
diverse groups o f students, The “Nationwide” Audience (1980) at
tempted to empirically demonstrate the polysemic nature of the
television text and the impact o f class position on its deciphering.
Morley was able to show clearly that audiences were not an inert
mass that assented to a uniform meaning, but he was unable to find
any correlation between social position and interpretation. This
was not surprising, given the complexity o f the determinants that
produce decodings as well as the problems o f creating an experi
mental design that reproduces everyday life. Later, reflecting the
impact o f feminism, Morley attempted to overcome such problems
by shifting his attention from individuals’ construction o f texts to
the domestic context o f television watching, the environment in
which interpretation generally took place, particularly the family.
O f the Centre s many projects in media studies, the most am
bitious was the collectively produced Policing the Crisis (1978), a shift
in crucial respects from earlier work in the decade. Stimulated by
the “ Handsworth Case” in which a black youth received a twentyyear sentence for his role in a “ mugging attack,” Centre researchers
analyzed the mugging scare that apparently emerged spontaneously
in the early seventies. The Centre research team argued that, far
from being spontaneous, the mugging scare resulted from a lengthy
and complicated process of ideological preparation, ultimately con
nected to the British social crisis and the state s assumption o f a
coercive pose. The state exploited fears o f race, crime, and youth to
create a “ moral panic,” which in turn justified an augmentation of
state power at a time when it saw itself to be under siege. Although
the media were by no means a state agency, they helped to make the
state’s version of political and social reality dominant. Despite their
general independence, the media in this case relied on the state, the
primary definers, for its framing of events. This process was made
possible by the structure o f the media themselves. As Hall and his
associates wrote: “ Hierarchical structures o f command and review,
informal socialisation into institutional roles, the sedimenting of
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dominant ideas into the ‘professional ideology’—all help to ensure,
within the media, their [the dominant ideas] continued reproduc
tion in the dominant form.” 112 The media were not so much in
league with the state as indirect but powerful organic links to it.
The importance of Policing the Crisis was threefold. First, it an
ticipated the conservatives’ domination of British politics since the
late 1970s. For Hall and his associates, Britain in the early seventies
had experienced a crisis of hegemony, the roots of which could
be found in Britain’s poor economic performance in the postwar
years. Britain’s decline had been obfuscated by Harold Macmillans
ideology of affluence in the fifties and Harold Wilson s “ managed
consensus” in the late sixties, but by the early seventies the glue
binding the social fabric of British society was no longer adhering.
Faced with the perceived threat of the counterculture’s attack on
middle-class values and institutions, a revived labor militancy, an
increasingly disgrunded black population, and civil war in North
ern Ireland, the British state replaced management by consent with
outright force. It exploited the publics fears of crime and the
breakdown of traditional British values as embodied in youth and
race. The state did not so much go beyond the scope of the law as it
created the conditions to justify using the legal means of coercion.
The analysis o f the breakdown of the postwar consensus was ac
companied by an all but prophetic reading of future trends.113 Hall
and his associates argued that the crisis in hegemony was fertile
ground for the emergence of “ authoritarian populism” —a new
hegemonic bloc founded on ffee-market ideology, patriotism, the
traditional family, and attacks on socialists and minorities.
Second, Policing the Crisis was the first Centre project to explore
the articulation o f race and class in contemporary Britain. While in
retrospect it seems like a logical direction in the Centre’s work, at
the time it represented a major departure and “interruption.” 114
According to Centre researchers, the distinctive trajectory of black
culture in Britain was related both to transformations in capitalism
affecting the working class as a whole and to changes that related
only to black workers. But this did not mean that the cultural and
political response of blacks could be understood simply in class
terms.
Race enters into the way black labour, male andfemale, is distributed as
economic agents on the level o f economic practice—and the class struggles
which resultfrom it; into the way thefractions o f the black labouring class
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are constituted as a set o f politicalforces in the theatre o f politics—and the
political struggle which results; and in the manner in which that class is
articulated as the collective and individual subjects o f emergent ideologies
and forms o f consciousness—and the struggle over ideology, culture and
consciousness which results.115

The authors viewed race as part o f an Althusserian structured total
ity. They stressed “ the problem o f the discontinuities, the discrep
ancies, the divergences, the non-correspondences, between the
different levels o f the social formation in relation to the black
working class—between the economic, political and ideological
levels.” 1,6 Adoption o f this framework made it possible to analyze
the relationship between race and class in more complex terms
than the simpler base/superstructure model. However, as with
Althusser’s thought more generally, the framework tended to mini
mize the role o f human agency. Social actors were produced by
determinations taking place behind their backs.
Third, Policing the Crisis pointed to a new direction in cultural
studies. The book represented a shift from the communication
model of “ encoding/decoding” and the emphasis on recovering
the subjective dimension o f experience, whether conceived as au
dience response or subcultural style. Instead, the volume manifested
what Lawrence Grossberg has described as “ a greater emphasis on
popular languages and common sense, on the construction of a field
of meanings and differences” that were “ linked, on the one hand, to
hegemonic projects and, on the other, to certain conditions of
possibility.” 117 Policing the Crisis contained an idea o f the social
formation as conceived by Althusser, but its originality resided in
its innovative reading of Gramsci. It was not so much shaped by
Williams’s concept of “ hegemony” as the relationship among the
“ dominant,” “ residual,” and “ emergent.” Rather, the concept un
derlined Gramsci’s emphasis on historical specificity, the “ nonnecessary” correspondences between practices, and the “ discipline
of the conjuncture.” J This new reading viewed "hegemony” as in-1
volving both the production o f consent and as providing ideological]
horizons defining the limits of cultural and political struggle/A
central arena where this struggle took place was, as Stuart Hall
suggested in another context, over “ the popular” —not in the sense
of summoning up the energies o f an already constituted “people”
but in “ the capacity to constitute classes and individuals as a popular
force.” 118 Such a radical contextualism, which saw the constellation
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of social forces and their antagonisms as being “ produced” rather
than “ given,” was first sketched out in Policing the Crisis. It was to be
notably developed in Hall’s writings on Thatcherism in the late
seventies and throughout the eighties—writings which he thought
of as representing a “ Marxism without guarantees.”
V
The Centre’s work in the 1970s occupied a distinctive space within
the field of cultural studies. However, no homogeneous Centre
position ever came into being. As noted, projects that revolved
around the articulation of race and class, such as Policing the Crisis,
originally challenged and disrupted already existing Centre posi
tions. The same holds true for the challenge of feminism, which, as
Stuart Hall recalled, “ broke, and broke into, cultural studies.” “As
the thief in the night, it broke in; interrupted, made an unseemly
noise, seized the time, crapped on the table of cultural studies.” 119
Like virtually all institutions in the early 1970s, the Centre was
dominated by men. Only two or three of the more than twenty
students were women. In the first ten issues of the Centre’s Working
Papers a mere four articles were about topics having to do with
women.120 Women students “ found it extremely difficult to par
ticipate in cccs groups and felt, without being able to articulate it,
that it was a case of the masculine domination of both intellectual
work and the environment in which it was being carried out.” 121
Such dissatisfaction gave rise to the Womens Studies Group that
aspired to connect a feminist critique of the Centre’s theory and
practice with the wider feminist struggle in society.
We are all involved in some way in challenging both the existing under
standing o f society, and the role and construction o f sex/gender within
this [society], and the ways in which this understanding is achieved and
transmitted. It is through the questions that feminism poses, and the
absences it locates, that feminist research and women’s studies are con
stituted as one aspect o f the struggle fo r the transformation o f society
which would make “women’s studies” unnecessary.122

The Women’s Studies Group was responsible for the eleventh issue
of Working Papers, published in book form as Women Take Issue.
Not only was the women’s group “ taking issue” with sexist prac
tices at the Centre and throughout society, but it literally took over
the eleventh issue.
Feminism’s impact on the Centre’s work was significant. It re
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defined what the Centre studied, called into question its exclu
sively “ public” and “ class” conception o f power, and problematized
its way o f conceiving subjectivity and subject position. We can see
this impact in feminist work on both the media and subcultures.
Feminist work on the media is traceable to the Women’s Studies
Group’s original project, Images o f Women in the M edia , which de
scribed and criticized the ideological subject positions reserved for
women in the media: housewife, mother, sex object, insatiable
female, career woman. Although relatively untheoretical, the essay
questioned “ how women appropriate modes o f negatively-defined
subjectivity from a male-dominated culture, which, in general,
excludes them from the relations o f production, and thus enter into
a culture o f difference. It is these relations o f production which to
some extent define ‘identity’ in bourgeois culture.” 123
However, the field o f cultural studies as constituted was unable
to pursue such questions. The media group had been preoccupied
with television news, current affairs programs, and newspapers,
texts that were consumed by, and aimed at, a mostly male audience.
This concentration resulted in a conspicuous omission and mar
ginalization o f media texts that most intimately touched the fives of
women: soap operas, women’s magazines, romance literature, and
melodramas.
Feminist researchers analyzed this expanded field o f media texts
in terms derived from the encoding/decoding model. They were
simultaneously interested in the way that the media constructed
feminine sexuality and women’s position in the sexual division of
labor and women’s own response to cultural texts created with them
in mind.124 Dorothy Hobson, for instance, produced an ethno
graphic account of housewives’ relationship to the media, con
sidering the women’s experience o f their favorite radio and tele
vision programs—soap operas, afternoon disc jockeys, and comedy
programs. She analyzed both women’s selective and differential
responses to these programs and the strategies employed by the
media to shape and reinforce gendered identities. In Hobson’s view,
women used radio and television programs as a means o f overcom
ing their oppressed existence at home, but ultimately their con
sumption of them was not liberating.
The programmes which the women watch and listen to, together with the
programmes which they reject, reinforce the sexual division of spheres of
interest, which is determined both by their location in the home and by
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the structures offemininity that ensure that feminine values are second
ary (or less “real”) than those o f the masculine world of work and
politics, which the women regard as alien, yet important. 125

The reinforcement of “ the sexual division of spheres and inter
est” was especially true with regard to television. According to
Hobson, programs chosen by women were seen as being relevant
to a womans world, while programs that were passed up—frequendy public affairs programming—were seen as relating only to
men. Yet women did not feel free to choose the programs they
preferred. “ [T]here is also an acceptance that the ‘real’ or ‘mans
world’ is important, and the ‘right’ of their husbands to watch
these programmes is respected.” 126
Hobson expanded her analysis of soap operas in her ethno
graphic study of the low-budget television program, Crossroads, a
show centered on life in a motel in the Midlands, shown on com
mercial television rather than on the b b c . The originality of Hob
son’s approach was to gather evidence through more naturalistic
methods than those found in studies such as Morley s The “Nation
wide” Audience. She watched television with groups of viewers in
their own homes and elicited their responses through unstructured
discussions. Inspired by feminist theory, she reconstructed the do
mestic context in which television viewing took place. First, she
found that viewers often were less concerned with individual tele
vision texts (single episodes) than with the series as a whole. Sec
ond, she discovered that family contexts had a major impact on the
experience of, and attitude toward, a program. In her words: “To
watch a programme at meal time with the mother of young chil
dren is an entirely different experience from watching with a
seventy-two-year-old widow whose day is largely structured
around television programmes. Family situations change both the
ability to view with any form of concentration and also the per
spective which the audience have [sic] on a programme.” 127
Like its critique of media studies, the feminist attack on sub
cultural investigations pointed to a series of “absences” and “si
lences” that resulted from masculine prejudice. Angela McRobbie
and Jenny Garber raised this question in a preliminary form in their
contribution to Resistance Through Rituals. Their critique was two
fold. First, they observed that women, though certainly not the
principal producers of youth subcultures, had nonetheless made
significant contributions. Female hippies, female mods, and female
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punks played important, if subordinate, roles in their respective
subcultures. More importandy, they suggested that young women
tended to express themselves in forms that were difficult to pene
trate from outside. Girl culture insulated and protected itself from
boys, adults, teachers, and researchers. This particular behavior
could not be explained in class terms. “ We feel,” they wrote, “ that
when the dimension o f sexuality is included in the study of youth
subcultures, girls can be seen to be negotiating a different space,
offering a different type o f resistance to what can at least in part be
viewed as their sexual subordination.” 128
In “Settling Accounts with Subcultures,” McRobbie produced a
more developed feminist critique o f the Birmingham tradition. She
passionately condemned male theorists’ exclusive concern with
male subcultures: men’s problems at work and school, their pub life,
their activities at football games. Not only did theorists ignore the
experience o f women, but they suppressed relationships between
the sexes and the sites where they were acted out.
I f we look for the structured absences in this youth literature, it is the
sphere of family and domestic life that is missing. No commentary on the
hippies dealt with the countercultural sexual division of labour, let alone
the hypocrisies of "free love” ; few writers seemed interested in what
happened when a mod went home after a weekend on speed. Only what
happened out there on the streets mattered.129

This bias was as true of Hebdige as it was o f Clarke and Willis.
Indeed, McRobbie was particularly disappointed with Hebdige.
Despite his subtle probing o f the complexities o f punk style, and his
less class-oriented perspective, he ignored the conspicuous oppres
sion o f female punks as revealed in fashion and dance.
For McRobbie, the obverse side o f male subcultures’ subversion
of bourgeois values was the continuing subordinate position of
young women in the sexual division o f labor in the family. In
celebrating the oppositional nature o f punks, skinheads, and teds,
male researchers were thus tacitly contributing to the oppression of
working-class young women. In opposition to this trend, M cRob
bie and other feminists inverted the strategies o f male researchers.
They investigated the close relationships between young women as
revealed in their shared experience of reading romances, watching
soap operas, consuming makeup, buying clothes, and listening to
music. They turned the lens of subcultural studies on domestic and
family life.
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In her attack on Birmingham subcultural studies, McRobbie
expressed a deep ambivalence about the relationship between
women and subcultures. She argued that male subcultural experi
ence was poisoned by sexism, and women, owing to their structural
position in the sexual division of labor, could not share the same
space as men. Yet she shared the same identification with, and hopes
for, subcultures as did Birmingham men. “ As a pre-figurative form
and set of social relations,” she wrote, “ I can’t help but think it could
have a positive meaning for girls who are pushed from early adoles
cence into achieving their feminine status through acquiring a
‘steady.’ ” 130 Like her male counterparts, McRobbie saw subcul
tures as an alternative to bourgeois society. In her vision, however,
they had the power to “ magically” resolve both gender and class
contradictions.
Feminist theory represented an important criticism of the Cen
tre’s work and a major source of inspiration for its projects, but
Centre feminists were themselves divided, a major division being
the result of race. The Centre’s understanding of race and class,
which began with Policing the Crisis, was extended in The Empire
Strikes Back: Race and Racism in 70s Britain (1982), a collection of
essays published after the Thatcher victory of 1979 and the race
riots of the early 1980s. In a collectively written introduction, John
Solomos, Bob Findlay, Simon Jones, and Paul Gilroy argued that
racism in Britain must be neither reduced to economic determina
tions nor seen as purely autonomous. Rather, racism must be situ
ated in relation to both the specific forms of struggle by black
people in their efforts to throw off oppression and the dominant
bloc’s attempts to manage the organic crisis of the British state.
“ In this context, race relations have become the central aspect
o f attempts to orchestrate politically—and therefore to manage—
the effects o f organic crisis. We must locate the pertinence o f‘race’
within this hegemonic struggle and assess its articulation by and with
the processes which secure economic, ideological and political
power and domination.” 131 While the authors believed that racism
in the seventies must be viewed in relationship to the crisis of the
state, they were not suggesting that this would be true of other pe
riods. Extending the line o f the thought marked out in Policing the
Crisis, they advocated seeing race as historically specific “ in order
to see how it articulates—or not—with other social relations. 132
In The Empire Strikes Back, Hazel Carby launched a critique of
white feminism that, though not specifically directed against femi
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nists at the Centre, by implication included them. In Carby s view,
white feminists used theoretical categories that, though intending
to promote universal sisterhood, had the effect o f marginalizing
and silencing the historical experience of black women. While
white middle-class women might experience the nuclear family
as an unproblematic site o f oppression, black womens positionowing to the impact of racism on the family dynamic—was more
complex.
The immediate problemfo r blackfeminists is whether thisframework can
be applied at all to analyse our herstory o f oppression and struggle. We
would not wish to deny that thefamily can be a source o f oppressionfo r us
but we also wish to examine how the black fam ily has functioned as a
prime source o f resistance to oppression. We need to recognise that during
slavery, periods o f colonialism and under the present authoritarian state,
the black fam ily has been a site o f political and cultural resistance to
racism.133

In short, black women could recover their own “ herstory” only by
refusing universal categories o f gender analysis that mystified rather
than shed light on their experience.
In a sense, Carby s critique o f white feminism pushed the theo
retical insights o f Centre projects like Policing the Crisis and Women
Take Issue to their theoretical conclusion. While she was imme
diately concerned with finding a space for the voices o f groups o f
black women, wider ramifications could be drawn from her con
tention that social and cultural experience represented the complex
result of contradictions of class, race, and gender. Carby s argument
signaled a new direction in what by the early 1980s was a rapidly
expanding field of cultural studies, one in which social identity was
viewed in increasingly complex “ multicultural” terms. While in
certain respects this move represented a departure from the class
model that had inspired the Centre’s earlier work, it was clearly
rooted in it. Carby was interested in both recovering the experi
ence of historically marginalized groups and in seeing culture as
rooted in material and historically specific “ antagonistic relations
of domination and subordination.” 134 She articulated a complex,
nonessentialist conception of social and cultural identity that ex
tended, rather than broke with, the cultural Marxist foundations of
cultural studies. In both Carby’s work and The Empire Strikes Back
more generally, cultural studies entered a new theoretical phase.

History from Below

British cultural studies was eclectic, interdisciplinary, and in the
process of defining itself. It was shaped by contact with numerous
theoretical traditions and discourses; it borrowed, appropriated,
and combined the practices of several intellectual disciplines; and it
developed in a multiplicity of directions. Marxist historiography in
the 1970s was affected by the political, social, and cultural up
heavals o f the late sixties and early part o f the decade, particu
larly the development of the feminist movement. But it developed
within the framework of an established tradition inherited from the
British Marxist historians, and it was gready indebted to a single
work within it.
Thompsons classic book, The Making o f the English Working
Class , must be the point of departure for any discussion of socialist
history in the late sixties and seventies. Seldom has a scholarly work
dominated the consciousness or imagination of radical intellectuals
or thrust its author into such a central position. It came to define
the field o f radical history as a whole and exerted a major influence
on socialist thought and practice. R . H. Tawney once observed
that all economic history after Marx was post-Marxist, meaning
that historians followed in his footsteps, whether in support of or in
opposition to his views. Similarly, socialist history in Britain in the
late sixties and seventies may be regarded as post-Thompsonian
and post-T h e Making o f the English Working Class.
There were several reasons for the book’s widespread influence.
Thompson’s impassioned recovery of the radical aspirations and
resistance of working people made a major contribution to defin
ing “ history from below.” The book redefined the field of politics.
His defense of the concept o f class struggle was a welcome contrast
to conservatives’ proclamation of the end of ideology, while, at the
same time, he did not conceive of class struggle in conventional
Marxist terms. He saw it from a distinctly New Left perspective as a
conflict between two cultures, two ways o f life, “ culture as a whole
way of struggle.” Most importandy, in opposition to the rigid de
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terminism o f orthodox Marxism, Thompson argued that human
agents were not passive victims o f historical circumstances but ac
tive makers and creators o f their own history.
Less tangible, but no less important, was the book’s timing. For
the rising generation o f young radical scholars and their older
associates whose sympathies lay with the grassroots, student, and
countercultural movements o f the sixties, the book’s celebration
o f working people’s spontaneous forms o f protest alluded to an
alternative politics. Scholars could identify, for instance, with both
Thompson’s sympathetic portrayal o f the Luddites and his critique
of the organized labor movement’s suppression o f their memory.
This identification was enhanced by Thompson’s own practice as a
radical and scholar. The book was not the product o f an academic
environment, but one written when Thompson was an extramural
lecturer in the Workers’ Educational Association and deeply im
mersed in New Left politics. It was openly partisan, engaged, and
aimed at a Left-wing and trade union audience. As Alan Dawley
observed, The Making of the English Working Class “ resonated perfecdy with the hopes o f a generation o f radical scholars that com
mon people could make their own history, and that sympathetic
historians could write it.” 1
Thompson’s book made a significant impact on the historical
practice of both the older and younger generation o f radical histo
rians, but its resonance cannot be measured in any simple way. It
was not experienced in isolation but as part o f a cultural and politi
cal milieu that included the new left, the student movement, and
the counterculture.
For the older generation o f Marxist historians, The Making of the
English Working Class was a milestone in the evolution o f Marxist
historiography. John Saville, for one, saw it as transforming histori
cal knowledge and representing a breakthrough in the historiogra
phy of the popular classes.2 Christopher Hill regarded it as having
recaptured “ the imaginative sympathy o f the pioneer historians
while profiting by subsequent advances in knowledge and histori
cal method.” 3 Eric Hobsbawm believed that it would have been
read by a wider audience if it had been shorter, but he recognized
its central role in radical history and observed that it “ instandy and
righdy became a classic.” 4Thompson’s book did not literally trans
form the vision of the historians of the older generation, but it
probably stimulated them to focus more specifically on the experi
ence of popular movements. Although Rodney Hilton for many
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years had conceived of medieval .society through the eyes of the
peasantry, his first full-scale study of medieval peasant movements
did not appear until the early 1970s.5 By his own admission, he was
responding to the political turmoil of the late sixties and the pro
tests of the student movement, and he acknowledged his debt to
the example of The Making of the English Working Class.6
Christopher Hill had been concerned with recovering the per
spective of the oppressed and had been a major contributor to
“ history from below” and the growth of the Marxist historio
graphical tradition. Yet his most important work in this field, The
World Turned Upside Down (1972), a historical recovery of the most
radical groups during the twenty years of the English Revolution,
reflected both his intellectual affinity with Thompson and an at
mosphere that had been partially transformed by The Making o f the
English Working Class. Hill shared Thompson’s humanist attitude
toward human agency. He saw himself as recovering the common
people’s attempts to impose their own solutions on the problems
of their times. He aspired to rescue historical subjects whom his
“ predecessors arrogantly and snobbishly dismissed as the ‘lunatic
fringe.’ ” And he thought it “ no longer necessary to apologize too
profusely for taking the common people of the past on their own
terms and trying to understand them.” 7 It was not that Thompson
had been a major influence on Hill’s work; if anything, it was the
other way around. But it might be said that they shared a “structure
o f feeling” that was given its definitive form in The Making o f the
English Working Class, and the success and influence of the book
stimulated Hill to pursue more vigorously his own study of the
popular classes.
I
Marxist historians of the older generation, then, were affected by
the changing intellectual atmosphere that Thompson s book helped
to produce, and they were stimulated by his articulation of positions
they already endorsed. The younger generation ofMarxist intellec
tuals—formed by the experience of the various new lefts were
more manifestly shaped by Thompson’s project. This was especially
true of the History Workshop collective, one of the most important
vehicles for the development and spread of socialist history in the
1970s.
History Workshop was a distincdy English formation with roots
in the labor movement, the counterculture, the womens move-
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ment, and the Marxist historiographical tradition—especially the
writings o f Thompson. The Workshop was created in 1966 by an
informal group o f professional and worker-student historians who
first met in Ruskin College history seminars. As Raphael Samuel,
the driving force behind the Workshop, recalled: “ It was an attempt
to create, within a very limited compass, an alternative educa
tional practice, to encourage Ruskin students—working men and
women, drawn from the labour and trade union movement—to en
gage in research, and to construct their own history as a way of giv
ing them an independent critical vantage point in their reading.” 8
Since the beginning, the group has held a series of “ workshops” —
informal conferences where both worker-historians and full-time
socialist researchers could discuss specific topics in radical historiog
raphy. Papers given at these meetings were often published by His
tory Workshop in books, as pamphlets, or in the group sjournal.
The Workshop should be seen in the context o f Ruskin College s
history and connection to the labor movement. Founded in 1899,
the college was established to create a cadre of union functionaries
and other labor officials drawn from the working class. But after
only nine years, its purpose was called into question in a series of
protests launched by a group o f radical Ruskin students known
as the Plebs League. Committed to the principle o f independent
working-class education, the league was opposed to the college s
expanding relationship with Oxford University and with plans to
implement an examination system. Following a strike in 1909 over
the exclusion o f Marxist economics from the college curriculum,
the disgrunded students left Ruskin, established their own institu
tions called labor colleges, and began to produce ajournal, The Plebs
Magazine. The labor colleges saw themselves as teaching workers a
theoretical vocabulary that was grounded in their own experience,
educating them on the origins of social and economic injustice, and
providing them with the strategic weapons to overthrow capitalism.
The Workshop began as a kind of modern-day Plebs League
protesting the innate conservatism o f Ruskin College. Dave Doug
lass, a coal miner and one o f the original contributors to the Work
shop, found out what his radical forebears at the school had known
sixty years before.
[TJhat under the auspices o f an institution designed to serve workingclass politics and trade unionism, R u sk in ’s major role is to take workingclass militants away from their jobs and communities to “re-educate ”
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them. It attempts to cut off their class roots and fill them instead with
notions o f competitive achievement, and generally renders them useless
fo r anything exceptfull-time service in the ranks o f union or management
bureaucracy.9

Douglass identified his own experience with that of his hero,
George Harvey, a coal miner and radical leader from his village
who had been a student at Ruskin, a member of the Plebs League,
and a participant in the 1909 strike.
Just as the Plebs League stood for independent working-class
education, the Workshop s founders argued that “adult students, so
far from being educationally underprivileged—the working defi
nition adopted by the College authorities—were peculiarly wellplaced to write about many facets of industrial and working-class
history.” 10 But the idea that students could engage in primary re
search, let alone research their own families and surroundings, an
gered officials who believed that the college should be teaching
history, not helping to produce it. The Workshop s first seminar on
the English countryside in the nineteenth century was nearly can
celed because the schools principal felt that it did not involve
questions germane to the examination syllabus. As a result, Ruskin
faculty members and their students resorted to covert methods to
escape the attention of antagonistic school officials. Tutorials sup
posedly devoted to weekly essays were used by working-class stu
dents to engage in original historical research. From this form of
underground pedagogy came the Workshop s initial series of thir
teen pamphlets.
History Workshop reached back to the example of the Plebs
League, but its protest against Ruskin educational practices was also
part of the countercultural and radical assault on the hierarchical
structure of higher education and the rigidities of academic life.
Indeed, the group s commitment to workshops—“a deliberate at
tempt to escape from the conventions and the coldness of the
research seminar” —owed as much to the politics and culture of the
new left as working-class populism.11 Owing to its trade union
connections, the Workshop strongly supported the revival of labor
militancy as expressed in the seamen s strike of 1966 and the miners
strikes of the seventies. But it was no less excited by the May
1968 events in France. History Workshop was a rare example of
working-class militants and new left radicals finding a common
ground.
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The Workshop’s project drew on several intellectual sources that
achieved prominence in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Workshop
historians were influenced by contemporary radical theorists of
criminology for whom deviants were social actors whose values
and modes o f living conflicted with the dominant ideology. They
adapted the participant-observation techniques o f ethnographers
and cultural anthropologists to capture the lived quality o f history.
Their work developed in the context o f a critical dialogue with the
rapidly expanding discipline o f sociology. But most importandy,
work associated with History Workshop was shaped by the British
Marxist and socialist historiographical tradition, particularly as em
bodied in The Making o f the English Working Class.
One way to gauge the privileged position that History Work
shop accorded Thompson’s book is through its own declarations.
Raphael Samuel observed that the Workshop profited from “ the
change which has taken place in the climate of historical opinion
under the impact o f The Making o f the English Working Class.” 12
The History Workshop editorial committee wrote: “ [A]nd does any
one believe that English social history would be in its present flour
ishing state without the enormous impetus given to it by E. P.
Thompson s The Making o f the English Working Class?” 13
Yet it was not only through its statements that the impact of
Thompson’s book on History Workshop can be traced, for the
Workshop was deeply influenced by his approach and extended it in
directions that he had not explicidy recommended. Like Thomp
son, the Workshop blended moral intensity and an imaginative use
of evidence with a passion for concrete detail. Workshop historians
attempted to recover the experience o f the oppressed, saving them
from the scorn o f bourgeois historians, and they viewed the people
as “ makers” rather than as “ victims” of history. Yet if Thompson
was interested in “ experience,” it was not in as wide a sense as that of
the Workshop. “ We have been guided, in the first place, by the
intrinsic interest and importance o f our subjects, as fundamental
elements in social life-w ork and class relations, sex roles and family
life, popular culture and education. They are an attempt to bring
history closer to the central concerns o f people’s lives.” 14 While the
wish to bring history closer to people’s lives was not new, Thomp
son and the older generation of Marxist historians were mosdy
interested in the daily life of the popular classes in terms o f its
relationship to forms of protest and resistance. The Workshop his
torians thought o f the culture o f the oppressed as a virtual alterna
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tive culture, a way of life whose values opposed those of the domi
nant classes. Among other developments, under the influence ofthe
revived feminist movement, History Workshop evinced an interest
in people’s private as well as public lives.
As a result of extending Thompsons concept of experience,
Workshop projects often were narrowly conceived. Despite his
interest in the experience of ordinary people, Thompson was ulti
mately concerned with working-class contributions to the national
political culture; The Making o f the English Working Class was deeply
embedded in arguments over British economic and political his
tory. Workshop historians applied Thompson’s method of sympa
thetic re-creation to seemingly smaller and smaller geographical
and social spaces: a historical account of an Oxfordshire village
or the life of a Durham pitman, the story of slate quarrymen in
North Wales or an analysis of nineteenth-century country work
girls, guides to railway men or coal miners’ slang.15 Perhaps this
method reached its culmination in Jerry White’s Rothschild Build
ings, a lengthy study ofjewish immigrants in one block of London’s
East End around the turn of the twentieth century. Or as Samuel
stated in the foreword: “ Historians have long since recognised that
in the city every stone can tell a story, just as in the countryside there
is a history in every hedge. What Jerry White has shown is that
every street—if historians were able imaginatively to reconstitute
it—could be the subject of a book.” 16
Numerous obstacles confronted the production of such work.
Workshop historians understood that they could not simply reread
primary sources from a Marxist or socialist perspective. In many
cases the sources were sparse or scattered and had to be creatively
assembled, while those sources that were available seldom were
neutral. As Samuel wrote: “The magistrate’s clerk—or the police
officer—guides the researcher on his journey into crime, the senior
partner takes him by the arm when he looks at business, the tem
perance advocate leads him in and out of the pubs. Unless he is
careful the historian may end up as their mouthpiece.” 17 Workshop
historians employed many techniques to circumvent the ideologi
cal distortions inherent in primary documents and to cull evidence
from untapped sources. They used visual and physical evidence to
convey a tangible sense of locality, searched people s homes for
photographs, handbills, posters, and diaries, and used business rec
ords, family papers, wills, and deeds. Personal recollections also had
a special place in the Workshop s methodological repertoire. Such
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evidence made it possible to Fill gaps in the record, and it could be
used to redefine historical inquiry itself. “ Instead of allowing the
documents to structure the work . . . the historian can make his
touchstone the real life experience o f people themselves, both do
mestically and at work.” 18 As noted, Workshop historians believed
that worker-historians, owing to their social experience, could
offer invaluable insights into the nature o f historical reality. Sim
ilarly, Workshop participants saw working people’s testimony as a
form of historical evidence that was, by definition, free of bour
geois and therefore ideological contamination. Like Thompson,
the Workshop accorded a privileged position to the experience of
the people; the idea that working-class experience was also medi
ated by ideology was less important.
Such microscopic research might have been, to use Samuel’s
metaphor, like traveling by foot over territories that were familiar
from the vantage point o f an armored car or tractor.19 Yet just as
the informed observation o f a peripatetic traveler is curtailed by an
inadequate map, so a historian without a clear vision o f the larger
picture easily loses sight o f the significance of a specific detail.
Workshop historians became so consumed with tracing the small
est aspects of social practices that they at times lost sight o f the
broader landscape. As a consequence o f their preoccupation with
specificity, Workshop historians tended to inflate the significance
of individual incidents o f working-class resistance and struggle and
to magnify the dimensions o f the people’s culture. They were char
acteristically nostalgic and sentimental about the independent arti
san or village laborer and the virtues o f the traditional moral econ
omy, producing an idealized image o f the people’s way o f life that
glossed over their less appealing features, such as their racism or
sexism. Believing that the “ people” were “ creators” o f their own
history, they were less concerned with the structures o f domination
that mediated their consciousness. They took seriously Thomp
son’s contention that the working class made its own history, while
they often neglected his warning that working people also were
subject to “ conditioning.” Thompson thought that the Workshop
was an important manifestation o f the libertarian tradition, but he
expressed concern that the Workshop’s detailed studies o f people’s
history entailed abandoning “ whole territories” o f economic and
political history.20
Dave Marson’s Children’s Strikes in 19 11 exhibited some of these
characteristics. The essay was one of the original contributions to
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the pamphlet series, the work of a docker who was a student at
Ruskin in 1970-72. While researching the 1911 Hull dockers’
strike, Marson uncovered an event in radical history that had faded
from popular memory and also had escaped the attention of main
stream historians. He discovered a series of strikes in which chil
dren of all ages protested the harsh treatment they had received at
school. Beginning in a militant working-class area of Hull, the
strikes spread with varying degrees of intensity to cities throughout
Britain. Marson acknowledged that the children never won any
concessions, but he argued that they at least experienced a few
moments of freedom and the satisfaction of having challenged an
institution that oppressed, smothered, and mistreated them. “These
children, despite their stifling schooling showed their minds had not
been overwhelmed by the gray monotonies of the class-room.
They still retained imagination with ideas like the colours in a
paint-box.” 21
Originally, the Workshop accorded a privileged position to
working-class experience and consciousness, as was apparent in its
contention that worker-historians were “ peculiarly well placed” to
write their own history. For the same reason, it viewed oral evi
dence as a means o f direct contact with the people, of salvaging
their own insights into their lives. This is what Samuel had in mind
when he suggested that interviews could preserve the “ real life
experience of people as a whole.” Marson’s pamphlet combined
these. As a docker, his theoretical understanding was free of bour
geois mystification, for by definition he had a special knowledge of
the historical process. Yet he was more than a historian; he was an
invaluable source of primary evidence. His childhood recollections
supplemented missing links and gaps in the historical record and
helped to overcome the ideological distortions inherent in news
paper accounts. His original hunch that the children’s strikes might
be more than curiosities resulted from an emotional response to an
account of policemen charging the children, produced by his own
childhood fear o f the police. By the same token, his research was
inspired by his experiential identification with his subjects. “ It was
a photograph that really affected me—it was a picture of the chil
dren picketing the gates of Courtney Street Primary School, the
same school I had been to myself. I identified myself with those
strikers—some of them might have been the parents of the children
I went to school with.” 22
Marson unearthed a fascinating episode from the radical past.
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Yet the children’s revolt must ultimately be regarded as a relatively
insignificant event in the history o f radicalism. It was of consider
able antiquarian interest, but it played no role in socialist history as
a whole. More generally, the Workshop’s early work seems to have
been founded on the tacit assumption that the sympathetic por
trayal of the lives o f the subordinate classes was by definition a
radical act, guaranteed by the people’s “ natural” propensity to re
sist, revolt, and transform the social order. It conformed to that
version of socialist history which, as Ken Worpole pointed out,
acted as if “ once every moment o f past working-class experience
has been noted and analysed, then all the forms and structures of
capitalist relationships will powder and disintegrate leaving at last,
pure, unmediated working-class authentic being.” 23
In a similar vein, Samuel’s view o f the Victorian economic land
scape emphasized both the persistence o f preindustrial values asso
ciated with artisans’ independence and control o f the productive
process and resistance to a wage labor system that threatened to
destroy them. For Samuel, the British path to industrialization
was not an “ unbound Prometheus” inescapably pushing toward a
mechanized economy, but a case study o f “ combined and uneven
development” whereby the exploitation o f labor power was as
prevalent as the increased use o f capital equipment. He imagined a
less orderly picture than the one conceived by mainstream eco
nomic historians:
bearing more resemblance to a Bruegel or even a Hieronymus Bosch than
to the geometrical regularities o f a modern abstract. The industrial land
scape would be seen to befull o f diggings and pits as well as o f tallfactory
chimneys

Agricultural labourers might take up theforeground, armed

with sickle or scythe, while behind them troops o f women and children
would be bent double over the ripening crops in thefield, pulling charlock,
hoeing nettles, or cleaning thefurrows o f stones. . . . Instead o f calling his
picture “machinery " the artist might prefer to name it “toil.” 24

Samuel portrayed nineteenth-century laborers as living hard and
difficult lives, subject to the ruthless exploitation o f Victorian capi
talism. Yet he saw the people’s lives as continual demonstrations
of nobility, strength, and moral courage. Samuel’s painstaking re
creation of life and work in Headington Quarry, a suburb o f Ox
ford, paid tribute to unalienated labor and a preindustrial fife, and
he stressed these laborers’ stubborn persistence into the twentieth
century. He differentiated between the village’s moral economy,
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which was founded on “ use” and respect for available resources,
and encroaching capitalism, whose primary aim was to milk the
surplus regardless of the social consequences. The villagers, he
explained, “ lacked the capitalist instinct for getting rich at other
people’s expense, or on the basis of other people’s labour. They
made the best of their environment, but they did not overstep its
limits, or treat it as a point of take-off.” 25
Samuels portrait of nineteenth-century life thus emphasized the
perseverance of the most residual characteristics in Victorian eco
nomic and social life. He stressed the continuous tradition that
linked independent artisans and rural producers with workers of
modern times. Thus, in capturing the complexity and unevenness
o f economic and social development, he extended the historical
narrative of “ lost rights” into the twentieth century. His depiction
o f a prolonged transition to a more rationalized and regulated cap
italist system was tinted by nostalgia, sadness, and remorse. Samuel’s portrayal of people’s history represented a socialist variant of
the conservative yearning for the organic community. What distin
guished his portrayal from the efforts of thinkers like Leavis and
Eliot was that he attributed the evils of modern times to the tri
umph of wage labor or capitalism rather than industrialization per
se. He could imagine an alternative social order whereby the vir
tues o f the past were reaffirmed in a more egalitarian society of
the future.26
II
History Workshop was founded on an idealistic and nostalgic con
ception of the “ people” in history. Its work celebrated the artisan’s
and the rural laborer’s control of the productive process and their
attachment to a moral economy based on use. However, there was
more to the Workshop than celebration; the new feminist histo
rians, though a minority, played a crucial role in its development.
Like an important segment of the American women’s move
ment, the new British feminism grew out of the student move
ment, the counterculture, and the anti-Vietnam War campaigns of
the late sixties.27 Forced to accept subordinate positions in maledominated protest movements, and feeling oppressed by sexual
roles dictated by the male-controlled counterculture, women ap
propriated the logic of the civil rights movement and the counter
culture to understand their own social position. They came to
realize that, like blacks and other disadvantaged minorities, they
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constituted an oppressed group—the “ longest revolution” as Juliet
Mitchell described them in a 1966 pioneering text o f the emerging
feminism.28
The women’s movement in Britain initially surfaced from several
sources.29 Lil Ballocha’s batde for trawler safety in Hull and Ros
Boland’s efforts to achieve equal pay for women machinists at the
Ford plant in Dagenham were rooted in an industrial and workingclass context. Women’s issues began to be discussed among revolu
tionary socialist groups, with Black D w arf bearing the headline
“ 1969, Year o f the Militant Women?,” and the i m g launching Social
ist Woman. As a result o f the spread o f workshops, such as the
women’s group in Tufnell Park in North London, confederated
women’s groups formed the London Workshop and launched the
first women’s liberation paper, Shrew.
Just as historians in Britain played major roles in defining Marxist
social theory, socialist feminist historians with roots in the Marx
ist tradition and adult education helped shape the development
o f feminist theory and practice. Indeed, historians and students
connected with History Workshop were the ones responsible for
launching a nationwide Women’s movement. At a Ruskin work
shop on working-class history in the autumn o f 1969, female par
ticipants became frustrated by the meeting’s exclusive preoccupa
tion with male workers and by men’s dominant position in the
group. The women decided to hold their own informal session on
women’s history, a move greeted with “ a gust o f masculine laugh
ter.” 30 Initially, the breakaway group met to plan a workshop that
would be about women, but their discussions gradually became
broader, and they ended up planning the first national womens
liberation conference in Britain. Five hundred people—four hun
dred of them women—attended the sessions at Ruskin in February
1970. The women’s conference adopted a platform and established
a national coordinating committee, but most importandy it pro
duced a sense of solidarity among women. As Sally Alexander
recalled: “ All those women! Women I’ve become very close friends
with since .. . we just spent a lot o f time talking, talking about our
kids and laughing. And walking round Oxford in gangs o f women.
It was wonderful!” 31
Although feminist history existed in Britain before the 1970s, it
led a sporadic existence, appearing at historical moments when
womens issues were being passionately debated and fading from
view when interest in them receded. A historian such as Alice
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Clark, whose important Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth
Century (1919) coincided with the early twentieth-century debate
on womens suffrage, founded neither a school nor a tradition and
was by and large forgotten until her rediscovery by the current
generation of feminist historians.32 In this respect, feminist histo
riography during the 1970s signified a new phase. Sheila Row
botham s writings on the history of British socialist feminism and
women in revolutionary movements, Catherine Halls research on
early nineteenth-century middle-class gender and class relation
ships, Sally Alexanders work on working-class women in nine
teenth-century London, Barbara Taylor’s recovery of the feminist
dimension of the early socialist movement, Jill Liddington and Jill
Norris’s study of working-class women in the suffragette move
ment, and (though of an older generation) Dorothy Thompson’s
examination of working-class women’s radicalism during the Char
tist period, all o f them taken together established the beginning of a
tradition of socialist feminist historical writing in Britain.33
As the name suggested, socialist feminist historians attempted to
bring both socialist and feminist theoretical approaches to bear on
an understanding of the past. They saw socialism and Marxism as
providing a point of departure for understanding the subordina
tion of women under capitalism, but they argued that such modes
o f thought had at best only implicidy suggested ways to analyze
women’s position in society and must be rethought in light of
questions raised by feminist theory and practice. Socialist feminists
advocated that historians not just fill in the gaps of existing histori
cal accounts with sections on women but that they situate women
at the center of socialist and labor history. As Sally Alexander and
Anna Davin wrote in History Workshop:
For women are workers too, both waged and unwaged; and capitalism
is as dependent on its 'unskilled ’ sweated labourforce as on its skilled
engineers. It is important fo r an understanding o f the development of
capitalism to examine changes in how workers themselves were produced
and maintained, as to know about the production o f goods:feminism not
only demands a history o f the fam ily but also seeks to explain why
women's work as the reproducers o f labour power, and their servicing of
labour power in the home, has remained invisiblefo r so long. B y bringing
women into the foreground o f historical enquiry our knowledge o f pro
duction, o f working class politics and culture, o f class struggles, o f the
welfare state, will be transformed.34
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Socialist feminist historiography was rooted in the cultural and
political milieu o f the sixties and influenced by the older genera
tion o f Marxist historians, especially Thompson. O f the feminist
historians, Sheila Rowbotham perhaps came closest, especially in
her early writings, to producing historical work that was inspired
by the spirit o f The Making o f the English Working Class and that
reflected the atmosphere surrounding the book.35 Rowbotham
was a product o f the counterculture and the last phases o f the first
New Left, and she recalled being particularly drawn to the Com
mittee o f 100, the c n d breakaway organization that advocated
direct action. Although she became a socialist as an Oxford under
graduate, by her own admission she was initially more o f a bohe
mian who thought o f socialists as being Oxford types—snobbish,
arrogant, and power-hungry. Whereas older New Left intellec
tuals, such as Thompson and Williams, were hostile to the spread
ing influence o f American culture in Britain, Rowbotham was part
of a new generation whose consciousness was partially formed by
American music, lifestyles, and politics. She was “ turned on” by
the movies o f Marlon Brando and James Dean, the sounds o f tradi
tional jazz and blues, and the rhythms o f Beat literature. She was
attracted to the more informal kind o f activism and organizing
strategies characteristic o f the civil rights movement and the Amer
ican New Left, and she was profoundly affected by the Vietnam
Solidarity Campaign, which, although opposed to American im
perialism, was in significant ways inspired by, and modeled after,
the U.S. student movement.
Like most aspiring radical historians o f her generation, R ow 
botham was shaped by the works o f the older generation o f Marxist
historians. She read Primitive Rebels in her first year o f college and
strongly identified with the forms o f political resistance that were
the subject o f Hobsbawm’s book.36 (Later, Hobsbawm became her
thesis adviser at Birkbeck College, although the relationship was
not to be a happy one.)37 It was also during her undergraduate years
that Rowbotham first read Christopher Hill, who, in conjunction
with Keith Thomas, was the major source for her chapters on the
seventeenth century in Hiddenfrom History. Yet o f the older genera
tion of historians, Dorothy and Edward Thompson exerted the
most powerful influence on Rowbotham’s life and work. She was
deeply affected by the way in which they combined political activ
ism and historical research, and her own blend o f scholarship and
Workers’ Educational Association teaching was partially inspired
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by their example. They greatly encouraged her in her pursuits, and
they were tough critics of her work, especially Dorothy, whom for
Rowbotham had no less a historical mind than her more famous
husband.
Rowbotham s own historical work grew out of her involvement
in the womens movement in the early seventies. Her earliest efforts
were both broad in their sweep and largely based on secondary
sources, suggestive of this initial stage in womens history in which
whole historical epochs had to be rethought while secondary litera
ture relevant to women was in the process of being discovered
and appropriated. Rowbotham s first book, Women, Resistance and
Revolution (1972), was probably the first historical account of femi
nism to come out of the feminist revival. It traced the histori
cal connection between feminism and revolutionary socialism in
countries as diverse as England, France, the United States, Russia,
China, and Cuba. Shordy afterward, Rowbotham published H id
den from History (1973), an account of women in Britain from the
seventeenth century until the 1930s. The book attempted to give
activist women a historical understanding of the problems and
issues that confronted them. Rowbotham brought to both books a
commitment to the precarious union of socialism and feminism and
an awareness that their historical linkage had most often resulted in
the suppression of the feminist agenda. Yet she remained optimistic.
“The revolutionary reawakening in advanced capitalism since 1968
has brought in its wake wider movements which are attacking
capitalism in new areas. . . . Womens liberation is part of this re
awakening and a socialist feminism is again possible in the world.” 38
Reflecting the upbeat mood of the counterculture and the radical
movement in the late sixties and early seventies, Rowbotham be
lieved that the moment might be ripe for revolutionary socialism
and feminism to join forces. To take advantage of that possibility, it
was important to grasp their historical relationship.
Like so many others, Rowbotham acknowledged the impor
tance of The Making o f the English Working Class for radical historians
o f her generation. She described the book as “ the most massive
single work” of the new labor history, exerting “a tremendous
influence, not only in its particular theme, but in making the under
growth of consciousness and organisation a subject for enquiry. 39
For Rowbotham, the significance o f the new radical historiogra
phy, exemplified by Thompson’s book and the subsequent work of
History Workshop, with respect to women was that: “ Implicit within
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this history, which in various ways focused on work and commu
nity struggles, popular action and the submerged consciousness of
people without power, was the possibility of studying the position
and action o f women, but the contours o f the female historical
experience were still only glanced at.” 40 From this point o f view,
we may understand Rowbothams historical investigation o f the
women’s movement and socialist feminism as striving to achieve for
women what Thompson and his followers had accomplished for
the working class. Yet Rowbotham in this analogous project also
was confronted by a unique set o f problems. While women were
“ hidden from most history in the same way as the lives o f men or the
poor are obscured,” they were simultaneously ignored as a sex.
According to Rowbotham, only a feminist consciousness could
fully come to grips with the implications o f this indifference.
We can observe both Rowbotham s extension o f the Marxist
historiographical tradition and the expression o f her feminist con
sciousness by looking at two o f her historical works. In Women,
Resistance and Revolution , Rowbotham attempted to rescue the con
tributions o f women to the Russian Revolution from the distorting
lens o f male prejudice and to demonstrate that revolutionaries o f
both sexes strove to transform the family, marriage, love relation
ships, and sexuality. She did not achieve this objective by rewriting
the Revolution’s social history, which in any event was beyond her
expertise, but by taking another look at intellectual trends. First, she
showed that Lenin and Trotsky realized the importance o f female
emancipation and sexual liberation and, at least in the early stages of
the Revolution, placed them near the top o f the agenda. This
discovery was particularly significant for feminists associated with
the radical, mosdy Trotskyist Left who found it difficult to defend
their interest in sexual liberation. They were being accused by their
male comrades o f harboring bourgeois political sentiments, it being
self-evident that working-class women had more important things
to worry about than their sexuality. Feminists could now defend
themselves on the grounds that the fathers o f the Russian Revolu
tion had similar concerns.41 Second, Rowbotham was among the
first of her generation to rediscover Alexandra Kollontai, the great
Marxist and feminist who devoted herself to the cause ofboth social
and personal liberation. Rowbotham saw Kollontai’s commitment
to sexual liberation, free love, and the end o f the bourgeois family as
part of a wider commitment to a new morality. “ Instead of present
ing people with a new formula, she thought always in terms of
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growth. She saw the new morality being created, not imposed, in
the process of development towards a communist society. Commu
nism was about the releasing of the potential for responsibility; it
implied widening the scope for the practical self-activity of masses
of people.” 42 In much the same way that Thompson used William
Morris to support his critique of orthodox Marxism, Rowbotham
invoked Kollontai to demonstrate the importance of socialist femi
nism in the history of revolutionary practice.
In Hiddenfrom History, Rowbotham attempted to chart the com
plex impact of male oppression and capitalism on the lives of workingwomen. Like Thompson, she argued that women were not only
the product of structural conditions but the makers of their own
history. This status can be seen in her portrayal of workingwomen
in the early twentieth century. Citing a 1906 study, she described
how women had internalized their inferior sexual status, accepting,
for instance, that men deserved to make higher wages. They could
not sell labor power on the same terms, and in domestic service and
shopwork they were subjected to paternalistic employers who felt
responsible for their spiritual and moral well-being. Yet if women
workers accepted their subservient status in relation to men, they
did not passively accept their working conditions. Rowbotham
likened their response to that of workers in the initial phase of
capitalist development. “ Women workers had all the strengths and
weaknesses of a labour force that has not been broken in to capital
ism. They were erratic in their commitment to the union but
capable, once they began to move, o f an infectious militancy which
spread rapidly beyond the confines of economic issues. When the
women resisted they turned strikes into festivals.” 43 Her portrait of
women workers echoed the tradition of research that included
Hobsbawm s work on “primitive rebels” and “laboring men” and
Thompson’s writings on the eighteenth-century crowd and the
early working class.
If British feminist historians in the 1970s saw themselves as deep
ening the tradition of people s history pioneered by the older tra
dition of Marxist historians, they were likewise aware that they
must distance themselves from that tradition. As Catherine Hall
observed:
But the engagement with that historiography, the challenge that it pre
sented in terms o f the things that were not said and were not explored,
the refusal to consider seriously the woman question, the conviction that
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class was gender blind—only slowly and tentatively articulated by us—
also moved us to reject ourfathers and to attempt to do a different kind o f
work, write different histories, inspired by a different set o f political
imperatives.44

A compelling instance o f this rejection can be found in Sally
Alexander, Anna Davin, and Eve Hostettlers response to Eric
Hobsbawm’s “ Man and Woman in Socialist Iconography” (1978),
the original essay and the critique o f it both appearing in History
Workshop.45 In his essay, Hobsbawm acknowledged that male histo
rians, including Marxists, had ignored the history o f women, but
his subsequent attempt to rectify this omission only compounded
the problem. At issue was Hobsbawm s portrayal o f working-class
women in the second half o f the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries as typically giving up working for wages in the public
sphere once they were married, and his representation o f them as
being largely absent from the labor movement aside from support
ing the activism o f their husbands. While Alexander and her col
leagues were pleased with Hobsbawm s admission that historians
had ignored women as historical subjects, they argued that his own
efforts at compensation reproduced the male bias found in conven
tional labor history. As a result o f his dependence on trade union
records—and his failure to engage with the work o f feminist his
torians—he was oblivious to a more complex picture that had
materialized in recent historical writing o f married working-class
women as wage laborers and activists. For Alexander, Davin, and
Hostetder, Hobsbawm s blindness was especially troubling because
of his impact on their own intellectual formation.
His work in the history o f capitalism and the labour movement has been
fundamentalfor most younger historians and rightly commands attention
and respect. We do not dissociate ourselves from the general admiration
fo r his work, but we are disappointed that in relation tofeminism he loses
his sure touch. Instead o f responding tofeminist argument and researchincluding them in the advance o f historical thought or disputing them in a
properly argued (andsupported) way—he dismisses them.46

It was precisely because o f his importance in radical history that
feminist historians felt compelled to launch a critique o f his work.
Although feminist historians were careful to note the importance
of Thompson’s attention to cultural determinations, much o f the
general tenor o f this criticism applied to him as well. He was part of
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a male-dominated tradition of labor history, and, though his ap
proach could be extended to recover other marginalized historical
subjects, he did not give sufficient attention to the role of women in
the making of the working class. For Thompson, class happened
when “some men” —and not “ some women” —became aware of
their own interests and their conflicts with other groups. He saw the
class experience as largely determined by productive relations, but
he ignored the fact that these relations were lived differently by men
and women or that “ reproduction” also influenced class relations.
Thompson, in effect, equated class consciousness with the male
workers who eventually created the labor movement; workingclass women were assigned subsidiary roles. Working-class women
were represented as being supportive of, and loyal to, their male
comrades, but ultimately they were too concerned with immediate
grievances to contribute to the development of class politics.
In addition, as Joan Scott has persuasively argued, feminist his
torians could not simply supplement Thompson s narrative with
a fuller treatment of women workers in the hope that a more
comprehensive understanding of class formation might eventually
emerge. Feminist historians were doomed to reinforce womens
marginalized role in working-class history, if they never questioned
the conceptual edifice on which a book like The Making o f the
English Working Class depended. According to Scott, Thompson s
account of evolving class consciousness was founded on an unstated
duality. “ Work, in the sense of productive activity, determined class
consciousness, whose politics were rationalist; domesticity was out
side production, and it compromised or subverted class conscious
ness often in alliance with (religious) movements whose mode was
“ expressive.” The antitheses were clearly coded as masculine and
feminine; class, in other words, was a gendered construction.” 47
Scott argued that given the gendered nature of Thompsons con
ception of class formation, women could never play anything but a
marginal role. Despite Thompson s own belief that he was sympa
thetically re-creating the objective experience of working people,
he had in fact created the working class as much as its numbers had
created themselves. If feminists were to reframe working-class his
tory, they had to create a narrative structure of their own, one that
was founded on an understanding of how written history itself
played a crucial role in constructing individual and collective, class
and gender identities.
Perhaps it is possible to discern two directions in the feminist
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historiography o f the 1970s that represented departures from the
approach o f Thompson and the older generation o f Marxist histo
rians. First, feminist historians began to rethink the historical pe
riod on which Thompson and other historians o f his generation
had placed their stamp. Sally Alexander analyzed the impact o f the
Industrial Revolution on the sexual division o f labor—the making
o f the female working class. To achieve this analysis she passed over
the industries that had revolutionized the instruments o f produc
tion and focused instead on the London slop and sweated trades—
businesses that resisted the factory system, depending on a minute
division o f labor, rock-bottom wages, and mosdy female labor. She
also studied the position o f workingwomen who were altogether
outside the manufacturing sector—prostitutes and thieves, needle
women and domestic servants, costermongers and charwomen.
Although these women did not organize against capital and their
voices had escaped the attention o f labor historians, they still were
part of the working class. Alexander argued that while capitalism
revolutionized the position o f workingmen, it reinforced the sex
ual division o f labor, “ a division sustained by ideology not biology,
an ideology whose material manifestation is embodied and re
produced within the family and then transferred from the family
into social production.” 48 She argued that class experience was
gendered, and that gender-neutral assumptions about workingclass formation obscured the differential experience o f women in
the early Industrial Revolution.
Barbara Taylors work in the late 1970s, culminating in E ve and
NewJerusalem (1983), was indebted to historians such as Thompson
and represented a critique o f the tradition o f labor history o f which
he was a part. Taylor recovered the centrality o f womens issues in
the early socialist movement by focusing on the utopian socialism
o f the Owenites in the 1830s and 1840s; she argued that they were
just as interested in liberating women from their enslavement to
men as liberating the working class from the economic oppression
o f its capitalist masters.
For the Owenites, like the earlier Puritan reformers and all the Roman
tics o f the period, it was the establishment o f a right order in sexual
relations which was the key to general moral re-organisation. Commu
nism found itsfirst andforemost expression in the liberated male-female
relation. Feminism was therefore not merely an ancillary feature o f the
socialist project, but one o f its key motivating impulses.49
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Taylor’s attempt to revive the utopian tradition followed a path es
tablished by Thompson in his biography of William Morris, which
was implicidy acknowledged by Taylor herself.50 Like Thompson,
she argued that Engels’s distinction between “ utopian” and “sci
entific” socialism—in conjunction with the wider development
within the labor movement of an exclusively class oudook—had
resulted in an incalculable loss to the socialist movement of richness
and breadth. She argued that socialism must recover this lost femi
nist dimension in the present as well as in the past.
Second, feminist historians began to explore the historical de
velopment o f middle-class culture. In one sense, this effort was part
of a more general movement in radical theory which acknowl
edged that the dominant classes had successfully contained the
protest movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s. This under
standing was symbolized by a redirection o f energies from celebrat
ing the forces of opposition to comprehending the workings of
“ hegemony.” More specifically, this new direction in feminist his
torical research acknowledged that neither womens oppression
nor the womens movement was class-specific. Socialist feminist
historians originally followed the path carved out by the Marx
ist historical tradition; thus, they tended to study working-class
women, the working-class family, and the relationship between the
feminist and labor movements. These historians eventually began to
examine the oppression of women in the dominant classes as well.
Catherine Hall was central to this development in socialist femi
nist historiography. Halls intellectual and political formation was
deeply affected by her association with the older generation of
Marxist historians, the new left, and the women’s movement. Her
decision to be a historian, which began to take shape while she was
still a girl, became fully articulate when, as an undergraduate at the
University o f Birmingham, she studied with the Marxist medieval
ist Rodney Hilton. Her initial involvement in radical politics was
through the New Left of the early 1960s, and she would meet her
husband, Stuart, on an Aldermaston march. Although she was
active in the politics of “ 1968,” Hall’s involvement was curtailed by
being pregnant with her first child and, less tangibly, by an ambigu
ous relation to the politics of the time—what she has described as
the “ familiar discontent” of being “a woman active in left politics.’
She was an early participant in the women’s movement, joining the
first women’s liberation group in Birmingham in 1970, an experi
ence she recalled as being devoted to conversations with other
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women, mostly mothers, about “ the things that felt wrong with
our lives, especially our isolation.” 51 Hall’s decision to become
a historian o f the nineteenth century was an outgrowth o f her
involvement in feminist politics. She pursued a master’s degree
at the University o f Essex in the mid-seventies (the only place in
England where it was possible to do graduate work on the history
o f women) and embarked on a career as a historian, first as an adult
education teacher, later as a reader in cultural studies at East Lon
don Polytechnic, in 1996 as a professor o f cultural studies at the
University o f Essex.
Hall’s earliest work extended the tradition o f the older genera
tion o f Marxist historians while subjecting their insights to the lens
of feminist theory. In “ The History o f the Housewife” (1980), a
reworking o f a 1973 essay, she achieved for women in the domestic
sphere what the tradition o f Marxist historiography had done for
the British commoner. It was a history o f the “ lost rights” o f
women that charted their diminishing stature from the center o f
the medieval economic household to subservient status as house
wives or exploited workers in the Victorian era. As Hall recalled, it
was an implicit challenge to the grand Marxist narratives that con
centrated on the separation o f workers from the means o f pro
duction without any reference to the experience o f women. She
achieved this perspective by a feminist reworking o f traditional
Marxist categories: an insistence on the centrality o f the family as
well as production, an emphasis on the reciprocity o f home and
work, a reinterpretation o f the thesis o f the dominant ideology to
take into account its differential impact on men and women, and
use of the concept o f the sexual division o f labor.52
While one part o f Hall’s project was to reexamine the experi
ence o f the working class in the Industrial Revolution, she devoted
most o f her attention to the lives o f the middle classes. This focus
culminated in her major work, coauthored with Leonore Davidoff, Family Fortunes: Men and Women o f the English Middle Class,
1780 -18 50 (1987). The project was a product of the late 1970s, a
time that Hall has described as the end o f the “ utopian moment” of
the women’s movement and the beginning of the “ long haul.” 53
The book’s thesis was founded on an awareness o f the resiliency
and strength of the dominant cultural and ideological apparatuses
in English society, a desire to come to grips with her own middleclass origins, and a realization of the limits of radical histories that
celebrated the resistance of the oppressed.54 Hall challenged the
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dominant strain of socialist history inspired by works such as The
Making o f the English Working Class. In a 1979 paper given at His
tory Workshop, she observed:
For most socialists it is clearly more attractive to work on material which
offers some assertion and celebration o f resistance rather than on material
which documents the continuing power, albeit often challenged, of the
bourgeoisie. . . . A ny discussion on the “making of the English middle
class” fo r example, is infinitely less well documented and theorized than
it is on the working class.55

Halls own work on the formation of the middle class was based
on her belief that the history of women could not be conceived
apart from the history of men, that class relationships were gen
dered, and that sexual identity was produced at every level of the
social formation. In the coauthored Family Fortunes she summed
up her views on sexual identity:
A s a generation o f feminists has argued, every individual’s relation to the
world is filtered through gendered subjectivity. That sexual identity is
organised through a complex system o f social relations, structured by the
institutions not only o f family and kinship but at every level o f the legal,
political, economic and socialformation. Neither these identities nor in
stitutional practices arefixed and immutable. “Masculinity” and “fem i
ninity” are constructs specific to historical time and place.56

In her work Hall linked the increasing economic dependence of
middle-class women on their husbands and their intensified mar
ginalization in public affairs to the creation of clearly delineated
spheres appropriate to men and women. She argued that the mid
dle-class home resulted from transformations in capitalist produc
tion, but the way that the home was structured and the gender roles
that it created and that created it were constructed through an
ideology in large part derived from the Evangelical movement of
the early nineteenth century. While this ideology was middle-class
in its origins, its naturalization of sexual difference had more gen
eral implications.
The bourgeoisfam ily was seen as the properfamily, and that meant that
married women should not work. The ideology o f the family thus ob
scured class relations, fo r it came to appear above class. The ideology
also obscured the cultural definition of the sexual division o f labour,
since the split between men and women came to be seen as naturally
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ordained. Nature decreed that all women were first and foremost wives
and mothers.57

Hall implied that ideologies governing middle-class gender rela
tions were framed in such ways that they could have an impact on
working-class men and women.
History Workshop initially glorified the male working class and,
at least at the outset, was hostile to feminism and the idea o f wom
en’s history. Yet the Workshop over the years became generally
well-disposed toward feminist ideas. The privileged position that
the Workshop accorded to the study o f the family, childhood, and
everyday life certainly resulted from feminist influence. And when
the Workshop began to produce its own journal in 1976, it was
subdded a journal o f socialist and feminist historians—an indica
tion o f the rapidly growing influence o f feminist historians on the
Workshop’s direction. Most importandy, the Workshop’s involve
ment in the Althusserian debate (discussed in chapter 6), while
often appearing to be motivated by a contempt for theory, was part
of a process of self-reflection whereby Workshop historians began
to question their relation to the historical text and the basis of
empiricist methodology. Such rethinking was a consequence of
several factors, but it can be attributed, in part, to feminists’ accep
tance o f their own subjectivity and feelings (“ the personal is politi
cal”), their skeptical attitude toward objectivity, and their attraction
to Althusser’s attention to the sphere o f reproduction and the semi
autonomy o f ideology.58
Ill
E. P. Thompson’s many admirers and disciples, many of them countercultural and new left intellectuals, were moved by his celebration
of human agency and self-activity and his belief that human actors
could overcome structural constraints and become the makers of
their own history. They were inspired by Thompson’s portrait of an
improvisational, creative, and insurgent working-class culture. Yet
while many o f Thompson’s followers were swept up in the eupho
ria o f the late sixties, Thompson himself was less sanguine. Indeed,
after the collapse of the original New Left, he was only sporadically
optimistic about the prospects o f the Left; he felt estranged and
alienated from what he saw as the dominant radical intellectual
trends; and, by the late seventies, he feared that British democracy—
indeed, the world—was coming to an end. In attacks on the radical
Left, Thompson reaffirmed his faith in the democratic impulse of
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the “ people,” but his confidence in the socialist movement ap
peared shaky. In this period he did not give up on human agency,
but in particular contexts he saw its field of operation as occupying
a reduced space.
Thompson s pessimistic appraisal of the political and intellectual
scene was, in large part, derived from his relationship with the
radical culture of the late 1960s and early 1970s. While he recog
nized the importance of the anti-Vietnam War movement and the
struggle to democratize the universities, in general he felt alienated
from the student movement and the intellectual counterculture.59
The origins of this estrangement can be traced to Thompson s own
political history. A product of the Popular Front, he pinned his
hopes for a socialist transformation on a coalition of working-class
activists and middle-class sympathizers like himself—a coalition
that at times he seemed to believe was the embodiment of the
“ people.” Like other traditional socialists, he saw the social order of
the future as an extension of the institutions and culture of the
English working class. Thompson s image of the working class was
particularly affected by the skilled workers whom he taught in the
Workers’ Educational Association and associated with in the CP.
His conception of socialist brotherhood was derived from his war
time experiences, culminating in the experience of building the
Yugoslavian railroad in the late forties.
No less than other socialists, Thompson was deeply concerned
about the socialist movement s lack of progress in the fifties. For
Thompson, the Cold War was responsible for the defeat of liber
tarian movements in both Eastern and Western Europe; democratic
advance was impeded by the distorting lens of the American-Soviet
confrontation. Thompson s thirty-year involvement in the nuclear
disarmament movement was based on the belief, however roman
tic, that the end of the Cold War deadlock would liberate demo
cratic socialist energies worldwide. Second, Thompson acknowl
edged that working-class life was being reshaped by the spreading
influence o f American culture, the extension of the mass media, the
growth of consumer capitalism, and a rising standard of living. Yet
he argued that cultural shifts could not be inferred from the facts
o f economic change, and he insisted that an increased standard
o f living did not mean that working people would become bour
geois or that the socialist project was doomed. Yet, like Hoggart
and Williams, he was clearly worried about the effects of postwar
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changes on working-class culture and politics. In New Left debates
on classlessness, he assumed a defensive posture.
Thompson found a temporary resolution to the postwar socialist
crisis in the politics o f the first New Left. He saw the movements
active role in defining the priorities o f the c n d , especially positive
neutralism, as a harbinger o f an international breakthrough. He
regarded the New Left’s advocacy o f a value system partially in
debted—in large part because o f his own influence—to the moral
criticism o f the Romantic tradition and William Morris as an alter
native to the vulgar materialism o f consumer capitalism and labor
revisionism. Yet despite Thompson’s enthusiasm for the New Left,
he was clearly apprehensive about tendencies within it. He was
worried, for instance, that the movement would fall under the con
trol o f a group o f intellectuals without organic ties to the working
class. He was apprehensive that the New Left’s attempt to rethink
socialist strategy would result in the abandonment o f the Marxyt
category o f class struggle. And if Thompson was excited about the
political involvement o f youth, he was disturbed by the anarchist
spirit o f youth politics. In short, Thompson was critical o f aspects of
the New Left that would become more manifest in the late sixties.
If Thompson was anxious over certain trends within the original
New Left, he was increasingly dismayed by the new lefts that suc
ceeded it. As his debate with Perry Anderson in the mid-sixties
demonstrated, he was openly hostile to the growing interest in the
Western Marxist theoretical tradition, a tradition that he regarded as
a sophisticated form of theology. Eventually, his wrath was turned
on the Althusserians; yet initially he was averse to Western Euro
pean Marxism in general. Thompson was also discouraged by the
direction o f the new left political movement, for he believed it not
only failed to reach out to a wider popular base—especially the
working class—but that it also self-righteously made a virtue o f its
exclusivity. In part, Thompson’s hostility to radical politics in the
late sixties can be attributed to his disdain for the counterculture.
“ (T]his New Left had elements within it that could be seen at once
by a historian as the revolting bourgeoisie doing its own revolting
thing—that is, the expressive and irrationalist, self-exalting gestures
of style that do not belong to a serious and deeply rooted, rational
revolutionary tradition.” 60 Stuart Hall and his Birmingham col
leagues, who were more enthused about the radical politics of the
late sixties, saw the counterculture in historically specific terms: a
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result of transformations within the mode of production—a revolt
within the superstructure, as it were.61 For Hall, modes of opposi
tion and resistance took new forms because the cultural and politi
cal terrain itselfhad changed. The counterculture and radical move
ment developed out of conflicts within the dominant culture, the
tension, for instance, between the Protestant work ethic and the
hedonism needed to sustain consumer capitalism. Thompson, in
contrast, was committed to a specific notion of radical culture, and,
insofar as radical culture varied, it was incumbent upon activists like
himself to speak out in opposition. Thompson never examined the
radical or popular culture of the present with the same degree of
sensitivity and sympathy as he did for those cultures inhabiting the
past. He never showed the same compassion for the historical situa
tion of the counterculture and new left as he felt for the crowd in the
eighteenth century, or the Luddites, or deer poachers. If he “lis
tened,” he might have come closer to realizing his own method
ological goal o f seeing them in their own terms.
Thompsons distance from the student movements of the sixties
and early seventies was temporarily broken when he became in
volved in protests at Warwick University, where he had been head
o f the newly created Social History Centre since 1966. The 1970
protests grew out of a discovery by students occupying the registry
that the administration had been keeping files on David Montgom
ery, an American radical historian and visiting professor. The War
wick campus revolt originally focused on the violation of Mont
gomery s civil rights and the implications of the university’s actions,
but more importantly it grew into a critique of the influence of
large-scale corporations on the life of the university. Thompson
surfaced as one o f the leading spokesmen for the dissenting groups,
writing about it in N ew Society and editing a volume of documents
and commentary entided Warwick University L td.: Industry, Manage
ment and the Universities, published in 1970. For Thompson, the issue
was not just what had transpired at Warwick, but that universities in
general were in danger o f losing their traditional independence and
being controlled by industrial capitalism. His involvement in the
Warwick protest foreshadowed his later attack on the authoritarian
ism o f the British state and his vigorous defense of civil liberties in
the late 1970s.
During the Warwick protest, Thompson found himself working
closely with student activists. On the whole, he admired their
patience, control, and growing ability to adjust their strategy in
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accordance with the movement o f events. But as he admitted, his
respect for the students was not to be equated with an admiration
for youth culture.
I have been known to lament that young people do not servefo r a term in
a really well-disciplined organization, such as an Officers’ Training
Corps or the British Communist Party. Youth, i f left to its own devices,
tends to become very hairy, to lie in bed till lunch-time, to miss seminars,
to be more concerned with the style than with the consequence o f actions,
and to commit various sins o f self-righteous political purism and intellec
tual arrogance which may be itemized in some other book.62

As is evident from this characterization, and the preceding discus
sion, Thompson caricatured rather than attempted to understand
the counterculture, the new left, and youth culture, and his diatribe
against youth closely resembled that o f reactionary critics o f society
whose politics he despised.
Although Thompson had shown signs o f disappointment in the
late sixties and early seventies, it was not until the later part o f the
1970s that he showed his discouragement. A major objection to
radical intellectuals in the 1970s was that they had forsaken British
democratic traditions in the name o f revolutionary purity. Seeing
the capitalist state as inherendy authoritarian, and democracy as a
ruse to ensure the continuation o f bourgeois hegemony, they wel
comed indications that the state was resorting to coercion, for it
signaled a hegemonic crisis. For Thompson, this stance represented
intellectual Platonism and a simplification and distortion o f actual
political conflict and struggle, and it could not have appeared at a
worse time. Simultaneously, concerted, if surreptitious, attempts by
the British state were occurring under the guise o f law and order
and national security to restrict individual rights won through cen
turies o f popular struggle. This creeping authoritarianism from
within threatened freedom o f the press, the jury system, and the
sovereignty o f Parliament. It jeopardized traditions o f law, the po
litical culture of the British people, indeed the constitution itself.
Appropriating terminology from Matthew Arnold, Thompson saw
the tyranny o f the modern British State as “ anarchy” attempting to
destroy “ culture.” 63
Thompson’s response to these threats was twofold. On the one
hand, he saw the state’s activities in historical perspective as the most
recent chapter in a saga that had lasted for centuries. “ We have
subjected feudal barons, overmighty subjects, corrupt Lord Chan
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cellors, kings and their courtiers, overmighty generals, the vast
apparatus of Old Corruption, inhumane employers, overmighty
commissioners of police, imperial adventurers and successive nests
of ruling-class conspirators to the rules of law.” 64 From this point of
view, Thompson could imagine the reawakening of the “ people,” a
democratic surge forward that sprang up at every level of society.
Yet if he could envision a popular movement reclaiming its demo
cratic heritage, he also could foresee a bleaker scenario: the end of
British political culture as he knew it and the full emergence of a
“ foul authoritarian State.” “ I must say, in honesty, that I can see no
reason why we should be able to bar [bear] that foul storm out. I
doubt whether we can pass our liberties on and I am not even
confident that there will be a posterity to enjoy them. I am full of
doubt. All that I can say is that, since we have had the kind of history
that we have had, it would be contemptible in us not to play out our
old roles to the end.” 65
Thompsons pessimism reached beyond the British political
scene. Disturbed by the renewal of the nuclear arms race, the pros
pect of cruise missiles in Britain, and the hawkish pro-American
stance o f the Thatcher government, Thompson returned to one of
his favorite topics—the Cold War. For him, the latest round of the
arms buildup represented a new stage in a thirty-year stalemate.
Where he had previously believed that the Americans and Soviets
used the Cold War as a means of maintaining control over their
respective power blocs, he was now convinced that the super
powers, rather than controlling global politics, were in fact subject
to a power that was overtaking both of them. He described it as
“ exterminism,” a logic—or perhaps more accurately an illogic—
that was autonomous and that overdetermined superpower action
and response. Exterminism grew out of the drive for domination
and control, but it was not a new form of imperialism. “ It does not
exploit a victim: it confronts an equal. With each effort to domi
nate the other, it calls into being an equivalent counter-force. It is a
non-dialectical contradiction, a state of absolute antagonism, in
which both powers grow through confrontation, and which can
only be resolved by mutual extermination.” 66 Thompson did not
rule out the possibility that an international coalition of popular
forces involving every manifestation of affirmative values could
turn back the exterminist tide. Short of that, it was difficult for him
to imagine anything other than an American-Soviet nuclear con
frontation and the end of civilization in any recognizable form.
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Thompson’s historical work following The Making o f the English
Working Class concentrated on eighteenth-century English society

before the Industrial Revolution. Just as his approach to the work
ing class was connected to his political involvement in the late
1950s, his study o f the eighteenth century related to his activism in
the 1970s. Thompson’s historical writings during this period mir
rored his growing disaffection with the intellectual Left and his
feeling that he was fighting an isolated batde for the libertarian
tradition in Marxist thought. In opposition to those who saw the
masses as bearers o f productive relations and passive victims of
hegemony and ideology, Thompson emphasized the creativity and
robustness o f eighteenth-century popular culture and its contribu
tions to British democratic traditions. But his writings on the pe
riod also showed signs o f his less optimistic evaluation o f the cur
rent political situation. While The Making o f the English Working
Class was a tribute to human beings as authors o f their own history,
his later work represented a thoroughly structural (though not
structuralist) analysis o f eighteenth-century social relations which
paid greater attention to the stubborn obstacles that confronted
historical actors. While recognizing the independent spirit o f eigh
teenth-century popular culture, he argued that it was mediated by
the gentry’s cultural hegemony. It was as if his belief that human
beings could transform history was kept in check by the more
limited political horizons o f eighteenth-century politics and his
own doubts about the present.
For Thompson, eighteenth-century popular culture was simul
taneously rebellious and conservative; it persistendy resisted capital
ism, but it evoked “ tradition” as a means o f defending itself and
attacking the gentry. He emphasized that the “ people” never actu
ally threatened to overthrow the system, and, as a matter o f fact,
that they accepted the then existing order o f things as natural. He
viewed this culture in class terms. Eighteenth-century plebs had not
developed the type o f class consciousness typical o f industrial work
ers, nor were their political practices based only on their position in
the productive process. “ But one cannot understand this culture, in
its experiential ground, in its resistance to religious homily, in its
picaresque flouting o f the provident bourgeois virtues, in its ready
recourse to disorder, and in its ironic attitudes towards the Law,
unless one employs the concept o f the dialectical antagonisms,
adjustments, and (sometimes) reconciliations, o f class.” 67 Thomp
son viewed the culture o f the people as part o f a “ field-of-force.”
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The gentry stood at one pole and the plebs at the other; between
them was the commercial and professional middle class, its mem
bers “ bound down by lines of magnetic dependency to the rulers, or
on occasion hiding their faces in common action with the crowd.” 68
For Thompson, this metaphor helped explain not only the exis
tence of frequent rioting and the limited aspirations of the rioters,
but it suggested the reasons that the force used by the powerful
against lawbreakers never exceeded certain bounds. Hence, there
were eighteenth-century class struggles, yet the popular classes only
sporadically displayed class consciousness. Thompson described
this phenomenon as “ class struggle without class,” and he pro
ceeded to argue that it was indeed “ class struggle” rather than “ class
consciousness” that was to be found universally in history.
Thompson’s theoretical defense of “ class struggle” was closely
related to his adaptation of Gramsci s concept of hegemony. We
have noted Thompson’s belief that many among the intellectual
Left equated hegemony with ideological domination and consequendy shunned democratic politics and traditions. But only in
analyzing the nature and limits of the eighteenth-century gentry’s
power did Thompson produce an alternative viewpoint. According
to him, the gentry’s hegemony consisted of its ability until the 1790s
to avoid a challenge to the basis of its rule. This hegemony limited
protest and criticism to either constitutional channels or sporadic
violent outbursts that influenced its actions but did not contest its
authority. While the gentry’s power ultimately rested on coercive
force or the threat ofit, to a large extent that power became manifest
through symbolic manipulation, theatrical gesture, and the legal
system. Yet if Thompson believed the gentry had achieved cultural
hegemony, he rejected the idea that the popular classes absorbed
ruling-class values or assented to the worldview disseminated from
above. Despite the hegemony of the ruling class, the popular classes
created, maintained, and defended their own way of life. Hege
mony did not imply an all-embracing domination upon the ruled; it
represented a way of understanding forms of class struggle in rela
tively stable historical moments.
In framing the gentry’s rule in hegemonic terms, Thompson si
multaneously engaged in a contemporary political debate. Just as
the eighteenth century could be regarded as a period in which class
struggle was mediated by the gentry’s cultural hegemony, the post
war years, and more specifically the 1970s, could be seen as a histori
cal moment in which deep-rooted social and political conflicts were
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mediated by bourgeois hegemony and the Cold War. In arguing
that class struggle preceded the idea o f class, Thompson was simul
taneously rejecting an Althusserian view—“ sophisticated Newto
nian Marxism in which classes and class fractions perform their
planetary or molecular evolutions” —and underscoring the central
ity o f political resistance and the agency o f the popular classes.69 In
opposition to the claim that hegemony was the equivalent o f ideo
logical domination, Thompson maintained that hegemony implied
struggle and resistance, and, as a consequence, the term argued for
contesting bourgeois definitions o f democracy, the state, and the
law. His own writings on the British state from the point o f view of
a libertarian tradition challenged the hegemonic definition o f the
state s role in society. Yet a discernible shift occurred in the tone of
his historical writing after The Making o f the English Working Class.
In taking on board the language o f hegemony, Thompson im
plicitly acknowledged constraints on the field of human agency. He
might have believed in general terms that the “ people” were the
authors o f their own history, but in his later historical work, as in his
political writings, he more straightforwardly portrayed the barriers,
limits, and restraints on their actions.
In the conclusion to Whigs and Hunters (1975), his most am
bitious historical investigation o f the process o f hegemony, Thomp
son within the context o f current debates reflected on the nature of
law in general and the way it functioned in the eighteenth century.
Here, he revealed the same feelings o f isolation and disenchantment
as he expressed in some o f his late political writings. He depicted
himself as standing on a precarious ledge with the old mainstream
historiographical consensus crumbling on either side ofhim. In one
direction, he looked out on a resurgent conservative history that
saw the ruthlessness o f the eighteenth-century English state as in
significant when compared to the atrocities committed by twen
tieth-century governments. In the other, he beheld the structuralist
Marxists, for whom the law was an integral component o f the
ideological superstructure and a means o f legitimizing ruling-class
power and reproducing productive relations. “ I sit here in my study,
at the age o f fifty,” wrote Thompson, “ the desk and the floor piled
high with five years o f notes, xeroxes, rejected drafts, the clock once
again moving into the small hours, and see myself, in a lucid instant,
as an anachronism. Why have I spent these years trying to find out
what could, in its essential structures, have been known without any
investigation at all?” 70 Yet just as Thompson had resolved to play
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out his old political role, he defended the crumbling mainstream, or
at least his own position, and launched a polemic against structural
ist Marxists whom he saw as representing a more sophisticated
version of orthodox Marxism.
Thompson acknowledged that the primary function of law in
the eighteenth century was to solidify the gentry’s hegemony and
mystify its class power, and in Whigs and Hunters he condemned the
coldhearted and pernicious rule of the Hanoverian Whigs. Yet he
believed that the structuralist conception of law was reductive. For
him, the gentry’s attempt to erect an elaborate code of laws to
naturalize and perpetuate its rule had been a limited success be
cause the law had a life of its own. If the law were to mask the class
rule of the gentry, it had to give the impression of impartiality and
justice, which meant that at times it must actually be impartial and
just. Otherwise, it would be revealed as pure coercion and force.
[Ijmmense efforts were made . . . to project the image o f a ruling class
which was itself subject to the rule o f law, and whose legitimacy rested
upon the equity and universality o f those legal forms. A n d the rulers
were, in serious senses, whether willingly or unwillingly, the prisoners of
their own rhetoric; they played the games of power according to rules
which suited them, but they could not break those rules or the whole
game would be thrown away.71

Nor could those who held the reins of power prevent the peo
ple from using the law to their own advantage. “ [PJeople are not
as stupid as some structuralist philosophers suppose them to be,”
Thompson observed.72 Rather than dismiss the law as sheer hypoc
risy, the plebs appropriated its rhetoric. They invoked the tradition
o f the freeborn Englishman, the right to privacy, equal treatment
before the law, and habeas corpus for their own purposes, and they
sometimes emerged as victors. Thus, while he saw eighteenthcentury law as a critical component of the hegemonic process, he
did not believe that the propertied classes could simply use it as
they pleased. Hegemony was inseparable from class struggle; the
rule of law entailed a continual process of negotiation and conflict.
These reflections on the eighteenth century led to more general
considerations. For Thompson, structuralist Marxists rendered the
historical investigation of law unnecessary, for they theoretically
understood the law in advance. If they had engaged in an empirical
investigation, they would have discovered that a real distinction
existed between arbitrary rule and the rule of law and, above all,
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that law was a universal human good. Their failure to recognize the
beneficial contributions of the law was a major intellectual blunder
with dire political consequences. Thompson described it as “ a selffulfilling error, which encourages us to give up the struggle against
bad laws and class-bound procedures, and to disarm ourselves be
fore power. It is to throw away a whole inheritance o f struggle
about law, and within the forms o f law, whose continuity can never
be fractured without bringing men and women into immediate
danger.” 73 But if Thompson rightly condemned a priori theoreti
cal judgments, he never explained how a historical investigation in
the empirical mode could avoid the problems to which the “ theoreticist” ones succumbed. Evidence did not exist naturally nor in a
neutral state but had to be produced, and producing it was impossi
ble without theoretical assumptions. While it may have been true
that good historians knew how to “ listen,” what they listened to
and how they understood it depended on a theoretical framework.
Indeed, Thompson no less than his structuralist adversaries em
ployed assumptions that predigested the evidence. His investigation
of eighteenth-century English society powerfully demonstrated
that a legal system, even at that time, could be conceived o f as a site
of struggle. But did this evidence warrant his assertion that the rule
of law was a universal good? Such a claim needed a comparative
dimension, one in which the English system would be compared
alongside others. What was more, Thompson assumed that the
achievement o f law was a universal good, but he never explained
how despotic and authoritarian states that contained elaborate legal
systems advanced the cause o f civil liberties or, for that matter,
could be regarded as historical exceptions.74 If structuralists’ cyni
cism about law in bourgeois society led them to underestimate its
elasticity and hence its democratic potential, Thompson’s opti
mism about, and faith in, English democratic legal traditions was
responsible for overly positive conclusions.
By the end of the seventies, then, Thompson was deeply dis
couraged about the state o f the Left, the condition o f England, and
the direction o f international politics. Although he had sporadic
moments of great enthusiasm and accordingly reaffirmed his faith
in human agency, signs o f resignation and submission to forces
beyond his control became tangible. There was an irony in this
surrender. After years of attacking numerous fractions o f the Left,
particularly the Althusserians, for embracing a fatalistic view of
social reality, Thompson himself at moments capitulated before a
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vision of inexorable necessity. O f course, socialists had many rea
sons to be discouraged, and serious socialist thought has explicitly
or implicitly acknowledged a political and theoretical crisis. But
Thompson s gloomy forecast, albeit a powerful warning, exagger
ated the crisis in both the domestic and international arenas. In
deed, it says as much about the man as it does about the situations
he analyzed. Indeed, the question might be asked: how was the
disciple of William Morris and the defender of the utopian ideal
also the prophet o f the apocalypse?
At one level, of course, Thompson s pessimism resulted from his
political disappointments. His image of a socialist transformation
depended on a weakening coalition of workers and middle-class
sympathizers. The political and cultural forms of resistance that
emerged in the sixties and seventies—the student movement, the
counterculture, working-class youth subcultures, the feminist and
gay rights movements, and antiracist politics—were never seen by
him as suitable substitutes. Furthermore, the Cold War gave every
indication o f escalating, thus further ossifying movements of dis
sent in both East and West. Thompson never swayed from seeing
the Cold War as the major obstacle to a revival of the international
progressive movement.75
These disappointments were accentuated by Thompson s way of
thinking. When he evoked “ human agency” and “ experience,” he
was not discussing them as concepts in general; instead, they were
historical categories pertaining to the working-class movement
and its ancestors. Indeed, he first employed these two terms as part
o f his critique of Stalinism and his defense of socialist humanism in
1956. Against the deterministic formulas of orthodox Marxism,
Thompson reaffirmed the ability of human agents to make their
own history. In opposition to the Leninist claim that the Party must
rescue workers from the false consciousness of ideology, he ap
pealed to “ experience.” For Thompson, socialist movements must
be founded on the “ experience” of the working class rather than
on some imposed notion from above. This insistence on “ agency”
and “ experience” provided the foundation for a populist politics.
Thompson saw the working class in heroic terms: an authentic
radical culture that resisted ideology and embodied democratic
traditions. His was a moral vision in which the “ people” —human
agents in the process of making history—challenged the power of
evil capitalists and landlords.
If this made it possible for Thompson to appreciate many of the
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achievements o f working-class people ignored by others, and if it
justified constructing the social order from the bottom up, it did
not allow for a portrayal o f the “ people,” warts and all. Despite the
grandeur o f The Making o f the English Working Class, Thompson
seldom if ever considered working people who defended their
employers’ interests, supported ruling-class imperialist wars, pre
ferred compromises to dreams o f radical transformation, or treated
their wives and lovers like property. Similarly, Thompson’s political
analysis did not acknowledge contemporary workers who pre
ferred the Tories to Labour, were preoccupied with consumer
goods, and harbored racist resentments against their immigrant
neighbors. To take these aspects o f working-class culture into ac
count would have required the concept o f ideology. Rather than
celebrate human agency or the creativity o f the working class,
he would have had to rethink people’s lives in connection with
the dominant institutions o f cultural and ideological production.
He seemed to assume that the choice was between experience or
ideology—democracy or Stalinism. But this was a false dichotomy;
experience and ideology were not so easily separated.
The same is true, though perhaps to a lesser degree, o f Thomp
son’s writings about the eighteenth century. His later historical
writings contained a structural, if not structuralist, interpretation
of eighteenth-century social relations, and in employing the con
cept o f hegemony he displayed a greater awareness o f the mutual
determination o f structure and human agents in the historical pro
cess. Yet if he correctly argued that hegemony did not imply the
total subordination o f the masses to the dominant ideology, in
another sense he was less than faithful to the original spirit o f the
concept. Gramsci had developed another idea o f hegemony as a
means of understanding why the working class in the advanced
capitalist West had failed to revolt on the scale o f the Russian
Revolution in the East. Gramsci used “ hegemony” to capture the
process whereby the working class had come to feel a stake in
the institutions o f civil society, and he emphasized the role o f the
church and the schools in cementing these bonds. In Gramsci’s
terms, hegemony might have been inseparable from “ class strug
gle” but it entailed “ consent.” In The Prison Notebooks he defined
hegemony as “ the ‘spontaneous’ consent given by the great masses
of the population to the general direction imposed on social life by
the dominant fundamental group.” 76 Thompson glossed over this
aspect o f hegemony’s definition.
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At one level, then, Thompson’s thought was limited by his re
fusal to see the “ people” in anything but the most positive light.
But it was not just his reluctance to be critical. He never truly
defined who the “ people” were or where the line between the
“ people” and the “ non-people” was to be found. This definition
was important because, as the fascists of the thirties and Rightwing populists since the seventies have demonstrated, the “ people”
did not automatically end up on the Left. Or as Stuart Hall apdy
observed: “ We can be certain that other forces also have a stake in
defining ‘the people’ as something else: ‘the people’ who need to
be disciplined more, ruled better, more effectively policed, whose
way o f life needs to be protected from ‘alien cultures,’ and so on.” 77
From this point of view, the “people” are never simply lying inert
at the margins of history waiting to be rescued. They have to be
constructed by theoretical labor. The “ people,” by its nature, is a
contested concept, part of the ideological and political batdefield.
As the crisis of the Left became more apparent, Thompson’s
theoretical commitment to “ agency” and “ experience” impeded
his ability to analyze setback, defeat, and loss of political momen
tum. The fact that he equated radical politics with traditional work
ing-class culture made it difficult for him to be enthused about sub
cultural and movement politics in the sixties and seventies. Rather
than adapt his thinking to changing conditions, Thompson at times
seemed to lose faith. His humanist trust in ordinary people was
transformed into a resignation to “ playing our old roles out to the
end.” His attempt to invigorate socialist thought and practice by
reviving utopian aspiration was turned into its opposite—a proph
ecy o f apocalypse. Yet through it all, he never lost his zeal for
launching polemical attacks on those he perceived to be his oppo
nents and enemies, Left and Right. Nowhere is this more true than
in his passionate attack on Althusserian Marxism, “ The Poverty of
Theory.”

The Politics of Theory

In the 1970s the writings o f Louis Althusser and his followers
spurred a major intellectual movement in Britain, affecting socialist
and Marxist scholarship in sociology, literature, film criticism, cul
tural studies, education, philosophy, and history. For some o f those
who embraced it, Althusserianism was more than an intellectual
and political position; it was a commitment to the one and only true
faith, a commitment as crucially formed in opposition to other
positions as in affirmation o f its own. Carrying the banner o f theo
retical practice, these devout Althusserians condemned all forms of
intellectual and political commitment tainted by economism, hu
manism, and empiricism. It is easy to exaggerate the magnitude of
Althussers appeal among the intellectual Left in 1970s Britain. But
something o f the mood o f the time was captured by the Marxist
and anti-Althusserian economist Simon Clarke who wrote: “ Even
marxists from non-Althusserian backgrounds were abdicating, ei
ther espousing Althusserianism or, tacidy or explicidy, abandoning
hope for Marxism.” 1
No universal stampede developed, however, to jump on the
Althusserian bandwagon. Many proponents o f older or alternative
versions o f Marxist practice ignored the assault on their disciplines,
while others eventually fought back. They defended their own
modes o f intellectual and political work, and they condemned
Althusserianism with the same intensity as had been reserved for
them. Indeed, significant segments o f the British intellectual Left
in the last half o f the 1970s were like two unyielding armies en
gaged in interminable trench warfare. One was humanist and liber
tarian, declaring its faith in the “ people,” the empirical mode, and
history. The other championed structuralism, was hostile to all
forms o f culturalism and empiricism, and advocated theory with a
capital T. In this strained and polarized climate, historians and
cultural theorists o f the Marxist tradition attempted to debate is
sues raised by structuralism and humanism.
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I
The Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies was
among those that refused to accept these polarities. The Centre s
work in the 1970s can be regarded as a sustained attempt to break
down the opposition between structuralism and humanism, op
positions that, as Stuart Hall argued, had become “ the prisonhouse o f thought.” 2 Typically, Hall imagined a third way, a position
that built on the strengths of both traditions, while avoiding the
pitfalls that had made neither of them “ adequate to the task of
constructing the study of culture as a conceptually clarified and
theoretically informed domain of study.” 3
Hall and the Centre attempted to overcome the structuralist/
humanist dichotomy by undertaking a critical appraisal of both
traditions in the hope of salvaging their legitimate theoretical con
tributions, while discarding their deficiencies and failings. Here,
the most prominent figure (in addition to Hall) was the historian
Richard Johnson who had filled the vacancy at the Centre left by
Richard Hoggart s departure. In many respects Johnson was ideally
suited for the task. Before coming to the Centre, he had taught
in the University o f Birmingham history department and worked
closely with, and was influenced by, Dorothy and Edward Thomp
son.4 (Dorothy Thompson taught in the same department.) Al
though The Making o f the English Working Class was a fairly late
influence on his intellectual formation, Johnsons work on educa
tional conflicts in the early nineteenth century owed a considerable
debt to it. At the same time, Johnson was deeply affected by the
events of 1968 and beyond, including the Birmingham sit-in, and
he was open to the new, mosdy French avant-garde intellectual
currents that followed. As a consequence of his appointment to the
Centre in 1974, Johnson developed an interest in Althusser. Al
though he acknowledged that Althusserianism tended to create
simplified and distorted polarities, he regarded Althusser s theory as
an indispensable way of posing fundamental theoretical questions
about the process o f knowledge. Trained in a tradition critically
shaped by Thompson and indebted to an approach that was in
crucial respects that tradition’s antithesis, Johnson was in an ex
cellent position to interrogate both Althussers and Thompson’s
frames of thought. The intellectual atmosphere at the Centre pro
vided the perfect support system.
If in principle Johnson was committed to scrutinizing both tra
ditions, in practice he and his colleagues in the Centre’s Cultural
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History Group devoted the greater part of their energies to re
thinking Marxist history.5 The Group’s project can be broken down
into three categories. First, Johnson and his colleagues critically
examined the tradition o f British Marxist and socialist historiogra
phy: late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century labor history, the
Communist Party’s Historians’ Group, and the theoretical contri
butions o f Maurice Dobb.6 They argued that Dobb s theoretical
and historical analysis o f modes o f production in Studies in the
Development o f Capitalism , despite a tendency toward economism,
corresponded to Marx’s own methodological protocols in Capital.
These protocols shaped the project o f the Historians’ Group, but
were partially abandoned in the Group’s later work and unequivo
cally displaced by the “ culturalist” and “ socialist-humanist” histo
riography o f the sixties. The Cultural History Group advocated
that the mode o f production analysis initiated by Dobb—and im
proved upon by Althusser—should be restored to its rightful posi
tion in Marxist historical analysis.7
Second, the Group returned to Marx. With all the uproar about
what Marx really meant—or what he should have meant—that was
initiated by Althusser’s return to the original texts, Centre re
searchers found it necessary to develop their own understanding of
Marx’s method. They viewed Marx’s thought as operating at vari
ous levels o f abstraction, evidence in their view that the antago
nism between “ history” and “ theory” was false. ForJohnson, Marx
never doubted that abstraction was necessary for historical inves
tigation; his concern was with finding the level or levels o f abstrac
tion appropriate to understanding a given historical object.8 For
Stuart Hall, whose essay on the 1857 introduction was immensely
influential on the Centre’s understanding o f Marx, his method, in
contrast to that o f Hegel or as portrayed by Althusser, was not
exclusively a “ mental operation.” “ It is to be discovered in real,
concrete relations: it is a method which groups, not a single ‘es
sence’ behind the different historical forms, but precisely the many
determinations in which ‘essential differences’ are preserved.” 9
The most controversial aspect o f the Cultural History Group’s
project was Johnson’s critical analysis o f culturalist historiography,
mainly Thompson’s The Making o f the English Working Class, but
also Eugene Genovese’s RollJordan Roll. The analysis was originally
published in Economy, Culture and Concept, and it appeared in a
slightly revised version in History Workshop in 1978.
In view of the earlier discussion o f History Workshop, the
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group’s publication ofjohnson’s essay might appear surprising, for
it is difficult to imagine a group more opposed in spirit to Althusser
and his followers. As a matter of fact, History Workshop was itself
undergoing changes. We have noted that feminist historians’ equa
tion of the personal and the political posed difficult questions for
objectivist notions of historical methodology. In addition, femi
nists associated with the group were accustomed to taking Althusserian concepts seriously as a result o f their involvement in socialist
feminist theoretical debates. Althusser’s emphasis on the relative
autonomy of the superstructure, the discontinuities between the
various levels of the social formation, the connection between
ideology and social reproduction, all were potentially useful in
explaining women’s role within capitalism. His use of Lacan’s no
tion of interpellation to explain the ideological construction of
subjectivity was germane to theoretical discussions on the social
construction of gender. It was possible to acknowledge that Alt
husser himself had been blind to the category of gender, his ac
count of ideology functionalist, and still conclude that his ideas
were important for socialist feminist theory.
The composition of the collective was also in flux. While the
group had been founded by both professional historians and Ruskin students, the balance began to shift toward the historians. The
creation of a journal in 1976 signaled the change in the overall
center of gravity, not only because the journal was produced pri
marily by full-time historians, but because it was aimed primarily
at a Left-wing academic audience. Among the most influential
figures in this later phase o f the Workshop’s development was the
social historian Gareth Stedman Jones, a member of the faculty of
Kings College, Cambridge. Stedman Jones was by no stretch of the
imagination an orthodox Althusserian. However, he used Althusserian concepts in his own historical work, believed that Althusser
had posed fundamental questions regarding historical methodol
ogy, and attacked the narrow empiricism of the British historical
profession.10
While the History Workshop collective was generally enthusias
tic about Johnson’s article, Stedman Jones seems to have been par
ticularly excited. He had “been worried about the lack of sufficient
theoretical discussion in H W J [History WorkshopJournal], but ham
strung by the scarcity of available texts written in a non-hermetic
language.” 11 And he thought that Johnson’s presentation and cri
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tique was “ very clearly written and cogent.” As for Johnson, he was
as enthused as Stedman Jones since “ it will enable the argument to
reach a wider historical audience, but one predisposed to take
problems in Marxist historiography seriously.” 12
Johnson’s overall goal might have been to overcome the structur
alist/humanist dichotomy, but the essay he wrote for History Work
shop was, by his own admission, a “limited preemptive strike versus
Thompson on Althusser” —a reference to the imminent publica
tion o f “The Poverty o f Theory.” 13 This intention was evident in
the essay’s premise, which seemed certain to antagonize an audience
of historians who had been formed to a great extent by The Making
o f the English Working Class , however open they might have been to
discussing history and theory in general. “ It is through the theoreti
cal categories o f Louis Althusser (and their extension by neo- and
post-Althusserians) that we are best able to place these histories
within the range o f contemporary marxisms and to assess them
critically. To put it another way, Althusser’s work provides a privi
leged vantage-point from which to survey our object.” 14 The justi
fication for this position was no less provocative. According to
Johnson, an Althusserian critique had attained its privileged status
because it represented a double opposition against humanism and
economism, while culturalism was only founded in opposition to
one o f these—economism. Johnson qualified this statement by as
serting that structuralism was neither logically superior to, nor
likely to supersede, culturalism, but such a qualification was un
likely to appease an audience that was invariably beginning from the
opposite starting point.
Johnson’s critique o f culturalism was not nearly as explosive as
his initial position might have suggested, and it raised important
issues about the nature o f Marxist history and theory. He criticized
culturalist histories for avoiding abstraction, emphasizing only the
“ experiential” and the “ lived,” equating class with the experience
of class, and regarding the social relations of productions as relations
between people. It was Johnson’s contention that culturalism (like
structuralism) was as reductionist as economism, but in an upward
direction. “The economic as a set o f objectively present relations
only appears in an attenuated form, through the cultural, through the
‘inwardness o f experience.’ ” 15
Johnson certainly appreciated the accomplishments of culturalist
historians. In conformity with a more general Centre position,
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he acknowledged culturalists’ decisive contributions to socialist
and Marxist historiography. Texts like The Making of the English
Working Class , he acknowledged, permanendy reminded us that
any account of social life that did not acknowledge intentionality
or subjective experience easily slipped into mechanical concepts
of society or “ fundamentally conspiratorial ideas o f ‘control.’ ” 16
However, he believed that socialist historians should strive to be
more “ authentically Marxist.” Historical accounts should move
back and forth between different levels of abstraction, fusing the
ory and description, and they should be founded on a structural
analysis of the relationship between the mode of production and
the social formation. Johnson never clarified how this prescription
translated into actual historical practice.
Both History Workshop and the Birmingham Centre viewed
Johnson s essay as an initial step in fostering a working relationship
between the two groups: a dialogue founded on common intellec
tual and political interests, made possible by the Centres move
toward “ history” and History Workshop’s growing interest in “ the
ory.” Johnson talked of the essay as part of a wider rapprochement;
Stedman Jones thought ofit as an example of the practical coopera
tion between them.17 However, the anticipated dialogue never
took place. The feedback of History Workshop readers was almost
universally negative. Critics were enraged by Johnson’s structuralist
reading of culturalism; they rejected his negative assessment of
Thompsons masterpiece; and they violendy disagreed with his
contention that culturalist approaches were insufficiendy Marxist
or, worse yet, outmoded. They wondered why structuralism, sup
posedly an equally limited mode of thought, was not granted the
same critical examination as had been reserved for culturalism, and
they were dissatisfied with Johnsons explanation that the essay
represented one part o f a larger project. More than one commenta
tor totally rejected Johnson’s portrayal of culturalism. Yet while
critics pointed to some real failings in Johnson s argument, they also
badly caricatured his position, thus making it possible to avoid the
legitimate questions that the essay raised. They portrayed him as an
orthodox Althusserian and a history hater who, as Stedman Jones
observed, “ mightjust as well have copied down chunks of Althusser
and left it at that.” 18 The reactions to Johnson’s essay indicated just
how much passion could be generated by the conflict over history
and theory in the 1970s. But this was just the beginning.
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II

Between the publication o f Johnson’s essay and his critics’ re
sponses in History Workshop, Thompson’s nearly 200-page denun
ciation o f Althusserianism, “The Poverty o f Theory,” appeared in
print. Arguably more passionate and inspired than anything he had
ever written—no small feat given his other writings—the essay was
the most influential critique o f Althusser s thought ever produced
in English, as well as the most cogent statement o f Thompson’s
own theoretical and political principles. The book provoked one of
the most impassioned and bitter debates and some o f the best
intellectual theater that ever took place among British Left-wing
academics.
“ The Poverty o f Theory” contained litde that was new in the
way of criticism o f Althussers theoretical practice. Its power and
impact can be attributed to the relendessness o f its attack, the
electricity o f its prose, its humanist politics, and its hilarious parody
of Althusserian theoretical practice. The essay, to use Stuart Halls
phrase, scored “ palpable hits” against some o f the most well-known
failings o f Althussers mode o f thought.19 Thompson convincingly
demonstrated that Althusser’s theoretical practice was idealist, selfconfirming, and theoreticist—in violation o f the dialogue between
theory and evidence so critical to the process o f acquiring knowl
edge. He showed that Althussers notion o f structuralist causality
was hyperrational, giving rise to a conception o f the social forma
tion that was static and mechanical, unable to account for social
change and transformation. He correcdy observed that, in con
demning empiricism, Althusser had conflated the ideology o f em
piricism and the empirical mode o f thought, though the two were
not always as distinct as Thompson thought. And he successfully at
tacked Althussers refusal to acknowledge the contributions o f con
sciousness, experience, and human agency to historical outcomes.
While Thompson cogendy portrayed the weaknesses in Althus
ser s thought, he was less persuasive in other respects. Carried away
by polemical zeal, he continually overshot his target. Thus, what
ever might be said about Althusser’s conception o f the social for
mation, it was not, as Thompson claimed, a sophisticated form of
economism. If anything, it emphasized discontinuities between
base and superstructure, economic structure and ideologies. Ironi
cally, while Thompson shunned the language of base and super
structure, his view o f social dynamics, which emphasized the in
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terpenetration of economic and cultural practices, seemed closer
to a traditional Marxist position than Althussers. Moreover, de
spite their vast differences, Althusser’s and Thompson’s projects
were formed in common opposition to the ossification of Marxist
thought that occurred during the Stalin era. Althussers emphasis
on the semiautonomy o f ideology was as opposed to economism as
Thompson’s insistence on the interdependence of social being and
consciousness.
In “ The Poverty of Theory” Thompson not only strove to de
stroy the foundation of Althusserian theory, but he proposed an
alternative to it—historical practice. His portrayal of what historians
did—or thought they did—and their justification for their methods
was, if anything, conventional. It represented a traditional defense
o f the historian’s ability to produce objective knowledge. Histo
rians, he maintained, had developed theoretical and critical meth
ods capable of gleaning knowledge from determinate, objective
evidence. Although historians excavated the facts and recognized
their significance to the historical process, the facts themselves
existed independendy of any particular perspective. “ [T]he facts
will disclose nothing o f their own accord, the historian must work
hard to enable them to find ‘their own voices.’ Not the historian’s
voice, please, observe: their own voices, even if what they are able to
‘say’ and some part of their vocabulary is determined by the ques
tions which the historian proposes.” 20 Similarly, Thompson argued
that the historical process itself was unitary, existing independendy
o f the historians’ point of view. New perspectives could reshape
historical understanding, but, unless historians accepted their in
volvement in a common discipline whose purpose was objective
knowledge, their dialogue remained “ mere exchanges of attitude,
or exercises of ideology.” 21
While Thompson’s defense of the historian’s craft might have
been a welcome contrast to Althusser’s crude antiempiricism, his
own alternative also was deficient. Thompson offered a choice
whereby historians could accept that they were producing objective
historical knowledge corresponding to a unitary historical process
or they could abandon the project altogether. Yet this was a poor
choice based on simplified oppositions and divisions. Thompson
ignored such basic questions as whether “ objectivity” and “ neu
trality” were the same. He also closed his eyes to more than thirty
years of work on objectivity and relativism undertaken by his
torians, anthropologists, psychoanalysts, literary critics, and legal
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scholars, including the historian o f science Thomas Kuhn, the art
historian Ernst Gombrich, the anthropologist Clifford Geertz,
and the philosopher Richard Rorty.22 Although posing a serious
threat to objectivist claims, this literature was by no means univocal;
it demonstrated the potential for a range o f positions besides ex
treme forms o f objectivism and relativism.
Indeed, Thompson’s ability to discuss the anatomy o f historical
practice without so much as a mention o f these important contri
butions to the understanding o f historical, cultural, and social in
vestigation suggested that his thought was closer to the ideology of
empiricism than he himself recognized. In opposition to Althus
ser’s conception o f Marxism as a self-sufficient science, he counterposed the practice o f the historian, though conceding that it could
not produce knowledge in the same way as the natural sciences.
However, no less than did Althusser, he placed science on a pedes
tal; he regarded it as a privileged domain o f knowledge, an ideal
that historical investigation must emulate—in spirit if not in fact.
The problem was that Thompson’s concept o f science was itself
being called into question, a result o f the revolution in the history
of science launched by Kuhn and others. Ironically, Thompson did
not have to look far to find an alternative model o f science. Robert
Young and his associates, producers o f the London-based Radical
ScienceJournal , were engaged in a persistent effort to demystify the
scientific enterprise by placing it in its historical and ideological
context. As a Radical ScienceJournal editorial stated: “ We have broad
agreement that we want to develop a marxism that does not recog
nize science as a specially privileged form o f knowledge. Indeed,
the only special status we would allow to science is its historically
specific relation to the capitalist social order. We do not regard the
notion o f‘scientificity’ as being exempt from political criticism.” 23
In fact, Thompson was able to sustain his view o f the historian’s
enterprise with only the greatest difficulty. For instance, he argued
that historical theory and practice were to be judged by a court
of appeal, presumably consisting of those versed in historical dis
courses and protocols, that is, members o f the profession. This
position was somewhat surprising for a radical historian who had
been a major actor in the interminable ideological disputes o f Brit
ish historiography. But Thompson was less committed to this posi
tion than he appeared to be at first glance. He was willing to accede
to the profession s judgment as to the veracity o f historical mate
rialism. (He noted that the verdict was still out, though it is hard to
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imagine who it was that remained undecided.) And he was enthu
siastic about J. H. Hexters “ reality rule” —the idea that reasonable
people could agree on the most likely story sustainable by the
evidence. Yet he conceded that the court’s judgment had indeed
been mediated by ideological prejudice and that Hexter himself
had used his own rule “ in increasingly unhelpful ways, in support
of a prior assumption that any ‘Marxist’ story must be unlikely.” 24
Thompson, in effect, recognized the persistence of ideological di
vision within the historical community, but he seemed unwilling
to accept that this division was intrinsic to it. It would have meant
acknowledging that the historical court of appeal was unable to
transcend ideology and that historical knowledge was mediated by
ideological conflict. For Thompson, such acknowledgment would
mean abandoning all faith in the objective basis of his enterprise.
Ironically, Thompson’s professed commitment to historical ob
jectivity contradicted his own practice as a historian. He insisted
that “ in showing how causation actually eventuated, we must, in
sofar as the discipline can enforce, hold our own values in abey
ance. But once this history has been recovered, we are at liberty to
offer our judgement upon it.” 25 That is, only after historians had
reached objective conclusions were they legitimately entided to
make moral and political evaluations of them. Yet while Thomp
son might have thought this was an accurate description of his own
and other historians’ ambitions, his work suggested otherwise. In
deed, works like The Making o f the English Working Class and Whigs
and Hunters contained a rich fusion of moral and political commit
ment and analytical procedure; and his historical analysis was con
tinuously mediated by contemporary political debates and agendas.
In fact, no better example of how Thompson’s practice as a
historian was rooted in political and moral engagement exists than
“The Poverty of Theory.” While the essay was a refutation of
Althusserian theory, it was, perhaps more importandy, an attack on
the political culture of the British intellectual Left from which
Thompson felt deeply alienated. “ In the much-publicised ‘revival
of Marxism’ in Britain in the last two decades,” he wrote, “a moun
tain of thought has not yet given birth to one political mouse.
Enclosed within the intelligentsia’s habitual elitism, the theorists
disdain to enter into any kind of relation with a Labour movement
which they know (on a priori grounds) to be ‘reformist’ and ‘cor
porative.’ ” 26 By exposing the political errors of the younger gener
ation of Marxist intellectuals, Thompson hoped that he might
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revive interest in the libertarian tradition o f socialist thought and
practice.
We can see this target in Thompson’s attack on the political
credentials of structuralist and Althusserian thought—in his terms,
“ the illusion o f this epoch.” Thompson situated structuralism
within the history o f twentieth-century ideology. For him, twen
tieth-century political thought could be divided into three chrono
logical stages: the “ progressivism” o f the early twentieth century
based on a faith in the inevitable triumph o f the working class; a
“ voluntarist” spirit that developed in response to the rise o f fascism
in the thirties, culminating in the heroic sacrifices o f the Popular
Front and the resistance movements o f the Second World War; and
“structuralism,” which grew out o f the stasis and political paralysis
induced by the Cold War. According to Thompson, while progres
sivism and voluntarism involved elements o f self-deception, they
represented social and political challenges to the dominant order.
Structuralism, in contrast, “ in its most pervasive accents . . . has
been a bourgeois vocabulary, an apologia for the status quo and an
invective against ‘utopian’ and ‘mal-adjusted’ heretics.” 27
Thompson’s account o f twentieth-century ideology was polem
ical, designed to show structuralist thought in the worst possible
political light. As Perry Anderson argued, it was a thinly disguised
autobiography, a historical projection o f Thompson s own political
anguish.28 While many political setbacks occurred during the post
war epoch—among others, Allende’s Chile, Prague Spring, 1956
itself—Thompson’s dismal portrait reflected his own disappoint
ments and anticipations. How otherwise (to cite Anderson again)
can we explain his failure to take into account the Chinese Revolu
tion, the civil rights movement, May 1968, the worldwide crusade
against American involvement in Vietnam, and the development
of an international womens movement?
Thompson’s comparative analysis, which contrasted structuralist
stasis with earlier activist political mentalities, was misleading. For
Thompson, while the progressivist and voluntarist stages referred
to modes of Left-wing thought, the structuralist phase involved a
broader spectrum of political stances. In other words, the first two
stages described a narrower and, in fact, different phenomenon
than the third. To be consistent, he was obliged to either compare
post-World War II Left-wing ideas with analogous earlier move
ments or to chart the history o f a wider spectrum o f thought. In the
first case, he was obligated to characterize the postwar period very
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differently from what he had done, including, for instance, exis
tential Marxism, the situationists, the Argument group, and later
Frankfurt School thinkers such as Jurgen Habermas. In the second
case, it was incumbent upon him to widen his terms in depicting
earlier historical phases, including fascism as well as the Popular
Front, avant-garde modernism as well as the Second Internationals
faith in inevitable progress. That a historian as sophisticated as
Thompson could have established such inconsistent categories—
and, thus, in effect, rigged the results in advance—suggests the
extent to which his political hatred of Althusserianism affected his
analytical judgment.
This bias was even more apparent in what may be the most dra
matic and starding argument in “ The Poverty of Theory,” Thomp
son s attempt to demonstrate that Althusser was a Stalinist and that
Althusserianism was not only an impoverished theoretical para
digm, but the perfected form of Stalinism itself. The claim of
Stalinism was based on bits and pieces of biographical information.
Thompson implied that Althussers membership in theJeunes Etudiants Catholiques connoted his attraction to dogmatic systems of
belief. He regarded Althusser’s decision to join the pc f in 1948, a
time when the Cold War was establishing itself, as evidence of a
distance from Popular Front and Resistance principles and an af
finity for high Stalinism. His refusal to speak out in 1956, in contrast
to Thompson’s own public declarations and activism, only con
firmed this view. It is because of Althusser’s silence during the crisis
precipitated by the Twentieth Congress that Thompson could re
gard his subsequent critique of socialist humanism “ as an ideologi
cal police action against any fundamental socialist critique o f Stalin
ism.” 29 In Thompson’s words: “ When the illusions were finally
dispelled, in 1956, it was Althusser’s business to sew up people’s eyes
and block their ears, to put the whole corrupt structure of falsehood
back in a more sophisticated form.” 30
Thompson’s portrayal of Althusser’s politics was inadequate, be
cause it failed to take seriously the immediate political context of his
project—the world o f French and international communism in the
early 1960s. Rather than being in the forefront of a Stalinist police
action against the socialist-humanist opposition of 1956, Althusser
supported the Chinese position during the Sino-Soviet split in the
early sixties.31 He was clearly no friend o f socialist humanism, and
his silence during the crisis of 1956 was certainly not to his credit.
But by the time Althusser wrote For Marx, socialist-humanist prin
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ciples were not only being espoused by dissidents, but they had
become part o f the official language o f Communist parties. Althus
ser’s critique o f humanism, then, was not primarily aimed at those
who left the Party like Thompson, but those who remained within
it, for instance, the French Communist philosopher Roger Garaudy, who had adopted the new language for purely opportunistic
reasons. Althusser was not endorsing Stalinism; he was reaffirming
the philosophy o f Marxism-Leninism as formulated by Mao. His
writings were not endorsed by Party leaders.
Thompson’s most substantive argument connecting Althusser
and Stalin was not his effort to link them direcdy, but his assertion
that they possessed common attitudes. For Thompson, Stalin and
Althusser shared a comparable indifference to the plight o f individ
uals, were political elitists who believed that the working class by
itself was condemned to ideology, and expressed this elitism theo
retically. Their disregard for flesh-and-blood human beings mani
fested itself in an abstract theoretical language in which individuals
were given no other role than as supports to structural relations or
in meaningless slogans such as “ the masses make history.” Because
of their total disregard for human agency, they could justify blatant
inhumanities undertaken in the name o f History with a capital
“ H.” Althusser’s thought represented a systematization o f what was
scattered and half-articulated in Stalin. In his words, “ Althusser
ianism is Stalinism reduced to the paradigm o f Theory. It is Stalin
ism at last, theorised as ideology.” 32
Althusser had qualities that might be conceivably defined as
Stalinist. His thought was antidemocratic; he was a political elitist
who believed that only Party intellectuals possessed scientific the
ory; he saw the working class as being eternally condemned to ide
ology; and his notion o f theory was replete with authoritarian im
plications. But was this specifically Stalinist? This equally describes
Leninism, and Althusser never denied that he was anything but a
Mantist-Leninist. Thompson, though consistendy anti-Leninist
since 1956, never systematically confronted Leninism, nor did he
discuss it in relation to Stalinism. A political attack on Althus
serianism would have been far more compelling if it had been
framed as a democratic critique o f Leninism.
Thus, despite successfully exposing the most glaring weaknesses
in Althusser’s theoretical system, Thompson’s “ The Poverty of
Theory” proved disappointing. He unsuccessfully defended the
objectivity o f historical knowledge. He unsuccessfully character
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ized structuralism as politically reactionary and Althusserianism as a
sophisticated form of Stalinist ideology. His representation of Alt
husser s politics was nothing more than caricature. Thompson pro
jected his own experience of 1956 onto Althusser, ignoring the
specific historical context of international communism in the early
sixties.
What is truly astounding is that Thompson undertook this “ out
o f compassion for the innocence of a ‘post-Stalinist generation.’ ”
He wrote it for those “ who have agonised over Balibar and Lacan
but who have not acquainted themselves with the elementary his
tory of socialism in this century.” They might at least, he observed,
“ postpone their theoretical practice until they have dried them
selves behind the ears.” 33 Given his belief in the centrality of the
political issues at stake, it is remarkable that he displayed so little
intellectual caution.
Paradoxically, in spite of Thompsons fervent hatred for Stalin
ism, he deployed some of the same polemical strategies that it had
perfected. Thompson might have recalled the Communist smear
tactic of discrediting socialist humanists because of their “bour
geois” origins when he wrote of Balibar: “ I fall into a reverie, and
wonder whether M. Balibar also came to intellectual maturation
with the Jeunes Etudiants Catholiques? And then, by random asso
ciation, I recall that Stalin served his own intellectual apprentice
ship in a seminary of the Greek Orthodox priesthood.” 34 Whether
it was guilt by class association or guilt by religious association, this
style of argument has no place in serious political and intellectual
debate. In attempting to defeat the political ideology that he hated
the most, Thompson assumed some of its character.
Ill
By the time that “The Poverty ofTheory” was published in 1978,
the Althusserian onslaught in Britain and elsewhere was already
beginning to recede, a result of an accumulation of critiques, in
cluding many from the crumbling ranks of theoretical practice
itself. The appearance of Thompson s essay coincided with the first
visible signs of a surging conservative revival coalescing around the
person of Margaret Thatcher. For those post-1968 socialist intel
lectuals attracted to various forms of theoreticism, awareness was
growing of the importance of historical modes of analysis to un
derstand the current political moment. Gramsci, not Althusser, was
the Marxist theorist whose thought was becoming the most avidly
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discussed by leftist intellectuals. In such a climate “ The Poverty of
Theory” was greeted with great enthusiasm and acclaimed not
only by British Left-wing students and academics but by leftist in
tellectuals throughout the English-speaking world. Many regarded
it as a welcome vindication o f empirically based social investi
gation, a devastating blow to the autocratic pretensions o f struc
turalist abstraction, and an inspiring defense o f human agency and
experience. It was an essay, as Stuart Hall noted, that students were
“ clutching to their hearts” and that “ raised the dust in intellectual
circles.” 35
Undoubtedly, the most sustained response resulting from this
dust-raising was Perry Anderson’s Arguments Within English M arx
ism, a critical study devoted to the arguments o f “ The Poverty o f
Theory” and Thompson’s historical work as a whole. Anderson’s
book represented a balancing act. As he admitted, an Althusserian
would have been a more appropriate respondent, someone he cer
tainly was not. But “ in the absence for the moment o f more indi
cated candidates,” Anderson found himself thrust into the position
of defending Althusser without actually embracing him.36 While
he acknowledged that Thompson and Althusser were separated
by air unbridgeable theoretical divide, he pointed out that their
politics were not that far apart, especially since Althusser had em
braced Eurocommunism. Anderson contrasted his own commit
ment to “ classical Marxism,” rooted in the idea that the state must
be overthrown as a precondition for a socialist transformation, with
Thompson’s and Althusser’s support for social democratic strat
egies. Yet unlike their initial encounter, which produced bad feel
ings on both sides, Anderson now called for an open dialogue
with Thompson, “ to leave old quarrels behind, and to explore
new problems together.” 37 Every indication is that Thompson re
sponded to this appeal.
One of the most important aspects o f Anderson’s critique was
his examination of Thompson’s notion o f “ experience” in “ The
Poverty of Theory.” Anderson suggested that Thompson’s use o f
the term was inconsistent. On the one hand, he meant it as a
response by a group or individual to a series o f intertwined or
repeated events; on the other hand, he used the term to describe
an intermediary stage between objective processes and the han
dling o f them. To use his own terminology, Thompson vacillated
between locating experience within social consciousness and find
ing it between social being and consciousness. Anderson attributed
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Thompson’s inconsistent usage to the words dual connotation in
ordinary language. “Experience” could refer either to occurrences
and events that one lived through or to the trial-and-error process
of learning that followed repeated incidents and episodes. Ander
son argued that Thompson often was “ unconsciously transferring
the virtues and powers of the (more restricted) second type to the
(more general) first type of experience. The efficacy of the one is
fused with the universality of the other, to suggest an alternative
way o f reading history as a whole. The generic category that results
inevitably conflates very different problems.” 38 Moreover, while
Thompson acknowledged that experience was valid within certain
prescribed limits, he implicitly argued that the lessons that it taught
were mostly the right ones. Anderson correctly observed that dia
metrically opposed conclusions could be drawn by agents living
through the same events.39 Thompson never gave any indication of
how to distinguish valid from invalid experience.
Anderson’s critique of Thompson’s notion of agency was less
convincing. Anderson did not deny the role of human agency in
history, but he argued that Thompson consistendy magnified its
role, especially in regard to earlier historical epochs. Anderson
argued that according to the tenets of historical materialism most
of the past was part of the kingdom of necessity, meaning that
historical agents had minimal impact on historical outcomes. It was
only with the rise o f the socialist movement and the Russian Revo
lution that the masses began to play a major role in shaping their
destiny. Ironically, it was Althusser the philosopher rather than
Thompson the historian who came closer to sharing Marx’s vision
o f the past. It is true that the “people” in earlier historical phases
did not play as conspicuous a role in the political arena as in mod
ern times, and, in fact, they rarely challenged the dominant order
in a systematic way. Yet this did not mean that their actions had no
effect on historical outcomes, or that they did not play critical roles
at more localized levels. Indeed, Marxist historians in Britain have
demonstrated that events like the Peasant Rebellion of 1381, the
Civil War, and the actions of bandits and millenarians were mani
festations o f human agency on an intermediary scale. Thompsons
work on the eighteenth century was itself an illustration.
Thompson’s essay also raised the intensity of the debate in His
tory Workshop, and it established the ground for subsequent dis
cussions between the disciplines of history and cultural studies.
These exchanges reached a climax at the group’s annual meetings
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in 1979 when Thompson, Johnson, and Hall debated the theoreti
cal and political issues that the essay raised. In view o f Thompson’s
intense hatred for Althusserianism and his passion for debate, sparks
might have been expected to fly, but the event exceeded expecta
tions. It “ resolved itself,” as Raphael Samuel recalled, “ into some
thing resembling a gladiatorial combat.” 40
To appreciate the drama o f the event, it is necessary to say some
thing about the setting and tone o f the meeting and o f the speakers.
The debate was held on a Saturday evening in early December at St.
Paul’s, a dilapidated and cavernous neoclassical church in Oxford,
which until the late seventies had been boarded-up. “ Crammed
with an audience o f hundreds, the temperature boosted by the
biggest blow heater imaginable, with a public address system in
stalled. . . . Bright spotlights increased the sense that a theatrical
performance was demanded, not a closely-knit discussion.” 41 The
tone o f the evening was initially established by the social historian,
Stephen Yeo, who acted as chairman. In his opening remarks Yeo
all but declared Thompson to be the leading intellectual o f the
British Left. He paid tribute to Thompson for having “ made in
roads into the wide-open spaces o f the capitalist culture in which
we live.” 42 And he praised “ The Poverty o f Theory” as a magnifi
cent contribution that took great risks and deserved everybody’s
gratitude. No wonder that Stuart Hall jokingly remarked in the
introduction to his paper that discussing Edward Thompson at a
History Workshop was “ like trampling on the carpet in hobnail
boots.” Another important ingredient involved the participants’
speaking styles. While Stuart Hall and Edward Thompson were
charismatic speakers used to addressing large audiences, Richard
Johnson was uncomfortable in front o f a large group and delivered
his paper in a monotone. The speakers’ ability to play to the au
dience certainly had an impact on the evening’s events—in surpris
ing ways.
The program was divided into three parts. Opening and closing
presentations by the protagonists sandwiched an open discussion
from the floor. Hall and Johnson began by giving papers with
common themes. Hall acknowledged that Thompson had suc
cessfully dismanded the most vulgar forms o f Althusserianism, but
he objected to Thompson’s method o f going about it. Thompson
might have been a master o f polemic, and certainly occasions arose
when it was appropriate to conduct political debate in this way;
Hall insisted, however, that when difficult issues were at stake, the
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polemical mode was a form of overkill, continually creating artifi
cial oppositions and evading serious political and theoretical prob
lems. Johnson echoed this critique, arguing that “The Poverty of
Theory” exemplified a more general tendency of the Left to hold
its debate in crippling, absolutist terms. In the current political
moment—when the Left was in disarray—he advocated an “ac
cumulative mode of critique” : a form of argument that would
be critical yet constructive, preserving theoretical gains as well as
abandoning mistaken and obsolete positions. The Centre had em
ployed—or tried to employ—this mode of critique in the debate
over structuralism and humanism.
While Hall andjohnson criticized Thompson’s use of the polem
ical mode, they articulated their own distinctive positions. Johnson
recapitulated his analysis of the historical development of Marxist
theory in Britain, distinguishing between two of its phases, “ the
moment of culture” and “ the moment of theory.” The moment of
culture referred to the culturalism of the early New Left, the theo
retical contributions of Hoggart, Thompson, and Williams; the
moment of theory described the 1970s, the period when the post1968 generation of Left intellectuals gravitated toward Continental
Marxism and French structuralist thought. Here, of course, Althus
ser was the major figure. Johnson argued that the time was now ripe
to move beyond these too often opposed moments, to create a new
phase retaining their strengths and discarding their weaknesses. The
problem was how to conceptualize the subjective moment in poli
tics in such a way that human beings are seen as “ constructed and
fragmented in the relations in which they are actively implicated”
and yet viewed as being “ involved in conscious and integral strug
gles to transform them.” 43
Hall discussed the alternatives that Thompson put forth in op
position to theoretical practice and the implications of these alter
natives for socialist thought and politics. He viewed Thompson’s
defense of the historian’s enterprise, his stress on the category of
“ experience,” and his privileging of the “ concrete” over the “ab
stract” and the “ theoretical” as suggestive but problematic. For
Hall, Thompson and History Workshop tended to invert Althus
ser’s mistakes and errors. Thompson and the Workshop viewed the
historical process as speaking for itself, hypostatized historical prac
tice, fetishized the concrete, and confused theory with theoreticism. “ There is a poverty of theoreticism, but for socialists and
Marxists there cannot be a poverty of theory. There is, of course,
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never theory without practice, but there is never adequate practice
that is not informed by theory. What Marx teaches us is that there
are by necessity different kinds o f work with different levels of
abstraction.” Hall also objected to Thompson’s concept o f experi
ence. While he paid tribute to the British Marxist historiographical
tradition for having made giant strides toward recovering the expe
rience o f the dominated classes and the oppressed, Hall believed
that the concept o f experience often employed in this tradition had
its problems. Marxists could never embrace “ experience” whole
sale, nor could they understand it apart from the concept o f ideol
ogy. He was not suggesting that historians should reproduce the
Althusserian stupidity o f denying the importance o f experience,
only that they not repeat this stupidity in reverse. “ Experience,” he
observed, “ cannot be an authenticating witness to the reality o f the
historical evidence that we have.”
Hall pointed to two political problems resulting from the notion
o f experience as articulated by Thompson and his followers. First,
he suggested that it tended to underwrite a politics whereby the
socialism o f the future was guaranteed by summoning up and cele
brating the experiences o f the past. Second, he believed that it
endorsed a conception o f the “ people” that no longer was produc
tive for socialist politics. In the 1970s, he argued, a political strategy
could not be based on the way that capital united the working class.
He rejected the notion o f the “ common people.” In his words,
socialism
would have to start from the difference in contradictions that operate in
such a way as to forge oppositions between feminism and socialism as
much as those which unite them. It would have to be a socialism that
began with difference so as to look at theforms o f struggle and organiza
tion that might create unity. It is close but radically different from a
politics o f populism.

Hall no longer believed in a populist politics which assumed that
the common people could simply be called upon, beckoned as it
were. His reading of Althusser helped him realize that popular
forces could be constructed only as a result o f a unity of differences.
Despite his respect for Thompson’s politics, he could not say that
“ The Poverty of Theory” was politically useful.
In his talk Thompson responded to his critics. He believed that
Hall’s critique could not be sustained by a close reading o f his work.
O f course he saw problems with empiricism, and, no, he did not
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refuse the concept of structure—only structuralism. He was “ as
tonished” to discover that ideology was an “ absent category” in his
work and “ enraged” to learn that he believed in transhistorical
values.
In response to a more general critique of his work, he accepted
that his formulation of “ experience” was ambiguous. Acknowl
edging that the term had more than one meaning, Thompson
distinguished between “ experience I” (lived experience) and “ ex
perience II” (perceived experience). Thus, a pattern of events in
social being gave rise to “ experience I,” which was then not simply
reflected in “ experience II,” but pressed upon the “ whole field of
consciousness” in such ways that it could not “be indefinitely di
verted, postponed, falsified or suppressed by ideology.” How else,
he asked, “ are we to suppose that there can ever be any human
remedy to the hegemonic domination of the mind, the false de
scriptions of reality reproduced daily by the media?” 44 This was
one o f the few instances in which Thompson ever specifically
recognized that the relationship between ideology and experience
was problematic. But even here Thompson did not really address
the problem as much as he asserted his faith in the fact that experi
ence could overcome ideology.
Thompson did not restrict himself to discussing theoretical and
political issues on such a high plane. He attacked—in what some of
his targets took to be personal terms—both Johnson and others
who had either written position papers for the evening s debate or
had contributed to the History Workshop discussion. He distanced
himself from the cult of Thompsonianism that had begun to sur
face, but he used his immense prestige to dismiss his critics.
Thompson was extremely tough, for instance, on the sociologist
Philip Corrigan, who wrote that History was “ a cultural form
engaged in practices of regulation” in which the dominated classes
were “ encouraged to agree to their own confinement.” While
conceivably Corrigan had meant the dominant ideological practice
of history (thus the capital H), Thompson believed he was referring
to history in the broadest sense. Pronouncing judgment as if he
were some religious authority deciding a heresy case, Thompson
told the audience: “ How on earth does his typewriter encompass
that sentence, the most defeatist and terrorist o f all?. . . Now, I hope
that Phil is going to withdraw this formulation or at least qualify it.
For if he does not, I must come to regard him as. . . one who thinks
that theory is no more than a seminar game in which one can say
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any damn thing one likes.” 45 The mixed response of the audience to
this mode o f attack presaged the discussion that followed.
Thompson’s primary objection to Johnson s paper and his article
in History Workshop was the conception o f the “ moment o f culture.”
He saw it as sloppy and impressionistic history, a distorting confla
tion of the New Left debates on culture. This categorization oblit
erated Thompson’s theoretical differences with Hall, Hoggart, and
Williams, which had been precisely over the question o f culture and
culturalism. Thompson rebuked Johnson for accusing everyone
except himself o f being theoretical absolutists, while Johnson cre
ated false oppositions and categories that had their own absolutist
implications. But Thompson went even further: “ What Richard
Johnson doesn’t seem to be interested enough in, what scarcely, and
this is perhaps part o f the conditions o f our academic work today. . .
what scarcely doesn’t seem to enter the door o f the Birmingham
Centre is politics. ’>46 Thompson had either simply ignored what the
Centre had been doing for the past ten years, or he had become so
caught up in the heat o f battle that the desire to score a polemical
point overtook the need to be precise and accurate.
The ensuing discussion then focused on what one speaker de
scribed as Thompsons “ offensive and hurtful criticism.” Indeed,
while the evening began by recognizing Thompson’s immense stat
ure and authority, by the time he finished speaking, many in the au
dience felt he had abused it. Ironically, what had begun as a debate
about Althusser was transformed into a debate about Thompson.
As he had done at the start, Yeo established the tenor o f what fol
lowed. Observing that power could be personal, he distanced him
self from Thompson’s debating style. He suggested that Thompson
had not been intentionally malicious but that he was oblivious to
the power which he wielded over others. This explained why it was
possible for him to “ ad hominem pillory” some comrades on the
platform. Yeo was referring to Johnson, who felt deeply pained by
Thompson’s attack and was unable to play an active role for the rest
of the evening.
Thompson, o f course, had his defenders. John Saville, his old
comrade from the Reasoner group, mocked what he perceived as the
chairman’s grandstanding. “ It was all really charitable and generous
and sisterly and brotherly.” In an impromptu speech delivered at
maximum volume and interrupted by more outbursts o f dismay
than approval, Saville portrayed the audience’s distaste for Thomp
son’s hard-hitting style o f argument as symptomatic o f the “ arid
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theorizing” that characterized recent Marxist debates. In Saville s
terms, the intellectual Left misunderstood the way forward. At a
History Workshop, where it was assumed that everyone present was
a comrade, theoretical advance was possible only as a result of the
“ kind of hard and firm polemic that has come from this platform.”
Saville believed that the objections to a hard-hitting debate were
connected to the growth of academic Marxism in the 1970s. The
congenial discourse of the academy had displaced the spiritedness
of the political meeting. However, Yeo’s equation of power with
personal power called attention to the impact of an entirely dif
ferent perspective on radical intellectuals than Saville imagined.
Yeo’s suggestion alluded to a suppressed dimension in the debate
that then came rushing to the surface—feminism.
Indeed, the objections to the polemical mode set forth by John
son and Hall, and echoed by later speakers, were rooted in the
alternative modes of political organization and discussion devel
oped by the womens movement. Thus, a male speaker did not
view Thompson’s mode of argument as Stalinist, as others had
implied, but as a “ very antiquated Oxford liberalism, the Oxford
Union debating team tactic of slugging off the enemy instead of
answering their substantive questions.” He believed that political
knowledge was created along the lines o f the feminist movement—
by large numbers of people in small groups confronting problems
independently, collectively, and quiedy. “ Not hectoring at one an
other. And waiting for those experiences to become shared across a
wide spectrum o f society.”
Similarly, a female speaker could not find one sisterly aspect in
the debate. She attributed “ the booming of certain people’s voices”
and “ a sort o f contempt in the air” to an absolute failure to absorb
the last ten years o f the women’s movement. As a result, she asserted,
the debate never got off the ground. “Everyone who has studied
undergraduate history knows that we wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t
for E. P. Thompson’s The Making o f the English Working Class, but
the discussion shouldn’t end there. And we shouldn’t allow our
selves to be painted into corners.” Moreover, she wanted to know
why, with so many accomplished feminist historians present, not
one woman was on the platform. In fact, Jane Caplan was originally
asked to speak but had decided against it. Later, Caplan explained to
the group that silence sometimes was a creative moment, and the
events that transpired on the platform only confirmed her in this
view. The form of the event, she said, was masculinist to its core. By
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participating, she would be endorsing it. Alluding to Thompson’s
contention that Althusser was a Stalinist, she stated: “ We’ve had odd
socks on the line tonight, and I want to ask which foot the Stalinist
boot is on as well.”
After this period o f audience participation, Hall and Thompson
returned to the podium to reflect on the evenings events. In his
closing remarks Thompson addressed those who criticized his per
formance. He acknowledged that the group objected to his style of
argumentation—but he saw no reason to change it. He accused
them o f being a “ little bit soft” and justified the severity o f his cri
tique on the grounds that he was addressing friends and comrades.
It was especially necessary to be tough on Johnson, for his concept
o f culturalism suppressed the distinctive voice o f the Marxist histo
riographical tradition in New Left debates. Like Saville, Thomp
son viewed the group’s dislike for polemics as causally linked to the
growth o f academic Marxism in the 1970s. He argued that the
intellectual Left, despite its achievements, had retreated to a ghetto
and was cut off from the political world. In this context, Thomp
son accepted the characterization that both he and Althusser used
Leninist tactics on opponents. If sharing nothing else, they, along
with Saville, came from a common tradition: a tradition where
theory was closely related to political practice, where people were
accountable in terms o f results.
Thompson wrote “ The Poverty o f Theory” because he viewed
Althusserianism as a threat to the Marxist historiographical tradi
tion, but by the time o f the Workshop debate two years had passed.
His scholarly interest in theoretical questions had been supplanted
by his concern with the growing authoritarianism o f the state and
the erosion o f civil liberties in Britain. This concern provided the
background for his final remarks. Thompson complained, as he had
in Writing by Candlelight, that because the intellectual Left knew the
capitalist state to be coercive a priori, they lacked “ the sensitivity
of response” necessary to launch the struggle to oppose it. Sound
ing the alarm, Thompson reminded his audience that because Brit
ain lacked a written constitution, the breakdown of accepted legal
norms threatened the historical gains of the working class. Indeed,
he would be “very surprised if some people in this room” did not
“ serve terms o f imprisonment in the next five or six years in the
very sharp confrontation with an authoritarian state.” Thompson
called for historians to take a leading role in protecting legal rights in
Britain.
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Thompson alerted historians to the gravity of the political crisis,
and he exhorted them to become involved in politics. But for
Stuart Hall, the evening’s final speaker, Thompson’s plea only
added insult to injury. Hall did not disagree with Thompson’s
analysis of the state, although he would have undoubtedly por
trayed the crisis in a different way. Nor did he lack an appreciation
o f Thompsons own writings on the subject. However, as one of
the authors of Policing the Crisis, he found it difficult to accept
Thompson s obliviousness to his own and others’ political writings
and struggle. After all, he asserted, Thompson’s writings had been
founded on the struggle of “ people who have for a very long
time—the last ten years—been drawing attention to the problem of
the state, and the law as a force—for disciplining the class and for
disciplining Blacks.” It was a difficult moment for Hall. As he
recalled, he realized that Thompson had no understanding of what
the Centre had been up to for the last ten years.47 With more than a
hint of sarcasm, he welcomed Thompson to the ranks.
Hall proceeded to reflect again on the use of polemics in intel
lectual and political debate. The evenings events had only recon
firmed his view that polemics had no place in debates between
socialists. “ The problems are politically too serious; the intellectual
problems are too difficult to be conducted in this way for much
longer.” He observed that he could have been more critical than
Thompson of the work of the Birmingham Centre, but he could
never say about it, as Thompson had, that “ politics never entered
the door.” Nor could he say that the Centre had ever engaged in
the kind of theoretical argument that required Thompson s work
to be excluded. “ Whatever else the Centre has done, we have stood
for being able to do intellectual work without reading people into
corners or excommunicating them from the field.” The dialogue
between Hall and Thompson that had existed since the days of the
first New Left had broken down.
Hall was not content to conclude by discussing the form of
political and theoretical argument. He returned to theory. He ad
mitted his disappointment that Thompson refused to address his
critique of “ The Poverty o f Theory,” for differences between them
remained. Yet he was heartened that Thompson acknowledged a
problem with the concept of experience, that, in fact, the term had
different meanings. Hall agreed that the problem was precisely as
Thompson had formulated it, that is, as the relationship between
social being (experience I) and social consciousness (experience
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II)—experience and ideology. Yet Hall rejected Thompson’s solu
tion. He argued that theoretical confusion could not be averted
when one term referred to two separate concepts. “ If both things
are experience, how are socialists to understand how to operate on
experience I so as to produce without ideological distortion expe
rience II in order to bring about some change in practice.” In other
words, how were they to know what Thompson meant from sen
tence to sentence? Hall concluded that historians might know in
their private thoughts what they meant or intended, but this un
derstanding was not adequate. The problem could be solved only
theoretically.
The stormy History Workshop session produced bad feelings
and confusion among the principal participants. Afterward, Yeo
wrote o f the “bewilderment” and “ sadness” o f those trying to
make sense o f the event. “ The meeting was not full enough of
controversy, as well as being (more obviously) empty o f sisterly/
brotherly qualities.” 48 It was still very unclear to Richard John
son “ whether the conflicts there or their modes were important,
organic, formative or really quite accidental, ephemeral and super
ficial.” 49 Thompson was also confused by the “ bad vibes” that
permeated the evening, though he was certain they would subside.
But he thought that Yeo s and Johnson s continued preoccupations
with the session were further evidence o f the self-isolation o f the
intellectual Left. “ They are full o f self-examinations,” he wrote,
“ pulse-takings, ruminations on style, private inner-left references,
excessive awareness o f ‘positions’ within the left, and numb and
null towards all the rest o f the world.” 50
While the debate on history and theory might have been confus
ing to the participants, its meaning, in retrospect, is more apparent.
Disputes over the polemical mode, the concept o f experience,
socialist political strategy, and history and theory suggested deep
and enduring theoretical and political divisions that had been grow
ing throughout the 1970s.
Certainly, one o f the most fundamental differences resulted from
the growing influence o f feminist theory and practice on the post1968 generation o f socialist intellectuals. This influence was appar
ent in disagreements over the debate’s form and style. Thompson
(and Saville) had every right to be concerned about the isolation of
intellectuals from the working-class movement, though the prob
lem of theory and practice had not begun in 1968, nor was it as easy
to bring the two concepts together as his rhetoric suggested. Yet
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Thompson seemed unable to understand the meaning of the criti
cism. More was involved than his being nicer. Feminists were con
ceiving of new forms of politics and organization. They were, in
effect, arguing that Thompson s mode of intellectual and political
argumentation represented a form of masculine power and domi
nation that resulted in the silencing of womens voices, among
others. Polemics were part of the problem, not the solution.
Feminisms impact was also partially responsible for divisions
over socialist strategy. Although Thompson did not specify the con
cept o f the “people” underpinning the struggle against the authori
tarian state, that concept recapitulated his notion of the common
people expressed throughout his writings. He conceived of the
political struggle against the state as another chapter in the historical
saga of the oppressed. For Hall (and Johnson), socialists faced new
challenges as a result of the growth of feminism, the emergence of
antiracist politics, and the fragmentation of the traditional workingclass movement. Socialist politics no longer could be conceived in
terms of the common experience of the “ people.” Not only was the
experience of the “ people” not necessarily shared, but it was not in
any sense—even an ultimate sense—necessarily leftist. Thatchers
reconstruction of popular consciousness rendered previous assump
tions obsolete. Hall argued that socialists must recognize the com
bined and uneven effects of race, class, and gender in a social forma
tion; political unity must be produced out of irreducible difference.
Socialist strategy must be founded on a new theory of subjectivity.
This theory viewed experience and ideology as being intertwined
rather than opposed and conceived of “ culture” as a field of signifi
cation rather than an expression of a group’s consciousness.
Finally, what surfaced at the History Workshop debate was the
unbridgeable divide that had opened up between the Marxist histo
riographical tradition as exemplified by Thompson and the cultural
studies of the Centre. From the beginning, a creative tension had
been present between cultural theorists such as Hall and historians
such as Thompson, a tension evidenced in the original debates over
culturalism. Thompson’s early writings were a major source of
inspiration for the Centre’s work until the mid-seventies. The Cen
tre’s critical adaption of Althusser (and semiotics as well) led to the
reevaluation o f its own culturalist and humanist past, and this fueled
conflicts and friction. It became clear at the Workshop debate that
the two traditions were unable to communicate and that the com
munication for a long time had been one way. Thompson, in effect,
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had dismissed the Centre as being part o f an amorphous Althus
serianism, while giving virtually no indication o f following or un
derstanding the Centres work in the 1970s. After twenty years of
active if sometimes strained dialogue, Hall severed the ties between
them.
The audience, however, was more interested than Thompson
was in what Hall had to say. Many o f those present, including
historians, were as impatient and weary with the polarities o f the
debate as Hall himself. He was seen as offering a positive alterna
tive, an attempt to engage in the national political arena as well as
taking account o f the political and social changes o f the past ten
years. Hall not only had objected to the terms o f the debate, but he
was beginning to create the new theoretical ground that would
supplant it. A phase in historical and cultural theory was coming to
an end.

Conclusion

The subject matter of intellectual history tends to resist neat pa
rameters; frequendy, where to begin and end a given historical
narrative is partially arbitrary. Yet in the case of British cultural
Marxism abundant reasons can be found to conclude a narrative in
1979 (or at least in the late seventies and early eighties) on the
ground that this point in time represents the end of a decisive phase
in cultural Marxism s development.
Marxism s position in intellectual debates had undergone funda
mental shifts. Since the thirties, Marxism played a major role in
radical intellectual discussions in Britain. The same held true even
in the late fifties, when Hoggart and Williams, despite their at
tempts at establishing a critical distance, made assumptions about
the class basis of society and politics that were indirecdy indebted
to Marxism. In the 1970s a post-Stalinist generation reaffirmed the
necessity of a more systematic Marxist practice. Under the influ
ence of French structuralism and semiotics, of Western Marxism,
especially the study of Althusser and Gramsci, and of a rereading
o f Marx himself, this generation helped build a Marxist intellec
tual culture whose scope was unparalleled in Britain. Never had
so many leftist intellectuals overtly thought and wrote in Marxist
categories.
The Ruskin debate represented the culmination of several years
o f impassioned discussions on the epistemological basis of Marxist
theory and practice. Several hundred people attending a History
Workshop conference simply confirmed the existence of a flour
ishing socialist intellectual culture. But the session was perhaps the
last time that historians and cultural theorists were so resolute in
their support of Marxism as a theoretical and historical practice.
The evening signified the end of a phase in historical and cultural
theory and the end of a dialogue between different versions of
cultural Marxism. It also symbolized the beginning of the end of
Marxist hegemony in Left-wing intellectual discussions.
To be sure, such a change did not come to pass only because of
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what was said on a particular night, on a platform at Oxford, in late
1979. The conflicts aired on that stage were informed by deeper
historical shifts—shifts that were redrawing the political map used
by the Left to understand itself and its relationship to the political
and social world. The net effect o f these changes contributed to a
crisis in Marxist thought o f unprecedented dimensions in Britain
and elsewhere.
Internationally, the rise o f Solidarity in Poland and the begin
ning o f the end o f existing socialism in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union raised the issue o f whether the democratic alterna
tive was necessarily Marxist. The Iranian Revolution defied Marx
ist expectations o f radical social transformation in the Third World.
Rather than the driving revolutionary force being anticapitalism, it
was religion, a social practice thought by Marxists to be residual. In
Britain, Thatcher’s victory in 1979 ushered in a new era o f politics
that resulted in the dissolution o f the 1945 social contract and
signaled a simultaneous assault on the state-controlled economy,
the welfare state, and trade unionism. Such changes were made
possible by Thatcher’s extraordinary reconstruction o f the “ popu
lar” along conservative lines. But these changes were founded on
the fragmentation, defection, and shrinkage o f the Left’s traditional
working-class base. Labour’s vote in the 1979 election fell to its
lowest since 1931, one-third o f all trade union members voting
Conservative.1
Indeed, British identity itself was being reshaped. Although his
torically a country where people’s principal self-identification was
their class, the impact o f postwar emigration was changing Britain’s
character. The country was becoming an increasingly multiracial
and multiethnic society, its growing pains made abundandy clear
in street confrontations in Bristol, Brixton, and Liverpool in the
spring and summer o f 1981. For Marxist theory and practice, the
emergence of these new social subjects in conjunction with those
being created by the feminist movement posed difficult if not in
surmountable problems.
In such a transformed atmosphere it is not surprising that social
ist and feminist historiography and cultural studies in the 1980s
manifested new concerns, priorities, and agendas. In general, these
changes involved problematizing the connection between class
position and cultural expression without rejecting the material basis
of culture, focusing on the material impact of language and dis
course on subjectivity and cultural identity while simultaneously
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insisting that cultural life was underpinned by political and social
struggle. In cultural studies, where structuralism and semiotics were
deeply ensconced, the shift was expressed through an intensified
interest in feminism, theories of race and ethnicity, and critical
appropriations of poststructuralist and postmodernist theory. An
ongoing influence was a reformulated reading of the Gramscian
notion of hegemony. Extending the view that surfaced in the Cen
tre s work of the late 1970s, Gramsci’s notion was viewed as repre
senting the “ articulation” of a ruling bloc’s diverse and contradic
tory interests within a continuously shifting cultural and political
field. Crucial here, according to Tony Bennett, was the idea that
“ the political and ideological articulations of cultural practices are
movable— that a practice which is articulated to bourgeois values
today may be disconnected from those values and connected to
socialist ones tomorrow.” 2
In social history (as represented by History Workshop) a rethink
ing o f established paradigms took place. The idea that language
played a constitutive role in social behavior direcdy challenged the
cultural materialism of social historians such as E. P. Thompson, for
whom social consciousness was represented through language, not
produced by it. This shift is evident in the pages of History Workshop
since the early 1980s—its exploration of discourse, gender, race,
ethnicity, and Foucaults philosophical history.3 It is perhaps best
captured in Gareth Stedman Jones’s pathbreaking analysis of Char
tism, which challenged the prevailing notion that Chartism could
exclusively be explained in terms of the experience and conditions
of the early Industrial Revolution. According to Stedman Jones,
this past oudook assumed a simplistic view of the relationship be
tween consciousness and language and was unable to explain either
why Chartist consciousness took the form it did or why it later
became less compelling. He reformulated the relation between
consciousness and experience.
Class consciousness— "a consciousness o f identity of interests between
working men o f the most diverse occupations and levels o f attainment’
and “consciousness o f the identity o f interests o f the working class or
productive classes as against those o f other classes,” as Thompson defines
it—formed part o f a language whose systematic linkages were supplied by
the assumptions o f radicalism: a vision and analysis ofsocial and political
evils which certainly long predated the advent o f class consciousness,
however defined.4
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An in-depth analysis o f the transformation in history and cul
tural studies is beyond the scope o f this book. In part, the historical
dust has insufficiently setded to bring into focus the meaning and
significance o f what has transpired. However, most important, in
my judgment, is the complexity o f what must be taken into ac
count. One major change that affected the contours o f both radical
historiography and cultural studies is its complex interaction with
counterparts in North America, Europe, Australia, and elsewhere.
While British historians and cultural theorists have continually
been influenced by scholars and writers outside Britain, the level of
the dialogue gready intensified in the 1980s. This intellectual ex
change was made possible through the growth o f international
conferences and transnational journals. It also has taken place as a
result o f the increasing migrations o f British scholars. Sometimes
these migrations have been short-term, involving periodic lecture
tours or visiting appointments at foreign universities. However,
they also have been more sustained, resulting in full-time academic
positions, notably in Australia and North America. All o f these
elements have resulted in intellectual dialogues and exchanges im
mensely more varied and complex as well as lines o f communica
tion more fragmented and difficult to trace.
What I propose to discuss here is more modest in ambition,
but, I believe, more consistent with the nature o f this project. I
have argued throughout these pages that we can learn a great deal
about cultural Marxism—both radical historiography and cultural
studies—by situating it in the context o f radical politics, particu
larly that o f the new left. I have suggested that it represents an
implicit and explicit response to the postwar crisis o f British social
ism. This role o f cultural Marxism was no less true o f the era
of Conservative triumph since the 1979 election. I will conclude
this discussion by examining responses o f historians and cultural
theorists to the historical transformations that have characterized
the eighties. Whether or not these responses have been explicitly
Marxist is open to debate, and their impact on mainstream politics
remains peripheral, but they continue to be part o f an ongoing
struggle to fuse theory and practice, academic work and political
activism.
Striking similarities are apparent between the situation faced by
the intellectual Left in the 1980s and that in which it had found
itself in the 1950s. In both decades the Left was confronted by an
array o f forces—a culture of consumption, a rapidly developing and
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changing mass media, the expansion of a world market, and new
technologies—that were redefining class relationships, cultural life,
and the language and substance of politics. As in the 1950s, the
politics of the 1980s were dominated by a resurgent Conservative
Party that defined the political agenda and consistendy defeated
the Labour Party in elections. Just as Marxism found itself in retreat
and dissolution in the fifties, it was plagued by an unparalleled crisis
thirty years later. In the fifties this condition resulted from the
crumbling of Stalinist orthodoxy and the emergence of socialist
humanism in 1956. Thirty years later it was connected to the de
mise of socialist states in Eastern and Central Europe, the prolifera
tion of various strains of critical theory, and the political demands
of new social subjects.
The end of the Soviet empire, and the crisis of Marxism asso
ciated with it, was responsible for soul-searching among British
Marxist intellectuals. Stuart Hall detected a state of depression
among the Labour-aligned Left, including socialist feminists and
those in the new social movements, who were forced to confront
“ the unpleasant truth” that “ some part of what has been under
stood as ‘socialism’ by the world in general, and by much of the Left
itself, is indeed crumbling to dust in Eastern Europe.” 5 Reaffirming
his commitment to the principles of socialism, Eric Hobsbawm
freely admitted that those who believed that the Russian Revolu
tion was “ the gate to the future of world history” —which of course
included himself—had been proved wrong.6 And Stedman Jones
argued that Marxism, though not synonymous with Leninism,
could not isolate itself from the end of communism in Europe. It
was as ludicrous to blame Marx for the gulags as Nietzsche for
Auschwitz. But nonetheless “ the one social and political alternative
to capitalism constructed on the basis of Marx’s ideas, although
arguably more egalitarian, has also proved itself to be more authori
tarian, less efficient and less desirable than the system it was sup
posed to replace.” 7
Yet at the same time events in Eastern Europe caused great
exhilaration. After all, the new left, with which many intellectuals
discussed in this study identified themselves, had been founded
partially to oppose the regimes that later disintegrated. “ We should
not be alarmed,” wrote Stuart Hall, “ by the collapse of ‘actual
existing socialism’ since, as socialists, we have been waiting fo r it to
happen fo r three decades.” 8 Edward Thompson echoed these senti
ments, viewing the collapse o f the Soviet regime from the perspec
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tive o f the “ third way” created by the New Left politics o f the fifties
and more recendy articulated by European peace movements of
the 1980s. “ I remain worried less,” he wrote,
by the manifest crisis o f Marxism (which had that deservedly coming to
it) than by the loss o f conviction, even on the Left, in the practices and
values o f democracy. But the end o f the Cold War has— and on both
sides—seen a revival o f these practices and a reaffirmation o f these values,
in the self-activity o f masses who moved outside orthodox ideological and
political stockades. A n d we should still see this as a moment o f oppor
tunity, not defeat.9

These intellectuals were clearly dismayed by the celebration of the
death o f Marxism in the West, but for more than thirty years they
had viewed official Marxism as intellectually and morally bankrupt,
and they had taken pains to distance themselves from it. Writing in
early 1990, Stedman Jones conveyed this feeling in words recalling
the spirit o f the original New Left: “ [I]t is time that the Left
abandoned its adherence to marxism as an indivisible unity o f the
ory and creed. Ideas, not creeds, are what is wanted. Marx is only
one o f many sources from which a renewal o f socialist thinking
might come about, and the need for that thinking is as pressing as
ever.” 10 Stedman Jones’s plea for a heterogeneous Left captured the
evolving spirit o f the cultural Marxist tradition in the 1980s. If cul
tural Marxists continued to be inspired by Marx—and particularly
by Gramsci—that influence was less overdy and self-consciously
Marxist. Hall and Dick Hebdige spoke o f a “ Marxism without
guarantees.” Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Argentinean and
French political theorists who were involved in British debates,
vigorously defended post-Marxism—a radical democratic politics
that both acknowledged and rejected its roots." Indeed, the cul
tural Marxist tradition continued to thrive, and it remained com
mitted to radical change, but whether it remained Marxist in any
conventional sense is debatable. That tradition perhaps is best de
scribed as an eclectic mode of theoretical and political radicalism.
International developments undoubtedly played a critical role in
highlighting the crisis o f the Left in the eighties, but the principal
issue, as in the 1950s, was the future o f socialism in Britain so
powerfully called into question by Thatcherism’s triumph and La
bour’s precipitous decline. The broad-based participation o f Leftwing writers and academics in radical political debates so charac
teristic o f the New Left was likewise present in the eighties. The
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rethinking of socialist theory and practice characteristic of Univer
sities and Left Review, the N ew Reasoner, and the early issues of New
Left Review was revived in magazines such as New Socialist and
Marxism Today, sponsored, respectively, by the Labour and Com

munist Parties. (Because of the reform of the British CP along
Eurocommunist lines, Marxism Today contained the voices of many
non-Communist writers.) As in earlier ventures, historians and
cultural theorists associated with the cultural Marxist tradition as
sumed leading roles.
Even before Thatcher’s first electoral victory, the process of re
examination was under way. In 1978, Sheila Rowbotham, Lynne
Segal, and Hilary Wainwright published Beyond the Fragments, a
pamphlet (and later a book) which, from a socialist feminist per
spective, openly confronted the segmentation and divisions within
the radical Left and the lethargy of the socialist movement in Brit
ain.12 The initiative recalled the original New Left’s attempt to
bring together disparate tendencies and interests into a grassroots
and democratic movement. For Rowbotham and company, the
cultural revolt of the late sixties—including feminists, gay rights
activists, antiracist groups, environmentalists, numerous commu
nity organizations, a new generation of radical academics, and
post-1968 revolutionary groups—had produced a radical move
ment unparalleled in its richness and diversity but whose compo
nent parts were frequendy isolated from one another. “ That is, we
are without a sustained way of organizing beyond our specific
oppressions and experiences. We lack the means to develop a gen
eral theory and programme for socialist change from these varied
experiences. And we do not have adequate ways of convincing
people o f the wider political changes which need to be fought for if
their specific demands and needs are to be met.” 13 Like the New
Left of the fifties, Beyond the Fragments sought to bring together
these many strands into an organized force that would reshape the
direction o f the labor movement. It advocated a strategy that rec
ognized the centrality of the Labour Party, argued for the necessity
of reinventing it, was aware of the structural obstacles impeding
this goal, and in the end insisted that reinvention must come from a
political formation on the outside.
Beyond the Fragments caused “ a furor,” sparking extensive de
bates, a bulletin, and a 1980 conference in Leeds.14 But in the pres
ent context its importance is not as a political movement, which
like other “ third way” efforts never achieved its goals, but as a con
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tribution to debates on political strategy founded on the authors’
experiences in the women’s movement. For the Beyond the Frag
ments authors, the women’s movement had accomplished more
than helping women to achieve the power to organize and fight for
control over the direction o f their lives. First, its attention to the
“private” and “inward” dimension o f women’s oppression had
made possible a wider notion o f politics, touched people who
usually did not consider themselves to be political, and created a
movement not dominated by hard-core political activists. Second,
as part o f its struggle against “ inequalities o f power” and a “ hier
archical division o f labor,” it produced organizational forms which
prefigured in miniature the society that it was fighting to make
possible. As Rowbotham pointed out, the practice o f the women’s
movement did “ not assume that we will one day in the future
suddenly come to control how we produce, distribute and divide
goods and services and that this will rapidly and simply make us
new human beings,” but involved an ongoing process o f personal
and collective renewal.15 For Hilary Wainwright, the values that it
embodied gave the women’s movement its importance.
The values underlying our ways o f organizing have been ones which put
emphasis on local control and autonomy; on small groups within wider
co-ordinating structures; on local centres and social and cultural activities;
on relating theory to practice; on discouraging forms o f procedure and oj
leadership which make others fe el inadequate or uninvolved; on recog
nizing that different views on strategy and tactics come from some real
experience and are worth listening to and discussing.16

At its best, the women’s movement united on “ major practical
issues o f the day,” while continuing to openly debate and respect
political differences. This synthesis o f unity and diversity repre
sented a potential model for socialist renewal.
Rowbotham was not the only radical historian to become in
volved in debates on the Left’s future. In 1978, Eric Hobsbawm
used the occasion o f the Communist Party’s annual Marx memo
rial lecture to question one o f the oldest tenets o f socialist faith—
the linear progression o f the workers’ movement. Rather than
looking at the socialist crisis in the context o f the political climate
o f the late seventies, in “The Forward March o f Labour Halted?”
Hobsbawm viewed it from a historical perspective. He argued that
Labours decline must be seen in terms o f structural shifts in post
war capitalism, and he located its earliest symptoms in the 1950s.
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Hobsbawm defended his approach by evoking the opening lines of
The Eighteenth Brumaire. He reiterated his belief in the ability of
human agents to make their own history, but he stressed the cen
trality of understanding the historical terrain on which action took
place. In effect, Hobsbawm distanced himself from Marxs histor
ical prophecies about the future of socialist advance, while reiterat
ing his faith in the spirit of Marx’s method.
But i f the labour and socialist movement is to recover its soul, its dyna
mism, and its historical initiative, we, as Marxists, must do what Marx
would certainly have done: to recognise the novel situation in which we
fin d ourselves, to analyse it realistically and concretely, to analyse the
reasons, historical and otherwise, fo r thefailures as well as the successes of
the labour movement, and toformulate not only what we would want to
do, but what can be done.17

Hobsbawm approached the problem through the base/super
structure framework. He attributed Labours decline to the com
bined impact of mass production, larger economic units, the
growth o f monopoly capital, a gready enlarged public sector, and a
greater number of female workers. The net result was increased
sectional divisions, the breakup of the common working-class way
of life, and an atmosphere that hindered unified class action. This
fragmentation was especially true of the public sector where the
class enemy was no longer a capitalist and where militant action
was frequently based on creating public havoc. Not only did such
action create conflicts among groups of workers, but it threatened
the solidarity of the labor movement as a whole. As Hobsbawn also
pointed out: “ The sense of class solidarity may be further weak
ened by the fact that the real income of a family may no longer
actually depend on a worker’s own job alone, but even more on
whether their wives or husbands also work and what sort of jobs
they have, or on various other factors not direcdy determined by
the union struggle.” 18
In the present context, Hobsbawm s analysis is significant for at
least two reasons. It is noteworthy because of the wide-ranging
debate that it provoked and the diversity of contributors that par
ticipated in it: the discussion included supporters of the Labour,
Communist, and far-Left parties; shop stewards and a member of
Parliament; intellectuals and trade union leaders.19 The breadth of
these contributions underscored the potential for intellectual ex
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change between socialist academics and labor movement activists
in Britain.
Hobsbawm’s views are likewise significant because o f the mo
ment when the lecture was delivered and subsequendy published.
Appearing on the eve o f Labour’s worst electoral defeat in more
than fifty years, the lecture achieved instant credibility in the elec
tion’s aftermath. Yet for Hobsbawm, “ The Forward March o f La
bour Halted?” was just the beginning. In the 1980s he emerged as
one o f the most prolific analysts o f the Left; his insights into events
and trends were major points o f departure for debate and discus
sion. O f these, most controversial was his strategy for ending the
Tories’ rule during a period when the labor movement was in
retreat. Returning to his Popular Front roots, he argued that noth
ing was more important than defeating Thatcher, and he was will
ing to accept an electoral pact between Labour and other smaller
parties if that was what it would take.20
Like Hobsbawm’s, Hall’s contribution to the debate on the Left’s
decline began before Thatcher’s first victory dramatically con
firmed it. Hall and others at the Birmingham Centre portrayed the
late seventies in Policing the Crisis as a time that was ripe for ex
ploitation by Right-wing populism. Beginning in 1978, Hall elab
orated on this position in an evolving analysis and commentary
that spanned the 1980s. In contrast to Hobsbawm, whose rethink
ing commenced with his analysis o f the impact o f structural trans
formations in the economic base, Hall concentrated on shifts in the
political and ideological field. He analyzed Thatcherism: what held
it together, why it had succeeded, what its limits and weaknesses
were, and (sure to stir up controversy) what the Left could learn
from it.
Hall’s analysis o f Thatcherism owed a theoretical—even spiri
tual—debt to the writings o f Gramsci. For Hall, Gramsci s impor
tance was not that his statements and utterances could be grafted
onto contemporary Britain. He passionately argued that this kind
of unreflective practice had for too long hindered genuinely new
perspectives on the Left. Rather, Gramsci was important because
o f how he posed questions and how he attempted to answer them.
In interwar Italy, Gramsci faced a situation analogous to late
twentieth-century Britain. A capitalist crisis failed to corroborate
classical Marxist predictions; the radical Right rather than the Left
seized the historical moment. Instead o f insisting that Marxist
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prophecies would eventually assert themselves, he came to terms
with the real movement of history. “ Gramsci had to confront the
turning back, the failure, of that moment: the fact that such a mo
ment, having passed, would never return in its old form. Gramsci,
here, came face to face with the revolutionary character of history
itself. When a conjecture [conjuncture] unrolls, there is no ‘going
back.’ History shifts gears. The terrain changes. You are in a new
moment.” 21 Gramsci s relevance for the present-day Left in Britain
was that he would have resisted the orthodox Left’s tendency to see
Thatcherism as a chimera, a temporary shift in the electoral pen
dulum, or as an ideology in the sense of false consciousness. He
would have yielded to the “ discipline of the conjuncture.”
Hall’s Gramscian spirit permeated his understanding of Thatch
erism. He viewed it as an ongoing and unfinished hegemonic
project. Thatcherism was built on the ground that Labour govern
ments since the late sixties had worked themselves—disciplining
the working class, declaring war on the minority fringe, hemming
in the largesse of the welfare state. But it had extended and twisted
these initiatives into new and contrary directions, displacing both
postwar conservatism and labourism as the major voice in the
political and ideological field. Its redefinition of political and cul
tural reality—the creation of a new “ common sense” —reshaped
the rapidly eroding consensus that had been created in the aftermath of the 1945 elections. Thatcherism lumped together social
democracy, the Labour Party, the unions, and the state, portraying
them as authoritarian, responsible for lawlessness, wasteful and in
efficient, anti-individualist, indeed, un-English. Most important, it
transformed pivotal notions of public welfare.
It has changed the currency o f political thought and argument. Where
previously social need had begun to establish its own imperatives against
the laws o f marketforces, now questions o f “valuefor money,” the private
right to dispose o f one’s own wealth, the equation between freedom and
the free market, have become the terms o f trade, not just o f political de
bate in parliament, the press, the journals, and policy circles, but in the
thought and language o f everyday calculation. There has been a striking
reversal o f values: the aura that used to attach to the value o f the public
welfare now adheres to anything that is private—or can be privatized.22

Yet if Hall stressed Thatcherism’s hegemonic and ideological di
mensions, he did not mean to imply that this was the only ground
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on which Thatcherism fought, or that it was a coherent ideol
ogy, or that its reach was total. Following Gramsci, he argued
that ideologies were neither consistent nor logical when held up
to close scrutiny, and indeed they quite often turned out to be
made up o f seemingly incompatible components. Thatcherism,
itself, which Hall described as a project o f “ regressive moderniza
tion,” stitched together two, by no means agreeable traditions:
“the resonant themes o f organic Toryism—nation, family, duty,
authority, standards, traditionalism—with the aggressive themes of
a revived neo-liberalism—self-interest, competitive individualism,
anti-statism.” 23 Thatcherism, Hall insisted, contained fault lines on
which it could be contested.
Hall viewed Thatcherisms attempt to re-create popular con
sciousness as an instance o f “ authoritarian populism” : it furthered
the interest o f capital and consolidated and extended state power,
retaining “ most (though not all) o f the formal representative in
stitutions in place” and simultaneously had “ been able to construct
around itself an active popular consent.” 24 But in contrast to the
orthodox Left, who tended to view Thatchers project as duping
the people and who seemed to be waiting for the “ natural ide
ology” o f the working classes to reassert itself, Hall argued that
Thatcherism had made real inroads into popular consciousness,
had made connections with people’s experience and found a way
to articulate it. “ People don’t vote for Thatcherism, in my view,
because they believe the small print. . . . What Thatcherism as an
ideology does, is to address the fears, the anxieties, the lost identi
ties, of a people. It invites us to think about politics in images. It is
addressed to our collective fantasies, to Britain as an imaginary
community, to the social imaginary.” 25
This analysis led Hall to reflect theoretically on the way that ide
ology worked in the historical world. He refused the idea that
Thatcher’s colonization o f important elements within the domi
nated classes could be explained by the classical Marxist concept o f
“ false consciousness.” In Hall’s words: “ The first thing to ask about
an ‘organic’ ideology that, however unexpectedly, succeeds in orga
nizing substantial sections o f the masses and mobilizing them for
political action, is not what is false about it but what about it is
true.” 26 Yet Hall was equally unwilling to accept the poststruc
turalist tendency to uncouple ideologies from material social re
lations completely.27 Rather, Hall wanted to rethink the relation
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ship between ideology and materialism without being pulled in by
either extreme.
It is therefore possible to hold both the proposition that material interests
help to structure ideas and the proposition that position in the social
structure has the tendency to influence the direction of social thought,
without also arguing that material factors univocally determine ideology
or that class position represents a guarantee that a class will have the
appropriateforms o f consciousness.28

Halls effort at creating a “ third way” in the theory of ideology was
in keeping with his tendency, observed throughout this book, to
create his own theoretical position by combining aspects of seem
ingly opposing ones.
The obverse of Halls analysis was exploring what the Left must
do to dislodge Thatcherism from its dominant position in the field.
Hall believed that Thatcherism had altered the rules of the political
game. It had redefined politics such that the Left must fight against
it on the same multiple fronts—economic, political, cultural, and
ideological—that Thatcherism itself had captured. It was not a
matter of putting forth specific policies, but offering an alternative
vision which would engage the political imagination of the British
people. As Hall explained:
The question is whether the left can also operate on the same ground and
turn these popular experiences and emergent attitudes and aspirations to

its advantage. O r whether its only alternative is to become aligned with
important but increasingly minority and traditional constituencies which
need defence in the face o f the current onslaught, goodness knows, but
which are no longer where the mass experience o f the common people
is at.29

At the same time Hall and others associated with Marxism Today
became increasingly convinced that part of displacing Thatcher
ism involved coming to grips with the global transformations that
were affecting Britain. While he and his colleagues had previously
tended to view the changes in Britain as synonymous with Thatch
erism, it now seemed more likely that such shifts provided the basis
on which Thatcherism worked its spell. Whether described as
postindustrialism, postmodernity, postfordism (the latter inspired
by Gramsci s analysis in “ Americanism and Fordism”) or a com
bination of these terms, these shifts were profoundly reshaping
consciousness, experience, and the very fabric of everyday life. The
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result was the N ew Times initiative that appeared in Marxism Today
in October 1988, its goal to explore the meaning and implications
o f the new changes and to put forward a leftist response to them.
[ T]he ambition o f the 'N ew Times’ project is not only to make sense of
the new world— to appreciate the tendencies and limits o f post-Fordism,
to unravel the emergent postmodern culture, to understand the new
identities and political subjects in society— but also to provide the param
etersfo r a new politics o f the Left, a politics beyond Thatcherism, which
can give a progressive shape and inflexion to N ew Times.50

The N ew Times initiative was the subject o f a wide-ranging discus
sion, and it was published as a book edited by Hall and Martin
Jacques, editor o f Marxism Today , the following year.
At one level, Halls understanding o f “ new times” was a contri
bution to the postmodernism debate o f the eighties. Hall, true
to form, resisted either being wildly ecstatic or somberly pessimis
tic about the “ postmodern condition.” He acknowledged both
the importance o f the description o f the postmodern world as
put forward by Fredric Jameson and Jean-Fran^ois Lyotard, while
aligning himself with Jamesons contention that the postmodern
was “ the new cultural logic o f capital.” Yet he was critical (in
another context) o f how postmodernism, especially in the United
States, seemed to be about “ how the world dreams itself to be
‘American.’ ”
[I]t not only points to how things are going in modern culture, but it says,
first, that there is nothing else o f any significance— not contradictory
forces, and no counter-tendencies; and second, that these changes are
terrific, and all we have to do is to reconcile ourselves to them. It is, in my
view, being deployed in an essentialist and un-critical way. A n d it is
irrevocably Euro- or western-centric in its whole episteme.31

Hall regarded “ new times” as a deeply contradictory phenome
non whose imperatives both potentially foreclosed and made possi
ble democratic initiatives. His way o f thinking about “ new times”
can be seen in terms o f the longue durke o f his intellectual and
political career. From this point o f view, “ new times” represented
another stage in an ongoing and long-term preoccupation with
understanding the nature o f postwar transformations. This pre
occupation was visible as early as his U L R essay, “A Sense o f Class
lessness," with its analysis o f the impact o f consumer capitalism, the
new media, and changing patterns of work and industrial organiza-
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don on popular consciousness. As he did at that time, Hall argued
that the new changes could not be understood through a rigid
application of base/superstructure, for in modern societies the
economic and the cultural were deeply intertwined. Or as he stated
it: “ Modern culture is relentlessly material in its practices and
modes of production. And the material world of commodities and
technologies is profoundly cultural.” 32 Just as the changes of the
1950s reshaped working-class consciousness, “ the proliferation of
models and styles, the increased product differentiation which char
acterizes ‘post-Fordist’ production” were connected to the “wider
processes of cultural diversity and differentiation” and “ multiplica
tion of social worlds and social ‘logics’ ” which characterized the
contemporary West.33 Most important, such shifts gave rise to
increasingly complex and fragmented identities among social sub
jects. “The ‘self,’ ” Hall wrote, “ is conceptualised as more frag
mented and incomplete, composed of multiple ‘selves’ or identities
in relation to the different social worlds we inhabit, something with
a history, ‘produced,’ in process.” 34 For Hall, the challenge of “ new
times” was to create a politics that recognized this proliferation of
differences, accepted their irreducibility, and could operate as a
unified political front. Critical to the new politics of identity were
the theoretical and political insights produced within and around
both the women’s and new black movements.
Taken together, Hall’s writings on Thatcherism and “ new times”
exemplify the British cultural Marxist tradition at its best. His un
derstanding o f the relationship between the economic and the
cultural was part of a long-term effort to move beyond the simplis
tic polarities of the base/superstructure metaphor. His insistence
that language was determined by and determining of material social
relations, integral to hegemonic politics, and fought over in social
and cultural struggles extended the tradition of cultural studies and
radical historiography. His attention to objective social and political
conditions and his exploration of the potential that they held for a
new politics o f the democratic Left was characteristic of the cultural
Marxist tradition as a whole. His attempt to define the social forces
that might give rise to such politics was part of an ongoing process
of political struggle rooted in the Popular Front, developed in the
New Left politics of the 1950s, and further elaborated in the new
lefts that followed. Such a definition was founded on providing a
theoretical space for human agency—arguably the most important
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contribution o f the cultural Marxist tradition to the social sciences
and the humanities.
Hall s writings likewise point to the connection between cul
tural Marxism and the wider crisis o f the Left. Despite his enthusi
asm for “ new times,” Halls work, undertaken during the dark days
of Thatcherism, was part o f a wider project o f rethinking whereby
segments o f the Left were urgently trying to revive both the sub
stance and style o f socialist politics. His efforts at bridging the
gap between theoretical and scholarly work and a wider political
practice were emblematic o f both the tradition o f cultural studies
and radical historiography in Britain: from Christopher Hill to
Raphael Samuel, E. P. Thompson to Sheila Rowbotham, Ray
mond Williams to Paul Gilroy, Rodney Hilton to Catherine Hall.
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the most influential bodies of contemporary
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emergence of British cultural studies at Birming
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and Past and Present are also part of the history told
in this volume. In every instance, the focus ofD w ork in’s
attention is the intellectual work seen in its political con
text. Cultural Marxism in Postwar Britain captures the ex
citem ent and com m itm ent that more than one generation
o f historians, literary critics, art historians, philosophers,
and cultural theorists have felt about an unorthodox and
critical tradition of Marxist theory.
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